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ABSTRACT
Northern Australia has become the primary focus of
Australian defence planning. It is the area in which low-level
contingencies are most likely to occur, and it is the direction through
which higher-level threats are most likely to come.
The Rersiatt of Australia's Defence Capbilities by Paul Dibb, the
White Paper onThe Defence of Australia, and Exercise Kangaroo'89
each identified the need for the Australian Defence Force (ADF) and
Australian defence planners to increase their familiarity with northern
Australia.
1987

This volume is a companion to Canberra Papers on Strategy and
No. 63, which also dealt with the Northern Territory in the
defence of Australia, but from the aspects of its geographl', history,
economt and the actual Defence presence in the Territory.
Defence

This companion volume is concerned with strategic and
operational considerations. It highlights the Territor5/s place in the
threat contingency spectrum, before examining those particular
characteristics of the ambient environment which have particular
significance for the conduct of operations.

A strategic appraisal of the Territorly's geography follows

firstly, in general terms; and then from an adversar5/s standpoint.
Thereafter follow separate and specialised operational considerations
as seen from Navy, Air Force and Army perspcctives.
The last chapter is, essentially, an essay which addresses the

civil-military nexus developing in the Northern Territory. It is
structured around the demonstrable notion that, in civil-military
security operations, it is the community itself which should be
expected to play a major, and at times dominant, role.

canberta Papers on strategy anil Defmce are a series of monograph
publications which arise out of the work of the Shategic and Defence
3tuai"r Centre, Research School of Pacific Studies, The Australian
National University. Previous canbnra Papus have covered topi,cs
such as the relationship of the superpowers, arlns control at both the
superpower and south-east Asian regrgnal level, regional shategic
relationships and maior aspects of Australian defence Policy. For a list
of those still available refer to the last pages of this volume'
Unless otherwise stated, publications of the Centre are
presented without endorsement as iontributions to the public record
ind debate. Authors are responsible for their own analysis and
condusions.
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PREFACE
Northern Australia has become the primary focus of
Australian defence planning. It is the area in which low level
contingencies are nnst likely to occur, and it is the direction through
which higher level threats are most likely to come. The enormous
distances, the isolatiory and the paucity of population and
infrastructure pose formidable problems for defence planners. Until
the 1980s, little attempt was made by Australian defence planners to
think about how the north might be defended,let alone to deploy the
forces and supporting capabilitic's necessary for defence of the north.

ln 1982, the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre initiated a
multi-faceted projert designed to explicate the scale and character of
possible northern contingencies, to dcvelop general concepts and
guidelines for determining the force structure requirements for
northern operations, to consider means by which the pcrculiar
geostrategic circumstances of the north could best be utilised in its
defence, and to contribute to a more informed public debate about
defence of the north.
One of the important conclusions to emerge during the initial
stages of this proiect was that northern Australia is best appreciated in
terms of regions. The north is a vast and variegated area with distinct

regional entities - Cape York and Torres Strait, the Gulf country,
Arnhem land and the Top End, the Kimberley and the Pilbara - each
with different lines of communication internally and with the rest of
Australia, points of external access, terrain, vegetation, climate, land
use and other modcs of economic activity, demographic featurcs, civil
infrastructure and defence prcsence, as well as natural geographic
boundaries.l
In the mid-1980s, in order to provide a substantive elucidation
of the regional approach, the Centre initiated a mapr case study of the
Northem Territory in the defence of Australia. The first phase of this

Desmond Ball and |.O. langtry, Conclusions: National
Development and National Sccuriq/, in ].O. Langtry and
Desmond Ball (eds), A Vulnerable Country? Ciail Resourca in the
Defence of Australia, (Australian National University Press,
Sc''e

Sydney, 1980, pp.569 -677.
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proiect resulted in a volume of background studies of the geography,

fustory, economy and infrastructure

of the

Northern Territory,

published by the Centre in 1990s.2 The purpose of that volume was to
provide an acressible, comprehensive and expert inhoduction to the
Northern Territory from a defence PcrsPective.

The present volume is concerned with the strategic and
operational ispects of the Northern Territory in the defence of
Australia. It discusses the threat contingency sPectrum as it pertains to
the Northern Territory the ambient environment for the conduct of
military operations in the Tenitory; the geoshategic considerations;
the baiic features of sea, air and land operations in the region; and the
civil-military nexus which is required for defence planning and
operations in the Territory.

Desmond Ball and J.O. Langtry (eds), Tfte NuthernTmitory in the
Defmce of Australia: Gagraphy, History, Economy,Infrastructure and
Defarce Pre*nce, (Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence
No.53, SUategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1990).
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CHAPTER

1.

INTRODUCTION
J.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball

Northern Australia has become the primary focus of
Australian defence planning. Since the late 1960s, there has been a
fundamental transformation in the basic premises of Australian
defence policy.l In contrast to the previous policy of 'forward defence'
and dependence upon 'great and powerful friends', a policy of defence
self-reliance has now been officially adopted which '... gives priority
to the ability to defend ourselves with our own resources'.2 The
environment for fuhrre Australian military operations is the Australian
continent, Australia's island territories, the 20Gmile Exclusive
Economic Znne (EFZ), and the air and maritime approaches.
The central geostrategic importance of northern Australia has
been acknowledged in all major shrdies of the defence of Australia. As
the Minister for Defence, Kim Beazley, stated in his policy information
paper on The Defare of Australia 1987 presented to Parliament on 19

March 1982 the 'basic facts of our geographic location indicate that
conventional military attack against Australia would most likely be
directed against the northern part of the mainland...'.3 And as the
Reoiew of Australia's Det'ence Capabilitia prcsented to the Minister by
Paul Dibb in March 1986 argued, 'the north ... is our most vulnerable
approach'.4 It is the area in which low level contingencies are most

ONeill (ed.), The Defence of Australia - Fundamental
(Australian National University, Canbcrra, 7977);
Aspects,
New
and Ross Babbage, Rethinking Australia's Det'ence, (University of
Queensland Press, St Lucia, Queensland, 1980).
Kim C. Beazley,The Defence of Australia 1.987, (Poliey Information
See Robert

J
4

Paper presented to Parliament on 19 March 1982 Australian
Govemment Publishing Service, 1986), p.l.
lbid.,p.2l.
Paul Dibb, Rnieu of Australia's Det'ence Capabilitia: Report to the
Minister for Defence, (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra,1986), p.51.
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likely to occur, and it is the direction through which higher level
threats are most likely to come.

which was conducted across the entire
in
top end of Australif
fuly-September 1989, and which was the most
ambitio,ts, wideranging and significant exercise ever conducted in
Australia, was speciiicaily designed to demonstrate that the Australian
Defence Force (AOF) 'is rapidly coming to grips with the unique
problems of northern defence as indicated in the Government's White
Papef.S The principal obiectives of the exercise were to test new
operational conceptj which had been developed by the ADF for
defence of the north; new command and control arrangements, such as
the functional commands which were established in 1985 and the
Northern Command (NORCOM) which was established on 1 July
1988; and the extent to which the ADF could use the civilian
infrastructure in the north for movement, support and sustenance.
Exercbe Yangaroo 89,

The Dibb Raian, the White Paper and Exetcbe Knngaroo 89
each identified the need for the ADF and Australian defence planners
to increase their familiarity with northern Aushalia. For example, the
DibbReris.w stated that:
There is a requirement to study more seriously the
effect of geogriphy on force development. Because of
its prodmity, the archipelago to our north is the area
from or through which a conventional military threat
to the security of Australian territory could most
easily be posed. A thorough understanding of the sea
and iir gip to our north, and of Australia's northern
hinterland, will enable us to take account of the
limitations and risks that geography places on any
attacking force....
Problems of military operations in this area [i'e'
northern Aushalial need to be better understood, both
in terms of their implications for Australian forces and

f of the Defence Force (CDF), quoted
Exercise', Department of Defence
Defence
in 'Largest Peacetime
"l'989, p -2.
31
N ews Reluse N o.1'46| 89,
July
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as

a guide to what sort of forces an attacker would be

able to use.5

The White Paper acknowledged that 'detailed knowledge of the
environment and its infrastructure is fundamental to the effective
conduct of military operations', but also that such detailed knowledge
was deficient with respect to northern Australia.T
Ihngaroo 89, notwithstanding its overall success in testing the
new operational concepts, command arrangements and cooperation
with the civil community, also demonstrated that further work is
necessary with respect to these matters. The exercise demonstrated
that low level operations are extremely demanding in terms of
manpower and resources, and that the requirement for the ADF to
operate intensively over widely dispersed areas could well be beyond
its current capabilities; that the training and experience of reserves was
inadequate for northern operations; that tactical mobility was deficient;
that some form of airbome early warning and control aircraft is
required to supplement the ground radars and other elements of the
national air defence system; that the logistic organisation for supplying

in northern
Australia is inadequate; that a more centralised coordinating system
for interpreting and disseminating surveillance and intelligence
information is required; and that further study of the civil/military
and dishibuting Naval fuel and other commodities

interface is necessary.S

This volume is intended to contribute to this continuing effort
to enhance the understanding of northern Australia from a strategic
and operational perspective, with particular respect to the Northern
Territory.
The development of strategic plans, operational concepts and
defence capabilities must be based on a thorough appreciation of
Australia's geostrategic circumstances and an objective assessment of
the possible contingencies which might arise. These contingencies
should be addressed in terms of both their likelihood of occurrence

5
z
8

Dibb, Rniew of Australia's Defence Capabilitia, pp.38-39.

kazley,The Defence of Australin1.987,p.40.
See, for example,Exercbe Kangaroo 89, (DPUBS 13/90, Directorate
of Public Relations, Departmcnt of Dcfence, Canberra, 7990),
pp.17-23.
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and their potential impact on Aushalia's sovereignty and other
national interests, as well as the resource and other costs that would be
involved in dealing with them. Chapter 2, by Ross Babbage and
Desmond Ball, provides a discussion of the contingency spectrum,
with particular respect to theNorthern Territory. They argue that it is
the northern half of the continent in which low level contingencies are
most likely to occur, and it is through the north that higher level
threats are most likely to come. There are also a number of important
UgAustralia irint facilities in the north which could be subject to
attack in the event of a global nuclear war. They argue also, however,
that the likelihood of global war is quite remote, as is the likelihood of
invasion or maior conventional attack, at least in the foreseeable future.
Low level and escalated low level threats are rather more conceivableThese could arise at relatively short notice, and would be more

demanding in terms of ADF nunPower and resources than is
frequently recognised. They therefore warrant priority in Australian
defence planning and force development.

Chapter 3, by Colonel |.O. Langtry, discusses the strategic and

operational characteristics and implications of the ambient
environment of the Northern Territory and east Kimberley region.
Questions of physiological and psychological acclimatisation are
addressed. Water supply, corrosion, and the vagaries of the electronic

environment are considered insofar as they may affect military
operations, as is the impact of vegetation on the conduct of operations.
An extensive discussion of the'time and space factoy' is also included,

since the vastness and emptiness of the region is a dominant
environmental perception. Latlgtry concludes that it should be
possible to exploit the adverse aspects of the region's ambient
environment to the advantage of the defender, but it is most unlikely
that it can be planned from a distance. Personal, on-the'spot
experience in all seasons is essential.
Given a sound knowledge of the region's geography and
environmental conditions, it is possible to start drawing conclusions as
to the region's geostrategic significance. Chapter 4, also by Colonel
langtry, does that in considerable detail. He concludes that, in
geostrategic terms, the Northern Territory-Kimberley region and
northern Aushalia generally are potentially quite defensiblg except in
situations of low level harassment. The point is made, also, that we
should take steps to overcome the 'tyranny of distance' between our

Introiluction 5
power bases in the south and our vulnerabilities in the north. Iangtry
sFesses the singular strategic importance of Darwin and its port, and
the vital role attaching to the RAAF Base Tindal-Katherine civilmilitary complex south of Darwin.

In Chapter 5, Colonel langtry adopts the role of 'devil's

advocate' and attempts to construct an 'adversary perception' of the
strategic and operational considerations concerning the place of the
Northern Territory in the defence of Australia, in order to minimise the
risk of tailoring the threat to mcet our domestic circumstances. A
principal theme which emerges is that, although Aushalia could
progressively become remarkably defensible against major lodgements
- even invasion - at present its vulnerability to pre-emptive surprise
attack is real and is likely to remain so until iemedial action is taken. [n
short, Aushalia must take steps to put itself in a 'surprise.free'
situation. Langtry argues that Australia's defence posture should be
far more operationally-oriented in peacetime.

Chapters 6,

7 and 8 are by Navy, Air

Force and Army

specialists, who discuss in turn the enduring environmental and
operational considerations that influence the conduct of naval, air and

land operations respectively

in

the Northern Territory-Kimberley

region in the defence of Australia.
Commander Stephen Youll (RANEM) argues in Chapter 5 that
the RAN has a comprehensive role to play across the whole threat
spectrum. He highlights the strategic significance of Darwin to the
Navy; maintains that the RAN would benefit if Darwin were to
develop as a maior focal point for maritime operations; and stresses
the importance of extending the railway from Alice Springs to Darwin.
Chapter 7 by Ar Marshal David Evans addresses the overall
strategic role of the RAAF and enunciates those characteristics of
ailpower which have particular relevance in this study. A strong and
persuasive case is made for attaching the highest priority to the role of
air power in the defence of Australia. Having made the point, it is
stressed that, currently, the RAAF is not in a position to make the most
of its potentially formidable array of resources. The Air Marshal
identifies a number of specific deficiencies and vulnerabilities which
have to be overcome before the RAAF can play its full role in the
defence of Australia. He concludes that, as matters stand, the RAAF
cannot provide an adequate air defence for any part of Australia.

6
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More particularly, Chapter 7 illustrates the

RAAF"s

operational framework across the North; and describes a series of
operational concepts indicative of what might be required for the
RAAF in periods of tension and escalating conflict, with particular
reference to the Northern Territory.

Chapter 8 by Colonel langtry is devoted t9 Army
considerations. He makes a case for 'garrisoning' the Northern
Territory - a concerted shift towards a posture which is more pre'
emptive and less reactive. He also describes in indicative terms the
scope of the Army's role in the Northern Territory and, to a lesser
extent, the Kimbeiley region. He maintains that the Army needs to
adapt its strategies and tactics to enhance its ability to survive in a
hostile air enviionment; and, moreover, that provision of close air
the RAAF in close proximity to land forces should not be
support by
-but
rather regarded as a bonus. The survey covers logistic
retlea on
to the
requirements as well ai force deployment patterns, and

-points
manpower dilemma. Proposals are made for the improvement
of th! overland transport infrastructure to facilitate operations.
In Chapter 9, Colonel Langtry returns explicitly -to the
principal therne-of this volume - the demonstratable value of planning
northern defence at particular regional levels.

erhys

This theme is addressed in the specific context of the ioint
force regional command, Northern Command (NORCOM), and the
civil-miftary nexus in the Northern Territory. Langtry initiates the
discussion with an axiom:
Within a democracy the more a community, especially
a regional community, can identify with measures for
its iecurity, the greater the prospect for orderly,
cooperative mobilization of its resources.

Iangby asserts that, in essence, it is likely to be the civilians who will
clttid upon to provide the essential depth to Australia's defence

Ue

Posture.

traverses the background to the creation of
NORCOM and general perceptions of civil-military administration in
low level contingencies. Langtry then goes on to exemplify the scope
of civil-military security operations by referring to the western

Chapter

9
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Australian experience in 1983. He also draws on lessons from the
Malayan Emergency of 194&1960.

NORCOM's civil-military nexus

is

described

as it

was

developed for Exercise Knngmoo ?9. Lan$1y then goes on to specify
two specific problem areas for further analysis:

r

legal and legislative considerations, which he refers to
as the 'tip of the iceberg';9 and

o

civil support and defence in depth.
In the context of 'civil support and defence in depth', Langtry
canvasses a number of possible solutions to rnanpower problems,
including

o

the creation of voluntary, para-military forces in the
form of a constabulary;

o

the use of police from the south to bolster those in the
North in times of emergency;

o

the recruiting of a form of militia similar to the
Volunteer Defence Corps - the 'home guard' of World
War II - to perform security tasks which are essentially
constabulnrly in nature; and

o

the redesignation of certain functions of all State and
Territory Emergenry Services as State or Territory

It is worth noting here that legal and legislative considerations
were an integral part of the proposed second study to be
undertaken by Alan Wrigley at Minister Beazley's behest. See
Minister for Defence, Pras Release No.105/89, 17 May 1989. The
general title of Wrigley's second study is The Relationship
between the Civil and Military Authorities in the event of Military
Conflict in Australia'. The specific terms of reference include the
requirement to advise on nec€ssary'... changes in administrative
arrangements, powers and the like between the military and the
various civil authorities ...'; and '... the general form of any
changes in Commonwealth arrangements and law to minimise
administrative or level constraint on the effective defence of
Australia'.
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police functions, in order to be able to make full use of

the very considerable potential in the Emergency
to perform constabularly tasks in support of

Services

civil-military security operations.
Langtry maintains that the creation of NORCOM based on
Darwin as a military joint force command, with civil-military
operational responsibilities, fulfils an essential strategic requirement.

He concludes Chapter 9 with a restatement of his initial
assertion in the following terms:

One constant which is likely to have universal
application is that ... in the conduct of civil-military
security operations, it is the community itself which,
by and large, should be expected to attend to the
defence of its local supporting infrastructure as well as

to ensuring the survivability of key industries

and

services.

As we observed in the companion to this volume published in
1990, unconventional approaches, involving imaginative use of local
civil assets, including the local populatiory provide the promise of a

more viable defence posture in the North. To the extent that this
volume improves the general Australian understanding of our
Northern Territory-Kimberley region's role in the defence of Australia,
it will have contributed to the development of more viable defence
policies overall.

CHAPTER 2

THE CONTINGENCY SPECTRUM FOR
DEFENCE PLANNING IN THE NORTHERN
TERRITORY

Ross Babbage and Desmond Ball

In order to provide a nation with effective defence it is
essential to identify the range of threats that could arise and allocate

priorities for defence planning. In the case of Australi4 this is not
easy. Australia's defence circumstances are markedly different from
those of almost any country with which it is normally compared.
Australia is not located in cenhal Europe sharing a long land border
with several potentially hostile countries armed with scores of
divisions and thousands of aircraft. Moreover, although Australia has
maritime surrounds like japan, it does not face the forces of a
potentially hostile superpower across narrow shaib, nor does it
experience the almost daily transit of potentially hostile air and naval
forces close to or through national air and sea spaae. There is also no
highly-charged powder keg,like the Korean peninsula, on Australia's
doorstep.

Australia's strategic circumstances could hardly stand in
shonger contrast to those of most of the Western allies. Australia is
positioned almost as far from the major centres of global power as it is
possible to go without approaching the Antarctic continent. located
south of the Southeast Asian archipelago and sunounded by sea
which extends to ocean expanses on three sides, only a few medium
power states lie within a 3,000 km radius; the remainder are very
small.

Australia's relatively benign strategic circumstances are
further strengthened by the nation's vast continental size, the location
of the primary population and indushial heartlands on the most
protected south and south-eastern shores and the relatively advanced
state of Australia's technological development. In strategic terms, it is
difficult to contemplate a more challenging natural environment for
any aggressor bent on conducting a major assault.

10
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For defence planning and force development purposes, in a
situation where there is no imminent or foreseeable threat, there is no
substitute for contingenry analysis. While it is not possible to predict
the future, it is poslible to delineate a spectrum of contingencies,
ranging from low level conflict through to invasion or global war; to
accord- some probability to particular contingency levels; and to
allocate prioriiies to particular contingency levels with- respect to
defence ptanning and force development. This approach_has been
developed within the Department of Defence and by independent
defence analysts since the-early 7970s; it was adopted- by Paul Dibb in
ttrs Rnieu i1 eustralia's Defence Crpabilitiu presented to the- Minister
forDefence in March 7986,1 and in the subsequent policy information
paper on The Defence of Australin 1987 iss-ued !y Jh" -Minister for
be'fer,ce, Mr Kim beazley, on 19 March 1987P and it has been applied
with great utility by the present authors in other studies.3
The central geostrategic importance of northern Australia has
been acknowledgedln all major studies of the defence of Australia. As
the poliry inforriation paper onThe Det'ence of Australia 1987 states, the
,basic faits of our geogiaphic location indicate that conventional attack

against Australia would most likely be directed againstthenorthern
pirt of the mainland...'.4 And as Paul Dibb argued in his \fu 9f
Australia's Defence Capabilitia,'the north ... is our most vulnerable
approach'.S It is the area in which low level contingencies -are most

tikety to occur, and it is the direction through which higher level
threats are most likely to come.

Paul Dibb, Rnieu of Australia's Defence Ctpabilitia: Report to the
Minkter for Defence, (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, 1986), pp.52-55.
Kim c' Beazley, Tlu Defence of Australia 1987 (Policy Information

'
Paper presented to Parliament on 19 March 1982 Australian
Governmen t Publ ishin g Service, Canberra, 79871' pp -2T29.
See, for example, Ross Babbage, A Coast Too Long Defniling

4

J

Australia Beyond the 1990s, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 7990)'
Chapter 2.
Kim Beazley, The D ef ence of Austr alia 1'9 87, p -V2.
Paul Dibb, Rniew of Australia's Defence Capabilitia'p.51.
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FIGURE 2:1
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The Northern Territory constitutes the central core of northern
Australia. Darwin is Australia's most northern city; it is the focus of
much of the economic and governmental activity in northern
Australia, and serves as a 'gatewa/ to Southeast Asia. It contains
numerous remote and isolated settlemenb which are typical of those
generally identified as likely subjects of hostile aftention in low level
contingencies. The offshore waters are rich in fish stocks and oil and
gas deposits. Some of the mining centres are of international ranking such as Groote Eylandt (manganese), Nhulunbuy/Gove (bauxite) and
Jabiru (uranium). There are also several important national early
warning and intelligence facilities in the Northern Territory near
Darwin and Alice Springs which could well be lucrative targets in
many contingencies.5 In the event of higher level contingencies, an
assault through Darwin and down the centre of Australia must be
considered a primary option for any attacker. And in the event of
global war, one of the UgAustralian joint facilities which is commonly
ieckoned to be a possible nuclear target is the satellite ground station
at Pine Gap, now formally known as the joint Defence Facility - Pine
Gap (JDF-PG), some 19 km southwest of Alice Springs.T

Invasion (or High Level Conventional Attack)
At present only the Soviet Union and the United Sates Possess
forces of the type and scale that would be required to launch an
invasion of Australia and even for these Powers the potential is more
theoretical than real. The Soviet Union would need to muster a force
of at least 18-25 divisions and vast maritime and air asseb in order to
have any chance of successfully landing on and securing the

6

See Desmond Ball, 'The Defence Presence in the Northern
TerritorS/, in Desmond Ball and !.O. Iangtry (dsl, The Northqn
Tenitory in the Defence of Australia: Geogrrphy, Hbtory, Economy,
lnfrastructure and Det'ence Presence, (Canberra Papers on Strategy

and Defence No.63, Strategic and Defence Studies

7

Centre,

Australian National University, Canberra, 7990), pp.249-269 For a more comprehensive discussion of the Pine Gap station and

the satellites which it controls, see Desmond Ball, Pine Gap:
Australia and the IJS Geostationary Signab lntelligarce Satellite
Program, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney,1988).
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FIGURE 2:2
DEFENCE FACITITIES DARWIN AREA
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Australian continent.E In effect, this would require the equivalent of
about half the divisions in the entire Soviet Far East to be brought to
high readiness and diverted from the operation. Soviet maritime air
power and the Soviet Pacific Fleet would need to be expanded greatly
and large numbers of civil ships and aircraft diverted for the task.
Given the immensity of the resources required for such a vast
and distant adventure, it is difficult to imagine any motivation that
could possibly justify the costs and risks involved. Australia's natural
resources are hardly likely to provide a sufficiently tempting prize
when these are freely available on the international market. Besides,
Soviet Siberia remains rich in underdeveloped natural mineral wealth
that compares favourably with that available in Australia. The only
motivation likely to encourage the Soviet politburo to contemplate
such a drastic step would be if Australia somehow came to be
endowed with an asset of decisive value in the superpower strategic
competition. This possibility seems exceedingly remote.

If, regardless of the above considerations, Moscow was still
drawn to contemplate seriously the possibility of a full scale assault on
Australia, many other serious obstacles would remain. How, for
This assessment is based on considerations of the scale of the task,
taking full account of Australia's geography as well as its present
defence capabilities and those that could be developed following
the receipt of warning that a mapr attack was being prepared. It
is notable that in early 1942, when Australia's population was
about 7 million (as against fifteen-and-a-half million today) the

A*y General Staff concluded that such an operation
would require, at a minimum, the main body of the Combined
Fleet, 12 infantry divisions and at least 1,500,000 tons of shipping.
For details see Hatytori, Tukushiron, Dai To-A Sonso Zenshi,
Tokyo, 1953, Part III, p.292. Part of this text is reproduced in Joint
Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, Threats to Australia's
Security - Their Nature and Probability, (Australian Government
Publishing Service, Canberra, 7981), p.62. For a discussion of the
numbers of ships and aircraft that have been required to transport
mairr military forces across sea/air gaps in recent history, see
Ross Babbage, 'A Strategy for the Continental Defence of
Australia', (Unpublished M.Ec. Thesis, University of Sydney,
|apanese

7974),pp.22-23.
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instance, could the Soviet Union manage the inevitable confrontation

that would loom with the United States, |apan, probably China, most
of the countries of Southeast Asia, and many others besides? Many
countries would see such an adventure to be a serious challenge to
their own interests, and not only Australia's allies, neighbours and
close friends. A global crisis would be unavoidable, global war could
result, and all at a time when the despatch of such vast forces to the
other side of the world would have weakened homeland defences.
Central Soviet priorities would be so ieopardised by such an

undertaking that

it is

most unlikely ever

to

receive serious

consideration.
What about the potential for other Powers, including those in
our region, to mount an invasion of Australia? The facts are that while
several countries possess large armies, none (aside from the US and
the Soviet Union) possess the vast maritime and air forces that would
be required to transport, Protect and resupply an invading army.g Nor
could any potential regional opponent develop the forces required
quickly. It would take, at a minimum, five to ten years to develop the
cbmplex mix of capabilities essential for such an undertaking and this
would only be possible for most potential candidates if substantial

external assistance were to be provided by a maior Power. Such
preparations would be detected at an early stage and, although they
may not be interpreted immediately as being a prelude to a major
assault on Australia, the likelihood is that some time would be
provided for Australia's defences to be shengthened substantially in
response.lo

For details of international military capabilities see

The

International Institute for Strategic Studies, The Military Bahnce
1.990-91., (The International Institute for Shategic Studies, london,
1990).

It is a common misconception in Australian defence circles that
the detection of initial indicators of a potential opponent's force
expansion would automatically trigger a maior expansion of
Australian defence capacities in response. It is much more likely
that initial indicators would be confused and ambiguous. Over
time, the Australian Government might authorise some
precautionary force expansion measures but it is most unlikely to

embark upon full national mobilization to meet the challenge

T*ritory \7
Other warning indications would be provided by the
opponent's need to acquire intermediate island bases in close
Contingency Spectrum for Defence Planning in the Northsn

proximity to Australia. At the very least, base complexes would need
to be established to project the local air and naval superiority that
would be essential to cover any major air and amphibious assault on
Australia and protect the necessarily long lines of supply.
Again it is difficult to imagine any rational motivation for such

a huge and expensive undertaking. Australia's relations with its
regional neighbours continue to be generally friendly and it is difficult
to conceive of circumstances that could change the environment so
fundamentally that any regional power would contemplate seriously
the possibility of such a vast operation. For regional countries the
natural resource prize is scarcely credible. Living space is available
more simply and cheaply through birth control measures and the

redisbibution of population within existing borders. Irrational
motivations or the desire to distract internal political attention from
domestic problems could possibly stimulate some types of hostilities
in the future, but considerations of this sort are most unlikely to drive
the vast and sustained build-up of forces that would be an essential
pre'requisite of any regional power invasion of Australia. It remains a
truism that the embarkation on a calculated plan for war necessitates
detailed consideration at the highest level of government because of its
far-reaching consequences. There would need to be compelling
reasons, that are at present difficult to imagine, before any country
would be prepared to accept all the military, political, economic and
other costs and risks of preparing for, and embarking on, an invasion
of Australia.
The development by a rcgional power of the air and maritime
capacities necessary for a major assault on Aushalia would stimulate a
regional arrns race. Australia, and no doubt other counhies as well,

until the opponent's intcntions were very clear. This may be
several years into warning time and may leave only a short period

for national capacities to be prepared prior to the opponenfs
defence planning needs to be sufficiently

attack. Australian

flexible to accommodate such variables. The potential dangers of
overlooking these issues are discussed at some length in Ross
Babbage, Rethinking Australia's Det'ence, (University of Queensland
Press, St Lucia, 1980), pp.85-90.
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would feel compelled to expand rapidly a wide range of,defence
capacities in an effort to deter the initiation of hostilities. Substantial

asiistutr." would be sought and probably be received from the United
states and other allies and friends, and these counhies would also
probably be encouraged to increase their force presences ll-r the area.
ir, cor,sforrence, any power contemplating an invasion of Australia
would have to tate run account of the substantial reinforcement of
Australia's defences that could be undertaken before an assault could
be launched.
Any major power attemPting such a large scale attack from a
distant locition would have essentially two oPtions. There could be
advantage in shiking directly at the heartlands of southern and southeastern Australia. fhis option would require deployment of greater
and more sophisticated military assets but would offer the prospect of
a rapid and decisive victory. several large aircraft carrier battle groups
*ould be essential to secure air and maritime superiority and
neutralise Australia's interdiction strike and other main force elements
in the south. Lngistic support requirements would also be large but
given the potentially decisive nature of such a campaign, rnight not
need to be-sustained for a protracted period. Similarly, civil transport
assets might well be adequate for the vast bulk of support
requirements under this strategy \^/ere a number of developed ports
and airfields to be seflrred rapidly in the south.

The alternative strategy, of assaulting through northem

Australia, would probably require fewer and less sophisticated combat
and logistic resources at the operation's colrunencement but the
campaign would almost inevitably be of longer duration and require
hlgh endurance. The level of air and maritime superiority required for
ar,-ittitial assault on northem Aushalia could be obtained by securing
air and naval bases in the northern archipelago screen between the
Andaman Islands in the west and New caledonia in the east. For this
option, expensive and highly complex aircraft carriers would not be
necessary.

The centre-piece of a northern strategy would probably be a
large.scale assault on the Darwin-Katherine axis. The caPtur-e of the

port racitities in Darwin and the key airfields at Darwin and Tindal
(about 15 km south of the centre of Katherine) would be necessary to
permit a consolidation of the lodgement prior to a considered advance
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FIGURE 2:4
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by stages to the south. The initial assault would most likely be a multidirect attack
addition to
piot ged operation (Figure 2:4).
igainst the port area of Darwin itself, landings might be made in the
t ee point/Shoal Bay area to the north of the city and along Frances
Bay to the south. Movement down the central axis of the Stuart
Highway from Darwin to Katherine could be accompanied by smaller
operations from the 'right approach' via the Amhem Highway and the
Annaburroo Homestead/Mt Harris Mine/Pine Creek Road, and from
the 'left approach- extending from the Cox Peninsula/Delissaville
Road and-Daly River access points through Oolloo to the Stuart
Highway. Major flanking operations against the Katherine area could
belaunched from the Wyndham/Kunnunurra area along the Victoria
Highway from the west and, though less likely, from the
Ngukurr/Roper Bar area along the Roper Highway from the east.

In

a

Hiving consolidated the Darwin/Katherine lodgement, the assault

could proceed south along the Stuart Highway through Tennant Creek
and Aiice Springs and/or southeast along the Barkly Highway from
Tennant Creek through Mt Isa.

Almost inevitably, this would be a slow and very expensive
process. There would be substantial scope for Australian forces to
recuperate, exploit interior lines, attrit opposing forces and manoeuwe
to exploit the opponent's increasingly extended supply lines.
Clearly the contingency of full scale assault on Australia or
invasion cannot be excluded entirely from Australian defence
planning. The prospect of this kind of threat emerging in the more
immediate future is, however, exceedingly remote. The only two
powers with a theoretical capacity to undertake such operations have
their primary interests and commitments elsewhere and are most
unlikely to develop the compelling motivation to undertake such a
costly and risky operation. Other Powers could develoP th9
capabilities required, but again any credible motivation is absent and
preparations for such an adventure would take considerable time and
be ieadily detectable. In short, invasion contingencies need to be held
as a background factor in Australian defence planning, not as a prime
determinant of current defence development.
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Global War
There is one other category of high level conflict that could be
directed, in part, against Australia
that of global war. Global war as
a rational act of policy is assessed -almost universally as being a very
unlikely contingenqy because of the enorrnous risks of any nuclear
exchange escalating out of control.

Notwithstanding the extraordinary political changes in the
Soviet Union during the late 1980s and the dramatic transformation of
the U$Soviet strategic relationship, both the US and the Soviet Union

retain tens of thousands of nuclear weapons, and there remains a
chance that some difference between them affecting the vital interests
of one or the other could escalate to nuclear conflict. But there is also
much in their strategic relationship to promote stability or at least to
reduce the chance of major conflict between them. These positive
factors include the essential equivalence of US and Soviet strategic
nuclear forces; the strategic arms limitation agreements; the attitude of
China; a measure of economic interdependence between the US and
the Soviet Union; and, most important, the knowledge that each has of
the othey's capabilities. Overall, there is a clear comprehension on
both sides of the awesome consequences of escalation to maior nuclear
conflict. The prospect of large-scale urban/industrial destruction is a
powerful deterrent to any use of nuclear weapons.
War by miscalculation or mistake cannot be ruled out in any
absolute sense, but evcn thcre, the cvolution of understandings over
most of the more sensitive international trouble spots and the
development of advanced fail-safe mechanisms and communication

channels between the superpowers have tended to reduce the
possibility of a direct clash bctwecn the US and the Soviet Union in
recent years rather than the reverse.

Trends in probability aside, there remains a finite possibility of

global nuclear war and its initiation would have profound
consequences for Australia. The most direct potential effect would
arise from the prospect that in some circumstances the Soviet Union
might launch nuclcar attacks on Australia. By far the most likely

targets would be the three major US-Australian ioint facilities at North
West Cape near Exmouth in Westcrn Australia, Pine Gap near Alice
Springs in the Northern Territory and Nurrungar near Woomera in
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South Australia. The contributions these facilities make to US stsategic

warning, surveillance and communications functions are sufficiently
importint for one or more of them to attract Soviet attacks at some
stage in most conceivable global war contingencies.
since 1984, the possibility that the three principal ioint facilities
could be targets in the event of a strategic nuclear exchange between
the us and the soviet union has been acknowledged by government
officials on many occasions. In a mairr statement to Parliament on the
'Australia-United States Joint Defence Facilities' on 6 |une 19&4, for
example, Prime Minister Hawke stated that 'the Government believes
that hosting the facilities does bring with it some degree of added risk
of nuclearlthck'.ll In fuly 1984, then Foreign Minister Bill Hayden
stated that 'it is undeniable that in certain circumstances these facilities
[i.e. Pine Gap, Nurrungar, and North West Capel could be nuclear
targets'.l2 Subsequently, on 15 March 1985, he declared:

lThese facilities] are o(tremely important,
respects critical, and we take risks with them.

in

some

They are ... nuclear targets in certain circumstances;

would think high priority ones in an

I

all-out

exchange.l3

And in the policy information paper on The Defarce of Australin 1.987
presented to Pariiament on 19 March 1987, Defence Minister Beazley
iAted that huclear conflict between the superpowers is a remote
possibility but if such a conflict were nevertheless to occur, the ioint
defence facilities could come under attack'.l4

In the case of a nuclear attack against Pine Gap there could
well be some impact on the population of Alice Springs. Assuming
that the most likely soviet delivery vehicle would be the ss-l1 sego
11

l3

Prime Minister R.f. Hawke, 'Australia-United States foint Defence
Facilities', Hansard (House of RErantatioe),6 fune 1984, p-2987.
Bill Hayden, lJranium, the loint Facilitia, Distmamant and Peace
(Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 19U),
P.16.

Citea in Milton Cockburn, 'US Bases Make US "Prioritlr" N-Target
- Hayden', Sydney Morning Hnald,17 March 1985.
Kim Beazley, The Def ence of Austr alia'|'9 87' p -72-
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ICBM with a 1-megaton warhead, the blast effect at Alice Springs
would be less than 1 pound per square inch (psi) blast overpressure.
Some windows would break and there would be occasional frame
failures, but most houses would be undamaged. The casualties from
blast effects would be very few. However, in Central Australia the
winds are generally from the southeast, so that fallout from any attack
on Pine Gap could well blow over Alice Springs.ls The risk is
sufficiently serious to warrant the preparation of 'contingency civil
defence plans' for the protection of the population in the Alice Springs
area.15

Apart from the major U$Australia ioint facilities, the only
other locations that rruy warrant Soviet attention in nuclear war are
Australia's main air and naval bases. One or two of these could
conceivably atfact Soviet nuclear attack if, during the course of a
global nuclear war, they hosted a visit by a US aircraft carrier battle
group or a substantial number of strategic bombers. From 1980 to
March 7990, B-52 bombers from Guam routinely staged through
Darwin on training and sea surveillance flights.t7 A 1-megaton
weapon detonated in the air above RAAF Base Darwin would envelop
the whole of the built-up area within the 3 psi contour and large areas
of the city would receive much higher blast overpressures. The
fatalities from blast effects alone could well be as rnany as half the
population (40,000 people), with injuries suffered by a further 40 per
cent (30,000 people). Should a ground burst be used, which would
t5

For more comprehensive discussions of the effects of a nuclear
attack on Pine Gap, see Desmond Ball, 'Limiting Damage From
Nuclear Attack', in Desmond Ball and ].O. Langtry (eds), Ciuil
Defence and Australia's Security in the Nuclear Age, (Strategic and

Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,

t6

Canberra, and George Allen & Unwin Australia, Sydney, 7983),
pp.158-1,67; and Desmond Ball and R.H. Mathams, The Nuclear
Threat to Australia', in Michael Denborough (ed.), Australia and
N u clear War, (Croom Helm Aus tralia, Canberra, 7983), pp.4549.
Paul Dibb, Rniew ot' Australia's Det'ence Capabilitia, p.99; and Kim
Beazley, The Defence of Australia 1987, p.12.
'Last Darwin Trip For B-52', Melbourne Sun,1,3 March 7990, p.33;
and 'Guam B-52s Dip Wings to Darwin', North*nTenitory NaDs,
13 March 1990,p.5.
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more seriously damage the airfield runways while reducing the lethal
radii of low blast overpressures against other buildings and equipment
at the base, then much of Darwin would be covered with lethal levels
of fallout.ls However, visits by US strategic bombers to Darwin are
extremely unlikely in global war. Nuclear-armed B-52s are no longer
based in Guam; and in the event of nuclear war, strategic bomber
operations would be concentrated heavily in the highest priority
northern hemisphere theatres.
A more remote motivation for the USSR to strike other
locations in Australia could arise were a global nuclear exchange to
become very

protractd. It is possible that provided neither side

a

decisive advantage during the early and maior nuclear
exchanges, that both sides could continue the war over rvrny months,
or posiibly even years, employing the nuclear and other military
caplcities that would remain very selectively in an effort to secure the
beit possible post-war outcome. In those circumstances, Australia
might appear [o the Soviet Union to be a relatively unscathd cenheof
Western capacity for post-war recovery that might possibly warrant
further attalks.- However, the Northern Territory lacks the sort of
mairr economic,/industrial centres which could be relevant in this

gained

scenario.

The broader effects of a global nuclear conflict would also
have a very severe impact on Australia. The desbuction of most of the
major economies in the northern hemisphere would deprive Australia

its major trading partners and probably a large proportion of the
shipping required to maintain international trade. Australia's
economic resources would nevertheless probably be prominent in
assisting any post-war recovery and reconstruction phase.

The range of major research efforts on the nuclear winter
hypothesis suggest that climatic disturbance would probably be a
serious problem during and following nuclear conflict, particularly in
the northern hemisphere. The primary analytical difficulty does,

t8

'Limiting Damage From Nuclear AttacK, in
Desmond Ball and f.O. tangtry (eds), Ciafl Deforceanil Attstralia's
Saurity in the Nuclur Age, p.768; and Desmond Ball and R.H.
Mathams, The Nuclear Threat to Australia', in Michael
Denborough (ed), Australia and Nuclur War, p.50.

See Desmond Ball,
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however, remain that of managing the large number of weather and
other variables, each of which could have a substantial impact on the
climatic effects of such a conflict. If worst case assumptions are made
on all variables, the secondary effects could be horrific on a global
scale, but equally, when other more probable sets of assumptions are
modelled, the consequences, while still significant on a local basis, are
far less dramatic globally. There would almost certainly be some
cushioning influence for those countries in the southern hemisphere.
The impact on Australia could run from a serious climatic change for
one or two seasons to very little change at all.

There have been periodic suggestions that following global
nuclear war Australia could be inundated by vast numbers of refugees
from devastated parts of the northern hemisphere. Some movement of
refugees would be likely in such circumstances but there is liftle basis

for the suggestion that millions could find their way to Australia.
During the conflict itself and in the immediate post-war period there
would be a nahrral tendency for populations to survive and rebuild as
far as possible in their immediate or adjacent environments. Sea
transport to remote localities in such circumstances would be very
difficult, in part because of the probable shortage of shipping but also
because the emergency measures imposed by most governments
would almost certainly include the commandeering of a large
proportion of the remaining ship stock.
Global war might also have other direct but comparatively
for Australia. For instance, many have
traditionally assumed that in such circumstances the Soviet submarine
fleet would pose a serious and enduring threat to Australia's
international and coastal shipping routes. A far more likely prospect is
for the bulk of the Soviet submarine fleet to be allocated the task of
defending the Soviet ballistic missile firing submarine force and
conducting offensive operations against high priority United States
and allied naval vessels and naval ports and facilities in the northern
hemisphere. Some Soviet submarines would probably be allocated to
attack allied sea lines of communication primarily to distract allied
naval elements to their defence. The number of Soviet submarines to
be deployed for such operations would, however, most probably be
relatively few in a number, the operations would be concentrated in
the northern hemisphere, mostly north of the Tropic of C-ancer, and the

minor

consequences
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damage likely to be caused to shipping lanes
would probably be very lirnited.le

in Ausbalia's region

One further possible consequence of global war for Australia
could be the small scale use of Soviet special forces units (Spetsnatz) to
conduct operations against key government and alliance targets in
Australia. Assassinations of government and military leaders and
aftacks on critical national installations could not be excluded. While
there must be doubts about the priority the Soviet Union would accord
targets in Australia in such circumstances, the resourc€s required for
such operations would be very meagre and the potential for such
operations to stimulate disproportionate defence efforts deep in the
rear areas of Australia and the other Western allies could encourage
their employment.

Medium Level Conflict
There are some categories of potential attack on Australia that
involve the use of substantial military forces for obiectives more
limited than the complete defeat of the Australian Defence Force and
the occupation of the entire Australian continent. An opponent could,
in some circumstances, be prepared to conduct substantial operations
to secure a particular gmgraphic region, either on a Perrnanent basis
or as a hostage to provide leverage during negotiations over some

broader issue in dispute.

invasion, the potential motivations for such
operations are not only absent at present but also difficult to irnagine.
Resources and living space would not seem to iustify the immediate
and sustained effort required. A major lodgement as a means of
pressure over some broader issue in dispute is remotely conceivable,
but it is not easy to imagine the emergence of an issue that would

As with

19

These points have bc'en made

in a broader international

Naly.

debate

for
instance, Lieutenant Commander Carl H. Clawson, Jr, The
Wartime Role of Soviet SSBNs - Round Two', Uniteil Stata Naoal
lnstitute Proceedings, (Yo1.106/3/932), March 7980, pp-64'77; arrd
David B. Rivkin, fr, 'No Bastions for the Beat', United States Naoal
Institute Proceedings, (Y o1J70 / a / 97 4), Apnl 1984, pp.37 43.
concerning the strategic priorities of the Soviet

See,
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motivate a global or major regional power to make the substantial and
costly preparations that would be required or to take the risks implicit
in actually launching such an attack.

A further and perhaps less unlikely possibility is that an
opponent frustrated in the achievement of political and operational
obiectives at a lower level of conflict (small raids, harassments, etc.)
may feel impelled, over time, to escalate hostilities into a major
lodgement on Australian territory. Numerous motivations could lie
behind such a step, including the desire to distract internal attention
from domestic difficulties and to avoid losing face over the issue in
dispute. As with the potential motivations for invasion, there does not
at present appear to be any basis for a potential opponent to be
encouraged to consider this more limited type of mairr attack on
Australia.
Any potential opponent contemplating a medium level assault
on Australia would be confronted by most of the same constraints as
would apply to an attempted invasion. The forces required would be
much less than those needed for invasion but they would still be
substantial. At the upper end of the scale, a force of three to six
divisions would be needed for the occupation of a mapr region such
as the northern half of the Northern Territory, the Pilbara or the
Kimberleys. At the other end of the medium level scale of assault, a 1.10 battalion force would be required for a heavy mauling raid on a
major centre such as Darwin or a series of major towns such as
Dampier, Karratha and Port Hedland. Sufficient air and naval forces
would also be required to dominate the local region, if not for the
entire operation, at least for the critical phases.
The most likcly targets for these types of operation are in
northern and offshore Australia, primarily because they are easier to
reach from strategic bases located in the archipelago to the north.
Because the military resources required for this type of attack
are more limited than those needed for an invasion, a larger number of
counlries in the Asian-Pacific region currently have them on hand. For

instance, the Soviet Union could ccrtainly muster

the military

resources required for the full range of medium level operaticns
against Australia, and China and India possess the sorts of forces that
could possibly conduct the smaller scale medium level heavy raids
and limited lodgements. None of these countries does, of course, show
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the slightest interest in such an adventure. Moreover, even were
motivations to change markedly, the country concerned would still
have to overcome most of the factors that would constrain a potential
invader. In particular, the interests and possibly the armed forces of
the United Sates and other maior and regional powers could well be
engaged and be difficult to overcome. Further, the level of preparation
requiled for such a major operation could not be accomplished

quickty. Such preparations would be detected by

Australia's

intelligence agencies and time would almost certainly be provided for
selective expansion of the Australian Defence Force and for maior
elements to be suitably deployed and held in a high state of readiness.
In these circumstances, a medium level assault could stimulate a wider
conflict involving Australia's allies and friends, would almost certainly
sustain heavy losses and might well be defeated outright. In most
conceivable circumstances the military and political risks and costs for
an opponent would seem to far outweigh the potential benefits.

Other countries, including some in Australia's region, could
develop the resources required for a limited assault. This would,
however, take time; probably of the order of 1-5 years. A.y such force
expansion would be detected at an early stage and could stimulate
some expansion of Australia's defences in response. Australia's
actions in such circumstances would depend very much upon the
political context in which the regional oPponent strengthened his
military capacities. As has been argued at length elsewhere, there may
be scope for a potential opponent to disguise the motivation for his
military expansion so as to dull Australia's decision-makers into a false
sense of security and encourage a deferral or heavy conditioning of
plans to shengthen national defcnces.20

Also included in the category of medium level conflicts is a
number of large scale military operations that would not involve the
landing of forces on Australian territory but could have the potential
to exert substantial pressure on the Australian Govemment over an
issue in dispute.
An opponent could, for instance, consider mounting heavy air
raids on Australia. One basic pre-condition of this option is that major
bases would need to be established in reasonably close proximity to

20 Ross Babbag e, Rethinking Australia' s D efence, pp.85-90.
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Australia or very powerful aircraft carrier task forces assembled for the
task. At present the United States is the only power with anything like
sufficient naval air power to undertake the demanding aircraft carrier
operations that would be needed. It would take decades for others to
acquire sufficient capability in this field.
Hence an opponent wishing to employ substantial air power
against Australia would almost certainly need proximate land bases.
These could not be far distant from the Ausbalian land mass because
the opponent would require not only bomber aircraft, but short-range
fighters and probably electronic warfare, airborne warning and control
and tanker aircraft also to opcrate in support. Operations of this
nature are complex and expcnsive and would almost certainly suffer
heavy losses in the face of Australia's increasingly impressive air
defences. No country in Southcast Asia presently possesses the
capabilities that would be requircd for an effective aerial campaign
against Australia and at least 4-8 years would be required for them to
be developed.
Because of the limited combat range of most tactical aircraft,
the southern and eastern heartlands of Australia would enjoy a high
degree of natural protection from air attacks mounted from the
northern archipelago. There are, however, other forms of medium
level contingency that could possibly be employed to affect the main

population and industrial centres of Australia more directly. These
include overt and widcspread attacks on Australia's maritime trade
routes and the possibility of blockading Australia.
Although it is often stated as dictum that Australia is heavily
dependent upon overs€as trade,2l this assertion deserves some
qualification. In fact, Australia is not depcndent upon overseas trade
in any absolute sense for her survival and a few relatively simple
economic defence measures could enhance the nation's independence
greatly. Intemational trade is nevertheless important for Australia's
prosperity and this is likely to remain the case indefinitely.

2r

for example, Rear Admiral G.R. Griffiths, 'A View of
Australia's Maritime Defence Needs', Senpown 81, (Australian
Naval Insfirute, Seminar Proceedings, Canberra, 10-11 April
See,

1981), p.38.
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Attacks on, or interference with, shipping believed to be
involved in trade with Australia would not be a simple or easy option
for any country. Most shipping engaged in trade with Australia is
foreign owned. Attacks on such vessels would be certain to encouraSe
maiJr power involvement and probably protective and deterrent naval
and air deployments by third parties. These countries could be
expected toapply strong diplomatic, political and possibly economic
countermeasures against Aus tral ia's oPPonent.
Even leaving these global restraints aside, an oPPonent would
face serious practical difficulties in attempting to interdict or blockade
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An opponent could consider reinforcing an attemPted dose
blockade of Australia by laying mines in the major ports and their
approaches. Aircraft could conceivably drop mines in northern
Australian waters but Australia's air defences would probably make
operations in the vicinity of major ports expensive.
shipping with Australia. The nature

Surface vessels could theoretically contribute to such a
campaign but this would be extremely difficult to accomplish unless
mines were laid covertly from visiting commercial ships. Australian
security measures could, however, readily constrain the scope for such
operations.

Submarine-laid mines are another possibility but the carrying
of such vessels is limited and Australia's anti-submarine
measuies could make the risks of approaching maior ports high.

capaci$

It would be easy to

conclude from this analysis that the
with Australia's trade routes
in
interfering
difficulties for an opponent
and consequently this
benefits
would far outweigh the potential

concern need not play a significant role in Australian defence
planning. Such a conclusion would, however, be an over-
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simplification. Because of Australia's widely spaced ports and the
numerous alternative shipping approaches it would certainly be
difficult, if not impossible, for any country to intercept all seaborne
trade with Australia. On the other hand, a carefully planned campaign
of harassments and attacks on shipping in Australii,s region couta -so
increase the costs of exports (mostty bulk commoaities) as to
encourage many of Aushalia's trading partners to seek alternative
sourc€s and foreign shipowners to withdraw their vessels from
Australian routes. This would have serious consequences for the
Australian econgmy. The experience of the last twenty years suggests
that attacks on foreign-owned vessels trading with Auitralia would be
most unlikely to stimulate large.scale protective measures by the major
maritime powers.

In summary then, most larger scale medium level attacks
could only be mounted at short notice by the more distant major
powers whose interests in such substantial operations would seem
extremely limited. countries closer to Australia could develop the
capabilities for a wide range of medium level attacks but in most cases
this would take several years and, provided such developments were
interpreted accurately, Australia should have some time to expand its
defences to meet the challenge.

Medium level contingencies are probably most credible in the
of an opponent escalating fronr a lower level of hostility. In
those circumstances the opponent could see the employment of one or
more such measures as a means of dramatising his political claims in a
shock tactic designed to pressure Australia to make major concessions.
Whilea major operation in this context might have little military logic,
its political consequences could be potent.
c-ontext

Low Level and Escalated Low Level Conllicts

Low level contingencies cover a scale from ,harassment and
raids through to more concentrated conflict, but well below the level of
an attempt to lodge substantial forces in Australia'.22 They indude
incursions into Australia's sea and air space; harassment of fishing
vessels and attacks on coastal shipping in northern waters; mining in

22 Paul Dibb, Rnint of Australia's Det'ence Capabititia,p.54.
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Arsfralnorthern waters; air harassment of and air attacks on northern
settlements; tenorist-type raids on offshore oil and gas rigs; sabotage
of defence and civil installations; and raids on isolated northern
communities.23 Table 2:1, produced by Paul Dibb in his Rmiat of
Australia's Defmce Capabilities, provides an illustrative surnmary of the
characteristics and possible nature of both low level and escalated low
level contingencie5.24
These low level and escalated low level contingencies have
generally been identified as the most credible, given current and
foreseeable regional military capacities. Moreover, as the Minister for
Defence, Mr Beazley, argued in the policy information paper of 19
March 1982 because 'the capability required to mount and sustain low
level military pressure against our nation already exists in the region
of primary strategic interest to Aushalia', it follows that threats of this
sort could arise over a relatively short time-scale.2S Henc€, priority
should be accorded these low lcvel contingencies in defence planning
and force development. It is also clear, as both the Dibb Ratiant and
the Beazley policy information paper acknowledged, that these low
level contingencies are most likely to occur in northern Australia. 26
And more than a fair share of them obtain in the Northern Territory.

Low level conflict presupposes the development of a dispute
between Australia and another country (most credibly a regional state)
that gives rise to serious tensions and stimulates the opponent to
employ a range of measures to pressure Aushalia to give way over the
issues at stake.

Were disputes over issues of this sort to lead to tensions and
the application of pressure on Australia, the opponent's most likely
initial measures would be political, diplomatic and possibly economic.
Efforts would probably be made to rally international opinion to the
opponent's cause, the matter in dispute would probably be debated in
the United Nations and other international forums, and the

z3 twd..

24

lbid.,p.53.

2s Kim Beazley,The Defence of Australial.987,p.24.
26 Paul Dibb, Raiew of Australia's Defence Capabilitia, p.53; and Kim
kazley,The

Defence of Australia 1.987, p.24.
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international media would be encouraged to highlight the oPPonent's
case and discredit Australia.
Were the dispute to deepen, the opponent might employ a
broader range of pressures, such as boycotts of Aushalian exports and
non-violent harassments of Australian diplomats and other
Australians abroad. Encouragement and suPPort could also be given
to drug runners, illegal immigrants and illegal dealers in flora and

fauna whose intensified activities would place greatly increased
pressure on Australian customs, immigration and health authorities.
Most, if not all, of these activities would constitute low level oPerations
against Australia but they would not necessarily warrant an active
Australian military response. In a situation of rising political tension
where tense types of pressure were applied, defence readiness could
be increased, some precautionary force expansion might be ordered
and some redeployment of units to northern Australia might be
warranted. There would, nevertheless, be a strong incentive to keep
military preparations in the background and avoid Provoking an
escalation of tension.

There is a wide range of other measures that an oPPonent
could employ to apply additional pressure and force a more active and
expensive protective resPonse.
Fishing and other civil vessels could be encouraged to operate
illegally within the Australian Fishing Zone and possibly engage in
rule-of-the-road confrontations with Australian civil and law
enforcement vessels. Civilians could be encouraged to land illegally
on offshore islands and reefs, damaging the unmanned weather
stations and other installations and deshoying the local fauna and
flora. civil aircraft could also be encouraged to Penehate Australian
air space without clearance and possibly to buzz Australian vessels
and ioastal and offshore settlements. These measures would force the
Australian Government to reinforce both civil and defence elements
normally located in northern Australia engaged in policing Australia's
air and sea space. Area surveillance capacities, such as the |indalee
over-the.horizon radar network, surveillance aircraft, pabol vessels
and coastal police and security elements would probably all be
required to increase the intensity of their operations.

An opponent would have many means of exacerbating
Australia's security in these circumstances. Civil harassments and
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intrusions could be scattered widely across northern Australia from
Cocos Island in the Indian Ocean across the Kimberley area of
northwest Western Australia, the Top End, the Gulf of Carpentaria,
Cape York and the Torres Strait islands to the islands of the Great
Barrier Reef. In some circumstances an opponent could seek to
complicate Australia's responses by concentrating widely scattered
activities into a short period.

The opponent could also further broaden the range of
harassments employed. For instance, Australian aircraft and shipping

passing through the opponent's territory could be harassed and
possibly confiscated and harassment of Australian nationals located in

or transiting through the opponent's country could be

escalated

possibly to include arbitrary arrests.

On the next rung of escalation ladder, the opponent could
employ military assets and aircraft to support civil elements
conducting illegal activitics. The opponent's naval vessels could
operate in support of civil vessels in their harassment of Australian
ships and offshore installations and settlements. This could force
Australian naval counter-deployments. Similarly, the opponenfs
military aircraft could repeatcdly test Australia's air defence capacity
by intruding into national air space. It is at this level that the scope for
misperception and miscalaculation would increase dramatically.
Rules of engagement on the Australian side would almost certainly be
defensive and rigorously enforced but the potential for engagements to
escalate out of control would rise sharply, especially if the opponent
was prepared to activate missile and gun fire control systems on ships
and aircraft during the course of such manoeuwes. Aggressive
manoeuvering and tactical action could encourage the opponenfs local
commanders to escalate their responses, risking the possibility of an
exchange of fire and the possible loss of lives and military assets in the
local area. This type of incidcnt could be exploited by the opponent
(or even pre-meditated by him) to dramatise Australia's allegedly
aggressive intent and possibly be used as a pretext to further escalate
the confrontation.
Were the opponent to wish to further raise the level of
confrontation into terrorist attacks and widespread small-scale raids
and military harassments, a valuable and possibly essential prmursor
would be a range of opcrations to gather intelligence on northern and
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offshore Aushalia and the capabilities of Australia's security and
defence forces. Much useful background information could be
obtained directly from commercial sources and government
publications. Topographic mapping, marine charts, commercial aerial
photography, LANDSAT and SPOT satellite images and the vast
imount of published material on northern and offshore Australia and
security operations in that environment would be relatively easy to
obtain. The opponent's diplomatic representatives and resident
nationals in Australia could obtain further valuable intelligence by
visiting areas of particular interest in northern Aushalia and
developing contacts with organisations and individuals with
government, commercial or other interests there.
Nevertheless, the opponent's forces would still lack tunds-on'

in the north Australian environment and many valuable
tactical intelligence would be in very short supply. In
consequence, the opponent may see a nced to deliver a number of
small parties onto Australian territory to gather critical information.
experience

forms

of

it critical to have direct and
capabilities and
physical
characteristics,
the
intelligence
on
detailed
protective security measures surrounding major civil infrastructure
assets as well as the various defence and intelligence bases and
facilities in northern Australia - such as, for example, the RAAF bases
at Darwin and Tindal, and the communications, early warning and
intelligence facilities in the Darwin and Alice Springs areas.
An opponent would reckon

Besides performing their military operational function, such
landing parties could, in some circumstances, perform a valuable
political role. The presence of such small armed teams would
inevitably be noticed by members of northern Australian communities
before long, magnifying the local sense of wlnerability and further
sbengthening the political pressure on the government to provide
effective security and/or bring the dispute to an early end. An
opponent could even aim to exploit political leverage obtainable from
such operations by landing small teams of military personnel at
isolated settlements across the north, not to attack the inhabitants or
damage installations but merely demonstrate the accessibility of these
locations and complicate Australia's political and military resPonses.

could

The mere sighting of landed elements of the opponent's forces
be sufficient to achieve the opponent's tactical objectives.
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However, it would also be possible for local inhabitants to be
kidnapped or killed, for local installations to be destroyed and for
tracks, roads and airfields to be damaged, mined and booby-tapped.
Violent operations of this sort would represent a serious escalation of
operations and pose new risks and costs for the opponent as well as
further complicate Australia's defence problems.
Delivering small raiding parties onto Aushalian territory
would not be easy for an opponent based in the local region. The seaair gap is, in most places, relatively wide and during most of the dry
season (May-October) the prevailing trade winds are frequently
strong, making movements by small craft in open water hazardous.
Much of Australia's northern coastline is very ruggd with thousands
of reefs and islets offshore, extreme tides and dirty water making
navigation difficult even in daylight without local knowledge.
Detailed charts are unavailable for most coastal waters. Nevertheless,
once in the coastal environment numerous potential targets would be
readily at hand and several large rivers provide corridors for access
into the hinterland. The Roper, South Alligator, East Alligator, Daly
and Victoria Rivers are all navigable for considerable distances
upstream from their mouths. Medium draft vessels could reach as far
as 145 km upstream in some of these rivers in favourable conditions;
small craft can sometimes penetrate as far as 300 km inland.

Aircraft could provide another option for delivering small
reconnaissance and raiding parties. There is a very large number of

unmanned airstrips in northern Australia, many dating from the
Second World War. A large number of these would be suitable for
small-to-medium aircraft operations. There would also be the option
of delivering forces by parachute.

Small parties could also conceivably be delivered by
submarine, but in much of northern Australia their close approach to
the coast would be hazardous. Besides, few regional countries possess

sufficient submarines to make their routine use in this role seem
credible.

Any opponent would also have to count on the Australian
Defence Force capitalising on northern Australia's natural defences. In

the sea-air gap Australia's area surveillance resources could be
expected to detect air and surface movements and vector aircraft and

ships

to intercept.

Security would

be tightened in

northern
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communities and Australia's ground force elements would be
structured to respond rapidly to reported landings. Unused civil
airfields could be blocked and tight controls placed on aircraft
movements, river traffic and road transPort. These measures would
complicate the opponent's insertion of small parties seriously.

The extraction of such forces would be even more difficult.
coastal rendezvous with small craft would demand communications,
command and control of a high order and routine evasion of
Australia's interception network. Extraction of forces further inland
would depend upon the potential of transport aircraft to.penetrate
Australian airspaie and land at agreed locations and times. Aushalian
countermeasures are likely to make that $pe of operation very
hazardous. In consequence, the opponent may have little choice but to
regard many, if not most, small scale landings as one-way operations.

Once ashore, landing parties may attemPt

to

continue

operations for an extended period by living off the land and stealing or
cipturing supplies. However, unless they could caPhrre a vessel or

aiicraft capable of taking them home (and this could be made very
difficult), they would probably, sooner or later have little choice but to
surrender. Australian psychological warfare operations would
probably be designed in part to expedite this process: q9 routine
iunendlr of intruding small parties could be a major diplomatic
embarrassment to the opponent but would not necessarily place
serious limitations on his military capacity to sustain such operations.

Other forms of escalation would be available to the oPPonent.
some raiding operations could be increased substantially in scale - up
to platoon, Company or even battalion size. Forces transiting the sea-

present a large targgt for Aushalian
inteidiction but once ashore would be capable of undertaking a heavy
mauling raid on a range of settlements and installations.

aii gap on this scale would

There are many locations in the Northern Territory which
would be vulnerable to raiding operations of this sort. Australian
defence and security intelligence authorities have identified more than
a dozen Vital National Installations (VNIs)27 in northern Australia

National Installation (VND is defined as 'a vital
installation in which the Commonwealth and one or more
State/Territory Govemments have substantial interests and

27 A Vital
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which would be lucrative targets in this context. One, for example, is
the manganese mining operation at Groote Eylandt in the Westem
Bight of the Gulf of Carpentaria, some 50 km off Arnhem Land. The
island can be easily approached covertly, due to its remoteness and the
sparsity of its population. Once on the island, a group of trained
saboteurs could reach the mining area with little risk of detection and
inflict heavy damage on critical points such as the fuel farm, power
station, ship loading facilities, and the concentrator (processing area).
Another VNI is the bauxite mine near Nhulunbuy/Gove on the
northeastern tip of Arnhem Land. The critical points at the mine are
the power station, command and control room, water pumping
station, fuel farm, rotary kiln, and the primary crusher. Access to any
of these points could be gained by small groups of saboteurs either by
sea, air, road and cross-country. Damage sustained to any of the
critical points could severely affect the operation of the whole
installation.

In addition to these (and other) sites of major national
economic importance, some of the defence communications and
intelligence facilities in the Darwin area might also be subiect to
raiding operations. Some of these facilities are remote; they are
exposed and difficult to protecq they are accessible to cross<ountry
approaches from several dircrtions; and some of them could be
regarded by an opponent as being necessary to destroy or disable in
order to enhance the sccurity of his othcr operations.2S
responsibilities, and/or the installation is of mairr national
economic importance'. A Vital Installation is 'a facility,
installation or resource, the loss of the products or services of
which would severely disrupt the orderly life of the community,
or which, if damaged, would cause a major public hazard'. See
Brigadier f.A. Sheldrick, The Vital Installations Program', in f.O.
Iangtry and Desmond Ball (eds), A Vulnerable Country?: Ciail
Resources in the Defence of Australin, (Australian National
University Press, in association with the Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canbena, 1986),
p.516.
28

See Desmond Ball,
Territor5/, p.268.
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An altemative strategy for the opponent with potentially great
political leverage might be for raiding forces to hold their ground, dig
in and hold the local popularion and local facilities hostage. The
opponent's determined defence of such locations would Pose extreme
dilemmas for the Australian Government. An effective Austsalian
counteroffensive could take some time to mount and be complicated
by the fact that use of high firepower weaPonry could kill many
Australian hostages. Vy'ere several of these limited hostage
lodgements' achieved virtually simulbaneously across northern
Australia, the dilemmas in developing a national resPonse could be
extremely taxing. These types of operation would make little military
sense but their political leverage and eventual payoff qruld be
immense.

Other types of military pressure could include sporadic and
small scale air and naval attacks on Australian ships at sea (including
possible isolated naval vessels) and small scale bombing and strafing
raids on northern settlements. Careful orcheshation and phasing of
such operations would be essential if Aushalian defences were to be
evaded with any consistency.

A final low level option for an opponent could be to lay (or
claim to have laid) sea mines in the approaches to Australia's northern
ports or its northern coastal waters. This possibility was discussed in
some detail as a medium level contingency option. It may be sufficient
to observe here that mine sweeping and hunting operations and close
security measures in and adjacent to northern ports and coastal
shipping routes would be a continuing requirement during a wide

range of low level contingencies.

Contingency Priorities

This analysis provides a basis for assigning relatively clear
priorities to the primary categories of defence contingenry with which
Australia could conceivably be confronted.
The avoidance of global war deserves some priority in national
security policy. Despite the limited strength of Australia's voice on
such mafters, strong diplomatic and political activity is warranted to
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encourage progress in arrns control and
understanding between the supeqpo wers.

a
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broader range of

Global war does not, however, deserve priority in Australian
force structure planning in part because this contingency is remote, in
part because the shape and size of the nation's Defence Force will have

little impact on the prospects of such a conflict arising and in part
because Australia's national defence capabilities could do little to
ameliorate the primary direct effects of such hostilitie on Australia. A
strong case can be made for focussing increased attention on planning
measures designed to reduce the effects of such a war on Australia,
especially enhanced civil defence measures. These matters are,
however, best handled outside the Defence Force.

This chapter concludes that the prospect of Australia being
confronted by a serious conventional military threat in the foreseeable
future is exceedingly remote. Not only is there a singular lack of
international interest in major military operations against Australia,
but even were the intention to develop, no country aside from the
superpower€ currently has the military wherewithal. For a country in

Australia's more immediate region to launch a major conventional
attack on Australia, motivations would need to change drastically and
a minimum of 5-10 years would be necessary to develop the full range

of capabilities required. Aushalia would detect such changes in
capability (and probably changes of intention) at an early stage and
have time to expand its defences to meet the challenge.
Iower level contingencies are less unlikely. There is, of
course, no evidence of an intention by any country at present to
mount such operations against Australia. Nevertheless, were political
motivations to change markedly, low level contingencies could arise at
short notice because the military capabilities they would require are
already held by many countries, including some in our region.
For a potential opponent, low level operations are not only
attractive because they could be mounted quickly. Compared to
higher level operations they offer other significant advantages as well.

In medium and high level conflict a

state

of

relatively

unrestrained war would exist between Australia and its opponent. In
these contingencies Australia could exploit fully its long experience
with advanced technology military systems to directly attack the
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opponent's main force units and those major military facilities and
possibly industrial support and other capacities that may be within
reach. Australia could be expected to exact a heavy toll on the
opponent in this type of relatively unrestrained warfare.
Moreover, were Australia threatened by medium or high level
operations, it would probably be very difficult for the opponent to
prevent the United States, and Australia's other allies, from providing
substantial assistance, including possibly combat forces, to reinforce

Australia's defences. This, in itself, could be a critical factor in
deterring a potential opponent from threatening operations at this
level. The overall costs and risks could simply be too high.
By contrast, in low level operations Australia's capacity for
high technology offensive operations would probably be held in check
bt diplomatic and national political factors. As Australia's
fundamental survival would not be at stake, the response of the United
States and most of Australia's other allies would probably be much
more heavily conditioned. Australia could probably count on
enhanced intelligence, logistics and other support assistance but the
commitment of United Slates combat forces would be rather unlikely.
Other factors applying in low level contingencies could also
favour the opponent at Australia's expense. The opponent could
probably sustain most forms of low level operation against Australia
for an indefinite period at relatively limited cost. Moreover, given the
nature of Australia's vast northern environment, effective Australian
defensive operations would be highly demanding, Y€rY expensive and
probably be relatively difficult to sustain. There is potential in these
circumstances for Australia to become locked into a very damaging
disproportionate response equation in which the opponent could
continue to apply strong pressure over the issue in dispute for an
extended perid at limited cost to itself while Australia was
overstretched and hurting badly. The military and economic costs to
Australia could be high but the political costs to any Australian
government wishing to remain firm could be debilitating. If, over
time, a large proportion of the Australian population came to view the
issue in dispute to be remote and marginal to national sovereignty and
security, the Australian government of the day might have little choice
but to make substantial concessions.
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One of the central challenges for Australian security planning
is to develop a posture that can manage the full contingency spedrum
in a timely and effective manner. Aside from normal peacetime tasks,

the requirements of low level contingencies deserve first priority
at relatively short notice and could be
extremely difficult to handle. Medium and high level contingencies
could not credibly emcrge at short notice but they cannot be
overlooked in national planning because many of the defence
capabilities they would require are highly complex and could not be
acquired quickly. In consequence, it makes sense to expend some
resources now on maintaining and developing on a limited scale a
because they could emerge

carefully selected range of combat and support capabilities relevant to

higher level contingencies that could provide a basis for force
expansion should Australia's strategic circumstances deteriorate
seriously.

CHAPTER 3

THE AMBIENT ENVIRONMENT:
IMPIICATIOruS FOR THE CONDUCT OF
OPERATIONS
J.O. Langtry
Introduction
The geographic context for defence of the Northern Territoqy
-with
by ]ohn chappell in the companion to this
has been dealt
volume.l This chapter goes somewhat further in that it discusses the

military implications of the Territoq/s ambient environment inshore, or,iho.e, offshore, and in the air. It also indudes
consideration of the 'time and space' dimension. The principal
operational implications addressed are in the areas of acclimatisation
oi personnel; corrosion of equipment; atrnospheric anomalies affecting
the performance of electronic equipmen$ cross-countly movement;
submarine operations; air operitions; and the need to tradeoff
rvrnpower for technology in land operations in the vastness of the
North.
Climate
The general perception is that the Northern Territory suffers
(summer) and the Dry
two
seisons, both exhemes
only
- the Wet
(winter) seasons
but, in fact, there are transition periods of variable
duration between the two when conditions
and quite unpredictable
generally are benign.
The climate is governed by the annual north+outh migration
of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) over the Equator and the
midlatitude anticyclone belt traversing west-east over the Ausbalian

I

Context for Defence of the
Northern Territoq/, in Desmond Ball and f.O. I-angtry (eds), The
Northun Turitory in the Defence of Australia: History, Gngraphy'
Economy,Infrastructure, and Det'ence Presence, (Canberra Papers on
Strategy and Defence No.63, Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, 190),
Chapter 2.
See John Chappell, 'The Geographic
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continent and adjacent waters. The Dry season occurs when the
antiryclone belt is situated over central Australia and the ITCZ is
located north of the Equator. As a result, the Southeast Trade Winds
bring consistently fine, albeit at times very hot, weather between April
and September. The Wet occurs between December and February
when the ITCZ lies south of the Equator. Northwest monsoons bring
unsettled weather with considerable cloud, rain and storm periods. It
is this period which is associated with the formation of tropical
cyclones over the Timor Sea, Arafura Sca and the Gulf of Carpentaria.

The periods between these two seasons (i.e.

OctoberNovember and March-April), the transition periods, are characterised
by light and variable winds, generally fine to partly cloudy days and

minimal rainfall.
Cyclones occur primarily between the months of December to
April with rates of occurrence as shown in Table 3:1.

TABLE 3:1
RATE OF MONTHLY CYCLONE OCCI.]RRENCE

Month

Rate of Occurrence

December

2 per every 5 years

]anuary

1 per year

February
March
April

1

peryear

1 per year
1 per every 2 years

For the remaining months the rate of occurrence is less than
one every 10 years.

Source: Commander Stcphen Youll, RANEM, TheNorthernTerritory in
the Defence of Australia: Naual Considuations, (Working Paper No.143,
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Canberra,1987).
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FIGURE 3:1
CYCLONE TRACKS AND AREAS MOST VI.,LNERABLE TO
CYCLONES IN NORTHERN AUSTRALIA
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Sources: R.S. Laurensz,Tropical Cyclona in the Australian Region,
(Australian Government Publishin g Service, Canberra, 1 981 ), pp.&-7
(top map), and Atlas of Aushalian Resources: Climate, Third series,
Volume 4, (Division of National Mapping, Canberra, 1986),p.57
(bottom map).
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The area as a whole is responsible for spawning many of the
cyclones experienced along the north-west coastline of Western
Australia, with the maiority of them forming in the Timor Sea region
(see Figure 3:1). Cyclones found in the Timor Sea generally tend to
travel in a south-west direction before veering inland and losing
intensity. Cyclones which form in the Gulf of C-arpentaria tend to be
more variable in their direction of travel, although ultimately they tend
to move towards the south-east.

Average water temperatures range from 25'C during the Dry
and 29oC during the Wet. The maximum water temperature that can
be expected is

32t.

Over land, temperature ranges are considerably higher and
very much more variable than over the water. Extreme temperatures
can rise to the low forties in Darwin and to the mid- to high forties in
Alice Springs. The climate ranges from hopical in the northern third
of the Territory, through to semi-arid in the south where temperatures
can fall to zero and below at night. In theTop End virtually the entire
yea/s rainfall occurs during the Wet and, of course, the humidity
build-up during the run-up to the Wet progressively increases to levels
of quite severe physiological and psychological discomfort. Chappell
describes it as follows:
... it is the hot climate of the north which emerges as its
most destructive quality for most pmple arriving from

temperate latitudes. So much does climate impress
itself on the human physiology that various heatrelated strain indices ... [indicatel that half of northern
Australia as having heat discomfort on more than 150
days in each year ... and, by contrast ... Sydney and
Melbourne may expect only about five uncomfortable
days in each year .... So much has heat shess prior to
the onset of the wct season impressed itself, that
Whites refer to it as the time of 'mango madness'or
the suicide season ....2

John Chappell, The Geographic Context for the Defence of
Northern Australia', in f.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds), A
Vulnerable Country? Ciail Raources in the Defarce of Australia,
(Australian National University Press in association with the
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Chappell goes on to point out that 'although rainfall diminishes
inland, its variability increases and so does the likelihood of drought'i
and that

-

Human activities, perceptions, and logistics are
affected by climate in the north in ways unfamiliar to
southern residents. Complete inaccessibility for
wheeled vehicles to large coastal areas for several
months of the year, every year, is as alien to
Sydneysiders as a cyclone like Trary [which
demolished Darwin in7974l would be. 'Ground level'

is the level at which northern Australia should be
appraised for defence or any other purposes

....4

FIGLIRE 3:2

TEMPERATURE RANGE
January average monthly temperature (oc)
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N or ther

Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1986), p.69.
3

lbid.,p.7O.

4

lbid.,pp.70-7'1,.
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Acclimatisation

A most important strategic consideration emerges
that of
- nahrral
'acclimatisation'. Acclimatisation may be defined as the
process of physiological and psychological adaptation by the human
body to enable it to cope with the stress imposed under severe ambient
climatic conditions, such as are encountered at the peaks of the Dry
and Wet seasons in northern Australia. In general, the hot, humid
climates associated with the Wet in the north of the Territory are more
distressing than the hot-dry climates of the south around Alice
Springs. In hot deserts the humidity is rarely high enough to inhibit
significantly the evaporation of sweat so that, as long as fluid intake is
adequate, the cooling of the body by evaporation of sweat is usually
sufficient to keep body temperature within normal limits. In hot,
humid climates, however, the humidity often reaches levels such that
sweat cannot be evaporated fast enough to stop the body's
temperature rising to the level at which human performance is
severely limited and ultimatcly may cause heat stroke and death.

There are levels of acclimatisation and the natural process of
acquiring the higher levels may take a month or so. The process can be
accelerated by undertaking supervised, graduated work prograrns.
Nevertheless, the un-acclimatiscd soldier will always be at a severe
disadvantage when confronted by an opponent fully acclimatised and
in every way adapted to the environment. As it can be assumed that
an enemy coming from within or through the archipelago to
Australia's north would be fully acclimatised, it would be very much
in Australia's strategic interests to have troops stationed in the north
rather than relying on rushing southern-based troops north in an
emerSency.

When ambient climatic conditions are severe, the conditions
around and within confined arcas such as armoured vehicles, the
cockpits of planes, etc., can bccome intolerable. Pilots cannot remain at
cockpit-readiness for more than minutes unless the cockpit is
adequately air conditioned or shaded, or both. Non-airconditioned
tanks and armoured pcrsonnel carriers cannot be operated closed
down for very long. Even the exterior metal parts can become
blisteringly hot to the touch. The same considerations apply to ships at
sea but to a lesser degrec. Despite acclimatisation, physiological and
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psychological endurance and tolerance to high heat and humidity can
be reduced drastically, perhaps dramatically.S

Water Supply

Axiomatically, the requirement for drinking water rises
significantly in tropical climates. In the Northern Territory surface
water is extremely scarce during the Dqy, particularly south of
Katherine. Such sources as do exist are frequently polluted. Bores
supplying water for stock on pastoral properties are, more often than
not, few and far between; and the water itself is often not fit for human
consumption. The Northern Territory is very dependent on the supply
of water from underground for communities. Table 3:2 illustrates the
extent and use of water from underground.
TABLE 3:2
BORES
Region

Bores Resistered

30/6/82

Darwin/Gove

3,A'.tr

Katherine

2,145

Tennant Creek

Alice Springs
Totals

-

30t6/81

1,850

3,019
1,985
1,805

14,015

73,773

6,ffi

6,%3

Source: Northern Territory Department of Transport and Works,
Annual REort,1981.-82, (Government Printer of the Northern Territory,
Darwin,1982), p.88.

For further reading, see f.O. Iangtry, Aspects of Luduship in a
Modern Army, (Working Paper No.63, Strategic and Defence
Srudies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, 1983);
|.O. Langtry, Tactical Implications of the Human Factor in
Warfare', Australian Army lournal, No.107, (Departnent of
Defence, Canberra, April 1958); and Maior E.M. Grift MC, Man
Management in Hot Humid Climates', Australian Army lourtul,
No.ll0 (Department of Defence, fuly 1958) a condensation of
(unpublished
'Human Performance in Hot, Humid Climates',
thesis) prepared by Major |.O. Langtry for the Drectorate of
Military Training, Headquarters, Australian Military Forces,
Canberra,1957.
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The Northern Territory government provides reticulated
water facilities in the main centres

including Darwin, Alice Springs,
Tennant Creek, Adelaide River, -Batchelor, Pine Creek and many
Aboriginal communities. Piped water is available in a number of
small settlements, including Mataranka, Larrimah, Daly Waters, Ti
Tree and Finke. Darwin's water supply is both limited and vulnerable.
It comes from three major sources relatively close to Darwin:

a.
b.
c.

Darwin River Dam, the principal source;
Manton Dam; and
McMinns Bores.

Darwin River Dam is the principal source. Water is pumped about 70
km to two 9-megalitre reservoirs at McMinns and is then pumped to
Berrimah for distribution via regional zones within Darwin. Within
these zones, reserves equal to only one peak day's demand are held to
cover emergencies.5 Seizure or dcnial of the water supply must figure
largely in any consideration of an enemy lodgement featuring Darwin
as the objective.

Corrosion

In addition to its harshness on human performance, the
corrosive effects of pcrsistcntly high heat and humidity, especially
near the salt-laden littoral, on all tbrms of equipment can be
devastatingly damaging in a relatively short time. Serious
consideration must be given to tropical maintenance and storage
requirements
problem for the Australian Forces in World
- a major
War II in northern
Australia and the island campaigns in the South
West Pacific.

Atmospheric Elecbonic Environment
Electronic sensor performance is also influenced significantly
by the extreme atmospherics of the Northern Territory region. The
assessment of expected sensor pcrformance can be important in the
planning and exccution of all military operations from surveillance to
For further details, see Deborah Wade-Marshall and J.O. Langtry,
'The Northern Territor;/, in ).O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds),
A V ulnerable Country?, pp.145-148.
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FIGURE 3:3
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FIGURE 3:4

DARWIN WATER SUPPLY
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actual battle. Such assessments include the predicted transmission,
detection and intercept ranges of radio, radar and navigational aid
transmissions for both our own and the opposition's sensors. Higher
frequency transmissions are affected by cloud, humidity and
precipitation, whilst lower frequecy transmissions are most susceptible
to ducting caused by atmospheric temperature layers.
Rain and humidity decrease the effectiveness of the airborne
and seaborne fire control and precision navigation radars and limit the
range of aids to local navigation. High sea and air temPeratures cause
neai-surface humidity ducts which 'channel' radio frequency

transmissions to cause anomalous Propagation. Such ducting
increases the radio horizon distance giving longer range detections
and, of course, counter-detections' Depending upon the desired
posture of Australian Defence Force (ADF) elements, that is overt or
iovert, the presence of ducts would be an important factor in deciding
whether to use active sensors. The near-surface ducts in the region
rarely extend above 50 m which has implications for the relative utility
of air- or shipborne sensors'

The percentage frequencies

of

occurrence

of

anomalous

propagation are set out in Table 3:3.
TABLE 33
SEASONAL PERCENTAGE FREQLJENCIES OF DTICTS

(Annual)

Elevated duct
Surface duct

(October-

Dry
(lune'

March)

September)

40

24
29

TheWet

15

The

Year

(Annual)

28

E

Figures given are for the percentage of occurrence.

Source: Commandei' Stephen Youll, RANEM, The N orthern Tmitory in
the Defence of Australia: Naoal Considerations, (Working PaPeI No.143,
srategic and Defence studies centre, Australian National university,
Canberra,1987).
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Vegetation

The Northern Territory Information Service sums up the
vegetation pattern concisely as follows:
Vegetation patterns follow the rainfall zones. In the
coastal regions of the north are pandanus and coconut
palms, mangrove swamps and forests of eucalypts,
paperbarks and cypress pine. Some of the tropical
grasses of this region grow up to 2.5 and 3.5 m high in
the wet season. Travelling south, the comparative
lushness of the north gives way to green savannah
woodland. Still further south the timber thins out to
become semi-desert steppe or spinifex country.

In the east the elevated Barkly Tableland is a vast tract
of flat grassland (mainly Mitchell and Flinders grass
and bluebush) providing pasturcs for beef cattle
production. In the west, the Victoria River district is
an area of largely treeless plains carrying perennial
grasses such as Kangaroo, Mitchell and Flinders and
perennial sorghums. It is interspersed with areas of
inaccessible hill country covered with eucallpts,
nutwood, cabbage gums, bloodwood, coolibah and
bauhinia.T

Implications for the Army

For a broad land force appraisal of the implications of the
Northern Territory's ambient environment (and that of the northern
areas of the Kimberley region of Western Australia) it is useful to use
the Northern Territory's Conservation Commission's description on its
poster titled 'Tropical Woodland'- see Figure 3:5.

Northern Territory Information Service, Northern Taritory ProfiIe
Physical Futurs, Climate, (Government Printer of the Northern
Territory, Darwin, '198D. For a more detailed description, see
John Chappell, 'The Geographic Context for the Defence of the
Northern Territory', in Desmond Ball and |.O. langtry (eds), Tlr
Northern Territory in the Defence of Australia: Hbtory, Economy,
lnfrastructure and Defence Presence, pp.8a8.
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FIGLIRE 3:5
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The climatic tuild-up' which begins around October brings
with it a dramatic and colourful change to the woodlands of the north
of the Territory and much of the Kimberley. The onset of the Wet
heralds the spectacular growth of the tall green stalks of sPear Srass
wNch can reach shoulder height and restrict visibility severely. The
downpours are usually intermittent and irregular in paftern. In
between the rains the terrain can dry out except for the lower-most
and more impervious areas. Generally, off-road movement is possible
but, as ever in the Territory,local ground-Inel knowledge is important.

As the rains become a daily feature and heavier and more
uniform in distribution, the soil bcromes more water-logged and offquite impossible
road movement becomes more and more difficult

-
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in some areas such as the 'sandy' country, the black soil' country,
'spongy' and 'sink-hole' country
all types of terrain which can be
very widespread but only readily -recognisable given local knowledge.
Generally, by about December each year, so much of the terrain in the
Top End and much of the semi-tropical area around Tennant Creek is
saturated by the daily downpours that off-road movement for even
four-wheel drive vehicles is virtually impossible. (The same applies to
much of the northern areas of the Kimberley region.)

On the higher ground

which is usually heavilyeroded

- and outcrops or spiny and rough
sandstone tablelands (Arnhcm Land)
ranges

the water fills the crevices, gorges, channels, creeks and

sheams -with often impassable raging torrents.

During the height of the Wet, mid-December to February,
most rivers burst thcir banks, vast coastal saline tidal flats become
permanently inundated and cross-country movement by other than
highly specialised vehicles is forced to a standstill.
In March-April the higher ground drains fairly quickly and,
with local knowledge normal off-road vehicle movement resumes. By
the end of May, even the vast areas subiect to severe riverine flooding
and tidal inundation are starting to dry out rapidly and the grass is
tuming to a dusty yellow/brown.
|une, |uly and August are climatically benign but becoming
increasingly hotter and drier. Bushfires are corrunon. Dust betrays offroad vehicle movement. The tall grass has been flattened by the
winds, burnt out by brush fires or, in pastoral districts, eaten out by
stock. Intervisibility throughout the woodlands improves again
not
- and
that it is ever too bad except in pockets of tropical rain forest
mangroves and when spear grass is at its highest.

It is important to note that only the Stuart Highway

from

Katherine to Darwin can be relied upon to remain trafficable in the
Wet. This is due to its alignmcnt along the broken, rocky, relatively
narrow ridge extending into the Top End. It is the only land access
route into Darwin and much of the Top End. It is possible to operate
both tracked and wheeled vehicles on, and fairly narrowly astride, that
single axis in all but the most exceptional Wet seasons. However,
there are a numbcr of critical low spots and several highJevel bridges
which cross raging torrents at the height of the Wet.
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All in all the strategic implications of the Wet in the Northern
Territory (and the Kimberley) assume very significant but not
impossible proportions for the conduct of land operations.
First, almost every likely enemy objective in the Top End can
be isolated from land communications in the Wet' Any counterlodgement operations by the defender would have to be mounted
either by the air or maritime environments or both. It might tempt any
would-be aggressor to try to time major lodgement operations to

coincide wiitr ttre onset of the Wet, and thus have the benefit of
insulation of his bridgehead from counter-attacks over land. He would
then have the opportunity to consolidate the lodgement. However, the
onset, duration ind intensity of the Wet cannot be predicted far in
advance with any degree of certainty sufficient to enable an aggressor
to capitalise on assured strategic surprise. Even so, it would be
prudent to have defensive land forces stationed inside potential maiol
iodgement areas during the Wet as a deterrent to fait accompli types of
threats in particular.
Consider the problems inherent in trying to eject an enemy
lodgement in the wet without the benefit of being able to bringto bear

adequate

land forces. Our own naval, or more likely airt

bombardment would be bound to cause casualties amongst the civil
population,'held to ransom' without any Suarantee that the'hiiackers'

*o"ta be forced to quit. An attempt to storm

the lodgement with

paratroops could be frustrated should the enemy have low-cost but
iffectivelnti-aircraft weapons. Even if the paratroopers succeeded in
landing, ultimate success could be thwarted in the absence of a rapid
overland link-up with ground forces.
There would be great value in being able to get about on the

ground in the Wet where the enemy cannot, and there will probably
never be enough helicopters. There is a real need, as Dibb puts it,
... to experiment and to gain further experience in the
varied physical and climatic conditions of the north
with different vehicle types. These should include the
M113 larmoured personnel carrier] and perhaps other
tracked or wheeled
vehicles
- such as specialised
mobility-vehicles and versatile amphibious vehiclesThis will provide information essential for sound
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iudgement on the characteristics and the numbers to
it is possible to state now
that any new vehicle should be able to be easily

be acquired. Nevertheless,

transported to the area of operations, including by
whatever strategic transport aircraft would then be in
operation, and that its basic attributes would be a high
degree of tactical mobility, modest but adequate firepower, and protection against small arms, mortars and
mines.S

The sorts of specialised vehicles which warrant consideration for use
(surface effect amphibians) for the
treeless flood and coastal plains and shipto-shore operations; air boats
for grassy swamplands; swamp buggies with very low pressure tyres;
and the like. It follows that there would be considerable rnerit in
establishing permanently a military experimental and trials
organisation in the region to test and evaluate a range of equiprrrents,

in the Territory are hovercraft

particularly those with civil applications, and operational concepts
relevant to the particular conditions and circumstances of the Northern
Territory-Kimberley region.
A good deal more needs to be known about trafficability in the
Wet as related to secondary roads and tracks. Generally, it seems the
early historical overland alignments were selected on the basis of
ready acc€ss to water in the Dry, easy going, minimum engineering
and the existence of good natural river crossings. Little thought was
given in those earlier times to the selection and development of

alignments which would ultimatcly provide for all-weather access.
Consequently, much of the historical overlanding stock routes system
which influences route alignment today follows low ground, special
arrangements bcing made to cope with isolation during the annual
Wet.

Given different incentives, access

to

detailed air-photo

imagery in the Wet and related geological studies, and extensive local
knowledge, the potential for all-weather trafficability on formed road
and track alignments is likely to prove less inhibiting than is the

Paul Dibb, Rnial of Australia's Defence Ctpabilitia: Report to the
Minister t'or Defence, (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra,'1986), p.'1.39.
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traditional perception. Much of the vast plains is above persistent
flood level;-not ill of the soil is clay or subiect to soggines; rock or
gravel is often readily available locally; water runoff rates can be
Increased. Also the military requirements of all-weather trafficability
on subsidiary lines of communication need not call for high
construction standards. Nevertheless, throughout the Wet, the
demands on military and civil engineers could be very high indeed'
Maritime Considerations9

Cloud states have particular significance for maritime
operations. As one would expect, cloud cover is more extensive

during the Wet (northwest monsoon), ranging from six oktasl0 in the
south to four oktas in the north. cloud coverage during the drier
southeast monsoons is less, ranging between five oktas in the north
and one okta in the south of the Territory.

The Dry season facilitates maritime operations due to
predictability arid consistent clemency, whereas the Wet, with its

iharacteristiially unsettled conditions, adversely affects maritime
operations due io the associated increased winds, sea states, cloud and
visibility, rain and often violent storms. Patrol boats and other small
craft, such as those that could be used for infiltration of the coastline,
are particularly limited in the wet. This limitation applies especially
when long passages are contemPlated, either trans-ocean or along a
largely inhoipita6le coast. Of course, larger and more capable ships
and aircraft ire better able to operate in adverse weather conditions,
but consistent high winds, sea states and cloud cover will inhibit the
effectiveness of itt platforms and sensors, and significantly reduce
radar detection rlnges and communications and personnel
performance. Bad weather can be used to advantage for masking
This section is drawn extensively from Commander Stephen
Youll, RANEM, The Northern Turitory in the Defatce of Australia
Naaal Considqations, (Working Paper No.143, Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Canberra,1987).

An Okta is a unit of measurement equal in area to one eighth of
the sky, used in spccifying cloud cover. See C.W.T. Iayton,
Dictionary of Nautical Words and Terms, (Braun, Son and Ferguson,

Ltd., Glasgow,1973).
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movement, but the benefit more often than not lies with the aggressor
rather than the defender.

Winds and resultant sea states for the area during the two
principal seasons are summarised in Table 3:4.
TABLE 3:4

WINDS AND RESULTANT SEA STATES
Knots

Sea

Dcscription

State

VoFreq.
(w)

%oFrq.
(s)

calm

calm

<10

'n-16

1,-2

smooth

60

3

4-5
6
>6

slight
mod-rough
very rough

15
15

15

17-27
28-33
>33

5

'-'

high

confused

confused

confused

5

5
50

15

(w) - during Southeast Monsoon, April-Sept.
(s) - during Northwest Monsoon, Dec-Feb.
Source: Commander Stephen Youll, RANEM, The Northern Territory in
the Defence of Australia: Naaal Considerations.

The physical nature of the waters and ocean flooring which
comprise the Timor and Arafura Seas and the Gulf of C-arpentaria is
significant for maritime opcrations.

The principal hydrographic feature of the

maritime

approaches to the Northern Territory is one of shallowness. For the
most part, depths are less than 200 metres (see Figure 3:6) whilst the
average depth in the waters of the littoral, the Gulf and the Arafura
Sea is only 50 metres. These depths present extreme problems for
submarines in that they allow minimal room for manoeuvre, provide
excellent visibility from the air and make evasion almost impossible.
Smaller submarines of the German IKL types that have been supplied

to regional navies would not be as constrained as the

larger
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FIGURE 3:5

LIMITATIONS ON SI.'BMARINE OPERATIONS IN THE
NORTHWESTERN APPROACHES

Source: Commander Stephen Youll, RANEM, The Northern Tmitory in
the D efnce of Austr alia: N aoal Consid er ations.

conventional boats of the RAN's Oberon class or new Collirs class
under construction; but it is true to say that the nature of Australia's
northern mari time approaches almost precludes effective, largescale
submarine operations.

If, however, a limited

submarine threat were assessed as
likely, the defender's role would not be facilitated by the environment
other than in the constraints applied to the submarine itself. The
shallow water and soft seabed promote reverberation of sonar
transmissions and the continuum of the uneven seabed and shoals
provide numerous submarinelike contacts. Additionally, there is a
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high degree of maritime life-creatcd ambient noise. Active sonars are
thus attenuated whilst passive measures are only effective at low
frequencies due to the high biological background noise. Sonar
conditions are slighly bctter within the Gulf of Carpentaria due to less
ambient noise; but 'self-noise', that is the noise generated internally by
a particular ship or due to its passage through the water, becomes a
dominant feature of sonar operations.
Australian anti-submarine operations in the region would also
a lack of suitable shallow-water sensors and
weapons. With the demise of the Limbo mortar fitted in the Riaer class
destroyer escorts and the limited shallow-water performance of the
Australian Defence Force's (ADF) torpcdo stocks, only the airdropped
depth charge provides a true shallow-water capability. These depth
charges are in short supply but their simplicity implies a short lead
time for the acquisition of rcasonablc numbers. Airborne dipping or
surface-towed sonars would be more suitcd to the shallow waters of
the region than hull-mountcd sets or surface-deployed buoys.

be constrained by

In the more gencral context of maritime operations, the
shallowness of the approaches to the Northern Territory, when
coupled with the facts that the coastal waters themselves are very
largely unsurveyed (see Figure 3:7) and the tidal variations and tidal
streams are extreme, favours markedly the navigator with good local
knowledge and experience. As a result of extensive participation with
patrol boats involved in coastal survcillance, the RAN is building-up a
considerable base of local knowlcdge. Many areas off northern
Autralia that are unsurvcycd are dangerous for large ship operations.
Limitations on the Use of Airpowerll
The ambicnt environment of northern Aushalia generally can

affect air opcrations very adverscly. The corrosive effect of heat and
humidity is particularly sevcre on complex avionics equipment and

computers. Control rooms for computer operations must be airconditioned if rcliability is to be guaranteed. Environmentallycontrolled storage facilitics will be necdcd for other equipment spares,
and this would need to be on a fairly large scale unless rapid, on-

11

This section is bascd on notcs supplied to the author by Air
Marshal S.D. Evans, AC, DSO, AFC, former Chief of the Air Staft
Roval Australian Air Force (1982-1985).
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demand resupply from the south could be guaranteed' An alternative

suitable storage space in the local civil
infrastructure. Continuous operational experience in all seasons in
peacetime should facilitate an optimum solution. A solution is needed
in advance of actual opcrations because the overall performance of
RAAF assets will also be adversely affectcd by other environmental
factors in any case.

might be the use

of

FIGURE 3:7
AREAS SURVEYED BY THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY
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The onset of fatigue on both aircraft and crews operating in the
north is likely to be hastened by clear-air turbulence as well as the
debilihting effect of the weather generally. The cumulative effect
overall could well reduce the online availability of aircraft to levels
lower than would be expected in the south. Only experience over a
long period of time of intensive operations will provide the
dimensions of this problem. In the meantime expectations of aircraft
availability online for opcrations should be conservative.

At times, particularly at night and late afternoory huge hopical
storms abound across the north, with violent cloud formations
towering to more than 20,000 m. Flying in these circumstances places
a particular strain on aircraft crews whose peacetime practice is to
avoid flying in such conditions. But flying in them is possible; and in
fact an enemy may choose to take advantage of them. The RAAF
needs to train continually in the environment in all its moods and
seasons. Crews need to adjust to the hazards of operating in such
conditions; and to being denied at short notice landing rights on
affected coastal strips and having to make alternative arrangements.
The point to stress is that these conditions are not encountered

in day-to-day operations in the south of Australia. The RAAF as a
whole has much to learn about the northem environment. There is no
substitute for continuing expericnce with all types of aircraft on
location.

Neverthcless, the Northern Territory's local ambient air
environment is likely to impose similar limitations on both the attacker
and defender. In this sense it is rather more neutral than are the land
and sea environments which tend to favour the defender.

The'Time and Space' Dimension

One of the most enduring impressions of the Northern
Territory/s land mass is its awesome vastness and emptiness. It is
certainly a place where, more often than not, the constraints inherent
in the 'time and space' factor in association with other limitations due
to the ambicnt environment assume special significance.
When considering the fact of Australia's relative lack of
population in conjunction with the time and space factor, it is
axiomatic that thc last thing to be arbitrarily imposed by defence
planners on Australia's land forces in the defence of Australia's

6
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northern land mass is the conduct of manpower-intensive operations.
The time'distance factor of the time and space dimension can be to
some extent offset when forced to employ meagre forces over vast
distances in difficult environmental circumstances, by the provision of
good mobility and speed of conveyance, and flexibility in deployment
ioupled with great and flexible fire power. The rnobility fagtor in the
equltion was recognised by Dibb when, for example, he'... identified a
pirticular need for helicopters for tactical mobility,'l2 and argued that:

[Thel Army needs to be highly mobile. This is
achieved primarily by organic surface vehicles (light,
medium and heavy trucks and armoured personnel
carriers) and by air and sea transport support from the

Air Force and Navy. The distances involved in our
physical environment, and the likely dispersed nature

of

operations, indicate

that Army will

place

substantial reliance on air transPort support with
heavier items and replenishment stores being moved
by road, rail or sca transport. Strategic and air
tiansport requirements would be met by aircraft
capable of lifting trooPs and lighter vehicles into
airfields in the area of operations, although civil
aircraft could be used for transportation of personnel
to forward bases (such as Tindal). Within the area of
operations, fixed and rotary wing milihry aircraft
needing limited ground suPPort and landing site
preparation would be required.l3

Dibb addressed the time element

in the time and space

equation adequately; however, he largely ignored the space element.
Hb stressed ihe importance of getting land forces to their battle
positions, but without due comprehension of the fact that the forces

would be, inevitably, relatively few but charged with the task of
controlling vast and, by and large, very oPen sPaces. Is it possible to
tailor the ipace of the land battlefield to suit the capacity of the few? Is
it possible to use technology to circumscribe the field of combat or to
canalise the enemy's movement to comPensate for limitations of too

12 Paul Dibb, Rniew of Australia's Defence Capabilitia' p.140.
13 lbid.,p.703.
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few forces? These are challenges that must be addressed squarely.
The problem boils down tactically, and probably sbategically, to
looking for trade-offs between manpower and technology.
Some obvious solutions

to consider are in the area of

surveillance and denial. For example, having located an enemy force,
is it possible to deny it use of space to manoeuwe? In the case of land

forces, there are three fundamental considerations which can be
notionally more active than passive in their application:

r
r
.

the use of land mines;

the use of indirect fire power, e.g. artillery, close air
support; and, preferably,
the close combination and coordination of both.

of so-called pre-positioned (passive) strategic barrier
minefields across likely avenues of approach over land or across or
around likely enemy objcctives has not always been successful
historically. Unless they are covered adequately by both observation
and fire power, such minefields can be penetrated relatively easily.
Once laid they also deny the layer the use of that space, and the time
required to neutralise or lift them can be a decided disadvantage.
They are not economical in tcrms of cost and labour. All aspects
considered, Australia's land mass is altogether too vast and empty in
the north to considcr seriously controlling space using the
conventional notion of extensive pre-positioned minefields across
anticipated approaches.
The use

It is fortunate, howevcr, that the technology exists for
minefields, both anti-personnel and anti-armour, to be delivered
remotely, but accurately, in front of known approaches acfually in use
or, even more effcctively, prcciscly onto the target itself, even when it
is moving. These mincs can have predetermined and set timing
devices for sclf-destruction. Quite large areas can be covered virtually
simultaneously. They can be delivered by aircraft but, more
importantln in situations where ground forces are denied the use of
close air support, thcy can be fired from conventional artillery, mortars
and banks of vehicle-borne rockets.

Having thus canalised the enemy
him to confine his
- forced then
deployment to where it suits the defender
the problem

-
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or destroying him. A most economical
employ conventional indirect firepower -

becomes one of neutralising

way would be

to

traditionally artillery, mortars, rockets and the like - essentially'area'
weapons. But such armoured vehicles as could be present in higher
leveis of contingency are relatively immune to artillery fire; and the
same applies to iroops dug in with overhead cover. The financial and
logistiC costs to cover adequately a sizeable area are relatively high.
However,'fuel air explosives' (FAE) fired by artillery or launched by
aircraft are likely to be relativcly chcap, enormously devastating over a
relatively wide area and probably within the capability of Australia's
industry to manufacture. FAEs are designed to spray rapidly and then
ignite an aerosol cloud of highly volatile fuel. The effect is to exert
very f,igft overpressures over the immediate area of the explosion.
Applications include minefield clearance, the destruction of hard
targets, bunkers, aircraft sheltcrs, armoured vehicles, ships etc. They
are also an extremely effective area anti-personnel weaPon against
infantry in the open and in entrenchments. However, their
effectiveness in the Northern Territory ambient environment could be
attenuated somewhat in the Wet.14

a capability for remotely delivering
minefields coupled with the capacity to destroy enemy forces over

All

aspects considered,

fairly large areas using FAEs could go a long way towards offsetting
the problims inherent in defending Aushalia's vast land mass with too
few ground forces. In any event, the scope for artillery, mortars,
rockels, etc. in the indirect firepower category should rate a very high
priority in terms of controlling sPace with technology rather than
rvrnpower. Axiomatically, it must be coupled with good target

74

For further discussion of fuel air explosives (FAE) munition
applications see Desmond Ball and Steven Rosen, 'Fuel Air
Explosives for Medium Powers', Pacit'ic Defence Reporter, February
7978;5. Schaetzel, Tucl Air Explosives Development Potential in
Australia', Pacific Defence REorter, May 1977; Colonel Colin ].
Brewer and Wing Commandcr Jack Lynch, 'Air Support in the
Iand Battle', Desmond Ball (ed.), Air Power: Global Dnelopmants
anil Australian Puspectiaes, (Pergamon-Brassey's Defence
Publishers, Sydney, 1988), pp.517-51,8; and Stefan Geisenheyner,
'FAE Developmen ts: Disturbing Trends', I ane's Det'ence Wukly, 27

February 1987.
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acquisition and fire-direction systems appropriate to the northern
Australia ambient environment. A strong bias in these directions
should make it possible to dcploy first-line combat manpower in
smaller and more widcly dispcrsed units and sub-units without an
unacceptable degradation of ovcrall combat power; but, in the final
event, in land opcrations technology cannot replace manpower. Man
is still the dominant factor; and thcre are limits to which ground forces
can be effective in 'penny-packcts'. The first line of combat power
needs to be backed up by, or buttressed with, rear echelon cbmbat
support.
Time and space considerations in the vastness of the North,
when coupled with the nced to seek trade-offs between military
manpower and technology, also point to the potential value of
mechanised forces (infantry mounted in armoured personnel carriers
and trained to fight in conjunction with tanks), especially in the sense
of deterring and, if nccd be, containing and ejecting an enemy
lodgement. Mechaniscd formations, even when deployed in quite
small sub-units, can generate grcat combat power; and the tanks in
particular are idcally suitcd to shock action tactics. The inclusion of a
in the Northern Territory would
contribute significantly to Australia's defcnce posture in the context of
low-level as well as the highcr levels of threat. Much of the terrain,
certainly in relation to the dcfcnce of Darwin and the Katherine and
RAAF Base Tindal areas, is very well suited to mobile defence by
mechanised forces in the Dry; and in the Wet also, given local
knowledge of the tcrrain and first-hand expcrience of across-country
movement in tracked and wheclcd vehicles. Tanks located in the
Northern Territory in pcacetime would make more sense than
stationing them at Puckapunyal in Victoria!

modest mechanised elcment

Of course, the same consideration of the time and space factor
should be givcn to our maritime and airspace strategies. If we are to
make the most of scarce platforms and offset the tyranny of distance,
the most careful consideration must be given to smart weapons, speed,
endurance, operational reach, basing, command and control, and
surveillance and target acquisition tcchnologies. A very promising
start has been the advcnt of the lindalee over-the-horizon radar (OTHR)
system which, although it was dcvclopcd with emphasis on long-
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range air surveillance, is also a powerful tool for ocean surveillance
over the vast maritime approaches to Australia.l5

The striking significance of the time and space factor in the
continental Australian context of logistics is heightened by the
sparseness and tenuous nature of the road and rail communications
serving northern Australia, especially those within the Northern
Territory
see Figure 3:8. In this context it may be useful to visualise
Australia -as what Neil Primrose so aptly describes as an archipelago of
isolated islands of 1>opulation and chunks of natural resources,
separated by vast, empty spaces of land rather than water.16 This
suggests that we need to develop an archipelagic rather than a
continental approach to our dcfcnce planning processes.

It is reasonable to introduce consideration of road and rail
communications serving the Northern Territory as an element of the
environment at this point because, although the capacities of certain
sectors may increase in line with the requirements of national

development and national security, the basic hanrontinental
transport grid serving northern Australia is unlikely to change in the
short term.

In

general terms, Australia needs

transcontinental transport infrastructure which

r

a much improved

-

can deliver large volumes and tonnages rapidly, over

long distances, rclatively seorrely and for long
periods;

.

can provide for flexibility in routing for

the

deploymcnt and redcployment of forces; and

r
15

15

incorporates a surplus capacity.

For a comprehensive description of the findalee system, see
Donald H. Sinnott, 'The |indalee Over-the'Horizon Radar

System', in Desmond Ball (cd.), Airpowa: Global Dnelopmoils and
Austr alian P ospectiaes, (Pergamon-Brassey's Defence Publishers,
Sydney, 1988), pp.182-209.
B.N. Primrose, 'Insurance, Deterrence, Faith: The Search for an

Integrated Concept
Studie, March

of

Dcfence', Australian lournal of Defarce

1.977, pp.36-46.
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To meet these objectives the investment in the

transcrcntinental

transport infrastructure is bound to be expensive and rengthy but, in
the military context, a good and secure transcontinental syJterir can act
as a powerful force multiplier. An investment of, say, $700 million or
so well spent on the system and its infrastructure could prove
equivalent to several timcs that investment in standing military iorces
and equipment, especially in terms of enhancing Auslrafia,s &pacity
for timely pre-emptive dcploymcnts, rapid and flexible reaction ani
the logistic support of protracted operations in northern Australia
generally, and the Northern Tcrritory in particular.
FIGURE 3:8
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The defence value of constructing an Alice Springs-Darwin
railway connection is undoubtedly very substantial. It would
conhi6ute significantty to the dcterrence of any major threat to
Australia, and it would be sorely missed if the Australian Defence
Force was ever required to mcet any medium- or high- level threat in
northwestern Australia.lT
Concluding Remarks
This chapter is intendcd to be a lead into the next chapter
which examines the strategic implications of the Northern Territorly's
physical geography in some detail. It has indicated some of the
imptications of ind Northern Territoq/s ambience, seasonally in the
first instance and then in conjunction, albcit somewhat tenuously, with
the largely conceptual notion of the Northern Territor5/s'time and
space'dimension. The principal conclusions are summarized below.
The level of pcrsonal acclimatisation will be a major factor
governing human performance in both the Wet and Dry extremes of
ilimate; as will te the effcctiveness of ventilation and/or air
conditioning. The supply of drinking water will be a maior logistic
concern in the Dry, and only marginally less so in the Wet.
Corrosion of equipment will be a severe problem at all times;
and, due to atmospheric vagaries generally, there will be anomalies
and a degree of unpredictability in the effectiveness of electronic
communications, radar and the like.
Cross-country movement in the Wet will be a problem, but not
necessarily one which is insupcrable. The tendency to overestimate
the adverie impact of the climate and surface drainage on trafficability
should be resisted. The need of good local knowledge is imperative;
nevertheless the demands on field engineers, both civil and military,
are likely to be heavy. Imaginative research into the selectioru
development and use of specialised across-country vehicles is likely to
be rewarding.
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For further reading concerning the defence value of an Alice
Springs-Darwin railway link and a strategic appraisal of the
salient elements of Australia's land transport infrastructure north
of the 26th parallel, see Dcsmond Ball, f.O. I-angtry and I.D.
Stevenson, Defend the North: The Case t'or the Alice Sptings-Darwin
Railway, (George Allen & Unwin, Sydney, London, Boston,1985).
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In the maritime environment, the advantages tend very largely

to reside with the defendcr with supcrior local knowledge and
experience of the conditions in all scasons. Particularly noteworthy is

the fact that both the offshore and inshore environments
Territory do not favour submarine opcrations.

of

the

The ambient environmcnt of the Northern Territory will also
adversely affect Australian air opcrations when compared with
expected performances in southcrn Australia. Importantly, the on-line
availabilify of aircraft is likely to be significantly lower in the north
than in the south. However, the ambient air environment over the
Territory is, in a sense, more neutral in terms of its impact on air
operations than are the land and sea environments which, on balance,

could be exploitcd to the advantage of the defender ob-a-ois the
attacker in most circumstances.

The time and space dimcnsion in the Northern Territory (and
across the north gcncrally) is such that, in the development of
operational doctrine and conccpts, evcry practical consideration
should be accordcd the trading-off of manpower in favour of
technology.
Considerable attention should also be given

to ways

and

means of improving the transcontincntal road and rail infrastructures

serving the Tcrritory.

It is encouraging to

note that the NT

Government is still actively committcd to the construction of an Alice
Springs to Darwin rail link. Morcover, it scems that the associated
development of new port facilitics in Darwin has become an integral
part of the concept.l8
On balance, it should bc possible to exploit the adverse aspects
of the Northern Tcrritory's ambicnt environment to the advantage of
the defender, but it is most unlikcly that this can be planned from a
distance. The bcst solutions will come from the person on the spot
with intimate experience in all seasons.

18

Northern Territory Govcrnment, 'Perron Affirms Rail Link
Support ]une 9th 7990', Media Release, 12 fune 1990; NT Minister
for Industries and Dcvelopmcnt, Mr Barry Coulter, 'Address to
Port Darwin Rotary, 22 June 1990; Darwin Port Authority, Tfte
Port of Darwin Handbook, p.11; and Railnorth Pty. Ltd., Darwin,
Railnorth,p.9.
See

CHAPTER 4
GEOSTRATEGIC IMPERATIVES
J.O. Langtry
Introduction
It has been the view of successive Ausbalian Sovernnents that
any future defence threats to Australia are most likely to come from
within or through the Indonesian archipelago, Papua New Guinea and
the arc of islands eastward to New Caledonia. The countries within
that arc and immediately bchind it are close enough to be regarded as
potential enemies as wcll as potential allies. The remoteness of the
southern half of Aushalia coupled with the vastness of the oceans
flanking it to the west, south and east point to northern Australia
generally as being the more likely target of hostilities.
For an overall view of what Australia needs to be defended
this is not an easy question to answer
- Ross Babbage
- and an
has provided
excellent insight in his recently published book, A
CustToo Long ....1 The threat contingency spectrum as it may apply to
the Northern Territory-Kimberley region is addressed in Chapter 2 of
this volume.
against

The focus in this chapter is on geostrategic assets and
vulnerabilities
- particularly those of an enduring nature - rather
than on highly contentious threats and their likelihood. For example,
accepting that northern Australia is deemed to be a possible target of
hostilities, this chapter addresses the question
- which parts of
northern Australia?

In essence this chapter identifies geostrategic assets and
vulnerabilities which, if capitalized upon on the one hand and
ameliorated on the other, could do much to inhibit the likelihood of
credible threats eventuating; and may even lead to the casting aside of
many irrational threat pcrceptions. In any event, as a result of
identifying assets and vulnerabilities, Australia's defence posture can
A Coast Too Long: Det'ending Australia Beyond the
(Allen & Unwin, Sydney,1990,pp.1047.

Ross Babbage,
7990s,
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be made less threat sensitive and hence national security overall
should be enhanced significantly.
This chapter demonstrates that Australia's problem is not one
of having to find ways of defending the entire northern coastline with
too few people. Although the question of defence manpower will
continue to present problcms for a long time to come,2 it is possible to

narrow down very considerably the geographic focus of strategic
concern. It is also possible to narrow down the range of significant
tactical points of entry to the land mass, given first-hand, local
knowledge in all seasons.
Even at first glance, if only for reasons of proximity to the
island chain to our north, north Queensland and the Northern
Territory-Kimberley region of Westcrn Australia are the two regions of
primary geostrategic concern. Is one more strategically significant
than the other?
To the East

-

North Queensland

In geographic tcrms, north Quecnsland may be designated as
that part of the state lying north of the southern limits of the Wet
monsoon belt
is, from about Townsville north to include the
- thatand
Torres Strait Islands
west to the Queensland-Northern Territory
border. Within that region, the Cape York Peninsula/Tone Strait
sub'region emerges as a significant strategic entity in its own right,
mainly because of the size and configuration of the Peninsula; ib
vulnerability in terms of its remoteness; its sparse population; the
absence of an all-weather road and rail infrastructure; its geographic
dominance of Torres StraiU and the particular significance of Torres
Strait itself.
The Strategic and Dcfencc Studies Centre recently completed a
comprehensive report on the strategic significance of Torres Strait. It
concluded that:

The defence manpower dilemma is discussed briefly in Chapter 9
of this volume. For further elucidation see f.O. Langtry, The
Defence Para-military Manpowu Dilemma: Militin or Constabulary?,
(Working Papcr No.131, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre,
Australian National University, Canbcrra, 1987).
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In the event of future

Australit

defence contingencies, the

Torres Strait region is unlikely to attract an opponent's
priority attention. Aside from the shipping routes,

this region has little economic infrastructure or
strategic importance.

The geographic features of Torres Strait make it
unattractive as a springboard for broader military
operations. To its north there is no developed
infrastructure to facilitate maior operations into the
area. Moreover, the shallow water of the Shait makes
all but small scale north-south movements difficult.

to conduct offensive
operations from the island of New Guinea intoCape
Ybrk, large scale surface movements would almost
certainly pass down the region's flanks; most credibly
on the western side.

Were an opponent forced

FIGURE 4:1
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In strategic terms then Torres Strait is more of an
obstruction than an attraction. It is a massive natural
obstacle that both Australia and any potential
opponent could attempt to exploit to constrain the
other's operations.

An overall conclusion reached was that:

the Torres Strait region has less

economic,

infrastructure and general strategic importance to the
nation than sevcral other parts of northern and offshore Australia. In most low and escalated low level

contingencies, the deployment of modest defence
elements and the institution of comparatively simple
protective measures could secure Australia's prirnary
interests there.3

It is also important to note the relative invulnerability of the
far north Queensland mainland itself. Of significance is the fact that
north Queensland's eastem flank is protected from maritime
incursions to a considerable extent by the Great Barrier Reef, through
which there are fcw passagcs, and by the navigationally difficult
confined waters bctween it and the mainland, much of which is
inadequately charted. While there are some suitable landing sites
along the northeastern coast, the hinterland's infrastructure is not only
tenuous, but worthwhile potential enemy objectives are as yet virtually
non-existent.
In many ways it is the northwestern coastline of Cape York
Peninsula which is the more accessible, and the tompany' town of
Weipa high up on that coast has considerable strategic importance.4
Ross Babbage, The Strategic Signit'iunce of

Tona

Strait, (Canberra

Papers on Strategy and Dcfcnce No.61, Strategic and Defence
Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, 1990),
pp.98-100.

Desmond Ball and J.O. Langtry, Weipa: Regional Development
and National Security in Far North Queensland', in |.O. la.gtry
and Desmond Ball (eds), z{ Vulnerable Country? Cioil raourcts in
the defence of Australia, (Aushalian National Univerity Press in
association with the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre
Australian Na tional Universi ty, Canberra, 1986), p.89-1 13.
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There are two prospcctive developments which

have

substantial implications for local security and the strategic significance
of the Peninsula. The first is the construction of ftlL{Ir Base Scherger
as a strategic bare-base near Weipa to complete the arc of air bases
across the North to RAAF Base Tindal near Katherine in the Territory

and westward to RAAF Base Curtin near Derby in the Kimberley
region of Western Australia. The second is the prospect of
development of an International Spaceport on the east coast of Cape
York at Temple Bay. Although the RAAF strongly favours a site near
Weipa for its base, it is conccivable that the two facilities may be colocated.S Whatevcr the outcome, it is unlikely in the foreseeable future
that the geostrategic significance of far north Quccnsland as a whole
will assume greater proportions than has bcen attributed above to its
Torres Strait sub-region.

The Northern Territory-Kimberley Region

-

In Contrast

The Northcrn Territory and Kimberley regions, strategic
significance is much more broadly based than north Queensland,s and

is quite clearly unique in sevcral dimensions. Both the Territory and
the Kimberley, to some extent, share their infrastructures, notably in
the areas of transport, Iocal domestic economies, social identification
with the northwest gcnerally, isolation and climate. On the one hand,
the Kimberley is separatcd from the Pilbara, its nearest Western
Australian region, by the cxtcnsive, inhospitable Great Sandy Desert.
Moreover, the only road connccting Port Hcdland in the Pilbara and
Broome in the Kimbcrley is along the Eighty Mile Beach
isolated,
- anhand,
vulnerable stretch, subject to inundation. On the other
the

Kimberley

is vcry closely linkcd with the Northern Territory in

geostrategic terms. The Army has rightly recognised this by including
the Kimberley rcgion of Westcrn Australia with the Territory as its 7th

Military District.
Darwin and its Port
Within the Northern Territory-Kimberley region, the Top End
(extending south to include Kathcrine) espccially is unique for many
reasons; but, in the gcostratcgic scnse, it is mainly because of the
singular significance of Darwin and its port in the context of mediumto high-to high-level contingencies. If an enemy were to contemplate a
Ross Babbage,The Strategic Significance of

Torre Strait,pp.llFl18.
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FIGURE 4:3
THE ARMY'S 7TH MILITARY DISTRICT
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major, sustained lodgemcnt anywhere in northern Australia, it would
be crucial to secure a good general-purPose Port opening onto a
sizeable local infrastructuie. It should also offer scope for expansion of
the initial lodgement in depth and provide an adequate base for
further shategii exploitation as opportunity offered or as security of
the initial lodgement demandcd.
Additionally and ideally there would need to be within
reasonable reach:

.

dceP-water approaches

to

suitable and extensive

beach gradients for amphibious operations;

.

aPpropriate exits and terrain
operations;

for

across-the'beach
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FIGURE 4:4
PRINCIPAL PORTS IN NORTHERN AUSTRALIA
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an adequate airfield; and

scope

for sccuring the initial bridgehead relatively

easilY.

The only port along the whole of the northern Australian

coastline which meets these requirements in the context of major,
sustained lodgements is Darwin. The only other major ports which
might be considered seriously are the Pilbara ports
Port Hedland,
Dampier and Cape Lambert on the west coast, -and Cairns and
Townsville on the east coast. The vulnerable access channels,
specialized wharfage, limited infrastructure behind the wharves, and
especially the distance to be travellcd from potential enemy bases in
the archipelago to our north against opposition preclude the Pilbara
ports. Distance too, as wcll as the difficult passage through Torres
Shait, and the confincd waters bounded by the Great Barrier Reef
weigh very heavily against Cairns and Townsville. In between, the
ports of Weipa and Gove and the northwest ports of Wyndham, Derby
and Broome might appear attractive, but an enemy would perceive
them to be largely untenable as long as Australia still held and was
able to operate offensively from Darwin. Darwin is clearly a vital
keystone in the defence of Australia.

This is not to say that smaller-scale operations could not be
undertaken, albeit with difficulty, at and through other points along
the coast but, as is discussed latcr in this chapter, their purpose and
scope would be limited to raids and harassmcnt and for the creation of
diversions rather than capturc of major objectives.
The singular geostrategic significance of the Darwin area is
further heightcned by its unique situation as the only support base
from which Australia could project an assertive role northwards into
an area vital to Australia's stratcgic interests. For example, forces
based in the Top End would be well placcd to play a significant role in
the control of passage bctween the Indian and Pacific Oceans via the
South China Sea through the Indonesian archipelago
in particular
through the Sunda and Lombok Straits. Forces based -in the Top End
would also be well placed to facilitate the exercise of a more assertive
Australian defence posturc in tcrms of controlling the 'enclosed'
Arafura Sea. Should Australia come under attack oiharassment, the
Top End is likely to be the focus for the projection of counter-strike
forces or operations dcsigned to excrt strategic leverage with the aim

G eostrategic
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of rapidly concluding the conflict on terms favourable to Australia.
Furthermore, should the island chain overarching Australia itself come
under attack, defcnces located in the Northern Territory could provide
strategic depth to allics and friends in that region.

Katherine

-

also of Vital Importance

A strategic vulncrability of grcat significance in the defence of
northwestern Australia is thc fact that the only overland access to
Darwin and much of the Top End is via Katherine. It is the focal point
for the road corridors from north Qucrnsland, for the road and
proposed rail corridors from the south via Alice Springs, and for traffic
from the Kimberley. Kathcrine is at the site of three crossings over the
Katherine River
- an obstacle at any time but one of formidable
dimensions in the Wet. There is one low-level crossing (the original
road alignment) a short distance downstrcam, and the two highJevel
(barely above flood lcvel at timcs) crossings at the town site. One is
the new road crossing and the other is the disused but still potentially
usable rail crossing. Thcre is no scope for easy additional crossings
upstream because of thc width and depth of 13 gorges, and the
Arnhem Land Plateau is extremcly ruggcd. Downstream the country
is subject to widcsprcad and pcrsistent inundation in the Wet, and
there is little, if any, commcrcial incentive as yet to construct major
through roads into the area. If Darwin wcre to be seized, the enem/s
task in securing his lodgemcnt would be greatly facilitated by the fact
that any Australian counter-offcnsive overland to Darwin would be
restricted to the single land routc north via Katherine as the main axis
of advance. In the Wct, cven the tactical approaches would be
constrained very largcly to more or lcss astride the Stuart Highway.

Not only is Kathcrinc a kcy factor in the defence of Darwin
and the Top End, it is also important in the defence of the Kimberley
region should the Kimberley be dcnied support from the south via
Western Australia. If Darwin wcre to be the enemy's immediate
objective in the context of a major, sustained lodgement in northern
Australia, Katherine would bccomc 'vital'ground for both the attacker
and the defender. This fact, when couplcd with the existence ofnearby
RAAF Base Tindal, elevates the strategic significance of the Katherine
Tindal civil-military complex to extraordinary proportions.
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FIGURE 4:5

OVERLAND ACCESS TO DARWIN
(See also Figure 3:8, Chapter 3 for a wider PersPective)
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Vast and Empty

As discusscd in Chapter 3, the lasting and by far the most
significant impression of the Northern Territory is its vasbre_ss and
emptiness. Ingeographic tcrms the Territory is immense - 7347,W
fiv-e times the size of Victoria. Over 70 per cent of
nn2
- more than
of about 155,000 (of which about one quarter is
its population
Aborigines) lives in only five urban areas, each separated by hundreds
of kilometres and ranging in population from around 3500 to 73,0ffi.
The 73,000 is in Darwin;22,750 in Alice Springs; and about 5,700 in
Katherine. The remaining 30 Per cent (about 46,500) is in small
communities, also separated, usually, by hundreds of kilometres. In
the main, the population centres are either close to or on the littoral or
along Stuart Highway which parallels the axis of the old telegraph line.
There are only 34 centres with populations of 200 or more. These are
listed in Table 4:1.
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Although all the communitics are hypothetically vulnerable in
terms of isolation, the majority of those both isolated and more or less
readily accessible are within about 200 km of the coastline. This
suggests that denial of the littoral is an important defence
consideration, espccially in contingcncics in which the population is
the target rather than land fcaturcs.

Darwin is closer to Singapore than it is to Melbourne.
Although flight time can be apprcciatcd in the context of hours, road
travel is best judgcd in terms of days and weeks in some
circumstances. It took the aircraft carrier HMAS Melbourne five days
steaming at best speed from Sydney to bring urgently required aid to
Darwin in the aftermath of Cyclone Tracy. Until such time as the
north of Australia is much more populatcd and developed, strategic
deployments of large-scale forces from the southeastern and, to a

lesser extent, southwestcrn sources of manpower and defence
resources will be a lengthy and sustaincd process, despite the fact that
the Army's limited organic capacity to transport its manoeuvre
elements across country has improved significantly in recent years.
The same notions of remotcncss, emptiness and vulnerability
apply to the adjaccnt Kimberlcy rcgion to an even greater extent.

From the Australian standpoint, its defence posture should be
based on 'getting there first rvith the most'; better still would be a
posture incorporating the 'garrisoning' of the Northern Territory. This
is discusscd in dctail in Chaptcr 8. All in all, a visible and potent
military presence in the Top End would enhance Australia's deterrent
posture, not lcast in peacetime as a tangible expression of national
determination to contcst any thrcats to Australia's security interests in
the region. This contention is supportcd in part at least by Paul Dibb's
generaliscd conclusion that:

If we are to projcct crcdiblc military power in the most
vulnerable part of the contincnt, we require a larger
permancnt presence in the north of Australia.6

Paul Dibb, Rniew of Australia's Defence Capabilitia: Rqort to the
Minister for Defence, (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canbcrra, 1.980, p.12.
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FIGURE 4:5

POPULATION CENTRES
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FIGLIRE 4:7

DISTRIBUTION OF THE ABORIGINAL POPUHTION IN THE
NORTHERN TERRITORY

Source: Elspeth Young, 'Perspectives on the Northern Territory
Population', in Desmond Ball (ed.), Aboriginre in the Defnce of
Austr alia, (Aus hal ian Na tio nal Uni versi ty Press, Syd ney, 7991), p.72.
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FIGURE 4:8
RURAL
ABORIGINAL POPULATION IN
MAIN CENTRES OF
THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
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KATHEBINE

Source: Elspeth Young, 'Pcrspectives on the Northern Territory
Population', in Desmond Ball (cd.), Aborigines in the Defence of
Austr alia, (Aus tral ia n Na ti o na I Uni vcrsi ty Press, Syd n ey, 1991), p.77 .
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FIGLIRE 4:9
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However, until the garrisoning process is complete and until
such time as the regional civil infrastructure can better sustain locally
based forces, the continuing devclopment of Australia's defence force
posture in the north should be coupled with regularly practised shortterm, pre-emptive defensive deployments to the north from the south.
Without the latter, northern Australia could be seen by a potential
enemy to be susceptible to at least tactical if not strategic surprise,
perhaps prompting considerationof a fait accompli type of preemptive
strike strategy. It is, thcrefore, essential to explore and exploit every
avenue for mitigating the 'time and space' factor in the unique
Australian setting.
Dominant Terrain

-

A Macro-viewpoint

Having identificd

a.

the singular strategic significance of Darwin as a
military objective in the context of a major lodgement
and that, in this connection, the Katherine-RAAF Base
Tindal complex isaital ground;

b.

the isolation of the Top End in terms of access by land
transPoru

c.

that, in thc main, the settlcments most vulnerable to
harassment rcsidc within about 200 km of the long,
di fficul t coastline; and

d.

that the vast 'timc and space' factor in the Australian
context has cxtraordinary significance;

the next logical stcp is to narrow down, if possible, the geographic
focus of consideration. To put it another way, the military'ball-park'
as delimited so far is too large for convenient analysis of the courses of
action opcn to a would-be aggressor. Are there any outstanding
topographical features of stratcgic proportions which would heavily
influence a potential enemy's comprchension of the size and shape of
the battlefield? If thcre are, and they can be identified at this stage,
irrelevancies can be discarded, thus rcducing the inevitable risk of
straying into the arcas of cndless spcculation, obfuscation and
indecision when trying to spccify rcalistic courses of action open to an
agSressor.
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Topographically, of particular military significance, especially
in the conte*1 of a major lodgement, is Arnhem Land, the central
terrain feature of the Top End, and its escarpment stretching along the
northern coastline eastwards from the general area of Oenpelli and

south from Oenpelli to Katherine where the Katherine River has
carved out 13 spectacular gorges. The escarpment for much of its
length overlooks the relatively narrow, northern coastal plains of
predominantly tidal mud flats, and forms a natural north-south
aiviaing line between the lowlands to the west and the Arnhem
Plateau. The Plateau's terrain above and beyond the escarpment is
with many lesser
rugged in the extreme
- brokcn and eroded
escarpments and wild and inaccessible gorges. Movement by vehicle
across the Plateau is difficult, approaching impossible. It falls away to
the east and southcast to the Gulf of Carpentaria. There are no
through roads traversing Arnhem Land and even in the Dry such
Figure
tracks as do exist are difficul[ and impossible in the Wet
- see
4:11. Until an all-weather road network develops, Arnhem Land in the
context of the higher-level contingencies effectively protects the
eastern flank of Darwin and the northerly approaches to Katherine.
The second major terrain fcature is the Kimberley's elevated
land mass, a spectacularly rugged barrier of inhospitable ranges. The
coastline is characterised by endlcss indentations; vertical rock
escarpments with scrubby toPs; numerous nearby islands, treing
extensions of these steep and rugged areas; the swamPy lowlands of
the vast Ord River and Fitzroy River flood plains and their saline,
coastal estuarine mud flats; and tidal variations up to 10 m and many
raging tidal races. From a military standpoint, in terms of sustained
large'scale operations, the western and central Kimberley region is
even undcfcnded! It would be possible to
forbidding in the extreme
land small parties in carefully selected areas given detailed local
knowledge, and it would be possible to Penetrate/infiltrate to the
interior for about 100-200 km, given adequate survival skills and selfsufficiency in Iogistic support.

The Kimberley land mass and the Arnhem Escarpment
establish the southwestern and eastcrn flanks of the most likely major
but, what is the perception of the
lodgement area around Darwin
mentioned
earlier, to secure a maior,
As
limit?
its
southern
depth of
would have to plan
enemy
Darwin,
the
lodgement
based
on
sustained
on seizing Katherine, its vital river crossings and nearby RAAF Base
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FIGURE 4:10
THE NORTHERN TERRITORY.KIMBERLEY REGION
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FIGURE

4:11.

ABORIGINAL ROADS AND TRACKS IN ARNHEM LAND

Source: NT Department of Transport and Works, Roads Divisions,

May 7987.
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Tindal. This would effectively close the only land

access to the Top
End. Of course, to secure that vital ground, an enemy would deploy a
screen or covering forces
depending on the size and
- pcrhaps,
mobility of his force, as far south
as Mataranka on the Stuart Highway,
and southwest along the Victoria Highway to block counter-

penetration/counter-attack via the Kimberley.
This is not to suggest that an enemy would ignore the eastern
and western flanks entirely; and his perception of air and naval
operations would also have a strong influence on the pattern of
ground deployment. For example, an enemy's concept of ground
operations may incorporate the scizing of Nhulunbuy and its nearby
major airfield on Gove Peninsula in order to control the eastern air and
maritime approaches through thc Arafura Sea and the Gulf of
Carpentaria. Similarly, the RAAF's bare bases near Derby, at
Learmonth and the proposed base ncar Tcmple Bay on Cape York
Peninsula would figure largely in the encmy's appreciation, as would
the civilian airports such as Port Hcdland, Broome and Derby itself.
As discussed in Chapter 7, plans for their neutralisation may well
include their seizure and temporary occupation.
Inshore Approaches and Objectives

Contrary to the bclief of many that Australia cannot be
defended because of the length of its sparsely populated northern
coastline, much of it is entircly unsuitcd to military operations. Onthe-spot experience enables identification of the relatively few points
where major sea-borne lodgements could be made or scope exists for
sizeable seaborne-moun ted infil tra ti on opera tions.
Darwin Harbour: From what has bcrn said so far, the enemy's
primary focus in the context of a major lodgement is on

Darwin and its inshore approaches. Can it be assaulted
directly from seawards? An encmy would be concerned about
any coast defcnces on Mclville and Bathurst Islands but, once
inside the bay, confincd as the harbour is
4:12
- seeforFigure
it is still by far the biggest and best
amphibious
deploymcnt and assault wiihin Darwin's immediate 6nvirons.
Mindil and Vesteys Bcaches in Fannie Bay and, to the near
northeast in Beagle Culf, Nightcliff Beach and the lengthy
expanse of Casuarina Bcach are suited to fairly large-scale
amphibious opcrations
4:13. All are immediately
- see Figure
adjacent to the city's built-up
areas. However, the tides in
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FIGURE 4:12

DARWIN HARBOUR APPROACHES

Source: Commander Stephen Youll, RANEM, TheNorthernTmitory in
theDefence of Australia: Naual Considerations, (Working PuPgI No'143,
shategic and Defence studies centre, Australian National university,
Canberra,1987).

Darwin Harbour have a range of about 7.6m. The littoral is
fully exposed for a very considerable distance at low tide'
Striito-itrore unloading- around the clock, and over-the-teach
opdrations generally could Present very considerable
problems.

A direct frontal assault down the harbour would

be

somewhat restrictive in tcrms of securing as much as possible
of Darwin intact. Concurrent close-in outflanking operations
would be considered, and possibilities are discussed below.
Very important considcrations whcn determining the outer
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limits of the initial bridgehead would be the securing of the
sources of power generation and Darwin's fragile domestic
see Figures
water supply. These lie within a convenient arc

-

4:14 and 4:15.

An enemy, deprived of ability to achieve strategic
sulprise and confronted with sizeable defences in the Darwin
area itself, would wish to secure the lodgement very quickly to
minimise darnage to the infrasbucture. He would look to
paratroop and air-landed operations to spearhead his assault.

Open spaces and disused airfields abound. He would also
emphasise speed in order to press on with the seizure of the
Katherine.Tindal area
the area vital to defence of his
-or to
link-up with his forces already
Darwin lodgements

-

there.

The enemy would consider using all possible land
approaches which might conceivably assist the seizing and
securing of the main Darwin bridgehead and, probably more
importantly, the capture of the Katherine-Tindal RAAF Base

complex. Selected inshore approaches which may be
considered by a potential enemy for subsidiary operations
connected with the seizure of Darwin, or for outflanking
overland operations to capture or to assist in the capture of the
Katherine-RAAF Base Tindal complex, are discussed briefly
below.T

Northeast Cmsf: This coastline constitutes the western flank of
the vast Gulf of C-arpentaria. Its relevance in the context of
outflanking manoeuvres in support of land operations

7

The analysis is based on personal observation by the author; the
Australian Pilof, Vol.V, 6th EditiorU (Hydrographer of the Navy,
United Kingdom, 1972); and H. Messel, et aL, nVork Maps of Tidal
Waterways in Northern Australia', Monograph 15, Suntrys of Tiilal

Watmtays

in

Northqn Aushalia, (Pergamon Press, Oxford,

Sydney, New York, Toronto, Paris, Frankfurt, 1982). The report

by Ken Granger, A Vny Diffomt Place: Australia's North-Wat
Frontier, (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian
National University, Canberra, forthcoming), was not available
when the above analyses were made. The author specifically
addresses the area of direct military interest in Australia's northwest from the standpoint of a military geographer.
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FIGURE 4:13
BEACHES IN THE VICINITY OF DARWIN
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FIGURE 4:14
DARWIN'S WATER SI'PPIY
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FIGURE 4:15

DARWIN'S ENVIRONS _ POTENTHL AREA OF IMTIAL
LODGEMENT OPERATIONS

Source: Segment of |oint Operations Graphic 1:250000 map series
1501, Sheet No.SD 52-4. Reproduction by authority of the Department
of Defence, (SVY A355-l-26,16 Nov 87).
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directed at the capture of Darwin, or even Katherine'RAAF
Base Tindal, is renrcte. Such large'scale operations would be a
very roundabout way of achieving results economically and
quickly. Nevertheless, Nhulunbuy on Gove Peninsula and
Groote Eylandt could be targets in their own right, as could
Aboriginal communities such as Numbulwar. Further into the
Gulf, under favourable circumstances, both the Roper and
Macarthur Rivers are navigable for considerable distances
upsheam
to Roper Bar and Borroloola respectively
and
- both
- and
could provide avenues for infiltration
conceivably
harassment.

Roper River is also noteworthy as being a significant
barrier to north-south overland movement, especially in the
Wet when the inundation of ib catchment rnay extend close to
the Stuart Highway near Mataranka.
North Coast:

a.

Oenpelli to Gove Peninsula
- As mentioned
earlier, the Amhem Land Escarpment
dominates
much of the north coast between Oenpelli and the
Gove Peninsula. Especially in the eastern s€ctor,
islands and uncharted waters protect the inshore
approaches. Settlements are sparse and landing points
and exits therefrom are few and far between. There is
no all-weather road infrastructure and, even in the

Dry, the tracks are difficult and discontinuous in
places: there are no properly aligned through roads as
Figure 4:11. At present Arnhem Land is
such
- see for
not suitable
military operations on any significant
scale.

Further to the west, much of the northern coastline
between Arnhem land and Darwin is extensive
mudflats, fringed with rnangroves for the most part.
The tidal influence on the rivers extends a
considerable distance upstream and the tides range up
to 7.8 m. In the Wet severe flooding occurs and may
persist well into the Dry. Such conditions are not
predictable year to year.

Coburg Peninsula The Peninsula is
reasonably accessible from the sea, but it is serviced by
a single, rough track for only part of its length before it

b.
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connects with the NT Department of Transport and
Works-rnaintained secondaqy road at Murgenella. The
narrolr/ neck at its base could be readily defended. As

an approach, the Coburg Peninsula axis should be
considered as a roundabout way of going anywhere.
Even in terms of harassment, there is little in the way
of worthwhile obiectives in the vicinity.

c.

Alligator River
East Alligator River is
interest because it- leads to the Arnhem
Highway which links fabiru with Darwin; and from
that highway a relatively good gravel road branches
off to the south to Pine Creek on the Stuart Highway
between Katherine and Darwin. The river is only
navigable by very small craft as far as the crossing at
Oenpelli; and for such craft their passage would be
difficult and dangerous in strong winds as far as 5 km
upstream. A large force could not be sustained via the
East Alligator River approach. It is barely conceivable
that landing craft could put ashore upstream a small
force of, for example, armoured personnel carriers for
a dash to Darwin or perhaps more likely to Pine Creek
and on to Katherine.
East

of some

d.

river is much
South Alligator River
- This and
more substantial in its lower reaches
probably
offers a considerably better prospect for such missions.
When approached through Cunningham Channel, it is
navigable for vessels with a draught of 3 m to 4.5 m
for about 27 l<m. Smaller vessels can penetrate about
63 km, beyond wNch there are numerous and
extensive sand and mud banks making navigation
difficult near low water. The Arnhem Highway
crosses the river between 75 and 76 km upstream.

e.

Point Stuart/IVtary River
Point Stuart and
- served
the nearby pastoral properties are
by a track
network connecting with the Arnhem Highway.
Given very good local knowledge it is barely possible
that a minor operation muld be mounted and
sustained for a tinre on this axis. But it is a long haul
overland from the coast to the highway- about 6$70
km
and exits from the coast are restricted and
- only
usable
during the mid- to lateDry. The Mary
River (Wildman River) is more impressive on tourist

lM
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poi$ lvhere it is crossed by
it is of liftle consequence in the

mapo than reality. At the

the Arnhem Hidhway

Dry. Between
through a

t"tre ni-gtrway
ma:zE of siampi

and the coasf it meanders
and lagoons. It is a most

unlikely inshore-aPProadt axis.

f.

Woolner- The 55 km all-weather, secondary
road to Woolner could sustain minor operations, but
aocess to Woolner from the sea is not a military
practicality except, PerhaPs, for very small parties of
infiltratori for whom concealment would be a mapr
problem.
Access to the Adelaide
River
E. Adelaide
- with
least depth of 1'2 m
fuver is restricted by a shoal
possible to navigate
It
is
the
entrance.
in the middle of
vessels with up to 3.7 m draught about 85 km
upstseam where the river is about 55 m wide, and to
proceed by shallow draft boats for some distance
beyond wliere the Arnhem Highway-crosses the river
be-tn'een 80 and 81 km upstream from its mouth.
Nevertheless, to ensure success local knowledge is
essential. The Narrows'at only 3.5 km upstream is a
rnalJr hazard, as is Beatrice Rock about a further one
kil6metre upstream with a depth of less than 1.8 m
over it. Tiial streams may 6e about 5 or 6 knots
through The Narows' which become a formidable
tidal race in the Wet. It is conceivable that the
Adelaide River could be used as an access route by a
srnall force with the mission of assisting in the
invesbnent of Darwin from the east-southeast.

h.

the context of an enemy
Gunn Point
- tnrapidly,
the 51 km relatively
wishing to invest Darwin
good road running from the Alnhell Highway 34 km
east of Darwin to the coast at Gunn Point may aPPear
attractive on a nulP. However, there is hardly a break
in the dense belt of rnangroves thereabouts and exits
only in the Dry. The whole area,
would be possible
-the road
and tracks, becomes badly
including
inundatdd in the Wet. The area could be easily kept
under surveillance.

i.

Although all rivers along the
Summry
- used
for harassrnent by smallnorth coast could be

G
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with good local knowledge,
oubide Darwin and its dose environs, prospective
targets are few and in nrost cases far between. There
scale infiltration parties

is the Arnhem Highway itself; a few pastoral property

homesteads; the Bark Hut Inn and the South Alligator
Inn; the town of fabiru and the mines associated with

it in

Arnhem [-and; the Oenpelli settlenen$
Mudginbeni meatworks; and the Cooinda tourist
complex in Kakadu National Park. logistic support
for raiding parties would be a problem, as would
concealment.

The stretch of coastline across Arnhem Land between
Oenpelli and Gove Peninsula is not readily accessible
from offshore, and is most inhospitable inshore for the
conduct of military operations.
West Coast:

a.

Cox Peninsula and Bynoe Harbour
- A
likely subsidiary approach, which could be closely
coordinated with the seizure of Darwin itself, is via
the Cox Peninsula and possibly Bynoe Harbour, both

of which are served by roads. The tip of

Cox

Peninsula is about 150 km from Darwin by road, but
only about 8 km by sea directly across the harbour.
The Delissaville airfield on Cox Peninsula is

strategically well placed for airborne operations in
support of a landing on the Peninsula. Bynoe Road
serving the Peninsula is a good all-weather, highspeed axis running dose to the coastline on which
there are good landing sites; but the link with Bynoe
Harbour, which has no harbour facilities, is little more
than a track.

An important attribute attaching to this access is that it
makes it possible to intercept the Stuart Highway
quickly about mid-way between Adelaide River and
Darwin. Control of the area generally enclosed by

Darwin, the Stuart Highway and Bynoe

Road

approximates closely to what is likely to constitute the

perimeter of an enemy's initial lodgement
Darwin area.

in

the

A disadvantage is that such an operation via Cox
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FIGURE 4:17
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Peninsula would have to be'across-thebeacn" without

a worthwhile
infrastnrcture. Morcover the possible landing beaches
are erposed, the approaches to Bynoe Harbour are
somewhat restricted and easily mined; and scope for
across-thebeach operations is very restricted.
the benefit of immediate access to

However, as an acc€ss route for infiltrators, By.oe
Harbour has a number of athactions, not least being
the fact that it offers fairly rapid overland access to a
number of important targets for harassment
the
- e.g.(the
pipeline linking Mereenie and Palm Valley
Amadeus Basin) gas fields near Alice Springs to
Darwin; Darwin River Dam; Manton Dam; Rum
jungle Mine adjacent to the old (disused) North
Australia Railway alignmeng as well as the villages of
Pine Creek and Adelaide River.
The terrain to the south between Bynoe Bay and the

Daly River is certainly not suited to military
operations of any consequence.

b.

Daly River
river is impressive in its
- This
dimensions in its lower
reaches, but the wide entrance
is dominated by Palnrerston Island 5 km upsheam;
and from therc on upstream, there are numerous sand
and mud banks throughout and navigation near low
water is difficult. The river narrows rapidly above the
39 km mark. It is difficult to proceed by boat or barge
above 95 km due to an extensive rock bar; and pst
above the Daly River Mission there is a shallow ford at
about the 99 km mark. Further upstream there are a
number of natural rock-bar crossings such as at
Oolloo, Claravale and Florina.
Below Daly River Mission, the north and south banks
open out onto vast coastal mud plains which are
completely and persistently inundated in the Wet.
The sand and mud banks throughout the lower
reaches of the river itself shift as a result of the very
extensive annual flooding of the Daly River. It would
be impossible to sustain logistically even a minor
lodgement via the Daly River against any significant
opposition. Unobserved infiltration would be most
difficult, even with the best of local knowledge. It is

'1.08 The N or
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unlikely that places like Daly River Mission and the
roadho'use neirbv, Tipperary Station and perhaps the
townships of AdblaidsRivei and Fine Creek could be
harassed via this axis.

It is inconceivable that a significant overland threat to
IGtherine could be mounfed and sustained via the
DalyRiver.

c.

Port Keats (also known as Wadeye) is worthy
of mention if only to make the point that, althougt ttte
road to it from Daly River Mission is being regularly
is likely- to remain vgy small
upgraded,
ft hu9 only one landing rlmp
settlerrent.
n6riginat
which-can handle one small barge at a tinre and there

it

1

is not much rope for improvement. Port Keab is
enterd between'Tree Poiit and CaPe Hay, both of
which are fronted by reefs. Navigation is diffjcult and,

owing to the low mangrove shores and the flat, sterile
counFy behind being Inundated at high water, the ebb
sbearn runs out with considerable strength. Port
Keats' only significance militarily is as a minor
settlement rnrlnerable to harassment.

d.

The Fitzrnaurice is
Fitzmaurice River
sornetimes considered to be a possible approach for
enemv forces havine the mission of harassment,
including of trGtherinE. Certainly, for its entire length,
is
runs -through unpopulated country. But

it

-

-

it

extremely rough wilderness countr5r, and the river
leads to nowhere in particular uPstream- Mere
survival would be a Problem.

Althoueh the Fitznraurice is about one kilometre wide
at its en-trance, the main entrance channel, which is up
to 11 m in depth, is restricted by above'water rocks.
Within the rivbr PrcPer, depths range from 3-7 to 765

m in the fairway and widens out to about threequarters of a kil6metre. The location of shoals and
irud flats is unpredictable season to seasory and the
where the intermittent
river nanows dramatically
-through

a gorge about 65
km upstream. There are a number of dominating
watershed catchment runs

gorgei downstream. Only minimum surveillance and
defences would be needed to deny this approach.
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FIGLIRE 4:18
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e.

this maior river, however,
It reaches well
into the hinterland, and runs dose to the Victoria
Highway at the village of Timber Creek, Coolibah
hoinesteid (disused) aid where the highway crosses it
near the Victoria River Roadhouse. Hence this river
Victoria River

does warrant careful consideration.

approach rnay be considered as a possible subsidiary
to a main aiis incorporating the capture of the port

and town of Wynd-ham and thence overland via
Kununurra and ihe Victoria Highway to the vital
KatherineRAAF Base Tindal complex'

T\e

Australia Pilof describes the Victoria River as '...
probably the longest river in the N part of Australia ...
ind floivs N foi about 160 miles through elevated
countlr, between deeP Sorges and magnificent
scenery; it then takes a WNW direction for about 120
miles io its mouth'.8 The Pilof's caution, however,
apflls equallYtodaY:

Ihe shoals and channels in the river alter
annually and navigation should o"ly- U"
aftemptd by those with local knowledg_e,
but sliould il be necessary to do so, the only

f*i"$Ti,.jli'l J:iiL'': #"ioJJffi*'ff

water, at which times most of the banks are
uncovered; even at such a time it would be

:S$'illi,li,,',i:'*:,"?#r:1ff $';'^Tfit

and some of the sandbanks, owing to their
loose nature, are shifted by the force of the

tidal streams.

Tidal streams sometimes attain a rate of

from 5 to 7 knots; the flood stream runs for 7
hours and the ebb for 5 hours. The flood
stream continues for 50 minutes after high
water and the ebb for 30 minutes after low
water. During sonre rainy s€.rsons the rise of
water must be very great, as driftwmd has

Australian Pilot, Yol.Y, 5th Edition, (Hydrographer of the Navy,
United Kingdom, 7972), p.75.
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FIGLIRE 4:19
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been seen in trees as much as 6.1
above the bed of the river.9

m (20 f0

Even today, the owner of Bradshaw Station on the
Victoria River is not prepared to risk taking his small
baqge below the junition of the Baines and Victoria
RivErs because of the risk of running aground' It can
be done, but only with considerable local knowledge
sounding and great caution. During the annual Wet,
the rive-r rnay become a raging torrent -with its
floodplains eitending north and south for great
e*putises. Thery more-often than not, the whole area is
cut off from road communications of any sort'

The enbance to the Victoria River at the head of
Queens Channel is dominated by Entrance Island and
frgh ground adiacent on botli banks - ideal for
surveiflance and defence. It is uPstream of this point
that sand and mud banks and rocks becone extensive
and numerous. Beyond Bradshaw Station there are
scattered rocks and sand banks throughout the
uPstream sections and, even in small boats, it is best to
proceed on a mid-rising tide using caution at all tirres'
i{owever, with good l6cal knowledge, -a sr,nlll Btg"
can be driven fast upstream to Timber Creek in about
two hours. The rivei is navigable by boat and shallow
draught barge to the rock bar at the 1445 *.poi"t,
that i-s aboufZ'S km above Timber Creek. This is also
about the limit of tidal influence.
The lower reaches of the Victoria River below
Bradshaw are completely dominated by the

precipitous escarpmenis above the northern bahk and
high ground on ihe soutlrern bank overlookin-g very
exteniive coastal, saline flood plains around Queens
Channel and the mouth of the river. The prospects of
an enemy attempting to establish, let alone sustai& a
lodgemeirt in this area would be daunting in the

extieme, even without opposition. Moreover, it is
doubtful that even small-rale infiltration operations
thereabouts could remain undetected for long: fresh
water sources are few and possible hiding places are

e

tbiit.
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very well known to the few local inhabitants. In any
event there is liftle to harass.
The Kimberley Flank

a.

Wyndham-Kununura Axis
This axis has
much more to cpmmend it, but -it, too, has its
limitations. There is a small port at Wyndham with a
312 m long jetty providing two berths and very
limited along-side handling facilities. The nearby
town is linkd to Kununurra and Katherine by a high
s@, virtually all-weather, sealed highway.
However, the seaward approaches to Wyndham.ue
discouraging in the military context. Pilotage from the

entrance to Cambridge Gulf is ocmpulsory for
merchant vessels and, approaching Wyndham, the

fairway

is

congested. The port and town

are

overlooked on all sides byhigh ground which is easily
defended and yet well placed to dominate all exib as

well as the seaward approach, which could

be

effectively mined rnost ecpnomically. Should an
enemy choose to seize Wyndham by air and manage
to secure it unopposed, his task in breaking out from
Wyndham would not be easy. The tenain astride the
road to Kununurra favours the defender.
Similarly, beyond Kununurra towards Katherine there
is also ample scope for the defender to use mechanised
forces in the Dry and, in any event, there are several
admirable, natural defence features astride the
notably in
Victoria Highway, not easily bypassed

the vicinity of Mt Hensrnan iust to- the east of

Kununurra ibelf; in the vicinity of Timber Creek; and
particularly at the very n.urow gorge through which
both the Highway and the Victoria River pass near the
Victoria River Roadhouse. At the latter point, the
gorge penetrates a north-south precipitous escarpment
extending for long distances either side of the river
and Nghway.

to lGtherine
- even
it would be restricted in scope
and

The Wyndham-Kununurra approach

against opposition is not an aftractive option

unopposed
potential. Nevertheless, it has considerable merit for
an aggressor when viewed as a strategic diversion
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which would also deny the Australian Defence Force
use of the Wvndham ind Kununurra airfields. Such
an option woUa abo effectively block the Australian
mairi supply route from Perth, necessitating a tedious
and rela-ti-vely low<apacity detour from Halls Creek
via the Dunian Higliway and Newry to IGtherine.
Even npre likely would be a much wider detour via
the Buchanan HighwaY.
Of course, both Wyndham and Kununurra would be
worthwhile targets for harassment, as would the Ord
River irrigation scherne and the associated Diversion
Dam and-I-ake Atgyle Dam. The vulnerable, isolated
Atgyle Damond Mine at the southern end of the lake
may not be out of ran-ge._ However, for an enemy.to
continue on to harass tfie Katherine'RAAF Base Tindal
civil-military complex would require an extraordina-ry
logistic eff6rt or- consumrnate skill or both in the
co-nduct of small-scale, covert operations, behind the
lines, so to speak.

b.

Canrbridge GuU to Derby
- The coastline
between Cambridge Gulf and Derby on KingSound is
virtually unpopulated, as is the hinterland. The only
populafron dentre along this vast stretch of wildemess
ioastline is the Kulumburu Mission. The coastal

waters are not well charted, rurny of the last surveys
having been carried out before the turn of the century.
A survey Programme is in progress in selected areas,
but locai icno-wledge in dosed waters has beery and
still is, essential. The shores are subject to severe tidal
influences, maximum tides ranging from 9.2 m in King
Sound, 10 m in Collier Bay, 6.4 m in Admiralty Gulf

and 6.1 m in Cambridge Gulf. During neap tides
vessels at anchorage in other than deep water can
become qrounded at low water and to nreet this
conditioli their hull structure must be suitably
strengthened.

Inland, the Kimberley Plateau rises to 800 m above
sea-level and its 130,000 krn2 exPanse is exbemely
ruggd. Ib centre is traversed by one road, Gibb River
RoId, which is gravel for the most part, rough and
subjec{ to inundation at creek and river crossings in
the Wet and virtually unpopulated. In military terms,
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this stretch of coastline and its hinterland is singularly
inhospitable
- to the point where it can be virtually
ignored.
Of course, Kulumburu is vulnerable to harassment, as
are Cockatoo Island and nearby Koolan Island, both

off Yampi Sound. Broken Hill (BI{P) Pty Ltd mining
operations on Cockatoo Island were closed down
several years ago, and those on Koolan Island have a
limited life. The facilities include acrommdation for
about 1"500 people, qrnsiderable workshop capacity,
and limited wharfage.

The approaches to these srnall islands are very
restricted within enclosed waters. Providing local
protection should not be a problem and, on occasions,
the facilities could be useful as a base for RAN patrol
boat operations. As both islands are a long way from
anywhere, it is doubtful that serious consideration

should be given to developing their facilities into a
permanent patrol boat base for the RAN, but there
may be merit in retaining them on a tare and
maintenance'basis after mining activity ceases. The
facilities would serve well, at little cost, as a transit
base or a base for special operations. They may prove
to be a very important asset should the offshore oil
and gas potential in the North West Shelf in the
Kimberley sector be realised and thus become
susceptible to harassment.

c.

Derby, Broome and the Fitzroy River

Enemy operations in the Derby and Broome areas, -in
the context of their being mounted in coniunction with
a maior lodgement in the Darwin area, are most likely
to have as their missions the creation of a strategic

diversion. This would include the blocking of the
main supply route from Perth to the Kimberley region
and the Top End and the denial of the Broome and

Derby airfields
near Derby.

- in particular,

RAAF Base Curtin

The Derby-RAAF Base Curtin-Broome area is a long
way from possible mounting areas for the projection
of seaborne operations by an adversary. Although
harassment from seawards is feasible, any operation

"1,1,6
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on a larger scale is more likely to be airborne, at least

Suctr i lodgement would be
difficult to sustain logistically.
The inshore approaches to the port of Derby are
difficult. n howbage of the tidal streams would be
essential for safe navigation of the approaches to f(ng

in the first instance.

Sound and the estuary of the Fitzroy River at the head

of the sound. For eise of berthing, arrival alongside
should be timed for 'at or abouf high water; and
berthing, especially at springs, thou]{ $ke plag
within lUouf 40 minutes eittrei side of high water'lo
The capacity of the existing Port, even when operating

at its inaxiinum, is limitd-to one berth, or two for
vessels of rrpderate size, and there is little in the way
of alongside facilities. Derby itself has a population
around-3,0(X) and offers only limited potential for the
suPPort of oPerations.

Broome's port, when compared wtlh Der!y's, has a
open
considerable capacity
- trro berths in deep,
water off Entrance P6int, a transit shed, several cranes
and some bunkering facilities. There are a number of
good anchorages offshore in Roebuck Bay; and there is

scope for across-the'beach operations. Nevertheless,
is compulsory. The nearby -town itself is
pil6tage
-substaintial
and *ell serviced in regional terms, with a
population of about 4,000.
The impressive Fitzroy River flowing into the head of
King S6und south of i)erby, is about 8 km wide at its
entrance iust above South Mary Islet a-nd thence
gradually-contracts to 1.5 km in width 16 km farther
buttr. At low water, extensive mud flats become
exposed around the entrance, which is blocked by
numerous sand bars. Tidal sEeams can be very
sbong, and navigation for even small boats is difficult'
neyoid 19 km upstream the litzro-y- Ri-ver is barely
navigable for a boat at half tide and-further-uPstream
conditions for even quite srnall boab deteriorate
rapidly. In full flood the Fitzroy assunres gigantic
proportions.

10

Australian Pilot,YolV,6th Edition, p.70.
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Offshore Approaches
What is said briefly below should be read in conjunction with
the maritime considerations discussed in Chapter 3.

With some exceptions, the coastal waters from Yampi Sound
to the Gove Peninsula at the eastern extremity of Arnhem Land are
unsurveyed
Figure 3:7, Chapter 3. This lack of accurate
- se'e when coupled
sounding information,
with

.

conditions of extreme tidal ranges and associated tidal
streams;

.

dense rnangrove swamps along

the

numerous

estuarys; and

r

extensive mud flat deposits,

severely limits, and frequently precludes, operations involving even
minor war vessels such as landing craft. Amphibious operations along
the majority of the northwestern mainland coastlinb would be
hazardous at least. The lack of adequate surveys and fixing points
would further constrain larger vessels. Although there is scope for
amphibious operations in the vicinity of Darwin, large-scale
amphibious operati;rns by an enemy intending the seizure of Darwin
would have to run the gauntlet of traversing the narow and relatively
easily-defended entrances to the confined waters of Van Diemen Gulf
guarded by Bathurst and Melville Islands and the Cobourg Peninsula.

In short, even unopposed operations against the mainland of
the Northern Territory-Kimberley region from seawards at any level
would be difficult. Were they to be opposed by a defender with an
intimate knowledge of the local maritirne environment, the inherent

difficulties could be made to approach the level of a well-nigh
impossible threshold. Any enemy would be bound to conclude that
the use of his airpower should dominate his strategy for large-scale
incursions of the northwestern Australian land mass, and be a very
significant consideration in lesser contingencies.

In this context, mention must be made of ChrisEnas Island and
Cocos Island. Although their connection with the Northern Territory
is tenuous
are Commonwealth Territories administered from
- both
Canberra but
listed in the Northern Territorv electorate for electoral
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and Cocos Islands have roles to p_lay in the

Christmas
of the- north-west. Their strategic significance has been

purposes only

defence
comprehensively assessed by Ross Babbage who maintains that:

The primary strategic significance of both of these
island terriiories flows from the value of their
airfields. These airfields provide well-located
Australia's
staging Poi.ts
-ana for operations across from the
approaches
north-western
wdtem
central Indian Ocean to the Bay of Bengal and the
South China Sea.ll

undoubtedly, christmas and cocos Islands could play an important,
perhaps vitil, role in the defence of the Territory and the north-west
generally. As Babbage goes on to say:
They are certainly a net defence asset ... In low and
rm level contingencies, Christmas and Cocos
^di
Islands have the potmtial to provide a tat's paw'
defence on the approaches to north western
Australia.12

Overview
The foregoing survey of inshore approaches and obiectives
and, more gen6raily, the offshore seaward approaches further
highlights thi geostritegic significance of Darwin and its port and,
,fr"J"tity, thJKatherine-RAAF Base Tindal civil-military complex.
An opposed amphibious assault on Darwin could be made
very difficult. Enemy plans are likely to focus on airborne operations
plarng a major, if not dominant role. Almost certainly airborne
bp"tutio"r would be the likely primary means of securing Katherine'
Tindal RAAF Base, and wouid-probably Play an important, perhaps
critical part, in the initial seizure of Darwin itself. Substantial
lodgements in the wyndham-KununulTa and Derby-Brogme areas are
also likety to be airborne in character, at least in the initial stages.
Nevertheless,
11

foss Babbage,
7990s,p.170.

lbiil.,p.186.

iul

enemy might feel tempted
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secondary inshore approaches opportunistically and imaginatively for
deception, to create diversions, to tie down defending forces, to create
confusion and, one way and another, to facilitate the rapid link-up of

the Darwin bridgehead via the axis of the Stuart Highway with the
forces committed to the seizure of the Katherine-RAAF Base Tindal
area. Certainly, in view of AusEalia's currently inadequate and
strategically rcmoved deployment postur€
an essentially and
perforce reactionary posture based in the south- strategic diversions
could figure large in an enem/s perceptions.

Although the prospects of success in higher-level
contingencies could be reduced to well-nigh prohibitive levels, the
above survey also illustrates the potential scope

for

low-level

raids and the like mounted by an aggressor
- insmall-scale
with the least
the way of preparation and with little or no waming.
operations

FIGURE4CO
LOCATION OF OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS OPERATIONS
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Source: NT Departrrrent of Mines and Energy and the Power and
Water Authority, Enogy Strategy, (Government Printer of the Northern
Territory, Darwin, 1 990).
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There are sufficient targets which are widespread enough to cause
Australia to respond disproportionately.
The focus has been, by design, on the north-western mainlanil
and, to a limited extent, islands dose to shore. It would be remiss,
however, to leave the impression that it is only the mainland and dose
inshore that is of any strategic consequence. In fact, the reverse may
well be the case. It may be argued that, as the mainland is not as
vulnerable as it might appear at first glance, and where it is it can be
relatively easily defended, an enemy may prefer to conc€ntrate his
attentions on bbviously vulnerable Australian offshole assets. For
example, the very valuable and vulnerable gas and oilfields and
associated servicing facilities (see Figure 4:20), and the Aboriginal
communities on Melville and Bathurst Islands could be obvious
targets. Such crcntingencies warrant separate and specialised analysis
beyond the scope of this study.

Concluding Remarks

The geography of northern Australio both onshore and
offshore, tavours the defender in most respects. Nevertheless, at all
levels of threat contingency, a local military Presenc€ is essential to
ensure that seeming assets do not become vulnerabilities. In the
northwestern quadrant, the defence focus should be on ensuring the
security of Darwin and the KatherineRAAF Base Tindal complex as
top priorities.

In view of the demonstrable difficulties of mounting

and
northwestern
sustaining naval and amphibious operations against the
Australian land mass, a potential enemy would be bound to accord a
high priority to the effective use of airpower as a basic element in his
overatt straiegy. Moreover, his strategy would be very likely to seek

every avenu- for using and exploiting surprise with the aim of
catching Australia unprepared to make the most of its inhospitable
geography.
The geostrategic factors potentially favouring the defender are
such that it il entirely conceivable that Australia could so control her

northern environrnent that the only practical strateg'ic option oPen to a
would-be aggr€ssor would be one of harassrren$ and even thm the
easiest options may well be seen to be in the offshore environment
rather than close inshore and onshore.
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It is important, however, to note that the implications of these
condusions should not be considered in isolatiory that is to say, out of
the total context. The condusions drawn herc are derived very largely
from the geographic context. Important as they are, they may not
amount to imperatives in the absolute sense when other factons are
taken into account. For example, the seasonal ambient environment iry
on and over the land and adjacent sea may have quite profound
implications
see Chapter 3. Also, considerations of relative combat
power and -prospects

for

geographic invulnerability

-

surprise can offset many

a

seeming

see the next Chapter.

An underlying aim of this chapter is to

demonstrate that
Australia's shategic problem is not one of having to defend ib entire,
enormously lengthy coastline in all circumstances. To the extent that
this aim has been achieved, it has been as a result of narowing down
very considerably the areas which warrant the focus of both strategic
and tactical concern. Certainly, Australia is remarkably defensible
against maior lodgemenb
- even invasion. But defence against
harassment is another matter; and we do need to be able to cope better
with the 'tyranny of distance' between our power bases in the south
and our vulnerabilities in the north.

CHAPTER 5

ADVERSARY PERCEPTIONS
f.O. Langtry
Introduction
In this chapter strategic and operational factors inherent in the
Northern Teritor;/s role in the defence of Australia, as a potential
adversary may perc€ive them, are considered. The iudgments and
observations presented are indicative rather than definitive. They are
intended to further highlight assets and vulnerabilities in Australia's
defence posture already noted in Chapters 3 and 4; and to extend the
analysis from the standpoint of a 'devil's advocate', so to speak.

A principal theme which emerges is that, although Australia
has the potential to become rernarkably defensible against major
lodgements, even invasion, at present its vulnerability to preemptive
surprise attack is real and is likely to remain so until remedial action is
taken.

When Australia Pub itself in a more'surprise'free' situation in
peacetime, much will be possible in the way of more assertively

ionholling Australia's threat environment. Then the focus of our
defence policy can be more exclusively addressed to coping with the
lower level contingencies, which are likely to be a more intractible
problem in many respects.

Information Available

little that cannot be ascertained by a
would-be adversary about northern Australia. The Western world is
comprised of 'open' societies. Information on all manner of subjects is
readily available. About 90 per cent of all foreign intelligence is
gleaned from open souroes. Concerning Australia's environment,
ihere is readily available a very extensive range of topographical and
These days there is very

thematic rrurps, charts and aerial and satellite photography. There are

also ecological impact studies and surveys; feasibility studies for
mining, development of water resources and Primary industry
prolects; and ready public access to an increasing number of land and
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geo$aphic information sysFms throughout Australia.l Foreign
fishing vessels operate in Australian waters: traditional fishermen
from neighbouring countries have been doing so off our northern
coastline since before Australia was 'discrrvered'.

Australia's military order-of-battle is no secret. Even the
various Australian telephone directories provide a fairly
comprehensive insight of the Australian Defence structure. The
annual D$mce Report is quite explicit and other professional

pubtcations provide detailed orders-of-battle for forces world-wide.
Some spell out rveapons and equipment performance data. Australia's
defence policy is debated openly in Parliament and in public. Foreign
military attaches in Aushalia are able to familiarise themselves with
Australia's defence posture and capabilities. Numerous foreign
students, including military students, attend Australian universities
and colleges and are able to travel widely. In short, any would-be
aggressor is very likely to be well informed from open sources, and
able to fill in gaps using covert as well as overt reconnaissance and
surveillance techniques. Much would depend on how well the data
was assessed and evaluated.

General Perceptions

It

would be very unwise to assume that any potential

adversaqy was less than professional in making sbategic and tactical
assessments based on good intelligence data.

In the geographic context one should assume that a potential
enemy would appreciate that the topography of northern Australia,

both onshore and offshore, favours the defender in most aspects,
provided that the defender is well situated to make the most of it. The
coastline of northem Australia is largely uncharted and is not
conducive to littoral operations. An adversary would certainly grasp
the extraordinary significance of Darwin and its good general-purpose
assess that only Darwin provides adequate scope for a

port, and

medium-scale, sustaineil lodgement. Other ports might appear
attractive at first glance, but an enemy would perceive them to be
largely untenable as long as Aushalia still held and was able to operate

Desmond Ball and Ross Babbage (eds), Geographb Information
Systems: Defence Applicatbns, (Brasse/s Australia, Sydney, 1989).
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offensively from Darwin. Darwin is dearly a vital keystone in the
defence of Australia.

Nor would the sbategic significance of the Katherine'RAAF
civil-military complex in the Teritoly be underestimated.
An enemy would compiehend the forbidding coastline and terrain of

Base Tindal

ind central Kimberley regions in the adiacent northern limits
of Western Australia. He would be unlikely to overlook the
demonstrable difficulties of mounting and sustaining naval and
the west

amphibious operations against the northwestern Australian land mass.
He would, of iourse, ue iute to identify geographic features of tactical
importance, such as those identified in Chapter 4.
As it is likely that any military threats to Australia are most
likely to come from within or through the Indonesian Archipelago,

Papua New Guinea and the arc of islands eastwards to New
caledonia, it should be assumed that any adversary would be familiar
with tropical environments and fully acdimatised to thenU boft
an inherent advantage' He
physiologically and psychologically
of equipment and the
corrosion
of
of tlre-problems
would U6
"*i"e
in the-tropics.
equipment
electronic
in
operating
attendant
vagaries
in the Wet.
movement
cross-country
of
have
had
experience
HJwould
An adversary would almost certainly deduce, if he had not
already experienced, the fact that submarine operations off the coast of
Northern Territory in the Timor and Arafura seas are severely
constrained by the shallowness of the water. He would perceive the
undoutted scope for mine warfare in the northern approaches, even
though it is something of a duel+dged weapol. He is likely to iudge
that ihe air environment of Ausbalia's north, although a limiting
factor, is rather more neuFal in terms of its impact on air operations
than are the land and sea environments which tend to favour the
defender.

It is virtually impossible to conceive that an adversary would
not attempt to take advantage of the vast Ausbalian'time and space'
dimension, and of the fact that the majority of the Australian Defence
Force and its defence resources currently reside in the south,
particularly the southeastem corner. He would also note that, whereas
it present Australia's defence posture in relation to defending the
north is very largely reactive in concept, a more forward and assertive

deploymeni pattern

is

emerging which may

be reasonably

AiloaxryPucqtions
paraphrased as one
details.)

of 'garrisoning' the north.

(See Chapter
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8 for

Nevertheless, a potential adversary should be expected to
deduce that a fundamental vulnerability in Australia's defence posture

is that of ranpower, especially in the context of

lowlevel
for
potential
organising sufficient
contingencies when even the
personnel to protect simultaneously all prospective targets across the
length and breadth of Australia is very much in doubt.

He would perceive that manpower problenu, as well

as

equipment deficiencies, also bedevil the ADFs potential for expansion

to meet higher levels of threat.2 A potential adversary should

be
expected to correctly deduce that the Royal Australian Navy is the best
placed of the three Services in that it is manned in peacetime to about

90 per cent of its complement and is maintained at a high state of
operational readiness. Nevertheless, the RAN is limited in its capacity
for expansion. In terms of capital equipment it will have to fight with
whatever it has in the way of maior surface combatants and
submarines at the onset of conflict. Any expansion will be principally
in those areas where equipment can be taken up quickly from the civil
community
eg. mine clearance, control of shipping, inshore coastal
surveillance.- A mapr operational limitation on the RAN stems from
its deficiency in organic $ea-based airpower: it is dependent in very
large measure on the IUq\r{Iys land-based air support. The northern
maritime infrastructure is also a constraint in that it is limited in its
capacity to support locally maritime operations.

in terms of capital
deficient
in manpower to
seriously
support a more intensive rate of operations; and, moreover, it has a
very limited capacity to raise and train manpower quickly. At current
manpower levels, the RAAF could not operate its full complement of
combat and surveillance aircraft around-the<lock without a very
a very
significant expansion of both aircrew and ground staff
The RAAF is similarly placed to the Navy

equipment, but it is currently

-

f.O. Iangtry,The Status of Australian Mobilization Planning in'1.987,
(Working Paper No. 123, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre,
Australian National University, Canberra, 1987L and Desmond
Ball and f.O. Langtry (&s), Problems of Mobilization in Det'ence of
Australin, (Phoenix Defence Publications, Canberr4 1980).
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lengthy processS Although Australia's strategic air strike.and counterstrile ca-pability is not insignificant in regional terms, Australia still
lacks an effective, comprehensive air defence system. The ease with
which Australia's air spa.ce can be penetrated at Present, when coupled
with the RAAF,s lack bf capacity for sustained operations, means that
the Air Force could be overstretched, susceptible to attritio& and
vulnerable to surprise attack.
The mobilization of rurnPower for the Army would be critical
it is by far the most manpower intensive
the three Services; and, to be credible in the eyes of a would-be

at all levels of threat because

of

adversary, the Army must be seen to be demonstrably capable of
adequate and tinrely expansion. As matters sand it would not be
difficult to over-extend and over-tax the Army.
At present, key elements in both the civil and military
infrastructuies are extraordinarily vulnerable to an enemy's /aif
a&omplistrategy based on surprise preemptive strikes. Australia will
have io give iiot more imaginative attention to the question of local
securityin peacetime of, in particular, manned RAAF bases such as at
Tindal and Amberley. Any risk of, for example, sabotage of the
RAAFs limited number of combat aircraft has to be reduced to the
minimum. (The RAN's experience of losing most of its fleet of
Grumtun tracker aircraft by fire as a result of 'sabotage' by a sailor
under training in December 1976 should not be forgoJten. All 18
aircraft were burnt and only four were repairable.) And it would be
fatal for the RAN's warships and submarines to be locked into their
base in Sydney Harbour and Cockburn Sound by covert mining' It
could be even more calamitous should linilalez over-the-horizon-radar
(oTH0 sites be sabotaged. similarly, there are other nationally vital
points in the civil infrastructure that should be protected in peacetime,
iulltime. These tasks require the mobilization of manPower which
could be in the form of civilian support - an element in Australia's
defence posture which has been neglected.l
H.F. Roser and I.F. Andrew, 'Force Expansion Problems in the
RAAF", in Desmond Ball and j.O. Langtry (&sl, Problans of
Mobilizatbn in the Defotce of Austtalia, pp.7535. See also Chapter
7 on 'Air Operations'in this volume.
f.O. tangtry, The Defarce Para-military Manpoaw Dilanru: Militia
n Constibulary?, (Working Paper No. 131, Strategic and Defence
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Methodology

It is against this background of generalised perc€ptions that
one should consider specific considerations such as relative combat
power, prospecb for surprise and the potential for first strike pre'
emptive operations. This chapter focusses initially on the higher levels
that is, a mapr enemy lodgement, or what Paul Dibb
of contingency
- assaulf short of invasion. It is contended that it is
terms h substantial
sensible here to consider what is popularly perceived to be the worst
but least likely contingency first because, inter alia, it should result in a
much better understanding of the order of magnitude of Australia's
vulnerability to such levels of threat and how best to close off any easy
options as a potential adversary may perceive them. If, indeed, any
such options can be closed off cost-effectively sooner rather than
risking deferment until later, it should be possible to concentrate the
Defence planning process more exclusively on coping with what is
generally perceived to be the more immediate and intractable
problems inherent in countering low-level harassment.

In this context it is important to note that any adversar5/s
plans for the higher levels of contingency would very likely provide
for the concurrent harassment of a very wide range of isolated

settlements and key installations throughout the Northern
Territory/Kimberley region and, perhaps, far beyond. In fact, it is also
conceivable that harassment would be planned to immediately
precede the higher level operation; and, moreover, the higher levels
may arise quite quickly as a result of escalation from what may have
started out as low-level harassment.
Furthermore, this approach to discussion should facilitate the
identification of capabilities common to all levels of threat and
therefore warranting particular attention now to ensure an acceptable
level of confidence in the adequacy of Australia's overall defence
posture. Even at first glance in the context of higherJevel
Studies Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, 7987).
Although his study stops short of a comprehensive study of

manpower mobilization, see Alan K. Wrigley, The Defence Force
anil the Community: A Partnership in Australia's ilefence, Report to
the Minister for Defence, (Australian Government Publishing
Service, Canberra, fune 1990), pp.4T7-538.
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contingencies, it becomes obvious that many of the capabilities
required to deter or cope with surprise, prHmptive strategic strikes

agiinst key points and facilities in Australia's civil and military
infrastructures, overlap or crcincide with those required to deal with
harassment generally. This point has been appreciated by Minister for
Defence kazley, in the following trerms:
Some of the assets we retain against the remote threat
of a majnr assault or invasion (sometime in the future)

would be of considerable use in lower

level

operations: our F/A-18s with inflight refuelling, our
submarines and our frigates with Seahawk helicopters

are examples. Likewise our surveillance capability
requires much the same capacity for both high and
low-level threats.s
Relative Combat Power

adversary considering military action against
Australia, the prospect of crossing the maritime approaches to seize
and secure a lodgement incorporating Darwin and Katherine/RAAF
Base Tindal would be seen to be daunting, even against the quite low
levels of opposition which Australia could curently muster and
sustain in operations. Any enemy contemplating invasion or the
mounting of limited lodgencnb or large'scale punitive or coercive

To any

raids employing conventionally organised and equipped forces, must
be able to bring adequate forces and weapons to bear at critical times
and places.

It is generally accepted that in hnil operations the defender has
many advantages. Given adequate intelligence as to the enem/s
intentions and capabilities and, hence, the opportunity to mount
defences, and given adequate surveillanc€ over the likely areas of
enemy operations, the defender can make full use of cover and
concealment and select the ground on which to fight. The defender
can then site weapons for maximum effectiveness and prepare the
terrain to his advantage. It is possible to quantify to some extent a

Minister for Defence, Tabling Statatoi: Det'orce Policy Information
Papa, 19 March 7987, p.5.
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defende/s advantages in terms of relative combat power. For
example, the US Army's Field Maruml1.00-5, Opaatiots states that:
The defender has many advantages: full use of cover
and concealment, selection of the ground on which to
fight, weapons sited for maximum effectiveness,
reinforcement of terrain with mines and obstades, and
the choice of firing first. Because of these advantages
the defading force shoulil be able to det'ut an attacker
superior in ambat Vowr by a ratb of about

3:'1..

The attacker, on the other hand, must expose his force

by moving to contact, must fight on ground selected
by the defender, must clear mines and obstacles while
under fire, and must destroy or suppress weapons
which have taken full advantage of cover and
concealment. There, the weapons of the attacker are
not as effective as the weapons of the defender, and
his forces are more vulnerable. For these reasons, lfte
attacks shoulil seek a combat powa ratio of at least 6:7 at
the point of decision. If he is short on forces, he must
make it up in firepower, surprise, deceptiory or
superior skill.
There .ue numy things Generals ought to do. But
there is one thing they must do: deploy their forces so
that on the defense they are never outnumbered or
outgunned more than 3:1 at the point and time of
decision, and so that in the attack they have
concentrated combat power of about 6:1 superiority.5
It is inferred here that, in order to bring to bear at the point of tactical
decision a combat ratio better than 3:1 in his favour, the attacker
should plan on starting his approach with af least 6:7 superiority in
combat power. He would have to allow for attrition by Aushalia's
naval and airpower in the maritime approaches; allow for losses
during the final assaulg and plan, having won a lodgement, to have
left over enough combat power to stave off an Australian counterattack.

6

United States Army, Fielil Manual l.00-5, Opoations, L976, pp.4-5,
emphasis added.
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At this point it is stressed that analyses such as the above must
qualified:
heavily
be

a.

they are limited very largely to the tactical level of
consideration;

b.
c.

they are almost always scenario-oriented; and

most importantly, the quantitative estimations are far
from being absolute.
In fact the 1976 Fielit Manual ln-s-Wafions referred to has been
superseded and later versions are far less specific and dogmatic in
quantitative terms. Nevertheless, the notion that '... the defending
tiandl force should be able to defeat an attacker superior in combat
power by a ratio of about 3:f is a useful benchmark, providing it is
ilearty understood that it takes no acrount of the benefie inherent in
the attacker being able, for example, to achieve surprise or to
ouEnanoeuvre hii opponent despite an inadequacy in his organic
combat power.

In any event an enemy would probably be well-aware of the
numerous hiitorical examples illustrating the enormity of an attackey's
problems in assaulting a defmild beach. when plarurfg the invasion
of Tarakan in world war II, against an estimated 4,000 |apanese troops
[roughly equivalent to a brigadel of whom 2500 were base troops, the
Allies committed:

units
2ndBeachGroup
Corps units
Base Sub'area units

9th Australian Division

5240
2b05
2,772

273

US and Netherlands East Indies

(NEI)
Total

trooPs

974
11,804

No mention is made of the amount of naval and air suPPort, nor of the
sea-lift required to transport and land three infantry battalions, two
pioneer bittalions, one commando squadrory one squadron-of tanla,
one machine gun company and one field regiment. This force was

committed agiinst a tlpanese combat force comprising the 455th
Battalion, about 600 strong, and the 2nd Naval Garrison Force, about
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900 strong
a combat ratio of about 6:6.1, excludlzg allied naval and
air support.T-

To put Australia's 7th Division ashore in Borneo, 200 ships
were needed. The 250,00Gstrong US invasion force for the Philippines
required 1,700 ships for transport and supply of the force.S

The |apanese High Comrnand estimated in 1942
invasion of Australia as it was then mobilised would require:

that

an

... the main body of the Fleet, 12 infantry divisions and
one and a half millions tons of merchant shipping.
Twelve'divisions was 1 division more than the entire
forces used for the whole South-East Asia campaign
and could not be provided without withdrawing
troops from China and the Soviet border.9
Furthermore, it was estimated that the naval support of the entire
]apanese Combined Fleet would be required before an invasion of
Australia could be seriously contemplated.lO

Three considerations, as they would be seen by a potential
adversary, emerge. First, in terms of creating a markedly
disproportionate response in his force structure for an opposed
conventional assault over-the'beach in the Top End, the pre-emptive
deployment by Australia of even a single brigade in the
Darwin/Tindal area would be a significant deterrent. When seen to be
backed up by all or part of the balance of is division demonshably
capable of timely deployment in support of its forward brigade, the
deterrent effect approaches prohibitive levels. Second, this order of
magnitude of Australian ground forces deployed in the North in

Gavin Long, The Firul Campaisrs, (Australian War Memorial,
Canberra, 7963), p.407 .

Ross Babbage 'A Strategy for the Continental Defence of
Australia', (Unpublished M.Ec. Thesis, University of Sydney,
1974),pp.22-23.

D.C. Sissons, evidence to the Senate Standing Committee on
Foreign Affairs and Defence (Reference: |apan), Hanuril,2S April
l9T2,p.{9.
Ross Babbage, 'A Strategy for the Continental Defence of
Australia'.
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peacetime would assist in controlling the threat environment in that its

efstence would extend the warning time of an emerging threa$ not
perhaps with regard to enemy intentions, but certainly with regard to
Itre time required by a would-be agglessor to muster all the specialised
capabilities needed for a seaborne/airborne assault. If a threat were
seery nevertheless, to be emerging, Australia would have the oPtion of
calling up further ground forc€s, for deployment locally or further
afield af required, and thus raise the costs for the attacker to
prohibitive levels for regional Powers and possibly most, if-not all,
powers. Third, the assembling of the adversa4y's assault forces
it
"irr
should be virtually impossible to conceal, although the actual Purpose
of their initial development might well be masked for a considerable
time.
The most important point to make, however, concerns the
consequencEs of Australia not 'being there first with the mosf
- that
is to say, permitting an enemy to make an unoPPosed or lightly
opposed lodgernent. In such circumstances, the relative combat Power
ritio is to Australia's ilisailoantage in that Australia becornes the victim
of disproportionate r€sPonse in terms of the defensive combat Power
e{uation.lr
In a fundamental sense, it is the Australian A*y which is in
the position of being a key factor in very large measure in imposing
the bverall scale of lodgement operations which would have to be
mounted by an enemy, whether they be airbome, amphibious or a
combination of both. The Arm/s principal contribution to Australia's
deterrent posture in the context of the higher-continSency levels, in the
first instance, is to impose a disproportionate response on the enemy in
quantitative rather than qualitative terms. It is the Army's Presence
which would cause an enemy, firstly, to concentrate and then transport
very substantial forces across the sea-air gap. In both circumstances
they would be vulnerable to Australia's naval and air forces.

11

For further reading on deterrence

in the Australian context,

combat ratios and disproportionate resPonse, see J.O. Langtry and

Desmond Br.ll, Controlling Australb's Thrat Enaironment: A
fn Planning Australian Defnce Fotce Darclopmant,
(Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberr4 797r.

Methoitology
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Vertical Envelopment

In the past, it has been c'ustomary to consider invasion and
lesser lodgernents on Australian territory as being essentially seaborne
in nature. Little attention or credence has been given to the capacity of

modern airpower to rnount lodgements exdusively by air
'vertical
envelopnrent', as it is sometimes refened to. It is important-to remedy
this, especially in view of the demonstrable unattractiveness to a
potential adversary of seaborne operations against the Australian land
mass. Using Air Commodore S.S.N. Watson's terminology, it is
pertinent to note that:

a.
b.

The technology exisb
- plenty of large fast
transport aircraft are in use today in this part
of the world.
The infrastructurc exists
are suitable
- there
airfields conveniently located
both on- and
off-shore.

c.

An approach by air is an attractive and
feasible option because of Australia's
geographic isolation.

d.

An

by air carries with it the
to exploit a number of vital

approach

potential

principles of war; surprise is most significant.
Minimal warning, minirnal lead time, minimal
response time are key factors.

e.

'Vertical envelopment' equipment
techniques can be readily acquired
wishing to exploit them.

t.

by

and

those

Australians are generally apathetic in their
to defence preparation and are
therefore particularly vulnerable to suprise or

aftitude

covert action.

g.

Extraction of lodged forces would be as easy
as their insertion.

h.

Aerial lodgement is suited to both high- and
low-level contingencies.
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Watsonls view, These facts lead to the condusion that if
"lodgement" do€s ocrur it will rnost likely be by the medium of aerial

In

assault'.12

In Chapter 4 a number of geostrategic reasons were Put
forward as to why an adversary would be indined to favour airborne
over seaborne operations. But in terms of 'relative combat powe/ the
reasons are even more comPelling, because one ProsPect of a
successfully-mounted suryix aerial assault is that a qtelt- deal more
can be achieved with a great deal less in the way of landed forces.
Shategic Pre+mption

is, a first
Although a Policy of strategic preemption
- that
is likely to be eschewed by Australian governments,
strike strategy
tint a potential adversary would be similarly
it cannot bJ assumed
constrained. This would be especially so should the adversary lack
confidence in his own survivability: a policy of first strike would
lessen the attention required to be given to his own survivability.
There are a number of factors which will continue to dissuade
Australia from adopting a first strike strategy as a prime component of
its deterrent posture.

A first strike strategy requires competence on the part of the
intelligence community to monitor the development of a threat right
up to the point of marshalling for embarkation; sufficient confidence
on tt e part of decision-makers that the intelligence indicators are
unambiguous; strength of will on the part of the decision-makers in
the face-of a likely outcry from world public opinion and possibly even

internal disquief and the military means of ensuring th1! the pre'
emptive strike is an unqualified success. It seems unlikely that
Australia would countenance,let alone wish to depend on the success
of, a strategic preemptive strike operation as the keystone of its
deterrent poitur-e. In any event, it is most unlikely Urat, T our region,
we could ifford the type of capability large enough to inflict sufficient

12 Air

Commodore S.SN. WatsorL 'Air Defence, Airspace
Control: Problems and Policies', in Desmond

Surveillance and

Ball (ed.), Air Poutq: Global Datelopments anil

Austtalian

Pasputioa, (Pergamon-Brassey's Defence Publishers, Sydney,
1988), pp.184-185.
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damage to deter a resolute and adequately prepared aggressor, unless
we resorted to nuclear weapons; and it seems most unlikely that
Australia would exercise her option to 'go nucleal except, perhaps, in

extrmis.
In fact, a strategy of preemption for Australia is a very poor
deterrent, at least by itself. Unless due regard is paid to the
vulnerability of the force and its supporting infrastructure, such a
posture becomes unnecessarily provocative and invites attack
- the
very outcome a deterrent posture is supposed to prevent. Insofar as
this vulnerability is ignored, a potential adversary would be very
likely to assurne that the posture is not intended to ride out a first
strike, but rather is intended to deliver the first strike. In any crisis,
therefore, the temptation for a notional adversary to take the initiative
himself would be very strong.

This is not to say that elements of a pre-emptive posture
cannot contribute to viable deterrence. For example, the ability to
attack upon receipt of warning of an adversar5/s mobilization would
sow doubt in his mind that our forces could be *iPed out in his first
sbike against us; and uncertainty induced by such a launch on
waming' or launch under attacK capability is very worthwhile.
Moreover, in the Australian case, 'the strike forces needed for
destroying an invading force on and/or over the high seas, or holding
it at arm's length from Australia essentially a strategic interdiction
- with a strike force designed for
task
would have much in common
shategic pre'emption. And, indeed, while trying to be as nonprovocative as possible, it would be foolish to deny the Australian
Defence Force a capability for conventional offensive strikes against an
enemy's key shore-based installations once hostilities had commenced.
Minister for Defence Beazley expressed this point succinctly when
tabling before Parliament his '\Mhite Paper' onThe Defence of Australia
7987:

This strategy [layered defence' or 'defence in depth']
is in the broadest sense, defensive. But the shategy is
not defensive in the more specifically military sense.
The strategy does not mean that Australia foreswears
offensive military operations in defence of its territory
and interests. The policy outlined in this paper gives

an

important role

to

offensive operations

as
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exemplified by our long range strike capabilities ...13
An adversar5/s perceptions of the priority to be accorded his
own first strike capability is most likely to be inlluenced by his
perception of the prospects for achieving sulprise.

An Adversar;/s Prospects for Sbategic Surprise
As mentioned above, a potential enemy would be well aware

status of Australia's current and proiected defence
prepa.redness, especially the significance of the proposed forward
deployments of the Australian Defence Force (ADF) into the Northern
Territory. When the latter are completed, unless an adversary is

of the

capable of achieving surprise and making successful preemptive
sbategic strikes, he will be confronted with the necessity to mount
increasingly difficult and costly opposed lodgement operations. What
are the prospects for his achieving surprise?
The advent of the linilalee over-the'horizon radar (OTHR)
system, when coupled with an adequate command, control,
c-ommunications and intelligence (C3I) system, and supplemented
with an airborne early warning system, means that Australia's airspace
surveillance capability and capacity has the potential to be
extraordinarily effective. Henc€, if and when the overall system is
fully developed and operational, the probability of an enemy
achieving surprise will be reduced dramatically. Provided the system
can be kept secure, Australia as a defender will then, and probably for
a long tinre to come, have an advantage unmatched in the region.

As matters stand, however, Australia's coastal and offshore
surveillance capabilities are concerned with the detection of sutface
activity:

In most of our northern areas there is no systernatic
form of airspce surveillance, so we don't know what,
or how much activity goes on. We don't have the
simplest form of deterrent operating, the knowledge
that aerial intrusion is being observed.l4
Minister for Defence, Tabling Statanat: Defarce Policy lnformatbn
Paper, 19 March 7987, pp.2-3.
t4

Commodore Tet' Watson (RAAF retired), Case for an
Airbome Early Warning Aircraft', in the 'Defence 87 update'

Air
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Civil authorities have no facilities of any real consequence to conduct
aerial surveillance. The RAAF's capability in the north is very limited
an air traffic control radar located at Darwin and an air defunce
-radar,
also at Darwin, and, as Air Commodore Watson er<presses it

-

They canlt see over the horizon. More than 80 per cent
of the high level airspace and 99 per cent of the lowlevel airspace to our north is not watched. A new air

traffic control radar planned for Tindal will improve
will do nothing in

coverage in sovereign airspace but
its aPProaches.l5

Plans to increase the number of OTHR to three across northern
Australia are to be welcomed. They will be able to detect aerial (and
surface activity except for very small boats moving slowly) at very
long ranges.16
However, there are significant limitations associated
with radial speeds, transient blind speeds, inherent
inaccuracy and lack of any height finding ability.
Additionally, there is no means of aircraft
identification available or foreseen. These limitations
mean that OTHR can never be relied on as a sole
sensor in airspace surveillance. Indeed, no single
sensor element is capable of meeting Australia's total
airspace surveillance needs ...17
What is needed to round out the emerging National Air Defence and
Airspace Control System (NADACS) is a number of airborne early
waming and control (AEW & C) aircraft to complernent OTHR and
other systems. The fully developed AEW & C aircraft can fill the gaps

supplement

to The Australian, 5 November 7987. Emphasis

added.
l5
t6

17

rbid..
For an understanding of the nature and capabilities of OTHR see
Donald H. Sinnott, The |indalee Over-The'Horizon Radar

System', in Desmond Ball (ed.), Air Pwer: GIobaI Datelwrotts
anil Australian P uspectioa, pp.209-236.
Air Commodore Tex Watson (RAAF retired), Case for an
Airborne Early Warning Aircraft'.
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adequately well beyond the range of surface-based facilities and, in
addition to airspace surveillance, they can detect all surface activity.lS
Nevertheless, so significant is the capability of linilalu, an
enemy would consider every means at his disposal for preemptively
destroying the system. Although it might be possible to neutralise the
OTHR sites by sabotage or clandestine raids, he would expect every
security precaution to be taken. Furthermore, Iinilale's transmitters
and receiving arrays are not particularly susceptible to effective
sabotage and, by employrng appropriate security meazures, key
vulnerabilities within the system could be rnade very difficult to
damage. Because of their nature and to ensure their security, lindala
systems will always be sited well back from the mastline; and the
that they could be virtuallybeyond the
distances can be vast
- so vast
likely to be available to regional powers in
range of the strike aircraft
the foreseeable future. In any event, the sheer magnitude of the
distance available for intercept should weigh heavily against the
enemy's prospects for success, even should he use precision-guided
missiles launched at long range.

So,

if

an enemy could not be confident of destroying or

evading linilalee, his next consideration could well be directed towards
proetrlpiirr"ly neutralising, or exploiting deficiencies in, the C3I
iystem linked with lindala and other surveillance _sJstems. The

of Australia's incomplete C3I system is
warranted sooner rather than later with a view, inter alia, to
capitalising fully on the extraordinary capabilities of lindalee. Early
acquisition of AEW & C aircraft and the deployment of a range of
even to the point of
other surveillance systems and c3I facilities
long way to comPound a Potential enemys
redundancy
- would 8o a
prospects of being able to gain and exploit surprise. It is imPortant to
note that such assets have application at all levels of threat, not
excluding harassment at even the very lowest of levels. The cost may
be high but the contribution to deterrence is likely to be
disproportionately to Australia's advantage.
However, being able to depend on effective surveillance of
Australia's maritime approaches would be valueless without the
further development

18 lbid.. See also Air Commodore S.S.N. Watson, 'Air Defence,
Airspace Surveillance and Control: Problems and Policies'.
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edstenceof the minimum level of capabilities and capacity in the ADF
to react appropriatelf and to have the potential to expand quickly in
an escalating threat environment to the point of being able to frustrate
the enemy's potential for preemptive strikes.
Watson sunui up the situation as follows:

Within the policy of 'deterrent posture', the concept of
preemptive action as a form of defence finds liftle
national support. The knowledge of the existence of
an air defence system which can control the use of
airspace and can inflict heavy loss on unco-operative
intruders becomes in itself a primary form of
detenence in the national posture. The effectiveness
of retaliatory forces is a powerful back-up; the two are
balanced and complementary. Howevever, as fiscal
policies continue to constrain defence development
and national rrorality continues to eschew preemptive action, the emphasis must be on the deterrent
value of effective air defence. It is good reason to
afford high priority to the development of a National
Air Defence and Airspace Control System.l9
Protection of RAAF Assets
The more one depends on air assets to defend Australia, the
greater is the emphasis to be given to the defence of airfields against

both air and ground attack. An enemy is bound to consider taking
advantage of any opportunities for fait accnnpli or preemptive strikes,
particularly against aircraft on line and C3I facilities. Thereafter, it
must be assumd, the mounting of even low-level threab by small
harassing ground parties infiltrated into the areas would continue,
necessitating a very disproportionate effort on the part of the Army in
particular.
The Army and the Air Force are jointly responsible for the
defence of airfields. With regard to the RAAF's role in the ground
defence of airfields
that is, the'inney' zone defence responsibility:

-

le

lbid.,p.783.
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An examination of the detailed roles and tasks of the
musterings involved in the present RAAF defence and
security forces reveals that their current roles, tasks,
organisations and training are inadequate to meet-the
gr6und defence requirements in tension and conflict
iituations. ... the curent RAAF defence and security
forces are structured to meet only the peacetime
aircraft security requirements, with no depth of
training or rnanPower expansion-capability to cope
with trinsition to airfield defence.2o
The Army is responsible for the more demanding ground
,ouier, or 'patrol' zone around airfields, and the overall
defence of the
requirement could easily exceed the Army's capacity:

it

is assessed that at least a three'battalion group
would be required for the protection of the vital
Darwin/Tindal area and a battalion eaclu for example,
for the air bases at Learmontb Derby and Cape York'
Other key centres in the north, such as the Pilbara,
Broome, Wyndham/Kununurra and Arnhem [and,
may also require protection by about battalion-size
...

forces.2l

In addition to its ground defence responsibilities the 4rmy
also has a commitsnent in ihe second component of airfield 'defence'

-

that of air defence.

Notwithstanding that RAAF fighter assets will be
tasked to achieve air superiority, dedicated groundbased air defence assets are ne{€ssary to ensure both
overall area defence and the defence of selected key
points ... As a minimum ... each air base requir,es a
lsurface-to-air missilel battery of Rspier (or equivalent)

with an all-weather daylnight

capability,

supplemented by at least one air defence troop of four

(d),

2t

fence of

Air

Pwn:

p543.
lbiil.,pS47.

Air

Bases',

in Desmond Ball

GtoWt Danloptttotts anil Australian Puspectioa,
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detachrnents equipped with shoulder-fired VLLAD
[very low level air defencel weapons.22

At present, the Army is

for the mobile, point defence
Air Force is responsible for the
static, area defence component. The current capability for groundbased surface-to-air missile defence is one battery of Rnpia for lowresponsible

aspects of low-level air defence and the

level and one baftery of Redrye/RB97Q comprising 72 firing posts, for
very low-level engagements. There are no higher-altitude surface-toair missile systems in the ADF.

Of considerable concern should be the fact that the Army's
for protection could be swallow"d tp in merely protecting
airfields, and still be found wanting. Who, thery is to protect the
capacity

population cen[es and the long list of vital assets in the civilian as well

as military infrastructures? This crucial manpower dilemma is
addressed in Chapters 8 and 9.

Enough has been said to demonstrate that, from an
adversar5/s standpoint, Australia's defence posture is as yet far from
being in a surprisefree status.
Possible 'fait accompll'' Operations and Implications for Australia

An enemy fuit acamplf strategy based on prremptive strike
would depend for success on two fundamental pre'requisites
- the
the
opportunity for achieving decisive strategic surprise, and
accessibility of vulnerable strategic asseB. P.M. Jeffery exemplified the
scope of possible fait accompli operations and their consequences as
follows:

Operations are likely to occur with little or no strategic

or tactical warning, using small numbers of highly
trained special force troops and subversives,
employing total surprise, excellent planning, and
ruthlessness of execution. The prime targets are likely

to be our vital

national installations 0/NI)
particularly the vulnerable offshore oil and gas
platforms, our insecure Royal Australian Air Force
(RAAF) airfields
both occupied and bare'based, our
- bases,
unprotected naval
the isolated city of Darwin,

22

twd..
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our

Successful enemy
individually or
either
operations against these targets,
Australia in a
leave
would
collectively, in the best case

overseas territories

most difficult negotiating position politically and in
the worst case highly vulnerable to follow uP
lodgement or invasion ... the immediate requirement
is to arrive at an economic force structure, involving
prirnarily the field Amry and the national crisis
Irlarurgement organisation, which will deter, or defeat
if necessary, surprise or fait accompli operations. A
potential aggressor will then be left with the purely
iscalating military options of protracted widespread
harassment, a mapr lodgement or invasion. The
former, like fait accompli, could be mounted at short

notice and requires appropriate

deterrence

arrangements; but lodgement or invasiory because of
the capability and support required, should be
detectable in preparation by Australian intelligence
agencies...B

It would be of little comfort to know that linilalee and AEW &
C aircraft and other surveillance elements could give warning of
virtually all ship and airplane intrusions into our maritirne
approaches, if a would-be adversary perceived that Australia's defence
poit,rre did not also have a matching intelligence capability and a
demonstrable, comprehensive capacity to intercept and challenge all
continuously if need be. In such
such intrusions day and night

circumstances there would be scope for deception and the exploitation
scales large enough to provide
preemptive strikes.
surprise
for
coordinated,
opportunities

of 'windows of opportunity on

There will always exist the possibility of covert operations
such as are practised by international terrorists, possibly on a quite
large scale. The landing of an international airliner full of terrorists at
Darwin airport could create havoc and conceivably lead to the seizure

23

Brigadier (now Mapr General) P.M. feffery, The Defence of

Auitralia: The Way Ahead for the Australian Arm/,
(Unpublished Thesis, Royal College
Course), pp.4-5.

of

Defence Studies, 1985
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of much of Darwin. If held hostage, this would be a very difficult
situation to counter, especially in the Wet. |effeqy has claimed that:

Darwin is potentially a high risk trostage' city and
could be taken by surprise and held for protracted
periods during the Wet, using terrorist techniques,
with no more than 400 trained personnel
- a 747
aircraft load. Ttre political and military difficulties for
an Australian government faced with such a situation
would be immense.24
Within the confines of the Northern Territory/Kimberley area,
deterrence of, and coping with, the threat of preemptive strikes is
notiotully a manageable proposition, there being relatively few
prospective targets. Mor@ver, for a fait acconpli strategy to be wholly
effective it would have to be decisively devastating and demoralising
and, in Australia's case, to do this an enemy would have to aim at
hitting a large number of key targets, spread over continental
distances, more or less simultaneously. Nevertheless, the number of
Australian ground forces crrrrently and foreseeably available and
suiable for the close protection of the many key points across the
length and breadth of Australia is so limited that protective
responsibilities are more than likely to exhaust them, leaving notNng
for credible respons€s against more conventional lodgements.

Provided Australia changes her defence posture to one which

is far more operational in Wacetime with regard to intercepting
intrusions of the maritime approaches, and significantly reduces

vulnerabilities throughout the military and civil infrastructures, the
probability of a fait accompli strategy being mounted and carried
through successfully will become increasingly remote. |effer5/s
observations are again noteworthy:

The danger [to Australia] with fait accompli is that
technically it can be mounted without warning or
within a very short build up of tension phase. To
guarantee security against foit accompli rneans
implementing full deterrence measures in peace.
Failure to do so brings with it the grave danger of
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lbiil.,p.16.
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invalidating warning time as the basis for expansion,
induding air
because onc€ Australia's vital targets
the country
neutralized
have
been
and naval bases
...
the effect
lodgement
immediate
is then liable to
or
lodgement
maior
uncontested
to
similar
would be
invasion. The concept of warning time is only
potentially valid if adequate arrangements are in hand
to deter /zif rccottrPli.2s
Until Paul Dbb's notion of '... a layered strategy of defence within our
area of direct miliary interest ...' is in place, and the security of vital
components of our defence postufe can be assured, Australia will not

be iir a 'surprise-free' stralegic situation and hence a 'window of
opporhmity'-may be perceived to edst with the aftendant risk of it
being exploited.

2s lbiil.,p.2l.

CHAPTER

6

NAVAL CONSIDERATIONS
Commander Stephen Youll, RANEM
Introduction
Details of the Navy's prcscnce in the Northern Tenitory are
contained in the earlicr published companion to this volume.l A
prirnary function of the RAN in the Territory is to provide
communications support for elcments of the Fleet at sea.
The purpose of this chaptcr, howcver, is to consider the more
enduring environmental and opcrational factors influencing the
development of concepts and plans for naval operations in the

Northern Territory-Kimberley rcgion in the defcnce of Australia.
Environmcntal factors were set down

in

general terms in

Chapter 3 on The Ambient Environmcnt of the Northern Territor5/.
The conclusions drawn therc are summarised below to set the scene
for further discussion.

Atmosphcric conditions and sca states in the north-western
approaches can often impose severc limitations on maritime
operations, especially in the Wct, and for patrol boats and the like in
particular. In addition, the rclativcly shallow water
- that is, less than
60 m for the most part off Australia's north-western coastline
further limits year-round naval operations, especially submarine
operations. The navigation difficultics inhcrent in shallowness are
further compoundcd by the lack of adequate surveys. With some
minor exceptions, the coastal watcrs from Yampi Sound to the Gove
Peninsula are unsurvcyed. The lack of accurate sounding information
coupled with conditions of
See Dcsmond Ball, 'The Dcfence Presence in the Northern
Territorl/, in Dcsmond Ball and J.O. Langrry (eds), TIze Northern
Territory in the Det'ence of Australia: History, Geography, Economy,
lnfrastructure, and Det'ence Presence, (Canbcrra Papers on Strategy
and Dcfence, No.63, Stratcgic and Defence Studies CenEe,
Australian Na tional Univcrsi ty, Canbcrra, 199CD, pp.22G238.
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extreme tidal ranges and associated tidal sEeams,
dense mangrove swamPs along most of the numerous

esfuaries,

r
.

extensive mud flats, and

very limited scope for beach landings,

can severely limit and frequcntly may preclude operations involving
even minor war vessels such as landing craft. Amphibious operations
along the majority of the coastline would be hazardous. The lack of
adequate surveys and fixing points severcly constrain the larger
vessels. Those landing sitcs that are least hazardous are easily
identified and, hence, may be dcfcndcd by pre-positioned forces or
forces deploycd there prc-emptively in situations of perceived need.

All the principal shipping routes, focal points and harbours of
relevant to both lodgement operations and
northern Australia

-

harassment contingencies

-

arc vulncrable to mining.

In short, the maritime approaches of the Northern TerritoryKimberley region are far from bcing benign as an operational area for
naval operations. The extremcs of climatc, the geophysical asPects,
relatively limited detailed knowlcdge of the maritime environment,
and the sheer expanse of thc rcgion all combine to create an
environment of constraint. Ncvcrthclcss, the degree of constraint
imposed on the planning and conduct of naval operations in particular
ciriumstances is variable. Much depcnds on the perceptions of the
planners and commandcrs and thcir assessment of the extent of
acceptability of risk-taking. It is fundamcntal to the naval ethos that
warships may be put 'in harm's way' should operational exigiencies
warrant it.
Maritime Infrastructure
The support of RAN opcrations

in

the Northern Territory-

Kimberley region would be based initially, in order of availabilify and
relative importance, on:

r
.

the Port of Darwin;

'afloat'support;
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.

specialiscd resource ports:
Gove, north-east Arnhcm Land,

Wcipa, wcstcrn flank of Cape York
Pcninsula,

the

northwestcrn ports

in

the

Kimberley and Pilbara regions,

HMAS Stirling

in

Cockburn Sound

south of Frcmantle, and

the major ports in

southeastern

Australia.
Port of Darwin

The Port of Darwin's singular strategic significance was
discussed in Chapter 4. It is the only gcneral-pulpose port of relatively
open access from seaward along the cntire northern Australia coastline
which could sustain a large-scale enemy lodgemcnt or invasion. Other

ports from inclusive of Port Hedland and Dampier around to
Townsville which might be considcrcd, all suffer from significant
strategic disadvantages, such as restricted and vulnerable access
channels, too-specialiscd wharfage, inadequate infrashucture behind
the wharves, remoteness from potcntial enemy bases, and/or confined

maritime approachcs. From the Australian standpoint, as long as
Darwin is held, it would be difficult for an cnemy to sustain operations
on the mainland.

The approachcs to the Port of Darwin contain natural
hydrographic barriers in thc form of shoals and patches which
effectively provide two thrcc nautical mile (nm) wide 'gateways'one in the vicinity of the Charlcs Point Patches about 10-12nm northwest of the harbour and the othcr bctwcen West Point and East Point
some five nm north-wcst (sce Figure 5:1). Both gateways could be
defensibly mined by Australia, and the outer one would be vulnerable
to offen6sive mining by an antagonist.

Bathurst and Mclvillc islands lie some 60-80nm due north of
Darwin and, whilst they do not rcprescnt a physical barrier to the
harbour approachcs, they could bc utiliscd for surveillance. A radar
facility in the vicinity of Capc van Dicmcn on Melville Island could
provide additional important covcrage and warning.
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FIGURE 5:1
THE APPROACHES TO THE PORT OF DARWIN

The Port of Darwin offcrs a wide range of facilities.2

a.

Numbcr 1 Bcrth (Iron Ore Whar0 is a dolphin type
berth with a face of 742 m. Two mooring dolphins are
positioned 69m cast and west of the berth, which can
routinely accommodate vessels up to 24Om l.o.a.
(length overall) and 12.0m draft. It is mainly used for
the import of bulk petroleum products and acids, and
for the export of livestock and bulk ores. It can also be
used by large quartcr-ramP Roll On/Roll Off (Ro,/Ro)
vessels.

The descriptions of the facilitics

in the Port of Darwin have been

from Darwin Port Authority, The Port of
Darwin-Information Handbook, (Government Printer of the

extracted

Northern Territory, Darwin, March 1988).
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FIGURE 5:2
PORT OF DARWIN
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Number 2 Bcrths. West and East (Fort Hill Wharfl'
Number 2 Bcrth West is 150m long and at its western
end is served by a high-capacity linkspan for working
Ro/Ro cargoes. Number 2 Berth East is also 150m
long. Both bcrths are served by a rail-mounted gantry
crane which is used for container-handling and grab
discharge of bulk cargoes.
Numbcr 3 Berths. West and East (Outer Stokes Hill
Whar0. These bcrths comprise the outer side of a
concrete-decked, stecl-piled wharf with a 300m hestle
approach. The total length of the two berths is 292nu
with a minimum dcpth of 9.4m. Both berths are used
mainly for gcneral brcak-bulk cargo, as well as by rig
tendcrs, timber carriers, Passenger ships, survey
vesscls, and visiting naval craft. The east berth is also
used for dry bulk imports which are landed by ship's
grab.

d.

Numbcr 4 Bcrths. Wcst and East Onner Stokes Hill
Whar0. Thcse berths, on the inner side of Stokes Hill
Wharl are rcscrvcd for smallcr vesscls such as Prawn
trawlers and tugs. Maximum vessel length is
restricted to 40m. The total length of the berths is
280m, with a least dcpth alongside of 4.5m.

e.

Ro/Ro Facility. This facility, which can accept a 200t
rolling load (National Association of Australian State

Regional Authorities standard), consists

of

extend able ship-to-shore, semi-buoyant bridge, 77m

an

in

length, connecting with a 30m x 42m pontoon It can
be worked at all tide levels. It is also possible for large
starboard quartcr-ramp vessels to work this Ro/Ro
facility while bcrthcd at Number 1 Berth. The various
configurations possible with this facility enable great
flexibility in its use'

f.

Darwin Fishing Harbour Mooring Basin. This basin
has 85 berths of eithcr 20m, 25m or 30m, plus 4 berths
at the scrvice wharf. Basin depth is 5m. Access is via
a lock system which can be opcrated between a tidal
range of 3.2m and 7.5m.
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g.

Fishermen's Wharf. Dredgcd to 4m below datum, this
wharf is concrcte-dccked on steel piles, with direct

landbacking. It is 200m long and 21m wide.
h.

Frances Bay Ro/Ro Berths. A number of privatelyowned bcrths for landing craft Ro,/Ro operations are
located in the Franccs Bay area. Vessels discharge
cargo through thcir low doors, or by crane onto
landbacked wharvcs alongside.

Port Storase Facilitics. Thcrc is a careo shed with a
total floor area of approximatcly 1750r# located at
Numbcr 3 Bcrth West (Stotces Hiil Whar0. The Por(s
two main cargo shcds, with a total of about 7,0blr,i.2
floor space, are situated within the Container Depot.
The Containcr Dcpot has an additional 18,000m2 of
open storage space.

Cold stores. Thcre are various privatelyowned cold
stores and freezcr facilities operating in Darwin. The
largest of thcse, Darwin Cold Stores Pty Ltd, occupies
a 2ha site in the suburb of Winnellie and operates a
total freezer capacity of 2500m3.
k.

Bulk storaee. Five oDerators have tank storase farms
adjaccnt to the port arca, linkcd by direct pipeline for

the transfcr of pctrolcum imports from Number

1

Bcrth and for bunkcring purposes.

Shiplifting. Thcre arc two ship lift facilities in the port:
Darwin Ship Maintcnance Scrviccs and Schionning
Entcrpriscs. Thc former opcratcs a fully integrated
marine enginccring rcpair, maintenance, and refit
facility, cquipped with a 450t capacity 'syncrolift'
vertical shiplift and rail transfcr system which allows
for thc lifting and storage of up to ten vessels. Several
fitting-out bcrths are also available at the Company's
drcdgcd basin. Schionning Enterprises offers two
slipways, with a maximum capacity of 350t, for vessels
up to 30m in lcngth.

Future developments. A current project is the
extcnsion of Darwin's Container Terminal facilities at
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Fort Hill lAharf and within the Terminal itself'
Longer-tcrm planning for the Port of Darwin includes
the possibility of building a completely new port area

for bulk products, on the East Arm of Darwin

Harbour. Also in the same general area' ProPosals are
being developed for a dcdicated fishing port'
The RAN's Darwin Naval Base is also located in Darwin
Harbour. It is set into the cliff at Larrakeyah Cove. It is designed to
provide base support and maintcnance facilities for six Fremantle
Chss patrol boats and other small vessels such as the NavJ/l survey
and mine counter-mcasure vesscls, and landing craft. The wharf can
accommodate six vessels, berthed three abreast. A syncrolift vertical
lift facility enables ships to be rcmovcd from the water for repair and
maintenance, and during emcrgencies such as cyclones.
Afloat Support

Next in importance to the Navy after the Port of Darwin
would be what the Navy refers to as 'afloat suPPorf - underway
replenishment. Naval commandcrs in wartime invariably prefer to
replenish major (that is, other than coastal) units at sea. All ships are
at their most vulnerable whilst cntcring, in, or leaving a harbour' In
harbours they are constraincd in thcir ability to use speed and
manoeuwe; sensors are subject to land mass shadow; weaPons are
inhibited by the presence of population, construction and geograPhic
features; ana sf,ips are Prcy to mining, swimmer attack and sabotage'

The RAN's capabiliry for underway rcplenishment is limited
and vested in HMAS Success for all fuels, provisions and limited
ammunition; and in HMAS Westralia, of commercial-freighting tanker
design, which is less of a tactical asset than succas and would more
tikef be employed in a support role, including the replenishment of
Succres as

required.

HMAS Succas is able to suPPort a medium-sized task force of
five to eight destroyers and thc like for some weeks. In dispersed
operationi in the northwestern approaches, however, she could be
required to undertake vulnerable lcngthy transits between task forces
of up to 1,000nm. Depending on the availability of HMAS Westralia,
in
harbour replenishment of combatants would be an option

-
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Darwin, of course, but also at Cove, Weipa and the northwestern ports
in the Kimberley and Pilbara rcgions.
Port of Goae

The Port of Gove in Mclville Bay is in the Gove Peninsula in
northeastern Arnhcm Land, boundcd by the Arafura Sea to the north

and the Gulf of Carpcntaria to the east. The port facilities are
conholled by NABALCO Pty Limitcd, a major exporter of alumina and

bauxite. The maximum tidal range is approximately 3.35m, the
average being 2.13-3.05m.

The Bulk Cargo Wharf at Gove has a T' head connected to the
by an access bridge 946m long and 3.05m wide. The Bulk
Liquids Wharf consists basically of mooring dolphins and fenders

shore

with a pipe bridge support. Four pipelines are provided.
The General Cargo Wharf is a substantial structure 94m long and
27.89m wide connectcd to the shore by an access jetty 287.Zmlong and
5.49m wide. This wharf can accommodatc vcssels of 20,000 to 30000
tonnes deadweight dcpcnding on iidal conditions.
associated

There is also a small woodcn jctty at Gove, not controlled by
NABALCO, with a depth alongsidc of 4.27m.
The area in which the Port of Gove is situatcd is an Aboriginal
reserve and restrictions apply.3 It is also important to note that there is
as yet no all-weather road access to Gove. Even in the Dry overland
see Figure 4:11, Chapter 4.
access is extrcmely limitcd and rugged

-

Port of Weipa

The Port of Weipa is not as readily accessible as the Port of
Gove; and it is vulnerable. The l1km access channel is dredged
annually to a depth of 1lm. Thc South Channcl, through which ships

must pass

to

reach thc Embley Rivcr bcrthing facilities,

is

approximately 90m wide. It could bc mincd, blocked by sinking a ship

Northern Territory Dcvclopmcnt Corporation, A Guide to
lnaatment, (Darwin, 198il, p.27. For a broader perspective, see
Graeme Neate, Legal Aspects of Det'ence Operations on Aboriginal
Land in the Northern Territory, (Working Papcr No.136, Strategic
and Dcfcnce Studics Centre, Australian National University,
Canbcrra,1987).
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in the middle of it, or the mud sidcs could be collapsed by

an

underwater detonation.

it can be protected, the Port of Weipa
could be useful for the support of naval operations in the defence of
Nevertheless, provided

the Northern Territory, not least bccause the overland road connection

with support

bases

in north Quccnsland is being improved steadily,

yearby y'ear. Hence, resupply via weipa could be maintained should
Lse of-torres Strait be denied to Australian shipping. Overland acc€ss
to Weipa is bound to improve furthcr should the RAAF be permitted
to devllop a bare base just east of Weipa. Moreover,- should the
intemational spaceport proposcd for near Tcmple Bay on the-east coast
of Cape York-Peninsula oppositc Weipa procccd, overland access is
bound to improve even further.
Berthing facilities at wcipa include two specialised berths at
cargo berth at Humblg
point, and an otd whaif at Evans Landing used mainly by fishing
trawlers. The major wharf takcs two bulk carriers each up to 255m
long with a beam of up to 35m.

lorim Point foi loading bauxite, a general

Kimbuley and Pilbara Ports

Naval operations supported from the few ports along the
northwestern Auitralia coastline are constrained by the distance factor.
For example, Broome, although small, is a useful port limited in that it
is about 7'50 nautical milcs (nm) from Darwin. The more useful of the
Hedland is about 1,050nm
- Port
modest naval facility roughly midway between
Darwin and Broome would be a significant asset. It would reduce
transit times, increase time-on-task and facilitate the support of littoral
operations. Unfortunatcly no suitable location exists midway along
that formidable stretch of coastline.
Nearer to Broome, at the entrance to Yampi Sound, are the
small cockatoo and Koolan Islands. Broken Hill Pty Limited's mining
facilities there are to become available when mining operations cease
in the near future. These include wharves, workshops, fuel storage
and personnel accommodation adcquate for the support of patrol boat
opeiations. Acquisition and expansion of these facilities to Provide
timited support for operations by destroycrs and the like would be

Pilbara ports are even further away

from Darwin. A
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of

the

very useful generally and dircctly relevant
Northern Territory.

to the

defence

Furthcr south, there are sitcs which could be developed and
sustained more readily for naval operations. Existing civil facilities
within Port Hedland in the Pilbara region of Western Australia could
provide limited support for the Navy's patrol boats now. For example,
it would not rcquire much to optimise the capacity of the existing
commercial and community resources within the port to extend
significantly the level of support which could be provided to patrol
boat operations; but the distancc factor would still limit the range of
patrol boat operations in support of opcrations in the far northwest.
Logistic Support
Maintenance

For routine maintenance support and minor battle damage
repair, the capacity of HMAS STIRLING is sufficient to sustain quite
significant operations. The problcm of course is distance
- some
1,000nm from Cockburn Sound south of Fremantle to Port Hedland,
and a further 1,000nm to Darwin. Additionally, Fleet Maintenance
Units (FMUs), consisting of skilled pcrsonncl, with some equipment
but drawing pincipally on the establishcd civil or Naval infrastructure,
could be positioncd in Port Hcdland and Darwin.

For major maintcnance and underwatcr repairs requiring
slipping or docking, the 8,000t ship lift facility at Australian
Shipbuilding Industries' site at Iervois Bay (also in Cockburn Sound) is
a significant asset and is ablc to accommodate all classes of RAN
combatants. Again, there is a problcm of distance from the likely
northern and northwestern opcrating areas but maior repair is
probably best achievcd in a 'rcar' arca rathcr than in a vulnerable
'forward'port such as Darwin.
Raupply

The frequency schcdulcs for resupply are governed by a
number of factors. Operating cyclcs for re-victualling and fuelling are
based on speeds in transit and when on patrol. RAN warships
routinely transit at about 15 knots and are rcfuclled every three to four
days. Modern dicscl frigatcs such as the ANZAC Class could extend
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this requirement to seven to ten days' Fast transits and high speed
operations significantly incrcase thc frcqucncy of refuelling.
Fresh food is normally supplied every seven to ten days; and
restocking with dry goods is done monthly. Ammunition resupply
requirements will depend upon the intensity of conflict but, in very
broad terms, most combatants in the RAN would only have sufficient
ammunition for four medium-intensity engagements, be they surface,
air or subsurface. Commanders would thcrefore be anxious to be
resupplied with ammunition aftcr any medium-intensity engagement
and iertainly after two such encounters, or a protracted single event.

High rates of ammunition expendfture and resuPPly-are

associated,-in Australia's circumstanccs, with the less likely higherlevel contingencies. But Patrol and 'presence' operations during times
of tension and low-level contingencies would not lessen the fuel and
provision requirements for a particular ship. Whereas surface ships
ian be resupplied at sea using the RAN's afloat-support vessels,
submarines must invariably rcturn to harbour for replenishment'

In the case of submarincs operating off the northwest of
Australia, it is HMAS Stirling in Cockburn sound south of Fremantle
which has the specialiscd facilitics. For surface ships, the northern
ports, especially Darwin, are likcly to be called uPon extensively to
ease the burden of resupPly.
At present, fuel oil for Darwin is provided from overseas' In
wartime thii source could not be rclied upon. Resupply to Darwin by
coastal shipping could provc to bc tcnuous and demanding in terms of
protection en route. It would ccrtainly be prcferable to restock Darwin
overland. The Northern Territory's gas pipeline from near Alice
Springs to Darwin could well be useful in this context; but
continuation of the railway from Alice springs to Darwin is likely to be
more beneficial in many respects.4

See Dcsmond Ball, J.O. Langtry, J'D' Stevcnson, Det'enil theNorth:
The Case for the Alice Springs-Darwin railway, (George Allen &

Unwin, Sydney, London, Boston, 1 985)'
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Maritime Surveillance5
Military surveillance is conccrned with systematic observation
of things (an area, space, frequency spcctrum) by a particular means,
such as over-the-horizon radar (OTHR), airborne radar, visual, or
radio wave reception. As such, surveillance should not be confused
with reconnaissance or patrol. Long-range maritime patrol (LRMP)
and airborne early warning and control (AEW & C) aircraft are
designed for surveillance and have appropriate endurance and
sensors. Other aircraft can contribute but, in the main, they are limited
to tactical tasks associatcd with thcir primary functions and roles
anti-surface warfare, anti-submarinc warfare or search and rescue, etc.
Submarines also could contribute to stratcgic surveillance during a
period of tension or emcrging thrcat by bcing positioned off important
focal areas such as Sunda and Lombok straits in the Indonesian
archipelago and major archipelagic ports. During actual conflict,
however, they would be more effective in a blockading or trailing
('tattletale') role with clear but flcxible rules of cngagement.

The national early warning and intelligence facilities,
including the Defcnce Signals Dircctorate (DSD) signals intelligence
(SICINT) station ncar Darwin, would also make specialised
contributions to survcillance ovcr the northwcstcrn approaches.5
Effective survcillancc can mitigate the reconnaissance and
pahol tasks and facilitate an appropriatc rcsponse and concentration of
force. Given the distanccs and arcas involvcd in the likely operations
necessary off the Northcrn Territory, however, any concept of
operations would also have to include rcconnaissance and patrol
operations from the outsct.

For a comprehcnsivc understanding of what is involved in
maritime survcillance, a rcsponsibiliry iointly shared between the
RAN and thc RAAF, scc Rcar Admiral I.W. Knox and Air
Commodore T.W. O'Bricn, 'Maritime Surveillance', in Desmond
Ball (ed.), Air Power: Global Dnelopments anil Australian
Perspectiaes, (Pergamon-Brasscy's Dcfcnce Publishers, Sydney,
1988), pp.419-428.
For details, scr Dcsmond Ball and j.O. Langtry (eds),The Northqn
Territory in the Det'ence of Australia: Hbtory, Geography, Economy,
ln t'r as tr

uct

ur e,

an

d

D et'en c e

P r es c n c e,

pp.249 -266

.
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Surveillance should be reactive to good intelligence and the
range
of military judgemcnts that comprise a threat assessment.
whole
A naval force commander, however, would always wish to have the
best information available concerning:

o

the overall surface and sub-surface picture and the
position and asscsscd movement of any potentially
hostile units at sca;

.
.

potentially hostile dispositions in por$ and
areas which had not bcen covered adequately by
surveillance, and contacts which had been detected
in short, the unknowns with the
but not identificd
conccrn.
to
be
of
potential

A priorify listing of surveillance requircmcnts might call for

Fleet

dispositions

.
.
r
.

in the Timor Sea;

.

covering movcmcnts southward.

in the Arafura Sea;
in the northwestern aPproaches;
in the Flores and Banda seas bctween the 5th and 10th
parallels from Surabaya to Merauke; and

The Navy makes a routine contribution to surveillance of the
littoral in peacetime, mainly with its patrol boats, some of which are
stationed in Darwin. But responsibility for coastal surveillance is
vested in civil agencies, principally Customs'

The Coastal Protection Unit ICPUI

assumed

responsibility for co-ordination of coastal surveillance
on 1 Octobcr 1984. The Unit is a joint user of the
Australian Coastal Surveillance Centre (ACSC) with
the Department of Transport, which manages the
ACSC functions and rctains rcsponsiblity for maritime
safety and search and rescue.

The CPU plans and sets Priority for surveillance (in
accordance with user departmcnt inputs) and co-
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ordinates response and enforcement action, calling on
support from the AFP [Australian Federal Policel,
Customs, Transport and Dcfcnce through appropriate
command channcls.T
In dcfence contingcncics, of course, there would need to be
closer arrangements for the ccntral management and coordination of
the peacetime coastal surveillance arrangcmcnts: the emphasis would
likely shift more towards supp<lrt of dcfencc requirements.

It is important that the relationship bctwecn the civil
prograrrune and Dcfence be devclopcd in such a way
that our broad national intercsts are achieved most

effcctivcly. A deccntralised approach to

coastal

surveillance is not hclpful to this cnd.8
The existing coastal survcillance arrangements are the result of
compromise; and therc are significant shortcomings when viewed
from the Defence standpoint.9 Esscntially Customs has a coordinating,

The Honourable Michacl J. Young, 'Coastal Surveillance', in
Desmond Ball (ed.), Air Power: Global Deaelopments and Australian
Perspecthns, p.432. It is civil aviation which flies the daily coastal
surveillance missions and, for an insight from that standpoint, see
WJ. Meeke, 'Coastal Survcillancc: The Operator/s Perspective',
pp.$9a55 in the same volumc.
8
9

The Honourable Michacl ). Young, 'Coastal Survcillance',p.437.

The creation of a scparate Coastal Protcction Command of the
RAN to provide coastal protcction in pcace and wartime has been
proposed; see Stanlcy S. Schactzel, The Coastal Exposure of
Australia, (Working Paper No.199, Strategic and Defcnce Studies
Centre, Australian National Univcrsity, Canbcrra 1989). For an
analysis of undcrlying problcms, sce Ross Babbage, Coastal
Suroeillance and Protection: Current Problerns and Options for the
Future, (Working Papcr No.155, Strategic and Defence Studies
Cenhe, Australian National University, Canberra f988); W.A.
Dovers, Controlling Ciail Maritime Actiuities in a Det'ence
Contingency, (Canbcrra Papcrs on Strategy and Defence No.59,
Strategic and Dcfence Studics Ccntrc, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1989), pp.48-50; and Air Marshal David
Evans, A Fatal Riaalry: Australia's Defence at Rbk, (The Macmillan
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rather than an executive (command), function.

Maritime Reconnaissance
As a result of intelligcnce and surveillance, or the lack thereof,
reconnaissance could be rcquired to rcfine threat assessments.
Australia's maritime capability for strategic rcconnaissance is vested in
the Air Force's RF-111 force and, to a lcsscr extent, the Navy's
submarines or the Army's sPecial forces inserted by them.

Of prime strategic concern during oPcrations in defence of the
Northern Territory would be:

.

enemy naval and air force dispositions in the 'launch
area', that is, bctwecn 5" and 10o south from Surabaya
to Merauke;

.
.

significant changes in force conccntrations; and

perceived dcgrees

of

rcadiness

of the enemy's

deployed forccs.
Tactical maritime reconnaissance within the general area of operations
could be conducted using a variety of asscts, including the RAAF's P-

3C LRMP aircraft and F/A-18 fighters and the RAN's shipborne
rotary-wing aircraft such as the SH-708 Seahawk.
Tactical reconnaissance of the littoral would be best done by
air assets or air-inserted troops, or thc Army's regional surveillance
unit, NORFORCE. The unsurvcyed coastline with its extensive
mangrove swamps, silted estuarics and mudflats is not conducive to
seaborne reconnaissance. Spccialist craft which might be appropriate,
such as air-cushion vchicles, are limitcd in range and more applicable
to localised land operations than arca maritime tasks.
Minewarfare
Mining

All the principal shipping routes, focal points and harbours of
northern Australia are vulnerable to mining. Of particular significance
are Torres Strait, Darwin harbour and the northwestern Ports.
Company of Australia Pty Ltd, Mclbourne, 1990), pp.101-111.
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It is important to note that actual mining does not have to be

out. An antagonist could

cause a disproportionate response,
including re.routing and an enonnous mine counterneasures effort,
just by creating a credible impression that mining rnighf have taken
place. During a period of tension, a suitable and oft-vaunted ploy
could be for a C-130 type of transport aircraft to overfly a vulnerable
waterway dropping concrete'filled 200 litre drums or the like. The
effort required to determine that the deposited obiects were not, in
fact, mines would be beyond Ausbalia's current and quickly

carried

obtainable capability.
Another ploy might be iust to ilulare that a minefield had been

laid. This would require hard decisions on Australia's part as to the
antagonist's ability and opportunities to carry out clandestine
minelaying. If a third nation's, or even Australian civilian shipping
were involved, there would be a requirement to convince the operators

of the lack of threat. This may

necessitate
disproportionate, mine countermeasures effort.

a major, and quite

Mining can be carried out by air, submarine or any surface

craft. Given the difficulty, but not impossibility, of

submarine

in the north and thorough

operations
surveillance during a time of
qculd
mining
be
made
tension, clandestine
difficult for an antagonist.

In any event, it would be escalatory and could preiudice

the

antagonist's intemational standing, the maintenance of which could be
an important strategic obiective.

Many nations

in our region have large if

sometimes

unsophisticated, mine stocks. Subject to the above constraints
sometimes they could be economically deployed in north Australian
waters. Modern mines are also readily available and an antagonist
would have liftle difficulty in acquiring a significant capability to close,
for example, Torres Sbait tO Darwin and the northwestern ports.

10

For a definitive assessment of the potential mining threat to
Torres Strait, see Ross Babbage The Strategic Significance of Tone
Strait, (Canbera Papers on Strategy and Defence No.61, Strategic

and Defence Studies Cenhe, Australian National University,
Canberra 1990), pp.8&87. For a more general understanding of
minewarfare in the Australian context, see Lieutenant
Commander Alan Hinge, RAN, Mine Warfure in Australia's First
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The mining by an adversary of the Port of Darwin in particular
would be a most serious matter. ln almost all contingencies, Darwin
and its port would have a significant role to play. As the capacity for
supply overland is limited, considerable effort to keep the port open

would be iustified. Moreover, Darwin with its large harbour is the
only significant base for the conduct of maritime operations in the
northwestern approaches. It is also quite an important focal point for
commercial maritime operations.
Mine Countqmeasures
sweeping
Mine countenneasures (MCM) take two forms
and hunting. Sweeping as a technique can never be considered to be
100 percent effective; but it is a costeffective preliminary operation
best followed up with minehunting operations. Minehunting is timeconsuming, but the probability of success is higher than for sweeping
alone.

An important influence on the success of minehunting is the
adequary of prior minewarfare pilot studies of vulnerable areas of the
sea floor to establish the existence and position of any mine'like
objects, and access to local modern navigational aids.
Australia's MCM capability resides in:

o

two Bay Class inshore minehunting catamarans
(MHIs), HMA Ships Rushcuttq and Shoalwater
(currently undergoing evaluation trials and about to
embark on sonar evaluations through to7992);

.

a variety of acquired 'craft of opportunit5/ (COOP)
such as small tugs and fishing vessels used for tials of
RANdeveloped mechanical and influence sweeps;

.
.

two Clearance Diving Teams (CDTs); and
six Reserve Port Diving Teams (PDTs).

The revolutionary Bay Class MHIs should be eminently suited to
MCM operations in inshore northern waters. After evaluation and
proof of the sonar systems in Rushcutter and Shulwatq, it is planned
Line of Defence, (Strategic and Defernce Studies Centre, Australian
National University, C-anberra, forthcoming).
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that a further four will bc ordcrcd for a total force of six. The
integrated minehunting and mine disposal control systems of the
MHIs are containerised which facilitates installation, repair and
transport to remote operational areas. Due to limited Australian
production facilities, howevcr, the foam-sandwich catamaran hulls do
not lend themselves to local quantily production. The lead time for
rapid expansion of this force is thus in the ordcr of several years.
The RAN's CDTs have highly-devclopcd skills which are
applicable to a range of threats. In regard to mine warfare, their ability

in bottom and harbour installation

search, demolition and de'
activation of explosive deviccs is particularly pcrtinent. A RAN
Reserve Port Diving Team (PDT) is locatcd in Darwin and its local
knowledge would be important to the overall MCM task in that port.
Detailed local knowlcdge of other northwestern ports would be
principally vested in the local mining companies, harbour masters,
police and customs officials opcrating out of those ports
an
- has
unsatisfactory state of affairs. The RAN Research Laboratory
developed a magnctic influence sweep which has considerable
promise; and sufficicnt numbcrs could be relatively quickly (and
cheaply) acquired for towing by hclicoptcrs, remotely-controlled craft
or, more practically, by craft of opportunity such as locally-based
fishing vessels.
In any northern contingcncy, the prcfcrred sequence for mine
countermeasures would be:

o
.
.
.

the conduct of adcquate minewarfare pilot surveys;
the installation of adcquate navigation aids;

prc€ursor swecping; followcd by
minehunting.

It should be notcd, howevcr, that the task of clearing or re-establishing
the integrity of such important watcrways as Darwin harbour or
Torres Strait would take some wccks. However, after precursor
sweeping and the commencemcnt of the hunting/disposal task (ie.
within days), some limited transits could bc resumed.
Given that Darwin, Torres Strait and the northwestern ports
are the most important (and vulncrable) focal points in relation to

7&
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maritime operations off thc northwest of Australia, only Darwin
currently has sufficicnt existing infrastructure to support extended
MCM operations. All thrce areas could be adequately serviced by a
force of one CDT or an augmcntcd PDT, two or three precursor sweeP
platforms and two MHIs. Permanent skeleton facilities to support
such a force could be easily cstablishcd in the northwest and
developed at Thursday Island for the Torres Strait area; and
preliminary minewarfare pilot studics should be initiated sooner
rather than later.

The RAN is in the Proccss of spccifying and developing a
forward support unit (FSU) for an MCM force. The concePt envisages
containeriscd operational, tcchnical and support units capable of being
deployed to priority ports for MCM operations. Widespread mining
of Darwin harbour and approachcs would nccessitate the deployment
there of increascd MCM resourccs; but the CDTs, sweePs and MHI's
containerised weapons systcms are reasonably portable and this
would facilitate thcir conccntration.
'In the short term, it would bc stratcgically sensible to

.

basc a CDT

.

accclcratc thc dcvclopment of a Forward Support Unit

in Darwin to accclcrate local mine warfare
pilot studies and assist thc Darwin PDT in developing
dctailcd local knowlcdge and contingency plans;
(FSU;

.
.
.

accclcratc the MHI programme;
base two MHIs in Darwin as soon as practicable; and

identify the prcferrcd mcthod of precursor sweeping,
and earmark commcrcial or privatcly-owned vessels
available in Darwin, or elscwhere if they could be
quickly dcployed to Darwin.

A similar, but rcduced, build-up of MCM capabilities should
in thc northwcstcrn ports and in the Torres Strait

also be undcrtakcn

area. Existing naval rcsourccs, for cxample CDTs and base staffs, in
Western Australia and Queensland could be used initially for the
conduct of minewarfare pilot surveys, development of local
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knowledge and contingency planning, and the identification of locallybased COOPs.

Australia has a vcry limited offensive mining capability based
on a small number of convcrsion kits for air-dclivered bombs. Mary
aircraft, ships and submarines, however, could be used as delivery
vehicles. Whilst there are no priority plans to develop a significant
offensive or evcn dcfcnsive mining capability, one could be relatively
easily acquired.

The focal points

in thc Indonesian archipelago are not as

susceptible to mining as are those of northern Australia. Most ports
are susceptible to closurc by mining, but the principal straits, Sunda
and Lombok, are less so. The intcrnational ramifications of mining the
straits, which are declared intcrnational watcrways, would have to be
considered.

Defensive mining of Torrcs Strait and the approaches to
Darwin and the northwestern ports would really only be relevant in
the unlikely events of major cncmy lodgements or an invasion. In any
event, the confined Torres Strait would be better controlled by overt
means.

Anti-Submarine Warfare

As noted earlier, thc shallower waters off Australia's
northwest coastline
constrain
- that is, lcss than 60m - severely
submarine opcrations (sc.re Figure 6:3); and the
lack of adequate
surveys would make navigation difficult. Hence submarine
operations against Australian shipping and naval forces would be
mostly confined to the outcr northwestcrn approaches, the
northwestern sector of the Timor Sca, and in the Indonesian
archipelagic waters. The arcas closcst to an adversar5/s submarine
bases would constitute the greatcst thrcat.
The Australian capability for anti-submarine warfare (ASW) in
the defence of northcrn Australia is not inconsiderable. Given the
restrictions on opcrating arcas imposcd by shallow water and the
Australian capability to monitor transits through the archipelago by
either submarincs or P-3C monitorcd sonobuoy barriers, it could be
made difficult for an adversary's submarines to dcploy undetected in
the northwestern approachcs.
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Once in the opcrating area, the enemy submarine's success
would then be depcndcnt upon its ability to remain undetected and
achieve interccpts. A rational dcploymcnt of the ADF's ASW assets
such as P-3C LRMP aircraft on arca and barrier operations and
helicopters in focal areas, and as screens in the defence of vital
shipping, would make effcctive opcrations difficult for even a modern
conventional submarine of the type likely to be found in future
regional inventories.

It would be possible, of coursc, for encmy submarines to make
lengthy hansits around the archipelago to the east or westwards wide
of the northwestcrn approachcs to Australia's flanks.
FIGURE 6:3

LIMITATIONS ON SUBMARINE OPERATIONS INTHE
NORTHWESTERN APPROACHES
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Of priority concern in the northwcst would be the protection
of:

.

larSe

bulk orc, gas and, possibly in the future, oil

carriers in transit to and from |apan via the Indonesian

archipelago;

.
.

coastal shipping involvcd in the supply and resupply
of the northwcstcrn infrastructure; and

naval shipping.

Whilst it would bc prcferable to neutralise or contain any
submarine threat in its home port, or at sea, well away from the area in
which Australia needcd to opcrate, evcn during periods of tension or
emerging threat it would be neccssary to take measures to protect
against submarine attack. Such measures fall into three broad
categories:

r
o
.

diversion;
defended route; and
close escort.

AoqsionOption:

of

In the early stages of a pcrceivcd submarine threat, diversion
overseas commcrcial shipping would probably be resisted on

It would be in Australia's
international intcrcsts to continue to excrcise (or have clients exercise)
the international right of straits passage. In financial terms, the re'
routing of northwestern shipping south-about Aushalia would incur
severe penalties. In a competitive market, thcse penalties would be
bome initially by the ship operator, but it would quickly be passed
onto the Aushalian supplicrs and, dcpending on the availability of
alternative sources, the overseas customcrs.
political and commercial grounds.

The costs and bencfits of diverting the coastal shipping
involved in resupply of northcrn Australia in an escalating
contingency warrant careful considcration. In the absence of a
submarine threat, coastal shipping sustaining operations in the North
could be operating out of southcrn Western Australian ports as well as
from those in the south-cast of the continent. Should a submarine
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threat develop, coastal shipping could be divertcd either east-about or
west-about Australia via Torrcs Strait whcre ''.. All but the smallest
vessels are confined to a few, well dcfined routcs which are narow
and strongly influcnced by tidcs and tidal streams.'ll

Although enemy submarincs arc most unlikely to operate in
Torres Strait, it is possible that thc Strait could be effectively closed.l2
Were that to happcn:
Re-routing south about Australia would require more
ships to maintain a givcn lcvcl of supply and would

entail substantial deploymcnt dclays, especially in
winter, when hcavy scas are common in the Great
Australian Bight. Passagcs up the west coast of
Australia would also havc thc cffect of concentrating
supply shipping on very prcdictable northwest coastal

routes. In some contingcncics this could extend the
exposure of such vcsscls to harassmcnt and attack.l3
Howevcr, thc major surface combatants and submarines of the

RAN are competent anti-submarine vcsscls and, at present, give
Australia a significant regional advantage. Aggressive transit of
potential threat arcas, in conjunction with the RAAF's land-based P-3C
LRMP aircraft, is probably as good a countcr as is available to
Australia to contain or neutralise a devcloping submarine threat to
shipping in the northwcstcrn approachcs. In fact, the establishment of
a credible hostile submarinc thrcat in the area could almost certainly
only come about as a rcsult of Australian negligence in the early
stages. But, should a submarine thrcat bc allowed to develop, a major
effort would be rcquircd to rcvcrse thc situation.
Defended Route Option:

The dcfcndcd route option could bc cmployed from northwest
ports to the archipclago and along the wcstcrn and northwestern
coasts. This would involve cxtcnsive LRMP surveillance and
'sanitisation' together with possiblc submarine surveillance and

11 Ross Babbage,The Strategic Significance of Torres Strait,p.53.
't2 lbid.,pp.82-87.
13 lbid., p.82.
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shipborne Seahawk or land-based Sea King or Seahawk ftelicopter focal
area operations.

The RAN's small force of seven Sw King or Salnwk (surplus-

to-ship requiremcnt) anti-submarine helicopters could also

be

deployed on large bulk carricrs for the transit from the northwest ports

to the archipclago, returning on a southbound vessel. While their
effectiveness should be optimised whcnever practicable with other
sensors and systems such as the RAAF's LRMP aircraft and use of

surface-towed arrays, the naval assets themsclves could provide
tactical surveillance, dctcction and attack capabilities sufficient to
severely limit a submarine's opcrating and attack options.
Logistic and associatcd studics for containerising the support
and operating requirements of ASW hclicopters deployed in merchant
ships for defended route operations have been carried out in part. As
evidenced during the Falklands conflict, such conversions can be

quickly effected and contingency planning and peacetime feasibility
studies, even to the extcnt of exercises, would enable this not
inconsiderable resource to be utiliscd.
The RAN is acquiring somc 16 SH-708 Suhawk helicopters for
deployment in the FFG Class frigatcs, which will consist of six ships by

the early 1990s. There will thus be additional Seahawls available for
other than FFG tasks. These could also be deployed for land or other
shipbased operations in an emcrgency. A mixcd squadron of Sea
Kings and Seahawk could cffectivcly control the approaches to the
important northwest ports complex of Dampier, Karratha and Port
Hedland and the North Rankin gas ficlds and, in conjunction with the
RAAFs LRMP aircraft, out to 100nm.
Close Escort Option:

The close escort, or dcfcndcd convoy, antisubmarine warfare
option offers the best protection for coastal rcsupply but, invariably, it
is demanding on rcsources
in some circumstances it could be
disproportionately so. The -situation would be aggravated in the
higher-level contingencies bccause of the limited capacity and tenuous
nature of Australia's transcontincntal overland transport infrastructure
tq and within, the northwest. At lcast until those internal lines of

communication are significantly improved, the joint RJqu{F-RANI
capability for close escort should bc rctained.
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A typical allocation of forccs for the close escort of vital coastal
shipping would entail distant P-3C arca surveillance operations by the
RAAF before and during the transit, a minimum of three Navy ASWcapable escort ships dcploycd as a scrcen with at least two embarked
Suluwkhelicopters. Advantage would also be taken of shallow water,
tidal sheams and islands in routing thc convoy in order to complicate
the enemy submarinc/s problem.
The notion of close escorting shipping bound for Japan via the

Indonesian archipelago is anothcr matter altogether. If there were to
be considcration of forcing a passage against even existing regional
capabilities, the options should be testcd critically against Australia's

relative capability and, more importantly, its capacity to do so.
Certainly, if a sustaincd cffort ovcr a prolonged pcriod were required,
costs would outweigh advantages by a considcrable margin.
RAN Vulnerability to Air Attack

With the loss of its aircraft carrier and Flect Air Arm fixedwing components, the RAN is dcpendcnt in very large measure on the
RAAF for air covcr at sea. At prcsent, this represents a serious
vulnerability for the RAN bccause thc Air Force's current capacity has
significant limitations and dcficicncies. Until the lindalee OTHR
system is in place and opcrational, the RAAF has acquired airborne
early-warning aircraft to supplemcnt lindalee, and its evolving overall
National Air Dcfenco and Airspacc Control (NADAC) system is fully
operational, thc RAN will bc unablc to opcrate with any confidence in
the effcctiveness of RAAF air covcr. Evcn then, such cover will be
limited to the opcrational range of the aircraft and the proximity of
secure airficlds and supporting infrastructure from which they would
operate. It is in this context that the strategic worth of Chrisbnas and
Cocos Islands in the northwcstcrn aPProaches has considerable
significance for the Navy.t4
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The present and future stratcgic significance of Christmas and
Cocos Islands is considcrcd at lcngth in Ross Babbage, ACmstTn
Inng: Defending Australia beyond the '1.990s, (Allen and Unwiry
Sydncy, Wellington, London, Boston, 'L990),pp.170-187. See also
Ai r Marshal David Evans, A F at aI Riaalry, pp.594a -
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The air threat to naval units opcrating in northern Australian
waters would be principally from modern manned fighter-bomber
aircraft capable of delivering stand-off, precision-guided missiles

(PGm of up to ExocetlHarpoon capability. During a period of
escalating threat, smallcr naval units could be vulnerable to
conventional bomb, strafing or rockct attack; but such craft would tend
not to be so deployed as hostilitics intcnsified.

Also of particular conccrn is the necessary and extensive
employment of the RAAF's P-3C LRMP force on vital surveillance
missions at great distances wcll bcyond the operational range of landbased air defence fighters. At prescnt it is the P-3C aircraft on which
the RAN is most dcpcndcnt in many respccts, and they would be
extremely wlnerable whcn opcrating close to an adversary's
archipelagic air bases. It would be impossible to provide them with
fighter escort for even minimal pcriods. Their operations could be
curtailed in the face of an escalating thrcat and, hence, there would
also be a commensurate loss of surveillance and antl-submarine
capability at a critical time. In many war-game and tactical studies, it
is the shooting down of a surveillance aircraft which precipitates
retaliation attacks on enemy fightcr bases and the general escalation of
the conflict. It would thus be important for Australia to balance the
benefit of information gaincd by vulncrable P-3C operations against
the likely effects of provocation.
The RAAF's P-3Cs operating in close support of the RAN's
anti-air capable surface forccs could, in the face of an air threat,
sometimes retreat to the protection of the naval force's surface-to-air
missile (SAM) umbrella. Shipborne helicopters could enioy similar
cover, but the ranges at which modcrn supporting aircraft, such as P3Cs and Swhawk, opcrate away from coopcrating surface forces (100
nm plus) and the likcly detection rangcs of incoming air raids (much
less than 100nm) do not augur wcll for the consistent success of the
tactic.

The RAN's surface-to-air missile-equipped ships (FFGs and
DDGs) have a good capability against convcntional attack by nranned
aircraft, but the DDGs lack the in-depth defcnce capability necessary

for effective anti-ship missile dcfcnce (ASMD). The spectrum of
ASMD is ideally comprised of long-range SAMs to countei the launch
vehicle, electronic support measures (ESM), electronic
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countermeasures (ECM), a mid-range missile or gun system and a
close'in weapons system (CIWS). Thc FFGs with thcir standard SAMs,
ESM, chaff decoy systcm (ECM),76mm gun and Phalanx CIWS are the
best equipped. In a mcdium- to high-levcl conflict, the FFGs would be

by the fact that thcy can cngage only two targets
simuhaneously, and by thcir limitcd command, control,

constrained

communications and intelligcnce (C3l) caPabilities. In regional terms,
however, they are still significant assets.

The ANZAC frigatcs, eight of which will enter service over the
next decade, will have limitcd sclf-dcfencc caPability which is vested
in their vcrtically-launchcd Seasparrow missilcs. However, the ANZAC
ships' warning radars and communications will be able to contribute
to the air dcfcnce of proximatc forccs.
The best countcr to anti-ship missilcs is to destroy the launch vehicle
before the weapon is rclcased. This involves sinking or, at least
disabling thc surface ship or submarine and shooting down the
aircraft, whichevcr is conccrncd. All threc activities, in the context of
the defence of northcrn Australia, would rcly hcavily on the optimum
deployment of land-bascd or shipborne airpower which may not be

aviilabte to surface forccs dcploycd on a variety of other valid
missions such as patrol, intcrdiction and convoy escort.

Units of the RAN dcstroycr force can contribute significantly
littoral and focal arca air dcfcnce capability and capacity
RAAF's
to the
by virtue of its scnsors, wcapons and command, control and
c6mmunications (C3) capability. The positioning of a DDG or FFG
some 50nm off Darwin would cnhancc the cxtcnt of warning and
defence in dcpth, and augmcnt command and control capabilities. The
techniques for such integration arc wcll practiscd and similar picket
positions could bc cstablishcd off any important northcrn installation.
ttis is important because, at prcsent, the RAAF's ground-based
microwave radar covcragc of thc northwcstcrn aPProaches to Darwin
sce Figure 6:4.
(and across thc North gcncrally) is vcry limitcd

-

Nevcrthelcss, as mattcrs stand with rcgard to the ILL{I7s
current deficicncics, thc conduct of naval opcrations in the northwest
of Australia in situations whcrcin thcrc is a significant air threat would
be risky, to say the lcast. It can bc argucd that such situations are not
novel nor espccially daunting; but without doubt the sooner the RAAF
can providc a crcdible air dcfcnce for Australia the better.
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FIGURE 6:4
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Anti-Surface Warfare

The threat posed by surfacc forces of a regional power to
maritime operations in the northcrn Australia area could range from
medium calibre guns to prccision-guidcd munitions, such as Exocet,
launched by ships or shipborne hclicopters. The simple gun can still
be a very effcctive weapon in lcsser contingencies and its use as a
deterrent or'shot-across-the-bow' tcchnique can dcmonstrate resolve
and crystallise an opponent's dccision-making processes. It is not
inconceivable that naval cngagcmcnts limitcd to the use of guns could
be a feature of the early stages of futurc conflicts, even between forces
intent is
capable of more dcvastating fircpowcr
- csPccially when the
to limit the intensity or lcvcl of conflict.
The currcnt RAN dcstroycr force, othcr than the FFGs, has
competent mcdium-calibre gunncry systcms which would be
important during such lesscr contittgcncics, and for naval gunfire
support and intcrdiction (scc bclow). The FFG's 76mm gun is
primarily an anti-air wcapon and that Class's current minimum
effective surface warfare reaction is thc firing of a Harpoon missile
- a
response only relevant to highcr levcl contingencies. With the
acquisition and dcploymcnt of the SH-70B Seahawk helicopters in the
FFGs, it would be prudent to include an anti-surface capability in the
form of a rclativcly inexpcnsive missilc system. Such a capability
would enable the FFG to exercisc appropriate degrces of response to a
surface threat.

The advcnt of the ANZAC frigatcs from the mid-1990s
onwards will ensure rctcntion of a crcdible medium calibre gun
capability in the RAN's forcc structurc. The ships are to be fitted with
a modern 127mm gun system, which should ensure regional
superiority in this important capability for scveral decades.
The key to succcss in surfacc actions is surveillance and, given
Australia's potential resourccs, it could be reasonably expected that in

due course a significant surface threat could not be Posed in our
immediate approachcs without somc warning. The initial counter to
such a threat during tcnsion would be shadowing and marking, firstly
by aircraft and thcn by ships. Thc aim would be to deter and to
provide an immcdiate and powcrful response to any hostile act. In
higher-levcl contingcncics, whcn a strike was authorised, combined
Harpoon attacks by the RAAF's F-111 strikc aircraft and F/A-78
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fighters, and the Navy's submarines and surface ships would be
appropriate.
Operations furthcr from Australia's shorcs, and closer to
hostile shores, would be complicatcd by the difficulty of providing
long-range air covcr for Australian surface units and by the increased
prevalence of enemy missilc-armed aircraft and patrol boats in
addition to the larger surface units. That is not to say that such
operations should not be mounted, but rather that pre+mptive strikes
should be authorised and adequatc rcsourccs allocated to ensure
success. Should the levcl of conflict warrant it, the surface threat
should be minimised, pcrhaps ncutralised, by the mining of selected
enemy ports, the blockading of straits and strategic strikes on
important shore installations and forces at sea.
Australia's actual and potcntial advantages in the maritime
environment are embodied in the rcmarkable surveillance potential
inherent in the lindalee OTHR systcm, good intelligence facilities,
developing air power of some conscqucnce in the regional context, and
its submarines and modest but cfficicnt surface warfare capabilities.
However, in the event they could prove to be too few in numbers in
high-level contingencies, unless cvcry possible opportunity is taken to
avoid protracted conflict and, hcnce, minimise the risk of unacceptable
levels of attrition.

In lesser contingcncics and during pcriods of tension and an
escalating threat, a policy of containmcnt would also be appropriate
but potentially dcmanding. Civen adequate survcillance, important
enemy units could be shadowcd and marked whilst the remaining
units of the Australian dcstroycr forcc are uscfully employed on patrol
and 'presence' tasks. In most likcly contingencies, a patrol unit or
surface action group (SAG) consisting of a DDG and an FFG would
provide a significant capability against a devcloping regional threat.
Both types can be linked' to P-3C LRMP and, if acquired, AEW & C
aircraft radar picturcs, and to the FFG-borne Seahawk helicopter, which

could provide tactical survcillance and targcting. The range of
weapons available in the DDGs and FFGs provide options for a
graduated response and mutual support. Australia would only be
able to maintain thrce such SAGs (cithcr DDG/FFG or two FFGs) in
the northern approachcs for an extcnded pcriod.
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Given the gcographic cxpansc of the northern approaches and
the prospect of a significantly more Populous antagonist, Australia
could be faced with a quantity, rather than a quality, problem in
countering a surface thrcat in thc area. The potentially very capable
anti-surface warfare asscts of the ADF should be able to contain and
neutralise a regional antagonist's tcchnology-bascd force of ships,
submarines and aircraft. Such a potential cn€fil/r however, would
most likely have an option to exploit his more numerous manPower
and small craft rcsources to 'swamp' our defcnces with a multitude of
less capable platforms.

The problcms in dctcction, classification and assessment, and
the determination of appropriate rcsPonses to such forces, regardless
of their threat potential, would be vcry dcmanding in terms of ADF
surveillance, rcconnaissance and responsc rcsourccs and would dilute
our capability to countcr highcr-lcvcl thrcats.
This notion of a potcntial adversary having a two-tiered force
shucture is sometimes rcfcrrcd to as the 'duality of threaf. It is
particularly relevant to low- to mcdiumlcvcl contingencies in the
northern approachcs. The conccpt also has rclcvance to air threats that
might be poscd throughout the archipclago, as well as to anti-surface
warfare generally.

An appropriate countcr to a potcntial duality of threat in the
northern approaches has not bcen fully addrcssed in recent Aushalian
force structure studies or plans, although the Dibb Raniew's proposal
for eight light patrol frigatcs rathcr than six or lcss more capable
destroyers (as thcn envisagcd by the Navy) alludcd to the problem.lS
In the event, the eight ANZAC frigatcs bcing acquired, fitted with a
127mmgun, capablc of opcrating,a Seahawk helicopter with reasonable
detection capabilitics, will contribute significantly to Australia's ability
to contain lcsscr contingcncics in the area, including coping to some
extent with the dual'quantity-as-wcll-as-quality' factor.
For many ycars to come, howevcr, tcchnology-oriented ADF
force structures will not cntircly ovcrcome the need for numbers in
countering possible rcgional thrcats. This problcm is expected to be
addressed in currcnt and future forcc structure rcviews in regard,

ls

Det'ence Capabilitis, (Australian
7986), pp.127-130 .
Canbcrra,
Publishing
Scrvice,
Governmcnt

Paul Dibb, Rnieu of Australia's
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inter-alia, to the requirement to replace or enhance the capabilities of
the Franantle class of patrol boats.

In regard to the RAN's ability to conduct anti-surface warfare,
be noted that the anti-air warfare (AAW) capabilities of the
DDGs and FFGs, whilst able to contribute to thc overall air defence of
the northern approaches, relate mainly to the ships'own survivability
in prosecuting other tasks such as maintaining a presence, marking,
escort, interdiction, etc. The limited, but rcgionally relevant,
capabilities of RAN shipborne AAW systems to destroy aircraft and
missiles principally serve the purpose of pcrmitting the ships to
operate in their anti-surface and anti-submarine roles.

it should

T}rre Fremanfle class patrol boats are evolutionary products of
Attackclass expcrience. The Attack wcre dcsigned to fulfill a function

as anti-infiltration patrol craft rcquircd during the Indonesian
Confrontation with Malaysia during the mid-1960s. Whilst the
in their
rolcs
in
northern
are
inshore,
waters,
they
principal
civil support
weather and sea-state limited (due to sizc) and have minimal current
or potential capacity to contribute to the RAN's surface warfare
capability in terms of numbers.
Fremantle class patrol boats have provcn more than adequate

Amphibious Warfare
The nature and scope of large scale amphibious (and airborne)
assaults on northwcstern Australia were discussed in earlier chapters
(notably Chapter 5 on 'Adversary Perceptions').

Australia's amphibious capabilities are limited and logistic,
rather than assault-orientcd. The capability is vested in the
amphibious heavy lift ship (LSm HMAS Tobruk, six heavy landing
craft (LCH) and Army-opcratcd landing craft (LCM) and amphibious
vehicles GARC). The training ship, HMAS lerais Bay, can also
contribute to amphibious operations by virtue of its vehicle-carrying
capacity and stem door/loading ramp. The LCHs and LCMs would
be useful for intra-area logistic support although both classes would be
constrained by the paucity of suitable landing sitcs in the northwest.
Tobruk and lerois Bay could also contribute to resupply but would be
largely confined in the Northcrn Tcrritory to the established ports for
loading and unloading. HMAS Tobruk would be less constrained than
lervis Bay due to its abilitics to trim and beach, but the general
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unsuitability of the northern coast indicates that luvis Ba{s capacities
could be best exploited by the usc of establishcd ports for mairr
discharge and embarkation opcra tions.

Such are the problems

of

conducting amphibious-like
littoral,
that they deserve special
operations across the vast northern
consideration. The diversity of terrain, shcer distance and relatively
non-negotiable mudflats and mangrove swamps probably dictate that
no simple mcthod or vehicle would providc an all-weather, all-season
solution. But if the Australian forces can move where the enemy can
not, the advantagcs could be vcry significant indeed.
Inshore Operations
The RAN pcacctime prcscnce in the northwestern approaches
is largely limited to the four to six Darwin-bascd Fremantle class patrol
boats and larger Flect units in transit. The operation out of Darwin of
the Attack class patrol boats during the 1970s and the Fretnantla during

the '80s has engendcred a high dcgrce of local knowledge of the
northern and northwestern approachcs which Pcrmeates the entire
Nary. Whilst the opcrations have bcen oricnted towards civil tasks in
support of fishcrics, hcalth, customs and immigration and law
enforcement, military knowledge and skills have becn advanced to
provide a unique rcsource applicablc to the defence of northern
Australia.
sources of local and
The Navy continues
knowlcdge
to
bc
exploitcd.
regional
and cxpertisc
to maintain and support thc RAN Coastwatcher network along the
northern littoral and throughout thc offshorc islands.

It is also important that thcrc are othcr

There are many othcr pcoplc and communities along the
littoral, such as Aborigines and National Park rangcrs, who could have
much to contribute. The police, fishcrmcn, coastal shipping and
aircraft operators and the commcrcial port authorities all oPcrate in the
maritime approachcs and can also contribute significantly to inshore
intelligence, survcillance and rcconnai ssancc.

In a deteriorating situation in which the likely nature of the
threatening contingency was low-lcvcl harassment, there would be a
call for increased deploymcnt of organised civil and military
surveillance, reconnaissance and rcsponse assets. Thcre are limits as to
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what could be donc and, in any evcnt, an adversary would probably
be aiming at creating a disproportionatc response
the bigger the

-

better.

W.A.G. Dovers sums up the situation as follows:

Australia has extcnsive and important maritime
interests that extend over a vast area. However, the
size of the population will never be sufficient to
support the lirge maritime forccs rcquired to provide
protection across such an arca. This is a significant
vulnerability and one that could be exploitcd in a lowlevel dcfence contingency to ovcr-cxtcnd Australia's

maritime forces.l6

Dovers' study is comprchensive.

It

proposcs '... ways

in

which

controls on civil maritime activities could hclp offset this low force-tospace ratio: firstly by easing the detcction and identification problem,

and secondly by rcducing the call upon the maritime forces by
contributing directly to defensive tasks'.17
From time to time thcrc is prcssure on the Navy to increase its
inventory of patrol boats on the assumption that they could play a
cost-effective role in Flect opcrations off-shore, if missile-armed, as
well as contributing further to thc Navy's inshore capability. As was
discussed earlier, this notion ignorcs the inhercnt limitations of small
craft which are accentuated in the northwestern approaches. The
important qualities requircd for cffcctive maritime operations in the
defence of the Northern Territory
- endurance, good seakeeping
characteristics, flexibility, autonomy and a good on-board command,
conffol and intelligcnce (C3l) systcm
all conspicuously lacking
- arepatrol
in any vessel under 1,000 tons, let alone
boats. Over that it
would be senscless not to equip thcm to their full potential as
warships.

t5

W.A.G. Dovers, Controlling Ciuil Maritime Actiaitia in a Defarce
Contingency, (Canberra Papcrs on Stratcgy and Defence No59,
Strategic and Dcfcnce Studics Ccntre, Australian National

17

tud..

Universi ty, Canberra, 1 989).
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A more prudcnt coursc of action in pursuit of improving
Australia's capacity to cope with inshore lowlcvcl harassment would
be to draw on the small craft rcsourccs in the civil community in time
of need. There are 161 Northern Tcrritory fishing boats plus 227 of
interstate origin opcrating in Tcrritory watcrs. Most are less than 20m
in length, suitable for opcrating inshore: somc in the trawling industry
are larger.18

There are

no mcaningful

figurcs available for

recreational craft in Australia bccause the registration
of private boats is only compulsory for vessels over 24
metres in length (the Northcrn Tcrritory has recently
abolishcd thc rcquircment to rcgister private craft
altogether) ... The Dcpartment of Transport estimates
that thcre are ovcr 450,000 private rccrcational craft in
Australia and that at lcast 40 pcr ccnt of these are
capable of sca voyagcs.l9
Increased rcsourccs for thc pcrformance of thc 'coastguard' function
should be bascd on the exploitation of locally-bascd civil resources'20
Such forces could be in the form of para-military maritime forces' (See

Chapter 9 for a discussion of thc rolc of para-military forces in the
defence of Australia.)
Naval Gunfire Support and Interdiction

Naval gunfirc support (NGS) for land operations and
maritime intcrdiction capabilitics havc bcen applicd in all maior and
from Korea through
most minor conflicts since World War II
Vietnam, thc Falklands, Lcbanon and the Persian Gulf. Their
application in the dcfcnce of northcrn Australia would have relevance
for encmy lodgemcrrts on Australian tcrritory and, more particularly,
interdiction of encmy supply routcs and bascs in thc archipelago.
The nature of NGS is such that it permits the projection of
firepower into hostile tcrrain ovcr an cxtcndcd period a/nd by

18 lbid., p.35.
le lbid., p.38.
20 lbid.; scc pp.72-73 for atr examination of ways and means of
supplcmcnting thc maritimc forccs.
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graduated degrces. It is also, by naturc, an area weapon, but laserguided projectiles can providc accuracics within metres. The
vulnerability of the bombarding ships is always a matter for risk
assessment. Threats to thcm might bc ncutraliscd, but it is more likely

that NGS and interdiction missions would be mounted away from a
direct threat.

The RAN's currcnt capability for NGS and interdiction is
in the mcdium calibrc guns of the DDGs and the ageing
Rioa class destroycr escorts. With the dcmise of the Rioer class in the
early 1990s, the Navy has rccogniscd thc importance of ensuring that
any new class of surface combatant posscsscs a guided-projectilecapable, medium gun systcm for NCS, intcrdiction and lesser surface
contingencies. Accordingly, as mcntioncd carlicr, the ANZAC ships
will be fitted with a 727mm gun systcm. Whilst the three DDGs will
remain in inventory until the late 1990s, their higher level anti-air and
anti-submarine warfare and C3I capabilitics could be required for
more critical missions.
embodied

All things considcred, a naval medium calibre gun capability
offers a range of response options to a govemmcnt and a commander
at sea which would appear commcnsurate with Australia's potential
circumstances. More importantly, the lack of such a capability would
deny to Aushalia a range of options that could be diplomatically
exercised short of a dcclared conflict situation, and in the context of
credible and most likcly contingencics in thc northwestern region.
Gunboat diplomacy is alive and wcll!
Port and Seaward Defence

Port facilities and harbour installations are vulncrable to
sabotage and clandestinc raids which could scriously disrupt maritime

operations. It would thus be ncccssary to institute timely physical and
personnel security measures during a pcriod of tension, particularly in
Darwin harbour and its immediatc cnvirons.
The degrce of security practiscd in the community at large and
imposed around vital installations and key points would influence the
extent of physical defcnces rcquircd for important naval installations.
The RAN has wcll-practiscd mcthods for the protection of ships at
anchor or alongside against swimmcr attack; and the Naval Police are

competent

in

the mcthods of achicving the physical security of
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installations. Morcover, the Naval Rcscrve has a specific role to
conhibute to port and scaward dcfcncc.
For the Port of Darwin, approPriatc naval measures would
include:

.

of thc Naval Base, wharves, fuel
installations and othcr key points and vital
installations in conjunction with local police and land
physical sccurity
forces;

'

aPPropriate dcgrccs of rcadiness of ships in harbour;

.

patrols of the harbour and port littoral.

and

These local physical mcasurcs should bc coordinated with the
to whidr
developed Naval Control of Shipping (NCS) procedures
for:
the RAN Reserve contributcs sigrrificantly
- which Provide

.
.

the rcPorting of all shipping movements in the area;

r

thc inspection and bricfing of in-harbour and arriving
shipping; and

.

the control of dcparturc and arrival times of shipping
commensuratc with the thrcaU

in

highcr-lcvcl cotrtingcncics,

the

organisation,

bricfing and support of coordinated shipping
movcments, for cxample, convoys'

Similar initial local mcasurcs would necd to be applied in other
threatened ports in conjunction with the oPcrating mining companies,
local police and dcployed land forccs.
Port and scaward dcfcnccs, as dcscribcd above, should not be
viewed in isolation, but integratcd with othcr measures necessary to
secure and maintain thc facility as an oPcrating base. In this context,
local air defence, mine countcrmcasures and adiacent littoral
operations would bc bcst coordinatcd by a joint force commander
see Chaptcr 9.
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Protection of Offshore Installations
This subject is part and parccl of the larger issue of controlling
civil maritime activitics as discusscd by Dovcrs in some detail.2l There
are important offshore resources and resource installations which
could very likely attract hostile acts, and the Navy would have
significant roles to play in contributing to their protection. For
example the growing petroleum ficlds off the northwest coast, well out
in the Timor Sea (see Figure 4:20, Chaptcr 4) represent a significant
vulnerabiliry and their protection (in pcace as well as in conllict
situations) warrants a high priority. Threats to them could well take
the form of sabotage and attack by seaborne raiding parties, which
could best be countered by controlling the watcr and airspace around
them, and by positioning forces on thc installations themselves.
Offshore installations could also be used to boost surveillance
and communications in the dcfcncc of the northwestern approaches.
For example, suitablc radars and radio facilitics could be installed on
the platforms. In fact, it is possiblc that they may be installed for civil
purposes in the first instancc. In which case, it would only be
necessary to integrate thcm into an ovcrall civil-military system.

Naval Significance of Cocos and Christmas Islands
The shategic significancc of both islands has been dealt with
comprehensively by Ross Babbage.22
From a naval standpoint Cocos Island would be important in
maritime operations in the northwcstcrn approaches on several counts.
The RAAF could opcrate its P-3C LRMP aircraft out of Cocos Island on
maritime surveillance missions or opcrations to establish and monitor
sonobuoy barriers positioncd to detcct cncmy submarines transiting
the Indonesian archipelagic straits. The RAAF's F-11ls could mount
shike operations against shipping in the same area in support of naval
operations.

A

replenishment tanker, such as HMAS Wetralia

or

a

commercial vessel, positioned in the Cocos Islands would enhance the

2r

lbid.,pp.60-79.

22 Ross Babbage, A Coast Too Long: Defending Australia Beyond the
1.990s, pp.165-187.
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range and flexibility of thc Navy's surface and submarine operations
in the northwest approachcs, includirrg the protection of commercial
shipping.
Christmas Island, lcss than 200nm off the favanese coast, is
vulnerable and offcrs much lcss for thc support of naval operations. It
has very limitcd port facilitics for support ships and submarines.23
Command and Control Considerations

Northcrn Command NORCOM) in Darwin, a ircint force
command, is dcscribcd in Chaptcr 9. The Naval Component
Commander of the force is thc Naval Officcr Commanding Northern
Australia Arca. NORCOM's naval asscts are assigned on an 'as
required' basis, ovcrall command and control being rctained by the
Maritime Commandcr Australia in Sydncy. Nevertheless, NORCOM
has an important role to play in rcgional support and the coordination
of maritime operations, espccially inshorc.
As was mcntioned at thc outsct, thc naval assets to be found in
Darwin in pcacctimc havc bcen dcscribcd in dctail in the companion to
this volume. As a gcncral rulc in pcacctimc, a typical assignment of
naval asscts to NORCOM is likcly to bc rcstricted to patrol boats and
such other Flcct asscts as may bc rcquircd for a particular regional
task. There are a numbcr of reasons why it is preferred to retain the
command and control of major naval asscts at the highest possible
level
that is, at the lcvcl of thc Maritime Commander Australia.

-

The capacity to contribute to thc command and control of

operations inhercnt in thc capabilitics of individual RAN major ships,
in the Australian context, is not inconsidcrablc. To make the most of
this asset, warships opcrating in Australia's maritime approaches must
have ready acccss to the appropriatc levcl of intelligence; nationallyapproved rulcs of engagcmcnt appropriatc to spccific circumstances;

and dctailcd knowledge of all
forccs
and facilities. Lack of any one
coopcrating/collaborating
jcopardise
pursuit of thc national intercst. As a general
element could
excellcnt communications;

23

lbid.; see also Ross Babbagc, Christmas and Cocos lslands: Defence
Liabilities or Assets?, (Working Papcr No.129, Strategic and
Defence Studics Ccntrc, Australian National University,
Canbcrra, 1987), pp.23, 25.
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principle the quality or levcl of national command and control should
be at least commcnsuratc with the capabilities of the asset being
commanded /controllcd.
Gencrally spcaking, thc lcvcl of command and control of
major naval vessels which can bcst cnsure proper coordination and
cooperation, concentration of forcc, and economy of effort is vested in
Headquarters, Maritime Command in Sydney. Such are the current
capabilities there that the Maritimc Commandcr Australia can
command and control maritime opcrations at any level, including
single ships and submarincs opcrating in quite constrained
circumstances and in relativcly small arcas.

It is for thcse rcasons that devolution of the command and

of major naval assets to rcgionally-based, tactical force
headquarters, such as Northern Command (NORCOM) in Darwin, is
unwarranted and not in the bcst intcrcsts of national security.
Exceptions may have to bc madc, but only as a short-term expedient;
long-term assignmcnts should bc resisted. The RAN's major assets are
too few to countcnancc thcir parcclling out in 'pcnny packets'.
control

Concluding Overview
Much of that which has bccn said hcre points to the increasing
significance of Darwin to thc Navy in thc context of not only the
Northern Territory in thc dcfcnce of Australia, but also in the much
wider context of thc conduct of maritime operations in the

northwestern approachcs. On thc one hand, it is something of a
strategic liability in that an advcrsary could be bound to try to gain
control of it in the highcrJcvcl contingcncies; and, on the other hand, it
has increasing potential as a basc for sustaincd maritime operations
northwards, including in support of our rcgional neighbours. The
security of Darwin and its environs is essential.
The requirements for the dcvclopmcnt of Darwin as a major
maritime operating base are similar to the rcquirements for the further
civil development of Darwin as a major rcgional and industrial centre
in terms of infrastructure and gencral support capacity. Particular
maritime defence aspccts that would rcquire development are ship
and aircraft repair, fucl availability and ammunition supply. Ship and
aircraft repair capabilitics would bc a function of the development and
coordination of light to mcdium cnginccring and clectronic indushies,
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together with an appropriate levcl of sparcs' holdings and available
expertise, such as could be providcd by a combination of local
industry and a Flcct Maintenancc Unit. Considcration would need to
be given to the sclective 'hardcning' and closc-dcfcnce of important
installations, including port facilitics, fucl storage areas and airfields.

An assurcd supply of fucl and ammuttition would be essential.
This would necessitate thc establishmcnt and/or upgrading of
appropriate local facilitics and dcpots. But, more importantly, the
capacity and flcxibility of the transcontincntal, overland transport
infrastructure to Darwin nccds to bc upgradcd. The only realistic
solution (at lcast from a dcfcncc pcrspcctivc) is the extension of the
railway from Alice Springs to Darwirr.

CHAPTER 7

Inhoduction
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The Royal Australian Air Force RAAF) pres€nce in the
Northern Territory in peacetime is described in the companion to this
volume published in 1990.1
This chapter addresses firstly, and very briefly, the overall
strategic role of the RAAF and enunciates those characteristics of
ailpower which have particular relevance in Australia's unique geostrategic environrnent. It then identifies the principal aircraft which
are most relevant to the defence of northern Australia; and notes the
current limitations on the effective application of those assets in the
defence of Australia.
The main purpose of this study, however, is to illustrate the
RAAFs operational framework across the North; and to describe a
series of operational concepts indicative of what might be required of
the RAAF in periods of tension and escalating conllict, with particular
reference to the Northern Territory. Along the way, consideration is
also given to the identification of some of the logistic problems.

Fundamental Considerations

The drive for high technology in selected key areas of
Australia's defence posture should be sustained wherever possible
because such a strategy can go a long way towards offsetting the
severe disadvantages inherent in Australia's limited military
manpower base and its concentration very largely in the southeastern
corner of our vast land mass.
Desmond Ball, The Defence Presence in the Northern Territoq/,
in Desmond Ball and |.O. Iangtry Gds),TIu NorthqnTerritory in
the D$arce of Australiu Hbtory, Gmgraphy, Economy, lnfrastructure,
and Defence Pr6ence, (C-anbena Papers on Strategy and Defence
No.53, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 7990), pp.238-249.
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It is in the maritime surrounds of this huge island continent
that surveillance capabilities and air and naval
the sea and air gap
forces can make the most of high technology to offset manpower and
at the same time raise the threshold of threat perceptions.

has been argued extensively elsewhere that it is high
technology air power which is best suited to exploit the geography of
the marilime approaches to the Australian mainland. P.J. Criss and
D.J. Schubert argue that perhaps the right balance for Australia should
favour the high-technology leading edge of Australia's defence - air
power, and their monograph concludes '... that air power is the key to

It

Australia's defence...'.2

It has also been argued elsewhere in this volume that:

In view of the demonstrable difficulties of mounting
and sustaining naval and amphibious operations
against the northwestern Australian land mass, a
potential enemy would be bound to accord a high
priority to the effective use of airpower as a basic
element in his overall strategy' Moreover, his strategy
would be very likely to seek every avenue for using
and exploiting surPrise

...3

D.f. Schubert, The Iniling Edge Air Pwer in
Australia's Llnique Enaironment, (Canberra Papers on Strategy and
Defence No.62, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian
National University, Canberra, 7990), p.787; and Major General
fohn Baker, Technologn Strategy and the Defence of Australia', a
paper presented at the conference on 'Implications of New
technology for Australian and Regional Security' organised by
the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, November/December
1989. See also Air Marshal David Evans, A Fatal Riaalry:
Australia's Defence at Risk, (The Macmillan Company of Australia,
Melbourne, 1990), pp.1'67-1'68; Air Marshal R.G. Funnell, 'Air
P.J. Criss and

Power Strategy', in Desmond Ball (ed.), Air Poutq: Global
Danelopments and Australian Pospectiaes, (Pergamon-Brassey's

Defence Publishers, Sydney, 1988), pp.93-114; and, most recently,
Royal Australian Air Force, Airpower Manual, AAP1000, (RAAF,
Airpower Study Centre, Canberra, 1990).
See

Chapter 4 in this volume on'Geostrategic Imperatives'.
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These considerations further emphasise the need to attach
priority to the role of air power in the defence of Australia.

a high

This is not to say that a high-technology Royal Australian
Navy (RAN) does not have an important role to play, pintly with the
RAAI in the rnaritinre approaches especially when the RAAF is in
- air cover for the Fleet at sea.
a better position to provide land-based
Moreover, it is inconceivable that in all circumstances our maritime
forces could create an impenetrable barrier to inbusions onshore.
Hence there are important roles for the Army to play. It is a matter of
degree
of emphasis and priorities
- a subject which is not taken
further -here.
Characteristics of

Airpowel

Mobility:

Airpower is the most mobile component of military power in
the sense that it can switch its point of application over distances
measured in many hundreds of kilometres in literally a few hours.
Flertbility:

Multi-role aircraft can change tasks on a mission-by-mission
basis or, once airborne, can be re-tasked within the limits of their
weapons configuration.
Responsioenas:

Air forces can react quickly and bring power to bear over long

distances. Such responsiveness is an essential characteristic in
Australian conditions if a small force (such as Australia is bound to
have) is to be able to deal with events that might be distant from
normal operating locations, widespread or sudden.
Concentration of Farce

The flexibility and responsiveness of air power allows a
commander to quickly concentrate force. The shock effect inherent in
The following description severely paraphrases Air Marshal J.W.
Newham,'Air Power in the Defence of Australia', in Desmond
Ball (ed.), Air Power: Global Dneloryents anil Australian
P er sp ectiaes,

pp. 1 35-1 39.
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air power is the product of its capacity to concentrate in time and
sPace.

Surprbe:

in the three spatial dimensions, plus
ranges
can be exploited to achieve
speed and long operational
results,
both directly and indirectly,
lead
to
can
Surprise
surprise.
often far in excess of the effort expended.
Freedom of manoeuvre

Offensioe Action:

Only air forces can carry offensive action deep into enemy
operating from
denpng safe sanctuary
territory
- while
- thus
enables bases to be
at home. Australia's geography
secure bases
distanced from enemy territory.
To the above characteristics one might reasonably add:
Precbion Potential:

Criss and Schubert make the point that:

The modern weaPons platforms of the RAAF are
capable of employing a wide range of rnodern
munitions to fully exploit a unique feature of modern
air power
the bewildering effect an air strike can
have on the- enemy when delivered without warning.
The ability to concentrate enormous firepower in
space and time through the employment of modern
PGM [precisionguided missiles] is a new aspect of
warfare Some of the modern weaPons can be
delivered precisely during daylight or at night without
any degradation ofaccuracy, and they can be released

without the delivery platform ever coming within
visual, audible or electronic range of the enemy
- the
shock potential on the enemy is obvious.

Furthermore, the modern PGM weaPons can be
delivered with such accuracy that collateral damage
can be controlled, giving them applications in all
levels of contingency.S

P.J. Criss and

D.|. Schubert, The lzading Edge Ait Pwq in
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The RAAF's Inventory
The principal efsting aircraft assets which are discussed here
referred to as the RAAPs
are organised in three groups
- often
Group is equipped initially with
offensive triad. The Tactical Fighter
75 stateof-the-art F/A-1,8 Hornet twin-engined fighters optimised for
air defence and maritime strike. The Strike Reconnaissance Group
operates 22 F-111s in a variety of derivatives, four of which are RF111s, the reconnaissance version. The F-111 is a formidable strategic
shike aircraft without peer in Australia's region. The Maritime Patrol
Group is equipped with 20 modern P-3C long-range maritime patrol
(LRMP) aircraft. Their mission is primarily maritime surveillance, but
they are also capable of engaging in limited maritime strike operations
with their Harpoon, precision-guided, sea-skimming, anti-shipping
missiles.

Support is provided by two squadrons of C-130 Hqcula
transport aircraft can be used in either the strategic or tactical transport
role, and for medical evacuation; two squadrons of C-aribol short- to
medium-range, tactical transport aircraft. Four of the six Boeing 707
aircraft are to be modified for in-flight refuelling without debiment to
their role as long-range strategic transport aircraft. A fleet of five
Falcon 900 aircraft would be available to provide rapid transit for VIPs,
urgent spares or other priority tasks.

It is to be noted that the RAAF's erstwhile

battlefield

helicopter fleet has been transferred to the Army.

Also in the RAAF"s inventory is the new trainer aircraft, the
PC-9. Suitably modified, this aircraft could be used in the FAC
(forward air control) role in support of the Army. However, in
circumstances requiring the RAAF to rapidly expand its operational

capacity, the fleet of 69 PC-9s would probably be
training of pilots.
their principal role

fully commited to

-

An aircraft which is not in the current RAAF inventory, but
which is likely to be purchased in due course, is the airborne early
warning (AEW) aircraft. This is th" type of aircraft which will be
needed to cover the deficiencies iry and limitations of, the Jindala overthe-horizon radar (OTHR) very long-range surveillance system
Austr alia's Unique Enoironment, pp.97 -98.
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currently being developed and which is partly operational now. AEW
aircraft, with or without the benefits of an OTHR system, are powerful
force'multipliers in that they are

expanding by several orders of
magnitude the ability to monitor and predict the scale
and direction of an enemy attack in the air or at sea,
capable

of

thereby facilitating the maximum,

timely,

concentration of force against it, while relying on its
own mobility to reduce its vulnerability.5

RAAF Limitations

At present the RAAF is not in a position to make the most of
its potentially formidable array of resources. There are a number of
specific deficiencies and vulnerabilities to be overcome before the
RAAF can play its full role in the defence of Australia. Until they are
overcome, ite RRef lacks credibility as a deterrent. The principal
problems besetting the RAAF are itemised briefly below:

.

Manpoweri The peacetime Air Force operates on a
single shift basis. Most facilities, such as air defence
radars, are established for a normal eight hour
working day. Aircrews are well below wartime
establishment generally and, in the case of the Strike
Reconnaissance Force and the Tactical Fighter force,
are less than 50 percent of the wartime establishment.
Given the current miniscule state of the RAAF
Reserve, the surge capacity of the Air Force is limited
in scope and could be sustained only for a matter of
weeks.

.

Space Suroeillance: With one only OTHR system
(not yet fully developed) and only four ground-based

Air

microwave radars, surveillance of the Australian
airspace is hopelessly deficient in terms of air defence
capability. Until the present inventory of radar is

Air

Vice-Marshal

Developments',

in

R.A. Mason,

'Current

Air

Desmond Ball (ed.), Air Power:

Deoeloryents and Australian P uspectiaes, p.62.

Power
Global
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augmented by AEW aircraft, effective
not possible from Australian resources.

o

Air Bases: Air

operations

air defence

is

in Northern Australia

require the construction of a major defence airfield on
the northern end of Cape York Peninsula. This will be
satisfied by the proposed Scherger airfield planned for

construction

in an area east of Weipa, in the mid-

1990s. Defence airfields at Learmouth, Derby, Darwin

and Tindal lack covered, protected revehnents for
aircraft on the ground. At this time there are no
satisfactory arrangements for the security of RAAF
airfields: it remains a joint RAAF-Army problem.
(See also the reference to protection of RAAF assets in
Chapter

5

-'Adversary

Perceptions').

.

Sustainability: Contingency stocks of weapons are
totally inadequate and could not sustain air combat
operations for more than a few weeks, in some cases
days, at wartime rates of effort. As a small force, the
RAAF is susceptible to attrition, a factor that could
inhibit operational freedom.

.

Logistics: The transcontinental land transport
infrastructure to support northern operations,
particularly out of Tindal and Weipa, is inadequate.
The port facility at Weipa is particularly vulnerable to
mining, both in the Gulf of Carpentaria and in Torres
Strait. Hence direct logistic support by sea could not
be relied upon.

t

In-Flight Refuelling: Four of the six RAAF Boeing 707

aircraft are being modified to provide in-flight
refuelling for F/A-18 aircraft. The boom type of
refuelling system required to refuel the F-111 is not
being installed and thus the radius of the F-111 (about
1000

nm) will not be extended. To cover targets in
it would be necessarv to refuel them at Cocos

Sumatra

Island.

To allow operational concepts to be sensibly addressed hereiry it is
assumed that most of the deficiencies listed above will have been
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remedied before the emergence of a threat. However, this should not
be seen to imply accePtance of the eight to ten year warning time
assumption used as a basis for official defence planning.

Operational Framework

The framework depicted

in

Figures 7:1 and 7:2 dearly

demonstrates the overarching nature of strategic air operations and the
central positionof the Northern Territory. It is important to note that
across northern Australia it is only RJqAIT Base Tindal and its Darwin

satellite, and RAAF Base Townsville which are fully manned in

peacetime.

As has been argued conclusively earlier in Chapter 4, the

Tindal-nearby Katherine civil-military complex is vital to the defence
of Darwin and its all important port, and the northwestern maritime
approaches.
Concepts of Operations

The absence of an identifiable threat is not a maior
impediment to the development of concepts of operations. The most
the north. This
likely direction of attack has been established
- from
refers not only to a maior threat of invasion, but equally to lesser
contingencies such as harassment of our shipping, coastal towns and
ports, even the landing of raiding parties. Other actions such as
iubmarine intrusion of our shipping lanes or mining of ports could be
far more widely spread.
As mentioned above, Australia's limited military rrvrnPower
base must be accepted as a significant factor in any discussion of
operational concepts. Clearly it would be unwise to base our defence
posture on concepts which were essentially manpower intensive. To
invite a land battle as the basis of our overall concePt of defence would
be a bad strategy for Australia. Thus a preferred strategy would be to
attack an enemy during his preparation for an attack and on the high
seas and in the airspace covering the approaches to the Australian
coast. It is unlikely that any Aushalian government would authorize a
pre-emptive operation during an enemy build-up of forces in his
iaunching locations. However, once a hostile act had been committed
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and hostilities formally declared, attacks on such targets would be part
of the defensive strategy of the ADF.7

Clearly this concept of operations requires a very specialised
and appropriate force structure. The flexibility, mobility, speed of
response, and weaponry of a modern air force together with the ability
to conduct surveillance over large areas very quickly make it ideally
suited to the task. The RAAF has for some years been developing a
force structure and the infrastructure to play its part in such a defence
strategy. Obviously the northern half of the continent will be
important to the concept of operations envisaged. The infrastructure
for mounting operations and the ability to provide the necessary
logistic support are basic elements in providing for the independent
defence of Australia.

FIGLIRE 7:1

RAAI' BASES AND CIVIL AIRFIELDS LIKELY TO BE USED BY
THE RAAF ACROSS NORTHERN AUSTRALIA
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Srategic preemption is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5 of
Perceptions'.
this volume

-'Adversary
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Tension- An Emerging Threat

At

times

of mounting tension it would be important to

increase surveillance and, perhaps, reconnaissance missions. Whilst
the latter may not be authorised until a later stage for largely political

reasorul,

the

deployrnent of aircraft capable of conducting
well inhibit enemy action: it would certainly

reconnaissance could
inconvenience him.

Whether or not the threat was major or minor, the security of

Christrnas

and Cocos Islands would have to be

addressed.

Surveillance activities would need to encompass those islands at least
to demonstrate concern for their security.

Aircraft with a capability to carry out the surveillance/
reconnaissance tasks are the P-3C and the specially configured RF-

111s. Of course intelligence gathering would be important and the
facilities for analysing sensor information would need to be
established on the bases from which the aircraft were deployed.

No matter how low the level of the perceived threat, it would
North

be imprudent to deploy valuable RAAF operational ass€ts to the

without providing for their air defence and, indeed,

also

demonstrating an air defence capability covering important military
and civilian assets. The level of air defence capability required would
vary according to the level of threat and the value of the asset. Thus a
minor facility rrury warrant only the allocation of anti-aircraft guns or a
battery of surfaceto-air missiles.

Other forms of defence should also be provided
- for
instance, the defence of airfields and deployed aircraft against
commando-type attacks. At present the extemal defence of airfields
is the responsibility of the
that is, outside the airfield perimeter
At^y. Clearly, in situations where air assets were deployed widely to
six or seven locations simultaneously, their protection would become
some would say, probably unmanageable. On the
burdensome
is
it
conceivable that the Army could be deployed at or
hand,
other
close to several of the locations for other reasons but, nevertheless, be
able to conhibute concurrently to airfield security.
Protection of assets inside the perimeter of the airfield is
presently a RAAF responsibility. However, with a total strength of
only some 220 airfield defence guards (ADGs), it would not even be
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possible to provide a flight of 35 men at each location. There could be

merit in the Army being given responsibility for both intemal and
external defence of airfields. For one thing it would save duplication
of training facilities.s

In addition to performing surveillance and

reconnaissance

missions, the Air Force could be called upon to conduct offensive
mining operations in the maritime approaches. Although it would be
generally more appropriate for the Navy to undertake such tasks, it is
conceivable that, in a time of tension, the RAAFs PC-3 LRMP aircraft
and F-111s have to be detailed for the task. For example, a perceived
threat to Cocos Island may promPt the government to wish to respond
by quickly mining enemy ports and strategic waterways such as the
Lombok and Sunda straits.

In an atrnosphere of high internal tension, sensitivities to
provocation are likely to be high: it could be expected that each of the
protagonists would be seeking to present the most favourable
impression to the international community. Thus, any provactive
action, such as Australia's deployment of additional offensive aircraft
to the North, could be prejudicial. In this context, it is good strategy to
have a squadron 6f ths ftAAF's F/A-18 fighters permanently deployed
to RAAF Base Tindal in peacetime, and to be seen to be operating
routinely across the northwestern aPProaches from Tindal and its
for example, Darwin, Gove, Broome.
satellite airfields

-

Initially, perhaps two P-3C long range maritime patrol (LRMP)
aircraft deployed to karmonth from their normal location at ITAAF
Base Edinburgh in South Australia could adequately carqy out the task
of operating West of Longitude 115o East. An additional four P3{s
deployed to Tindal should be able to cover the Timor and Arafua Seas,
the Gulf of Carpentaria and Torres Strait. The Tindal detachment
could reinforce the one at Learmonth if need be and circumstances
permitted.

For an insight of the problems inherent in the protection of RAAF
'Army Considerations'assets, see Chapter 5 of this volume
For a comprehensive discussion, see -Colonel R.B. Bishop The
Defence of Air Bases', in Desmond Ball (ed.), Air Power: Global
Dnelopments anil Australian P erspectiaes, pp.523-558.
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It could be particularly important to cover Lombok and Sunda

in the Indonesian archipelagO especially if the RAN's
submarines were not available for this task. This would add
considerably to the burdery bearing in mind that the P-3Cs at
sbaits

l.earmonth would also be required to cover the Cocos{hristmas
Islands area, especially were those islands to be under threat, or
perceived to be so. It is possible that four P-3C-s rather than two may
be a more appropriate allocation for Learmonth. Precise allocations
could only be determined at the time.

Of course, by refuelling at Cocos Island, the time spent on
maritime surveillance could be extended dramatically, and the
operational range of the P-3Cs could be increased to permit
surveillance well to the westward of Cocos Island, possibly in support
of RAN elements operating in the Indian Ocean. Even so, additional
P-3C aircraft may be required.
An important point to be made here is that, although the 20 P-

3Cs

in ths RAAF's inventory theoretically could perform in the order

of 40,000 hours per year on LRMP missions, the fact is that they are
currently limited to a potential of about 16000 hours a year because of
the severe shortages of aircrews and technical support staff. In an
emergency, by exploiting to the full, extraordinary measures, the
RAAF could increase the number of LRMP aircrews from the current
level of 14 to perhaps 15 or 17 for the whole fleet of 20 P-3Cs. For
example, current medical restrictions on the number of hours which
can be flown by an aircrew could be made more liberal, and the size of
aircrews could be reduced by excluding members not exclusively
concerned with surveillance
that is those members concerned with
- exploiting
anti-submarine operations. By
such measures, the RAAF as
presently constituted could possibly sustain a rate of effort
approximating to about 1,800 hours per month, but only for a few
months. The current peacetime authorised rate of effort is only in the
order of 10,000 hours per year.
The question of concern is

-

How does this order of capacity

stack up against the orders of magnitude of effort likely to be required
of the P-3Cs in periods of mounting tension? Not too badly it would
seem, but only at first glance.

Assuming that the RAN'S submarines were covering the
Sunda and Lombok straits, about 300 hours per month at the rate of 1.2
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missions per d"y would enable P-3C surveillance out of
karnronth/Cocos Island of the area Bali to Medan and the approaches
to Christnas and Cocos Islands; and this would include surveillance
coverage of the Sunda strait{ocos Island line every 20 hours.
Additionally, the approaches to Darwin and probably Irian
require close attention. A reasonable assumption would
would
taya
be a requirerrrent for two sorties per day covering Bali, Timor, the
Halmaheras, Merauke and, occasionally, the north coast of Irian Jaya.
This modest scale of effort would use another 550 hours per month. It
is conceivable that M-111 reconnaissance aircraft could be called upon
to assist, but use of such aircraft could be seen by an adversary to be
unduly provocative and, in any event, there are only three. Such
highly specialised, invaluable aircraft should be conserved for more
critical missions at a later date.

In all, the commitment to northern surveillance by P-3C LRMP
aircraft could amount to at least 850 hours per month in periods of
that is, only about the current total peacetime
mounting tension
allocation. But it would not require much in the way of our national
perceptions of a tense situation to demand greater and more
reassuring effort. For example, if an enemy submarine were detected
in Australian waters, there would be pressing demands for a stepup
of maritime surveillance. Moreover, the above figures make no
allowance for provision of support to the RAN in performance of its
roles in a period of mounting tension.
Ideally the RAAF should have about 24 complete aircrews for

P{3s in peacetime and be able to sustain a surveillance effort of
about 24,W to 30,000 hours per year. It could then cope with all
possible tasks in periods of mounting tension. It would not be
the 20

necessary to fly such long hours in peacetime: about half of that rate

would be adequate to maintain operational competency. Even if
funding were to be readily available, it would take several years to
reach such a level of operational capacity. In fact the capacity may
well have to decline initially in order to make available instructors and
to devote additional flying hours to train new aircrews.

If RF-111 reconnaissance aircraft were required to operate over
the Indonesian archipelago, it would be unwise to risk deploying them
to an exposed airfield such as Learmonth. In the absence of an inflight refuelling capability, the preferred course would be to operate
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them out of Tindal, with a quick refuel at Learmonth. Two RF-llls
should be deployed north contingently, on stand-by ready to respond
very rapidly should hostilities break out. Their priority mission would
be to establish the location of the enemy's strategic strike aircraft so
that timely counter-strike missions could be launched by F-111s. As
mentioned above, in the meantime the RF-111s could, perhaps, be used
for occasional surveillance missions to ease the sbess on the P-3C
LRMP force.
From the outset, Learmonth would need to be provided with
very sound air defences. If by thery the /in dalee OTIIF, system was able
to cover that western sector, only two airborne early waming (AEW)

aircraft would be needed at l.earmonth; if not, there could be a
requirement for four AEW aircraft which could also facilitate the air
defence of Port Hedland and thereabouts, and any coastal shipping in
the area. A minimum of four FA-18 Hunet fighters would have to be
detached from Tindal to Learmonth. To facilitate the control and
direction of the air defences, the RAAF would deploy to karmonth a
mobile Tactical Air Defence System (TADS) comprised of a TP$43
radar and a ground-based, air-portable Command and Control System
which would act as the Sector Air Defence Centre. The Army could

well be called upon to provide on site a Rnpier missile'firing, antiaircraft detachment for point defence.

At the same time, of course, the national air defence system
from
would be readied across the whole of northern Australia
Learmonth to Weipa on Cape York Peninsula. Depending- on the
actual perceptions of threat at the time, the Air Commander Australia
may also deploy detachments to any or all of Port Hedland, Derby,
Kunnunurra, Darwin, Gove and Weipa. The hub of the system would
be, of course, the permanently manned RAAF Base Tindal whereat a
squadron of F/A-18s is stationed in peacetime. A second squadron
would probably be deployed there in a period of tension, making a
total of 32 fighters. A detachment of as few as four F/A-18s is quite a
practicable proposition. Such modern aircraft, equipped as they are
with an excellent radar and good weaponry, can quite often operate
effectively as single units for many missions.

The selection of Tindal 300 km inland as the RAAFs major
northern air base was based on the need to enhance security and
provide defenca in depth. The original base at Darwin was too
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exposed. Nevertheless, a flight of four F/A-18s would remain
deployed at Darwin on 'sbipalert' so that any approaching hostile
aircraft could be intercepted before release of their weapons. The
Darwin Air Defence System should also include AEW aircraft and a
Rnpiler

surface-to-air missile detachment. The number of AEW aircraft

would depend upon the demonstable effectiveness of the linilalee
OTHRsystem.

The foregoing pattern of deployments, surnmarised in Table
is indicative of the basic force required to provide for maritime
surveillance and reconnaissance, and to provide adequate air defence
for the aircraft involved and the bases from which they operate. No
doubt there would be calls to provide air defence for population
cenEes, other force deployments, key elements in the infrastructure,
and probably coastal shipping. The RAAF's resources could be
stretched to the limit from the outset.
7:7,

Although, during a period of tension, the RAAPs deployed
force would be performing essentially defensive tasks, both the F/A18s and the P-3Cs can car{y offensive weapons such as air-to'surface
[€Ms, and this could well discourage escalation.

Nevertheless, it is important to stress again that at present
a deployment lacks credibility. T\e lindalee OTHR long-range
surveillance system is far from being complete and certain of its
such

limitations and inadequacies are bound to persist.9 Moreover, there
are also other deficiencies and problems currently confronting the
RAAR as were outlined earlier in this chapter. Taken together, the
overall effect is that the RAAF can not now mount a credible air
nor will it be able to until AEW
defence of any part of Aushalia

-

9

For a description of the lindalee OTHR surveillance system and its
characteristics and limitations, see Donald H. Sinnott, The
jindalee Over-the-Horizon Radar System', in Desmond Ball (ed.),
Air Power: Global Dnelopments and Australian Pospectioa,pp.209'
236. For a more general overview of problems and prospects for
the air defence of Australia, see Air Commodore S.S.N. Watsory
'Air Defence, Airspace Surveillance and Control: Problems and
Policies', in the same volume, pp.181-208. See also Air Marshal
David Evans, A Fatal Riualry, pp.29-U.
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TABLE 7:1

INDICATIVE INTilAL ALLOCATION OF RAAF ASSETS
INAPERIOD OFTENSION
INITIAL PRECAUTIONARY DEPLOYMENTS
Iearmonth
2P-3C
Tindal, Darwin
4 P-3C

TENSION - AN EMERGING THREAT

Icarmonth
2

P-3C

1.2 sorties of 12 hrs per day
8 sorties per day of 50 minutes

4

P-3C

2 sorties per day of 12 hrs each
24 sorties of 50 minutes

4F/ A-18
Tindal. Darwin

lzF/ A-18

THREAT OF HOSTILE ACTION WITH POTENTIAL FOR
ESCALATION
I.earmonth
2

P-3C
A-'1,8

4F/
1

1.2 sorties of 12 hrs each
8 sorties of 50 minutes

TADS

2 AEW

aircraft

(if available) - in cooperation with OTHR: 2
sorties of 2 hrs. If OTHR not available maximum effort

Tindal. Darwin

18
4 P-3C
12 F-111
3 RF-111
16

F/A

4 AEW

if available

48-707 tankers if available
Darwin Air Defence Radar
Tindal Air Defence Radar

I Caibou
Port Hedland
4F/

A-18

Derbv

4F/ A-18
Weipa

4F/

A-78 (depending on direction and nature of threat).
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aircraft are acquired to complete the essential inventory of air
surveillance systems. Furthermore, ideally, a surface'to-air missile
battery should be provided for point defence.

The all-important RAAF Base Tindal is comparatively well
served logistically. The Stuart Highway is immediately adiacent, and
the gas pipeline from near Alice Springs to Darwin also passes nearby

and

it

could be modified

to

carry aviation fuel

if

need

be.

Nevertheless, the daily tonnages of resupply required to be delivered
to Tindal are likely to be very considerable and the tenuous transPort
infrastructure has limited capacity and is susceptible to enemy
interdiction. An extension of the railway link from Alice Springs to
Darwin would ease the problem considerably, especially should the
tempo of operations escalate.
Escalation

If the sihration were to deteriorate, it is likely that there would
be further deployments across the north by all elements of the ADF.
The situation in the general area of the Tindal-Katherine civil-military
complex could become congested with the Presence of possibly as
rrnny as 70,000 to 80,000 A.my and RAAF personnel and their
see Chapter 8.
equipment

-

In the event, Tindal itself could become overcrowded because
it is conceivable that a squadron of F-111 aircraft rnay be deployed
there, if only as a demonstration of national resolve and as a
reminderof these aircrafts' unique and formidable strategic strike
capability. The civil airfield at Mt Isa might have to be used instead
and this raises questions about the support of these technically
demanding aircraft.
Ideally, tanker aircraft to provide in-flight refuelling would be
located at Tindal. However, bccause of the limited capacity of that
base, they may have to oPerate from Townsville or Mt Isa. As the
BoeingT\Ts arcbeing modified only to support the F/A-18s, the F-l11s
and RF-111s will not have the benefit of in-flight refuelling.
Figure 7:2 depicts the approximate radii of action of the deployed
foice. Figure 7:3 illustrates the effectiveness of a typical AEW aircraft
surface surveillance and air defence. One can
in two modes
appreciate the dramatic significance of this capability when it
compared with the current ground-based microwave radar coverage
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for the whole of northern Australia as illustrated in Figure 6:4,
6. Moreover, the latter cannot detect movement on the

Chapter

surface, whereas an AEW aircraft can locate a large ship up to 700 km
distant, and small ships or aircraft to 550 km.

FIGURE 73
EFFECTIVENESS OF A TYPICAL AEW AIRCRAFT

AEW A/C SUBFACE SURVEIILANCE

1 r 3 5 hour mrssion out ol Darwrn
Based on d€i€cnon rang6 ot snail
boat (30ii) l9O km orrh.. srde.

AEW A/C AIR DEFENCE MISSION
160kh racelrack 2gokn

B6sed on

troh Darwrn R.tr9e for der6ction
ol trghter s,red

./c

320 km

A typical picture of daily activity by the Air Force in northern
Australia might include P-3Cs operating out of Learmonth each day,
landing on completion of the outward pahol at Cocos Island, where a
slip crew would take over, returning to Learmonth after a second
sortie. Effectively 1.2 sorties per day would cover an area 100oE to
115oE along the southern coasts of fava and Sumatra and the
approaches to Cocos Island at a satisfactory frequency. Whilst
continuous surveillance of Sunda and Lombok straits would be
desirable if their use by enemy submarines were anticipated, the
stationing of a RAN submarine could serve a better purpose than
using up P-3C hours. P-3C sorties out of Tindal should cover the
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Arafura and Timor seas, including the northwestern approaches to
Irian faya from Lombok Shait to Torres Strait. Two sorties per day
should iuffice, and if use could be made of the surface surveillance
capability of the AEW aircraft or occasionally {entofqa RF-111
reconnaiisance aircraft, it may be possible to reduce the number of PC3 sorties.

AEW aircraft would operate from Tindal and Learmonth providing
coverage to fighter aircraft deployed on stripalert at-Darwin, Derby,
as necessary and within the capacity and
Learmonth and Weipa
capability of the aircrlft. To conserve the AEW assets, dependence for
very eaily warning should rest primarily with tfe Olm' system
exclpt foi the houis of known unreliability each day. It -would be
prudent for the AEW aircraft to exercise with deployed fighters at
ihose times. Such training would be a continuing and routine
requirement and it could thus be made productive. It would be
reaionable to expect an average of six two-hour sorties per day by
AEW aircraft. This would be a minimum activity designed to conserve
the asset for more intensive operations. By positioning the AEW
aircraft at suitable locations east or west of their take'off field, fighter
assets deployed at Port Hedland and Derby could be_ controlled.
weipa would be difficult to cover with a four aircraft AEW force, even
when operating in concert with a complete and fully_ operational
oTHRs
lindatee bTrm,lystern The ultimate plan is to have three
in
is
place
one
only
At
present
Australia.
northern
across
deployed
near Alice Springs.
With two F/A-18 squadrons deployed at Tindal, a minimum
of 24 aircraft on line and operationally ready could be expected. Of
these up to 16 could be deployed to forward bases and would exercise,
as directed, with the AEW aircraft and ground-based radars in their
area of operations. Given the multi-role capability of the F/A-18s, it
would be reasonable to train in other roles. Some of the aircraft could
be assigned armed maritime reconnaissance missions in the antishipping configuration; others could be assigned to training with the
Atr"y in the ctose support role. If the RAAF acquires a specialist close
air-support aircraft, iuch as a suitably armed version of an advanced
trainei-or a lead-in fighter, they should be permanently assigned to
provision of close air-support to deployed Army elements.
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In all it would be reasonable to assume that about 48 sorties
would be rnounted daily by the F/A-18s, including for training with
tanker aircraft in in-flight refuelling techniques if the Boeing 707
tankers could be spared. During a period of escalating tension, the
demands on both tactical and strategic transport aircraft is likely to be
very heavy indeed, and hence such training is likely to be kept to the
absolute minimurn
Caribou short- to medium-range transport aircraft supporting
Army deployments could be stationed across the North but, in general,
the Tindal-Katherine civil-military complex would be the main
advanced base for Army and RAAF units deployed in defence of the
Northern Territory and the northwestern approaches.rO Like the
RAAPs Caribotts, the Army's helicopters are likely to be more widely
dispersed
Broome,
- for example, at Learmonth, Port Hedland,
Derby, Kununnurra, and possibly Gove and Weipa
in support of
Army elements protecting airfields and the local civil population.

During a period when tension was mounting, the ADF as a
whole would be concentrating on building up reserve stocks in
forward areas. The RAAF and, to the fullest extent possible, the civil
airlines would be called upon to play maior roles. Hence every effort
would have to be made to achieve an optimum balance between
operational necessity (including the demonstration of national resolve
and military capacity and preparedness), continuation training, and
support for the logistic build-up of operating and reserve stocks for the
ADF across the board. It is important to note that the extent to which
the civil airlines can be expected to assist is limited, not least by the

fact that the government would be encouraging the 'conduct of
business as usual'.ll

For details of the indicative size and composition of an advanced

1I

main base in the Tindal-Katherine civil-military complex, see
Chapter 8 in this volume
Considerations'.
-'Armyon the use of civil airlines, see
For an insight of the limitations
Chapter 8 in this volume
Considerations'. For an
- 'Army
overview of the potential capacity
of the civil aviation industry,
seeThe Honourable Kim C. Beazley, 'The Aviation Infrastructure
in National Emergencies', in f.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds),
A Vulnerable Country? Ciail rsourcc in the ilefence of Australia,
(Australian National University Press in association with the
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A Wider Strategic Perspective

The main focus of the above discussion has been on the
Northern Territory and the northwestern approaches not
surprisingly given that the title of this volume is The Northern
ferrito4y in the Defence of Australia'. However it is as well, at this
stage, to inpct a note of caution in that the possible threat contingency
could invoive simultanausfy ADF operations in support of Papua New
Guinea (PNG). This could raise the anle for the RAAPs role in defence
of Australia to disproportionate levels.
As recently as 7987, it was argued by the |oint Parliamentary
Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence that:
The implications of the continuing unsettled security
and political situation in West Irian cannot be ignored
within the context of examining potential sources of
conflict in which Australia may become involved'l2
conceivable that, sooner or later, PNG may find it had no
recourse other than to seek military assistance in one form or another
from Australia, and,/or perhaps elsewhere. The traditional and formal

It is still

ties between Australia and PNG would be likely to engender in
Australia a desire, if not obligation, to assist PNG. Moreover, it is also
conc€ivable that Australia might iudge it to be in Australia's strategic
interests, per se, to intervene.

government should be very wary of
committing the Army to PNG because of the disproportionalities
involved in conducting manpower-intensive operations in PNG's
in order to give effective Army assistance
hostile terrain. For example,
-or
even low-level border incursions, Australia
to PNG in a contingency

Any Australian

Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1986), pp.375-37 6.

12 foint Committee on Foreign Affairs

and Defence, Threats

to

Australia's security: Their Nature and Probability, (Au_stralian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1980,p.37' See also

Ross Babbage, The Dilemtnss of Papua Nap Guinu (PNG)
Contingencic in Australian Defence Planning, (Working PaPel
No.12& strategic and Defence studies centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 198n.
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could well need to have available for an indefinite period nine
deployable battalions (i.e. three brigades or one division). This would
necessitate a deplolyable field force of some 42,000, implying a
requirement for a total Army strength of about 250,000, whereas the
cunent strength of the Army's standing force (regulars plus reservists)
is only about 60,000.19 Even with this order of Army commiFnent,
there could be no guarantee of success. Moreover such a commitment
might well provoke a widening of the conllict to embrace harassment
across northern Aushalia, if only as a diversion.

Of crcurse the contingency could come about in reverse.
Hostilities nury conunence against Australia and escalate to indude
PNG as the diversion. Either way the preferred course of action for
Australia would be to employ, in the main, Air Force and, possibly,
Navy assets as the preferred form of direct combat assistance to PNG.
Of fundamental importance should be recognition of the need to
aftend concurrently to the defence of Australia itself. The diversion of
significant ground forces to PNG would be strategically inept.
The strategic importance of building a RAAF bare base on
in this context. Among
other things, it would ease considerably the IUL{I]'s overall
operational burden. Without such a forward base, the onus would fall
increasingly on Tindal, Darwin and Gove in the Northern Territory,
and on Mt Isa, Cairns and Townsville in Queensland. Approval for
the consFuction of RAAF Base Scherger on Cape York Peninsula has
been given, but there are some considerations yet to be resolved.la
Cape York Peninsula has obvious relevance

At present the civil airfield at Gove is suitable only for limitd
air defence operations by F/ A-78 aircraft. The upgrading of Gove so
For an assessment of the order of magnitude associated with a
commitment of ground forces to PNG in such circumstances, see
f.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball, Controlling Australia's Thrent
Enoironment: A Methoilology for Planning Australian Det'ence Force
Dewlorymt, (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Aushalian
National University, Canberra, 7979), p.32.
For example, see Ross Babbage The Strategb Significance of Tone
Strait, (Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence No.61, Strategic

and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Canberra 1990), pp.l 15-1 18.
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that all RAAF aircraft could be operated from it would greatly enhance
the RAAFs capability. As has been noted elsewhere in this volume,
there are additional reasons for according Gove increased strategic

relevance, including

as a potentially significant

civil-military

comPlex.l5

Significance to the RAAF of Cocos and Christmas Islands

The overall strategic significance of Cocos and Christmas
Islands has been discussed earlier in the volume and much more
extensively elsewhere.l5 It is, therefore, sufficient here to indicate their
significance to the RAAF in particular.
Christmas Island is too close to potentially hostile bases in the
Indonesian archipelago for comfort and its facilities offer little of use

for the conduct of sustained operations by the RAAF. Give its
vulnerability to air attack, bombardment from the sea and assault by
parachutists, air operations out of Christmas Island would be a risky
and unlikely stratqgy for the RAAF to adopt.

in a quite different category. It is important
on two
enough shategically to warrant defending up to a point
it,
his
territorial
security
If
were
to
seize
own
accounts. an adversary
Cocos Island is

and
would be enhanced and his radius of operations over Australia
its sea lines of communications would be extended. If Australia- were
able to retain it and be able to operate out of it, a considerable
extension to the depth of our defences would be achieved and the
enemy would become more vulnerable to shategic strike and
interdiction.

The security of Cocos Island would be very much a joint
operation involving all three Services. A small Army garrison would
be needed, supported with a good local air defence, and close
coordination by the RAN and the RAAF in surveillance,
reconnaissance and maritime strike.

15
16

Considerations'.
Chapter 8,
'Geostrategic Imperatives'. For further
4,
See Chaptet -'Army
elucidation, sce Ross Babbage, A Coast Too lang Defending
Australia Beyond the'1,990s, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, Wellington,
London, Boston 1990), pp.165-187; and Air Marshal David Evans,
See

A F atal Riaalry, pp.58-64.
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In general the use of Cocos Island by the RAAF should be
restricted to re'fuelling stops for P-3C LRMP aircraft and the use of
transport aircraft supporting the Army's garrison and, possibly, deep
penetration operations by the F-111s of the Strike Reconnaissance
Group. It is conceivable that the positioning of one or two P-3Cs on
Cocos Island could be iustified, despite the risk. These LRMP aircraft
operating out of Cocos Island could range as far afield as Diego Garcia
in the Indian Ocean; and the F-111s could penehate deep into, for
example, northwestern Sumatra. The RAAF might be called upon to
use its P-3Cs for defensive mining operations locally in the defence of
Cocos Island or, offensively further afield.

Low-Level Conflict
Options for conflict at the lower end of the spectrum include a
very wide range of harassment activities over a very wide area,
designed to cause the ADF to become over-extended
essentially a

sbategy of attrition aimed at persuading Australia that -concessions are
preferable to persistence. An enemy with large but not necessarily
very sophisticated forces, could rapidly exhaust the capacity of the
ADB constrained as it is by limited reserve stocks, shortages of

rrurnlrcwer, incomplete surveillance and command and control
systems and so on. And, although the situation may improve, the
sureptibility to attrition will be a major consideration in the operation
of Australia's relatively small forces for the foreseeable future.
The Air Force is not alone in being vulnerable to
attrition; the Army and Navy have a similar problem
of limited assets, and nothing can be done to
significantly alter the equation

...

... the ADF's doctrine must ensure that attrition control
is a fundemantal consideration. Australia's survival
may depend on attrition management ... .17
Whereas at the tactical level priority should be attached to the RAAF
having a superior capacity to operate at nightlE to reduce the
susceptibility to attritiory the best strategic solution may well be to
initiate strategic strike or counter-strike operations early, if not pre77

P.j. Criss and D.f. Schubert, The kading Edge, pp.89-90.

18

lbiil.,pp.9U92.
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emptively. As mentioned earlier, the pros and cons of preemptive
strikes and their potential for provocation is discussed elsewhere in the
volunre. Nevertheless:

It is a matter of perception whether such a strike is
offensive or defensive and to win this diplomatic,
political and psychological argument requires
considerable preparation before hostilities tregin.r9

Few conllicts have been resolved in favour of the defender relying
exclusively on a defensive posture. Sooner or later, resort has been
made to a counter{ffensive strategy. The RAAF is the most suited
characteristically in the Australian context of limited resources to
mount a counter-offensive, not only in the maritime approaches, but
also beyond to deny an enemy territorial sanctuary.

It would be most imprudent, folly in fact, to parcel out the
RAAPs scarce assets in 'penny-packets'. Retention of centralized
command and control is a pre-requisite for the maximum
concentration of effort at the time and place where it can be most
effective and decisive. If air power is not used offensively soon

enough, defeat may follow with unexploited air Power assets still on
hand. Air power must be used persistently and offensively if its full
potential is to be realized. It is preferable by far to inhibit or frustrate
escalation than 'invite' it and then have to engage in protracted highlevel defensive operations.

High-Level Conflict
There is, in planning circles, an inclination to turn away from,

or play down, the speche of so<alled high-level contingencies

conflicts at the level of invasion with obiectives ranging from mere
lodgements limited in scope and intent to outright conquest.
Whatever the scope and intensity, the outcome would depend in large
measure on the capacity of all three Services for sustained high
intensity operations, around-the-clock. This in turn would depend on
the effectiveness of our mobilization planning the timely
marshalling of all of the nation's resources for war. Mobilization
19

Lieutenant Colonel D.M. Horner, RA Inf., 'The Continental School
of Strategic Thought', Defence Force lournal, (No.82)), May/lune
79%),p.45.
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planning in Australia has been neglected since the mid-1950s. Despite
inferences of reassurance to the conbary, the cunent approach to
mobilisation planning could well result in too much being left until it
is too late; and as rnatters stand, Australia is not prepared for credible
contingencies.20

Sustainability is a very real problem for the RAAF. Earlier in
this chapter, consideration was given to the exbaordinary measures
which would have to be taken to provide sufficient air crew to operate
the P-3C LRMP aircraft to anything like their full capacity in the
relatively favourable air environment to be expected in periods of
mere tension.

In highJevel conllict situations, the question of susAinability
probably outranks vulnerability to attrition by a wide margin because
currently there is less than one aircrew per combat aircraft
- less than
one shift pet 24 hours! Undoubtedly, the RAAF could be called upon
to operate its limited number of aircraft 24 hours per day, day-in dayout, for a protracted period.

Finding aircrews

for hansport aircraft, given

good

mobilization planning, should not be an insurmountable problem.
There is a large pool of pilots and useful aircraft in the civil airlines
and general aviation to provide for a significant air transport effort in
support of the ADF. But the provision of adequately trained pilots and
maintenance engineers for the very sophisticated combat aircraft is
another matter entirely. It is not that we have too many combat
aircraft. As has been demonstrated above, there is barely enough to
provide an adequate framework for operations in periods of tension
with an inherent possibility of escalation.
One factor conhibuting to the overall problem of lack of
capacity for sustained operations in high-level contingencies is the
planning notion that capabilities for the higher levels are not relevant
to lower level contingencies. The relevance of the P-3Cs, the F/A-18s
and even the F-111 aircraft to low level contingencies has been
demonstrated above. Whilst it is true that some of the functions could

20 For elaboration, see I.O. Langtry, The Status of Australian
Mobilizntian Planning

in

1987, (Working Paper No.123, Strategic

and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Canbena,1987).
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be performed by aircraft of considerably less capability, there is no
doubt that such aircraft could not cope with an escalating situation.
214
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Moreover, there would be insufficient time to acquire aircraft such as
the F/A-18s and F-111s, let alone train aircrews and ground staff if
acquisition were to be defened until the nature and likelihood of the
threat became apparent.

In essence the nature of air operations in high-level conflict in
the defence of Australia would be an extension of the air operations
already described above to meet the lower level situations, but the
intensity of operations would increase dramatically.
Quite clearly an enemy intending to invade would wish to
neutralise, preferably destroy, those elements of the ADF considered to
be the greatest threat to his aims. He would seek to create diversions.
He would also seek to exploit the ADFs lack of numbers in both
equipment and rnanpower in key areas of Australia's defence posture.
The ADFs requirement for surveillance and reconnaissance
would demand the utmost of the P-3Cs and F-111C surveillance and
reconnaissance aircraft.

In addition to the capabilities of the lindalee OTHR system and
AEW aircraft, mobile radars would have to be operating at Darwin,
Iearmonth, RAAF Base Curtin near Derby, Tindal and probably Gove
and Weipa. The RAN may well be able to assist in places like Weipa.
For example, should frigates be patrolling in the Torres Strait area,
they could double as radar picket ships.
There could be a call for the RAAF to undertake extensive
offensive mining operations in the enemy's seaways and ports, in
coniunction with the RAN.

Maritime strike operations would require very dose
coordination with the Navy. And the RAAF would be pressing for
permission to launch strategic strikes into enemy territory, with the
obiect of gaining the initiative by putting the enemy on the defensive.
If his bases for operation were to be put undcr threat, a lot of his air
power would have to be committed locally to air defence.
Initially strategic strike operations by F-111 aircraft would
probably be targeted on enemy aircraft dispersed on airfields. IlGMs
would be used to destroy them; and anti-radiations missiles would be
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If the enemy's aircraft
uncovered revetnents, the Australiandeveloped lQinga
cluster-bomb weapon would be useful. Should targets be found as far
afield as Sumatra, the F-111s might be staged through Cocos Island,
accepting the risk of being caught on the ground during refuelling.
released to neutralise the enem/s air defences.

were

in

Other strategic shike tasks could include enemy submarines in
port and marshalling areas for the invading force.
Unless operationally essential, the F-111s should not be the
normal vehicle for anti-shipping strikes. They are too few in number
and, to the greatest extent possible, they should be reserved for
strategic strike operations where their unique terrain following facility
can be exploited to penetrate enemy defences. Given appropriate
weapons, the PC-3s and F/A-18s could effectively undertake the antishipping role. Notwithstanding this, the F-111s would remain a
valuable maritime strike asset should it be required.

As concluded earlier, in Chapter 5, the three Services have
roles to play in coping with highJevel conflict situations. Provided
their collective potential is exploited to the full, Aushalia can be made
remarkably defensible against major lodgements. Nevertheless we
could well be taken by surprise. The ADF will have to give a lot more
attention to ensuring the security of its vital assets in peacetime, in
particular those of the RAAF and the lindalee OTFIR system.

AIso, the RAAF should be made more operational in
peacetime. There is a requirement for being able in peacetime to
demonstrate regularly full control over our northern airspace because,
as matters stand, Australia is far from being in a surprise.free
situation. Such a move would also encourage the development of
nationally agreed, and internationally accepted, Rules of Engagement
(ROE) covering peacetime circumstances, periods of mounting tension
and escalation through to the higher level contingencies. The early
declaration of an exclusion zone would also assist significantgly in the
conbol of our air and sea approaches.

Concluding Observations

This discussion has demonstrated the pivotal role of the
Northern Territory in the concepts of RAAF operations in the defence
of Australia. The Territory provides the hub of both the operational
and logistic efforts; and this situation will pertain until RAAF facilities
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and the civil infrastructure in northern Queensland can be developed

to share the burden. The latter is a maior undertaking and

it

is

unlikely to be accomplished before the turn of this century unless it is
acrorded special emphasis by the State and Federal governments.

It is questionable as to whether or not the extemal and internal
lines of communication for the logistic support of air operations on the
scale depicted above could be sustained, let alone for the overall scale
of ADF operations likely to be undertaken at the same time. Supply by
sea could be forced to transit west-about and hence be subiected to
enemy attack by air, surface warships or submarines, and be menaced
by mines. The capacity of the Fanscontinental road and rail systems is
inadequate.2l The first step towards rectifying this situation is the
extension of the rail link from Alice Springs to Darwin. The second
step is to provide all-weather road access from Cooktown to Weipa
and to wherever RAAF Base Scherger ruy be established on Cape
York Peninsula. Should the Cape York International Space Station
come to fruition, it is likely that this development may come about
ahead of the rail link between Alice Springs and Darwin. Thirdly,
ultimately there is a need to improve lateral overland communications
from Townsville via Mt Isa to the Northern
across the North
Territory.

It is of

course quite impossible to predict and prescribe the

scope and intensity of air operations that would be mounted to counter

all the contingencies that could arise at some future date. What has
been said here is merely indicative of what might be reasonably
required should international tension mount and escalation follow. A
clear inference to emerge is the fact that air Power will inevitably, and
should properly, play the dominant role in Aushalia's overall defence
posture. The air power capabilities needed for the higher levels of
threat are relevant to the lowest level of contingencies; whereas if the
RAAF were to be developed exclusively for the low level harassment
roles, the RAAF could well be irrelevant in high level conflict.

the full
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A critical problem for the RAAF is lack of manpower to exploit
potential of its aircraft. Its resolution probably resides more

See Desmond Ball, |.O. Langtry, f.D. Stevenson, Defend the North:
the Case for the Alice Springs-Darwin Railwry, (George Allen &
Unwin, Sydney, London, Boston, 1985).
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within the RAAF itself than elsewhere. The problem is not wholly
attributable to lack of retention of fained manpower, nor to
inadequate recruiting. The high wastage rates should be accepted, in
large measure, as being a reality of modern life but be turned to good
purpose. Much greater and more imaginative use must be made of
rleserve rrurnpower, including the persuasion of those leaving the
Permanent Air Force to ioin the ranks of the RAAF Reserves.

If the ADF has to fight with the assets, both equipment
and personnel, which are available at the onset of
hostilities [and this is certainly true of the RAAEI, then
personnel who have acquired skills requiring long
lead-times to develop must be held in the active or
reserve forces and be fully proficient and readily
available to meet a national emergency... where a skill
level is easily taught in a short timeframe, and is not
critical to the day-to-day running of the ADR then
consideration should be given to placing that position
in the Reserve.22
Moreover:
The high resignation rates ... are resulting in a transfer
of valuable experience into the civilian arena. The

ability of the ADF to continue to tap that extremely
expensive resource is limited by suitable reserve
occupations which can exploit their military skill.
Reserve or Guard units operating equipment
compatible with the skills held will allow the nation to
continue to reap the resource whilst the member
achieves or pursues another career of his choosing.23

Even this limited study of the initial demands likely to be
placed on the RAAF during periods of increased tension which include
the potential for escalation demonstrates the necessity to have a full
complement of aircrews and ground staff readily available to match
the number of combat aircraft in the RAAF's inventory. Sooner rather
than later, the RAAF will have to emulate the overseas experience of

22

P.I. Criss and D.f. Schubert, The lzading Edge,p.137.

23

lbiil.,pp.738-139.
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having for example, reserve fighter squadrons as well as

reserve

transport squadrons.24

It is noteworthy that Criss and Schubert

have specifically

recommended that:

... The formation of a reserve fighter squadron at
RAAF Base Williamtown and a transport squadron at
RAAF Base Richmond would provide units close to
the population base where access by those exservic€men would be possible. The units could be
formed from existing operational units. Thus,
Williamtown would be left with one active fighter
squadron, one reserve fighter [F/A-181 and one
training unit, whilst Richmond would have one active
and reserve C-130 squadron ...25
One way or another, thg Rr{AF's manPower problem has to be
solved as a matter of urgency. Equally urgently, however, so must be
the question of providing an adequate C3I system be addressed. This
includes the provision AEW aircraft. There is no point in having
aircraft and pilots and ground staff to match unless it is possible to
detect and identify intruding aircraft and ships, and then direct and
conhol maritime strikes against them. The more limited the assets are
in number, the more important it is to have a good, comprehensive C3I
system. There should be no gainsaying the need of a comprehensive
National Air Defence and Airspace Control System (NADACS):
Development [of NADACSI can be easily stifled by
procrastination and nugatory discussion, but progress

For a more extensive case for the necd of a review of Reserve
Forces, see Air Marshal David Evans, A Fatal Riaalry, pp.744-749;
and for a new approach to part-time military service, see Alan K.
Wrigley, The Defence Force and the Community: A Partnuship in
Australia's Defence, Report to the Minister for Defence, |une 1990,
(Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1990),
pp.311 -364 and pp.508-527.
P.f. Criss and D.f. Schubert, The lcading Edge,p.1,41.
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is necessary and well within national capacity. The
security of national interests is at stake.25
To emphasise the above points, it is worth repeating the fact that, as
matters stand, the RAAF cannot provide an adequate air defence for
any part of Australia. Much has to be done to rectify the situation.2T

Air

Commodore S.SN. Watson,

'Air

Defence, Airspace

Surveillance and Control', in Desmond Ball (ed.), Air Pwa,p.208.
For observations on the outlook for the future, see Air Mlrshal
David Evans, A Fatal Riaalry, pp.160-168.

CHAPTER 8

ARMY CONSIDERATIONS
j.O. Langhy
Introduction
The Army presence in the Northern Territory is described in a
The Northern Teritory in the
- Economy, lnfrastructure, anil
Defence of Australin Hbtory, Geography,

companion volume published in 1990
Deforce

Capability't This chapter is concerned with underlying

shategic and operational considerations, and problems and ProsPects.

Policy Guidance

It

was Paul Dibb's Reuiew of Australia's Defence Capabilities
which provided the first glimpse of the future of the Army in the
Northern Territory:
The priority demands on our ground forces are for the
protection of military and infrastructure assets that
support the projection of our air and maritime Power,
and the defence of civilian population and key points

in the north of Australia from a protracted campaign
of dispersed raids. Our forces must also provide an
offensive capability to contain incursions and defeat
enemy forces close to their landing areas... The
possibility of fighting a conventional land battle in
Australia is not so entirely improbable that we should
not retain some limited skills and expansion capacity
against such an event.2

See Desmond Ball, 'The Defence Presence in the Northern
Territor/, in Desmond Ball and f.O. Langtry (eds), The Northern
Teritory in the Defence of Australiu Hbtory, Geography, Economy,
lnfrashucture, and Det'ence Prsence, (Canberra Papers on Strategy
and Defence No.63, Stratcgic and Defence Studies Centre,
Australian Na tional Universi ty, Canberra, 7990), pp.21'8-226.
Paul Dibb, Rniew of Aushalia's Defence Capabilitia: Report to the
Minister fur Defence, (Australian Govemment Publishing Service,
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Referring specifically to the Army's organisation and disposition, Dibb
concluded:

... that to facilitate exercising in the north, to gain
greater familiarity with the area, and in general
recognition of its priority in credible contingencies,
consideration should be given to the basing in the
north of additional elements of the Regular Army. In
the longer term this should be a brigade.sized
formatiory but practical considerations suggest first a
Regular reconnaissance unit, based in the
Darwin/Tindal area.3
Dibb also provided an insight into some of the tasks to be
performed by the Atmy in the Northern Territory-Kimberley regiory
especially in the context of low-level (harassment) operations. In his
Reuiew he concluded that the protection of the Darwin/Tindal area
would be of high priority and singled out the following military assets
and elements of the civilian infrastructure as warranting protection:

.
.

Darwin air base;
Tindal air base ... [where an F/A-18 squadron is now
basedl;

.
.

The Darwin Sector Air Defence System (including
radars and command and control facilities)

important communications, and fuel and weapons
storage facilities;

.

Darwin Patrol Boat Base (and naval

facilities

generally);

.
r
r

other facilities within the Larrakeyah Barracks area;
the linilalee over-thehorizon radar (OTHR) near Alice
Springs (transmitter and receiver at separate sites);
Derby air base [now named RAAF Base Curtin].4

3

Canberra, 1986), p.10.
tbid..

4

lbid.,p.80.
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Dibb assessed that up to a battalion grouP would be required
to defend Tindal air base and that: To give a measure of protection to
the Darwin area and its approaches (excluding Tindal airfield) would
probably require at least a brigade group'.S

It should be noted that Dibb's list is by no means exhaustive.
This is amplified later.

The Minister for Defence, in his address to the Chief of the
General Staff's (CGS) Exercise, 16 |une 1986, enunciated three basic
guidelines which he said will shape future defence planning and
become established doctrineby the year 2000:

Firstly: The overall movement of Australian

defence

resources northwards;

Secondly: The requirement for a defence force capable
of widely dispersed operations across the whole span
of Australian territory and its approaches; and

Thirdly: The resultant demand for greater

tactical

mobility covering a variety of extremely demanding
operational environments.
The Minister summarised the reasons for this emphasis as being: '...
quite simply a consideration of the least unlikely challenges to our
sovereignty focusses attention on our northern coastline and the
approaches to i(.6

'Ganisoning' the Territory
This trend towards 'garrisoning' the north was spelled out
more specifically by the Minister when, in endorsing Dibb's Raniant,he
informed the 1986 CGS Exercise participants that the Ranieut:
... calls for the Army to move north starting with 2nd
Cavalry Regiment ... followed in the mid 1990s by a
brigade group of 3,000 and headquarters. With the
timetable laid down hcre, we can see that if these

5

rbid..

6

Hon. Kim C. Beazley, M.P.,'Address to the CGS Exercise', 16fune
79f%,p.7.
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proposals are accepted [by the Governmentl the Army
will be iust settling in nicely by the year 2,000.7
The Government did accept the proposals:

for the first time in
The Government has decided
to strengthen our- northern defences by
peacetime

- elements of the Aushalian At*y
basing major
permanently in northern Australia. A fast-moving
cavalry regiment ... is being based in the Darwin area,
and eventually the A*y presence nuy grow to a full
brigade.s

Detachments of 2 Cavalry Regiment had been exercising and
familiarising themselves with the Northern Territory since well before
the announcement of its staged movement to the Territory by 7992was
announced. The Regiment will be comprised of some 330 personnel
with an estimated 600 dependants. Construction of barracks and
married quarters will inject about $70 million into the local economy.9
The decision to relocate 2nd Cavalry Regiment to Darwin was
one. This regiment is mounted in armoured personnel carriers
(APC) and variants adapted for such tasks as fire support, light
reconnaissance, corunand vehicles, recovery and supply and medical.
Although it was designed for higher level, mobile, conventional
operations, 2nd Cavalry Regiment is, nevertheless, very well suited to
certain aspects of low-level harassment operations. Essentially its
function is to gather and report information. It is highly mobile across
country and is armed to fight, if necessary, to get information; and its
elements can defend themselves to a degree. In this sense, it could
have a very useful role to play in the protection of airfields. Although
it requires room for rvrnoeuvre for best effect, it will be operationally
complementary as a Regular unit to the Army's locally-raised, regional
surveillance force in 7 Military District, North-West Mobile Force
(NORFORCE). NORFORCE is manned predominantly with reservists
a good

7
8

lbid.,p.9.

Kim C. Beazley, The Det'ence of Australia 7987, (Australian
Government Publishin g Service, Canberra, 7987),

9

P

ref ace, p.ix.

Minister for Defence, News Releasc t'rom Ministu for
Dryrtment of Defence,No.24/87,3 March 1987.
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and hence only becomes operationally

Austr alia

fully effertive when the reserve

component is 'called-ouf for full-time duty.

Although it is clear that the 2nd Cavalry Regiment is headed
for Darwin by 7992, it is not quite so firm that a brigade is also
destined for the Northern Territory. It is argued here that not only

should a brigade be relocated to the Territory, but it should be based in
Darwin in particular.

Dibb's Rniat maintains that '... our most important defence
planning concern is to ensure that an enemy would have substantial
difficulty in crossing the sea and air gap' to our north.l0 For the Army,
Dibb's guidance in this context is as follows:
To the extent that lesser enemy forces might land we

will

need highly mobile land forces capable of
dispersed operations and having the ability to Protect
our military installations, infrastructure and civilian
population in the north of the continent.ll

It is not explicit as to whether the emphasis for the A*y is to be on
reacting or prrempting. But surely the emphasis should be on pre'
emptive garrisoning and protection of key installations in the first
instanc€, coupled with a reactive caPacity for deploying quickly forces
from the south to the north should dcterrence fail or the enemy
achieve tactical surprise. Only such a posture, inter alia, would go
some way towards alleviating the Minister's concern that:

It

does not matter how capable our forces are

if

they

are remote from the location of a threat and cannot get

there, or cannot get thcre in time.l2

Until the advent of Dibb's Raniat, strategic planning for the
defence of the north had been vcry largcly reactiae in concept.
Certainly the emphasis in planning land operations focussed on
'getting there first with the most' from down south; and should this

10 Paul Dibb, Rniew of Australia's Defence Capabilitia,p.S.
11 tbid..
72 Hon. Kim C. Beazley, M.P.,'Address to the CGS Exercise', 15fune
1986, p'p.,1G11.
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fail then emphasis would be applied to ways and means of containing
and then dislodging an enemy incursion.
Very little encouragement was given to the adoption of a more
forward and assertive, and hence less reactive, defence posture
which aimed at mitigating the huge dimensions of the 'time and space'
factor aftaching to continental Australia. This line of thinking tended
to belittle the potential value of the Army as a deterrent to the Ngher
levels of threat, especially in the eyes of the advocates of more or less
exclusive dependence on a maritime/air defence strategy.

The RAAF, some time ago, had made a start to move
gradually in the direction of a forward deployment posture within
Australia, notably with development of northern air force bases; and
the Navy likewise to a lesser extent with its development of patrol boat
bases at C-airns and Darwin. The Army, however, was limited to the
creation of Army Reserve regional force surveillance units in the far
north. It was not until Dibb's Raniew that constraints on the Army's
forward deployment of Regular forces were loosened. Dibb's
endorsement of the development and full-time manning of RAAF Base
Tindal and his proposals for a further patrol boat base for the Navy in
the north, when coupled with the proposal to deploy Ar*y combat
units permanently to the Darwin/Tindal area, was a very significant
change from an essentially reactive policy to one embracing more of a
preemptive defensive posture.
Although the shift from a reactive defence posture to one
featuring preemptive defensive deployments and the garrisoning of
the north is certainly a step in the right direction, it should not be to
the detriment of maintaining in the south strong elements in a
'defence'indepth'posture in order to remain strategically on balance,
if only to be able to cope with the unforeseen. It would not be sound
to put all the defence eggs in one basket.
Moreover, until the garrisoning process is complete and until
such time as the regional civil infrastructure can better sustain locally
based forces, the continuing development of Australia's defence force
posture in the north should be coupled with regularly practised shortterm, pre€mptive defensive deployments to the north from the south.
Without the latter, northern Aushalia could be seen by a potential
enemy to be susceptible to at least tactical

if not strategic surprise,
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perhaps prompting his consideration
emptive strike strategy.

of a fait

accompli type

of pre'

It will be a very long time indeed, if ever, before there will be
sufficient Ar*y forces to garrison the entire north to the point where
there would be little or no need of reactive forces; and it is important
as well as relevant to this discussion to realise the actual dimensions of
ttmely reaction in this context.
The Army's capacity to move itself across the nation in four to

five days has improved dramatically with its acquisition of the
Mercedes Beru Unimog range of vehicles and heavy lift transporters.
For example, it could, in one lift, move to Darwin a mechanised

battalion group plus an armoured (tank) regiment (this would be
much quicker than by air), or the dismounted elements of two infantry
brigades. Impressive as this may be, the fact is that, in realitlr, after
such an initial deployment it would be essential to resort to the use of
the RAAF and/or civil uansport in all modes for the movement of
subsequent large-scale, transcontinental deployments. Compounding
the problem is the fact that the A*y is responsible for road transport
delivery for all three Services. The Army's field force Unimog and
heavy lift transport range is intended to provide for tactical needs
within a forward area of opcrations, not sustained long-haul
commitments across the nation.
The RAAFs capacity for long-range airlift suPPort for the
circumstances will be limitcd by the need to meet its
own forward deployment requirements. It is reasonable, nevertheless,
to assume that in an emergenry the RAAF could provide the Army
with in the order of two Boeing 707s or their equivalent and eight
Hercula C130 for a prohacted period. Using this airlift caPacity, about
20 days would be required to complete the strategic deployment across
Australia of a battalion group including its personnel, vehicles, about
12fi) tonnes of stores and ten helicopters, albeit the actual combat
elements could be scheduled to arrive at their destination in three
days. A significant limitation on the Army's use of C130s in this role is
their commitrnent to medium-range tactical lift aircraft within the area
of operations. Obviously, considerable use could and should be rnade
of civilian aircraft but, even in an emergency, this resource would be
limited due to the number available on line; the suitability of departure
and destination airfields for civil aircraft operations; and limitations to

Ar^y in such
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carrying capacity imposed by the design of civil aircraft and associated
loading/unloading facilities.l3 Considerable use would also have to
be made of road and rail hansport. But there are limitations and
inadequacies, not least being the requirement to maintain 'business as
usual' schedules. The response of the transport industries might not

h

timely.14

Every effort should be made in advance to mitigate the vast
dimensions of the time and space factor inherent in the unique
Australian setting. The transcontinental dimension attaching to the
movement of forces from south to north could be alleviated by prepositioning in the north heavy equipment such as guns and tanks, as
part of the garrisoning Process. It would seem sensible, at least in
theory, to mothball tanks, armoured personnel carriers and the like in
the north rather than in the south, as is the current practice.

What the Army needs to be able to do in the Territory is to
garrison Darwin and the Katherine-RAAF Base Tindal area as a hedge
againstfait accompli preemptive strikes and as a deterrent to escalation
of low-level operations to the level of enemy lodgements. Either or
both tasks may, in the event, require that this force remain more or less
in place, leaving it to other forces, such as the Army's Operational
Deployment Force (located in Townsville if it were not already
committed elsewhere), to cope with widespread mobile operations
against harassing enemy forces in the Northern Territory-Kimberley
region.

This is not to argue that the Army should raise additional
Regular forces. Consideration should be given to making better use of
what already exists, especially with regard to the three Regular
Deparfinent of Defence (Army Office), Army DarcIopment Guide,
para 5D-2; see also J.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds), A
Vulnqable Country? Ciail Resources in the Defence of Australia,
(Australian National University Press in association with the

Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1986), pp.37G391.
See I.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds), A Vulnerable Country?,
pp.338-353; and Desmond Ball, J.O. Langtry and f.D. Stevenson,
Defend the North: The Case for the Alice Sprinp-Darwin Railway,
(Gmrge Allen & Unwin, Sydney, London, Boston, 1985).
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brigades. For example, possibilities would include the relocating of
either 1st Brigade (currently located at Holsworthy, a western suburb
of Sydney), or 3rd Brigade (located in Townsville), or 6th Brigade
0ocated in Brisbane) to the Darwin-Tindal area. 6th Brigade would
seem to be well located geographically to act as the strategic reserve.
3rd Brigade in Townsville is also well placed and will continue to
provide the bulk of the lightly-scaled Operational Deployment Force
(ODD. 3rd Brigade is the most combat-ready of the three and is
involved in current contingency plans.
The least well situated of the three Regular brigades in terms
of their geographical location in peacetime is the Holsworthy based lst
Brigade.

1st Brigade currently provides the structure for the
of a parachute capability (3 RAR), the
mechanised capability (5/7 RAR), and the armoured
capability (1 Armoured Regiment in association with
5/7 RAR). A battalion group parachute capability is
being developed to secure a point-of-entry for the
ODF or alternatively to augment the ODF should a
third battalion be required. The parachute group will
be placed on similar readiness to other ODF elements.
The other battalion of the brigade, together with the
armoured regiment, provides the expansion base for
mechanised and armoured capabilities.l5
development

1st Brigade's order of battle is comprised

of the following principal

elements:
Brigade headquarters and signals squadron;

3rd Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment

(3RAR),

which has paratroop capability;

sth/7th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment (5/7
RAR);

Under command for administration and training:
1st Armoured Regiment (located at Puckapunyal,
Victoria);

rs

Kim Beazley, The Defence of Australia'L987, p.54.
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2nd Cavalry Regiment, less elements already
deployed at Darwin; and

8th/12th Medium Regiment (artillery).
For its mechanised role, 1st Brigade would be very largely mounted in
armoured personnel carriers (APC), with the tanks of 1st Armoured
Regiment boosting its combat power.

By and large the organisation and characteristics of 1st
to whatever could be expected of it in the
Northern Territory and Kimberley region. The tasks inherent in
denpng enemy lodgements in the Darwin area and providing
protection for the vital Katherine-Tindal area require mobile rather
than positional tactics; the excellent communications typical of
Brigade are well suited

mechanised formations; and good firepower. The l*opard tanks of the
1st Armoured Regiment could be put to very good use. Such a force in
place would be a powerful deterrent to fait accompli preemptive
shikes against the critical Darwin-Katherine-Tindal infrastructure; and
to maior protracted lodgement operations at the most likely sites

lst Brigade would be alrnost -as
the Northern Territory for redeployment

again Darwin and Katherine'Tindal.

conveniently placed

in

elsewhere across northern Australia as it is at present in Sydney.

But would lst Brigade also be able to operate effectively in
counter-harassment operations? The answer is yes
such a
mechanised brigade is readily adaptable to small-scale,- including
dismounted, operations. In terms of rapid deployment and excellent
communications, its APCs are close to being ideal, including for route
security and convoy protection. For more rapid and farther ranging
deployments, 1st Brigade could be provided with helicopters and

fixed-wing transport aircraft. Its parachute capability could be
invaluable. The extensive organic firepower available to the Brigade
could be used to very good effect indeed, including the use of artillery
to deny enemy safehavens in inaccessible terrain. In the rare situations
where artillery would not be appropriate, the gunners would be quite
capable of acting as infantrymen in minor operations if need be. lst
Brigade's engineers would be in constant demand to facilitate crosscountry movemen$ to clear and create obstacles; to deal with mines,

would never be enough
- there
engineers! In fact lst Brigade, once
in position in the Northern
Territory, would be much better equipped for and more capable of
booby-traps and demolitions, etc.
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low-level operations than the ODF. The ODF is held at light scales
because it is anticipated that it may have to be flown in by strategic lift
aircraft and is thus denied heavy equipment, at least in the initial
stages.

for lst Brigade to properly discharge its
stated role of providing '... the expansion base for mechanised and
armoured capabilities',16 it should not be relocated to the Northern
Territory, and that, therefore, the 6th Brigade in Brisbane should be
sent instead. If this line of argument were to prevail, then it should
follow that 1st Brigade would be relocated to Brisbane to occupy the
vacated barracks. This would be in keeping with the spirit of the first
The
of the three guidelines enunciated by the Minister for Defence
Some may argue that

-

overall movement of Australian defence resources northwards...'.17
The early garrisoning of the Northern Territory with a Regular
brigade is warranted as a matter of considerable priority. Such a
redeployment would immediately lessen the possibility of successful
surprise, pre-emptive strikes by an enemy; enhance deterrence against
lodgements; and, as well, provide a very substantial resident capacity
to cope locally with lowlevel operations carrying the possibility of
escalation.

The stationing of

a

brigade

in the Northern

Territory,

especially when considered in conjunction with the establishing of
RAAF Base Tindal as a fully operational base, would have much wider
implications in the areas of national sccurity and development. For
example, in a situation of mounting international tension, any moves
to reinforce the north from the south could be taken to be provocative

and thus add to the tension. The stationing and exercising of
substantial forces in the north in peacetime would obviate the need to
'rush' forces to the north prematurely and hence would lessen the risk
of misinterpretation and facilitate diplomacy.

As a result of stationing a brigade

in the Territory, the

concommitant boost to the local economy and population growth in
the Northern Territorv and the enhancement of the civil as well as

15 Ibid..
77 Hon. Kim C. Beazley, M.P.,'Address
19f36,p.7.

to the CGS Exercise', 16June
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military infrastructures would, in time, mean that more use could be
made of local resources, with less dependence on the south.
The presence of a garrison force means that it can become
intimately familiar with all aspects of the terrain in all seasons.
Contingency plans could then be developed in detail. Such plans
might include precautionary deployments to off-shore installations
and territories.ls Training could concentrate on the skills required for
credible contingencies in particular locations most at risk. The troops
themselves would be acclimatised to the environment. It would be
possible to experiment with new tactics and techniques appropriate to
the region. The basis for a significant regional input into strategic
planning at the national level would exist.
The siting of the principal elements of the resident brigade in
peacetime is an important consideration. Even in the absence of a
perceived threat, there is a vital opcrational function to perform

namely, to deter and, if need be, to frustrate any surprise attacks
against key elements in the civil and military infrastructures. The
principal of these exist mainly in Darwin and the Katherine/Tindal
complex.

In peacetime the garrisoning troops, who would have families
with them, should be satellited onto a sizeable civilian population. In
this case the choice can only be between Darwin and Katherine. As
Katherine, in a sense, will be swamped by the rapidly increasing
RAAF presence in and around Kathcrine and nearby Tindal, the
superimposition there of a very sizeable Army force would present
unwarranted problems. Hence the choice, almost certainly, should be

Darwin.
Although, on the basis of the foregoing line of argument, it
would seem to be inevitable that one of the three Regular brigades
should be relocated to the Northern Territory, some may disagree
entirely. Grounds for disagreement exist in the areas of:

.

potential disruption of the structure of the Army's 1st

Division;

18 Paul Dibb, Ranian of Australia's Det'ence Capabilitia,p.BS.
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dislocation of mutually supporting activities
- 8.8.,
training interaction between the lst Armoured
Regiment and the Armoured Cenhe at Puckapunyal;
undesirable disruption of families and family supporf
lowered morale associated with a protracted posting
to the north; and
the huge cost of relocation which might be better spent
elsewhere in the force structure, notably in the area of
improving the Army's capacity for rapid deployment
anywhere across the north.

There is substance in all of these objections and, no doubt, many if not
all of them were raised when the question of establishing an armybase
in Townsville was first mooted. Nevertheless, 3rd Brigade was
ultimately established in Townsville, successfully and reasonably

harmoniously. The move enhanced the Australian Defence ForcE's
posture in north Queensland, and provided a very significant
economic boost to Townsville and the regional civil infrastructure
generally at a time when Townsville's prospects for survival were
marginal. Of course, initially, there were all of the social problems
listed above, and it took time for them to be resolved. The lessons
learned should make the relocation of a Regular brigade to the
Northern Territory much easier and less dislocating.l9 The Army
would also be able to draw on the RAAF's current experience in
establishing its major, fully-manned and operational base at Tindal.
The most difficult hurdle to overcome in the relocation of a
brigade to the Northern Territory is likely to be the cost, which at a
guess could range as high as $1 billion. Paul Dibb, in his Rariett),
estimated the cost to be $700 million to $800 million.20 However, it
would be a 'one-off'cost spent over a considcrable period of time. Offsetting this, of course, would be arcas for savings and recoupment:

a.
19

If

the Northern Territory is not garrisoned, for
Australia's northcrn defence posture to be seen to be
Townsville: Military Support for
J.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds), A

See Colonel H.C. Franklin,

Communities',

in

V ulner abl e Coun try ?, pp.2'19 -250.
Paul Dibb, Raiew of Aus tr alia' s D ef ence Capabilitia, p.144.
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credible there would be a need to practise pte'
emptive forward deployments regularly and to
exercise troops repeatedly and quite frequently in the
a recurring cost of very
area on a large scale
- This
is not to suggest that
considerable magnitude.
the locating of a single brigade in the Northern

Territory would obviate the need for

such

deployments and exercises and hence the cost, but

would certainly reduce the recurrent

b.

it

costs

substantially.
The vacating of the brigade from its existing barracks
would release very valuable assets for other military
or Commonwealth uses. Similarly, families would be

quitting Commonwealth'married quarters' which
could then be used by others in government employ.
Alternatively they could be sold.

c.

One should take a much broader perspective. There is

no doubt that the relocation of a brigade to the
Northern Territory will provide an enormous boost to
the local economy (as is already happening with the
development of RAAF Base Tindal). This should go a
long way towards reducing the extent of the Northern
Territor;/s dependence on the Commonwealth

Govemment for financial support. Currently, the
Northern Territory is heavily subsidised.2l

In sum
larger, permanent A*y presence in the Top End of the
- aTerritory
in peacetime would significantly enhance
Northern
Australia's deterrent posture. A shift is needed towards a posturc
which is morc preemptive and less reactive strategically. In addition
to the relocation of 2nd Cavalry Regiment to Darwin by 7992, there is a
strong case for following this with a Regular brigade, preferably 1st
Brigade orrrently located in Holsworthy, a western suburb of Sydney.

2r

See Ciaran O'Faircheallaigh, The Economy: Growth and
Structure', in Desmond Ball and j.O. Langtry (eds), Tlr Northern
Turitory in the Det'ence of Australia: Hbtory, Geography, Econorry,
lnfr as h uctur e, and D et'en ce P r aen

ce, pp.1 89-1 90.
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Surveillance

The all important land surveillance task is common to all
levels of credible contingencies. Moreover there is an operational
requirement for it, to a greater or lesser extent, in peacetime. Overall it
is a formidable task, which can only be properly comprehended in the
context of Australia's national shategic surveillance arrangements
which embrace strategic intelligence, broad-band technological
surveillance based on over-the-horizon radar (OTHR) which, in time,
will probably be coupled with an airborne early warning capability;
long-range maritime aircraft surveillance; coastal surveillance, and
land surveillance by specialised Army units. In the Northern Tenitory
and the Kimberley region of Western Australia the land component is
the task of 2nd Cavalry Regiment and the local Army Reserve's
regional surveillance force, NORFORCE.
2nd Cavalry Regiment's operational characteristics have been
discussed above. NORFORCE has a much different moilus opuandi.

When developing the regional surveillance conc€pt for the
fundamental

whole of northern Australia there were two
considerations:

.

Firstly, the structure, manning and training of these
units were to be closely tailored to meet the unique
requirements of their particular areas of responsibility.
Units may therefore differ region to region across the
north.

r

Secondly, it was deemed essential to select personnel
on the basis of their special skills and local knowledge.

Therefore the units should be predominantly locally
recrui ted, part-time soldiers.
The role of regional force surveillance units such as NORFORCE is to
conduct reconnaissance and surveillance within their assigned regions.
They should not be diverted. In general terms, tasks include:

.

The conduct of reconnaissance and surveillance to
provide information and local intelligence before,
during and after operations by other forces. This is the
primary task.
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r
r
.

The acquisition of military geographic information
within their area.
The provision of information for and assistance to
other forces deployed in the region.
To operate in a 'stay-behind' capacity should enemy
occupation of an area eventuate. The principal task in
this event would be to continue to collect and report

information

but, as a last resort,

stay-behind
operations could include the support of a separate
guerilla force should such a force be developed.
The region at present assigned to NORFORCE is the entire Northern
Territory and the Kimberley region of Western Australia from north of
the Pilbara. Sub'units have been established in townships and mining

centres with sufficient populations to sustain viable groups of
reservists. The potential for recruiting is limited by the low levels of
population in many centres; the sparseness of their distribution; and
competition with other voluntary organisations such as the Northern
Territory Emergency Service. (For further consideration of the
nvmpower problem, see Chapter 9.)
The contribution that NORFORCE and 2nd Cavalry Regiment

surveillance posture in the Northern
Territory/Kimberley region should not be considered in isolation.
Many other organisations and individuals contribute to, or have the
potential to contribute to, the land surveillance picture
- for example,
the police; custon$, especially Coastwatch; the Northern
Territory
Emergency Service; the Navy's coastwatchcrs; workers in the pastoral
industry etc. Coordination and liaison are essential ingredients for
success; and Headquarters, Northern Command is primarily
responsible for this
see Chapter 9.

make

to the Army's

-

It is important to stress that the need is for adequate
surveillance

by day and night in

peacetime as well as

land

in times of

defence emergency.

Low Level Operations
Even today most of the Northern Territory-Kimberley region
can still be characterised very largely in terms of widely scattered
settlements, many of the Aboriginal ones being transitory; a thin
spread of pastoral properties throughout; and pockets of mineral
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FIGURE 8:2

DISTRIBUTION OF THE ABORIGINAL POPULATION IN THE
NORTHERN TERRITORY

Source: Elspeth Young, 'Perspectives on the Northern Territory
Population', in Desmond Ball (ed.), Aborigina in the Defarc of
Austr alia, (Australian National Universi ty Press, Sydney, 7991), p.72.
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wealth sustaining 'company townships'. Linking these isolated
activities and tapping their resources are the still often tenuous tele'
communications and transportation infrastructures, and where these
converge small service centres have emerged. Despite the demands of
a steadily increasing tourism industry and the proliferation of mines,
that characterisation will obtain for a long time to come. This
fragmentation of the infrastructure coupled with the comparative lack
of potable water resources, especially in the Dry, means that sooner
rather than later even low-level infiltration forces must show their
hand. Hence the defender, even at very light scales, deployed at
critical points, may frequently be able to control quite vast areas
during the Dry.
The range of low-level threats which could be encountered is
great and extremely varied. It is not possible to prescribe in advance
the size and composition of forces rcquircd to cope with the situation
in general. A single group of about 100 enemy in one location would
require less response than the same total numbcr deployed in several
widely dispersed locations. Threats to off-shore rigs and islands
would be best coped with pre-cmptively but, should they be seized,
very particular plans for their recapture, if required, would need to be
developed contingently. A vast range of contingenry plans and
have to be developed,
options
- too numerous to detail here - will
most of which would be task-oriented.

Dibb's listing of specific security tasks which may have to be
performed in the Northern Territory-Kimberley region, referred to

earlier, is far from being exhaustive. Of vital importance are the
national early warning and intclligence facilities located in the
Territory.22 The numbcr of airfields likcly to require defending
see Chapter 7 in this volume. Key industries
exceeds Dibb's listing
such as the North Australian Bauxite and Alumina Compan/s
(NABALCO) mine at Gove and the Groote Eylandt Mining Company
(GEMCO), a BHP subsidiary, mangancse mine on Groote Eylandt
present particular problems. Similarly, the rich Argyle Diamond Mine
Pty Ltd project in the east Kimbcrlcy rcgion may be threatened. The

22 See Desmond Ball, 'The Defence Force Presence

in the Northern
TerritorS/, in Desmond Ball and J.O. Langrry Gdil, The Northern
Territory in the Defence of Australia: History, Economy,lnt'rastructure

and Defence Preence, pp.2a9-266.
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mapr offshore oil and gas platforr$ are particularly attractive
potential targets and are vulnerable. Civilian helicopter bases, such as
on Troughton Island used for servicing offshore fields, have military
significance should the need arise to protect these operations on a
sustained basis.

The population centres in the Northern Territory which may
require protection are at present relatively few, although far between.

Although some of the pastoral properties in the North have
been abandoned or converted to national parks, and others
incolporated into groups for collective management, they could be
subiected to harassment. The management staffs range from family
units employing contract labour to quite major organisations such as
exists at Tipperary Station, which currently employs over 100
employees on site, operates numerous picces of heavy equipment, a
fleet of light vehicles and its own private flight of fixed- and rotarywinged aircraft.
The Aboriginal population is widely and for the most part
remotely located in relatively few centres and numerous outstations.
In times of emergency it seems probable that Aborigines in the
outstations would return or be returned to thcir major centres.
Although the numbcr of population localities and key points

in the Northern Territory-Kimberley region may not be large when
compared to Queensland and Western Australia, nevertheless the
demand on manpower for their protection is likely to exhaust local
resources sooner rather than later. As mattcrs stand, although many of
the protective tasks are more constabulary than military in character, it
is the Army at large that will be called upon to underbake them. This

is well beyond the Army's present capacity, and points to a maior
of this

defence manpower dilemma which is discussed in Chapter 9
volume. Dibb has summed up the situation cogently:

It may not be possible to protect every installation or
population centre in the north, but it would be
important to provide at least a measure of defence.23

23

Paul Dibb, Rnieu of Australia's Det'ence Capabilitia,p.SS.
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Higher Level Operations
The general scope and nature of higher level contingencies,
including escalation from low-level situations, has been discussed in
general terms in earlier chapters in this volume. If the proposal to
garrison the Northern Tenitory with a brigade proceeds, it is most
untitety that an enemy would contemplate lodgement operations with
anything less than a divisional-sized landing force, more likely two or
more. As has been demonstrated earlier in this volume, such an
across-water operation would also require very considerable air and
naval support.

Ideally, the area selected by an enemy for a lodgement would
be one where he had already established a modest Presence or degree
of control through low-level operations. However, as is argued in
Chapter 4, Darwin is the only really suitable location for a maior,
sustained lodgement. Nevertheless, although the enemy's capability
would probably be limited to maintaining just one mapr lodgement,
he could pose a threat of other lodgements in a number of areas before
the main operation was mounted, especially if he had small forces
already operating ashore. Furthermore, an adversary could, and
almost certainly would, continue small-scale operations elsewhere
along the long northern Australia coastline after the maior lodgement
had occurred.

If, despite the efforts of a brigade garrisoning the DarwinKatherine/Tindal areas, the strenuous operations of the RAAF and the
RAN in the maritime approachcs, and Australia's best endeavours in
all other spheres, the enemy should nevertheless be successful in
establishing a major lodgement, a very sizeable and powerful
Australianland force would be required to confront and des8oy the
lodgement or force its withdrawal. A force of similar size and
capiuitity to that of the enemy would be needed merely to contain the
lodgement; and a force of at least three times its size or operational
capability would be needed to defcat it in battle and destroy its
effectiveness. The most effective and economical method of defeating
such a medium-level lodgement would be to deshoy it during the
actual lodgement operation. This means that any brigade SarrisoninS
the Top End would need rapid and massive reinforcement. The rapid
deployment and subsequent maintenance of the operational force
required to frustrate the enemy's lodgcment would place tremendous
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demands on the national as well as regional infrastructure, particularly
in the more remote regions.

Most of the reinforcing operational force would be deployed
from the Main Support Area (MSA) in the east and south of the
continent. The MSA would also be the origin of nearly all logistic
support from Australian sources, whether in the form of technical
support or supplies. Any logistic support from allies may be funnelled
in elsewhere but, at the height of operations, it would be impractical to
maintain the front direct from the MSA: a forward base would have to
be established as close as possible to the area of operations. For

example, Katherine and Alice Springs would be suitable
Kimberley and the Top End.

for

the

Force Composition and Its Logistic Support

The composition of the Australian Army component of what
would have to be a pint force operation could vary considerably
depending on the character and degree of any initial success of the
enemy's operations. In this case, the data presented below are based
on the study entitled Defend the North: The case for the Alice SpringsDarwin railway.24 Two notional levels of the A*y component are
listed to illushate a range of possible deployment patterns and the
orderc of magnitude of their associated logistic support requirements.
Units anil Formations

Ar-ycomponent
at the low-level

(sbength about
55,000)

-

one division comprised

of two infantry brigades
plus the mechanised
brigade (1st Brigade
hopefully) garrisoning
the Top End in peacetime

-

16,500;

corps

troops-74,700;

force troops, including
the Special Air Service

24

Desmond Ball, J.O. Iangtry and |.D. Stevenson, Defend the North:
The Case fm tle Alice Sgings-Darwin Railway, Chapters 3 and 4.
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(SAS) Regiment and
NORFORCE

.

-'.t,250;

Communications zone
23,000.

Army component

higher-level
(strength
about 120,000)
at the

-

two infantry divisions
32,000;
. -one mechanised division 17,OOO;
. corps troops -24,600;
. force troops -2,000;
. communications zone 45,000.

The size of this level of Army requircmcnt is well in excess of what is
actually available today. It is assumed that, hopcfully, time would
have permitted the quite massive mobilization ncedcd to cope with the
postulated medium-level threat.
Ingistic Support for the three Seruices

The deployment and logistic support requirements of all
notional forces needed to countcr a medium-level lodgement in the
Top End are sumrurrised below:
Initial deployment
the

lowlevel

- at

58,000 Personnel,

Navy, Army, Air Force;
14,000 vehicles;
10,000 towed

ffi,'f'T:ilY"'J1lil:,

higher-level

125,000 personnel,

all thrce Services;
28,000 vehicles;

t8,000 towed

;;;,';'T::IY"T1H:
These figures would be reduced significantly by the extent to which
units had already been prepositioncd in the Top End
- e.g. the SAS
Regiment, 1st Brigade, 2 Cavalry Rcgimcnt.
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Daily maintenance thereafter:

[ow-level

RAN 240 tonnes
Army 1,420 tonnes
RAAF 820 tonnes
2180 tonnes (plus

water)

High-level

RAN 260 tonnes
Army 3,000 tonnes
RAAF 940 tonnc's
4,200 tonnes (plus

water).

There are many possible variations, governed mainly by the
intensity of operations; but, for the purposes of further discussion here,

the above figures can be considered indicative of the total force

requirement. The initial deployed cargo totals include 14 days'reserve
stocks to provide the necessary operational flexibility and security
against a possible breakdown in the supply system. There could also
be an initial requirement for a large tonnage of engineer stores,
particularly for military construction purposes. Such requirements
would be in addition to construction materials and equipment needed
to maintain and upgrade the civil infrastructure. In the context of
daily maintenance, the water requirement is bound to be very
considerable. It should be borne in mind also that the Army has
certain logistic responsibilities for the RAAF and RAN in such
situations.

The above figures are probably conservative and do not
include the needs of the civil community.25

25

Departrnent of Dcfence, The Dcfcnce Value of a Rail-Link or an
Improved Highway Between Alice Springs and Darwin,, March

19U, p.8, para 47, suggests that the daily

maintenance

requirements could be in the ordcr of 5,000 to 12,000 tonnes daily
for the combincd civil and military daily rcsupply needs.
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.

To complete the notional picture, set out below is a possible
pattern for Army's deployments in a medium-level threat situation in
the initial stages.
Army cwrponent

.

.

-lout

lertel opuations

corps headquarters

Darwin or Katherine;

corps rear headquarters

Katherine or Alice Springs;

divisional headquarters

Katherine;

brigade

Darwin with a battalion on Gove
Peninsula;

brigade

Kununurra,

with

battalions at

Derby/Wyndham;
brigade

.

corps trooPs

Katherine, with a battalion at Daly
River Mission.

deployed across the area of
operations from the West

Kimberley to Gove Peninsula in
support of the division, with the
major concentration at Katherine.

SAS regiment

based on Katherine, witlt

squadrons operating into the
Kimberley region, Arnhem Land
and the offshore islands.

NORFORCE

based in

Darwin,

with

dctachmcnts deployed across the
area of operations from Broome to
the western limits of the Gulf of
Carpentaria and on Groote
Eylandt.

.

force and divisional
maintanence areas

Katherine.
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.

brigade maintenance
Katherine, Kununurra, Darwin.

al€as

Army Cotttpnmt

-hrSher

lanel opoations

corps headquarters

infantry division

Katherine.

Darwin, Arnhem land,

Gove

with its headquarters
at Darwin -and a brigade based on
Peninsula

Gove Peninsula.

infantry division

mechanised division

Kimberley region with its

headquarters at Kununurra and
brigades based at Derby, Gibb
River and Kununurra-

Katherine with
elements deployed
River, Darwin areas.

corps troops

significant
Daly

to the

deploycd across the area of
operations in support of the

divisions, with a major
concentration in the Katherine
area.

.
.

andNORFORCE

similar to the lower
level deployment pattern.

forceand corps

Katherine.

SAS Re_giment

maintenance areas

.

infantry divisional mainte.
nance areas

.

brigade
areas

maintenance -

Adelaide River and Kununurra.
Broome or Derby;

Gibb River; Darwin;

Gove

and possibly other
locations depending on the
deployment pattern of the
Peninsula;

opcrational elements.
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mechanised division
maintenance area

-
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Katherine.

Irrespective of the level of threat, the importance of the
Katherine'Tindal complex in the operational deployment pattern is
clear. Katherine is the obvious location of the concentration area for
most of the operational elements not deployed to the coastal regions,
as well as being the main forward logistic support base. RAAF Base
Tindal, the vitally important maior air base adjacent to the towry will
be the hub of RAAF operations in the region in times of defence
emergency. Katherine is the nodal point of the road communications
network in the Northern Territory, and it is where the rail system, if
extended north from Alice Springs, will link into that network. The
security and optimum development of the Katherine.Tindal area is
critical to the operational effectiveness of any military force that
Australia may deploy to the region.

In a

medium-level contingcncy the KatherineTindal area

could contain the following defence elcmcnts:

r
.
.
r
r

the main base for most of the RAAF units assigned to
oPerations in the Territory26 i
air defence units and airfield protection units;
most of an Army division;

divisional and brigade maintcnance areas; and
the principal forward logistic base comprising supply
depots, workshops, ammunition dumps, fuel storage
facilities, vehicle parts, hospitals and transit camps
manned by up to 35,000 troops.

In all, there could be 70,000-80,000 dcfcnce personnel in the area and
the facilities could be spread over an area of 20 km2 in addition to the
airfield. There would also be large-scale civil construction and

26

Desmond Ball, f.O. Langtry and J.D. Stevenson, Defend the North:
The Case fur the AIbe Springs-Darwin Rnilway, p.61. The size of the
RAAF component would vary considerably according, in part, to
componcnt, particularly with regard to
the size of the
short-range transport aircraft. Sce also Chapter 7 of this volurne.

A*y
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transport elements in the area. The Katherine-Tindal civil-military
complex would become vital to Australia's defence posture.
The nature and scope of a high-level threat cannot be ignored;

but the scale and location of the possible ADF involvements in such a
conflict is very difficult to assess. There could be full-scale invasion of
the continent by a major power and its regional allies. If so, the size of
the Australian forces required to be committcd to battle would be well
above the levels described above. Australia's allies could be involved,
possibly providing combat forces as well as logistic support. It seems
probable that major battles would be fought across the northern half of
the continent with a particular focus on the Darwin area. If this were
to be the situation, then the demands for the deployment and logistic
support described for the medium-level situation above would be very
considerably increased, but the medium-level situation highlights the
main considerations well enough.
Airpower over the Battlefield
Whatever the level of conflict, the RAAF's contribution is
likely to be directed towards domination of our sovereign airspace
and, iointly with the Navy, control of the maritime approaches to
Australia. It is most unlikely, in view of the modest size of the Air
Force, that extremely valuable assets such as the F/A-18 twin-engined

fighters
optimised for air defence and maritime strike
would be
- routinely
committed
to the performance of traditional close- air support
for the Army in land operations:

The order of assessing the combat air support roles
will reflect the strategic priority afforded maritime.
oriented capabilities in the dcfence of Australia. The
air environment support roles assume a second
priority as they enhance the primary role of air power
and augment the RAAFs maritime air capabilities.
These roles will thus precede the land environment air
suPPort roles.27

27

Air Force, Air Power Manual, AAP1000,
(Airpower Study Centre, Royal Australian Air Force, Canberra
1990,p.76.

Royal Australian
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... CAIITS [close air supportl is a role that may have
low priority in future operations. Certainly this is the
case for the ADF fixed-wing assets which ... would be
engaged in higher priorities of Counter Air operations
and Independent Strike opcrations with emphasis on
Maritime Strike and Air Intcrdiction.2s

Moreover, it should be assumcd that the Army, when called upon to
confront major enemy lodgements or an invasion, will have to do so in
an adaerse air environment. It is axiomatic that by the time an enemy

had gained a substantial foothold in northern Australi4 he would
have gained at least local, if not general, air (and probably naval)
superiority. Such of our own combat aircraft as might still be capable
of flying are most unlikely to be committcd routinely to direct support
of the land battle. Consequently thc Army must adapt its force
structure and operational stratcgies and tactics to enable it, first, to
survive in a hostile air environmcnt and, second, to conduct oPerations
without assurance of the RAAF providing close air support. This
certainly applies in the highcr levcls of conflict; but, even in lowJevel
contingencies routine close air support for the A*y is not likely to be
sce Chaptcr 7.
accorded a high priority

-

An adverse air situation would impose severe restrictions on
the conduct of land operations, especially in northern Australia where
the infrastructure is poorly developcd and distances are great. If
denied adequate long- and short-rangc airlift capacity, the Ar-y
would be hard put to mount cffcctivc defensive operations. It can be
argued that the survivability of the Army's transport helicopters is
enhanced by the fact that the Army itsclf now owns them (they were
recently transferred from the RAAF to the Army) and hence they can
be integrated much more readily into the land battle. The nature of the
conduct of the conventional land battle continues to change
profoundly. The rcquiremcnt for grcater mobility, shorter response
times, round-the-clock operations, greatcr dispersion and so on, all
point towards more self-containcd and sclf-sufficient forces with as
many as possible of thcir capabilities hcld organically within the
combat formations.

2E

lbid.,p.776.
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The Army needs to examine all the traditional tasks which
eg.
were expected of the RAAF in dircct support of the land battle
long-range surveillance, short-range tactical reconnaissance- and

battlefield surveillance, target acquisition and analysis, interdiction
and close.in fire.support. In many cases, there are alternative ways
and means of performing such tasks.29
Nevertheless, although close air support for the Army should
be regarded more as a bonus than an expcctation, there could be
exceptional occasions warranting the diversion of the RAAF to the
land battle. For example, the intervention of the RAAF could be the
decisive factor in destroying an enemy lodgement when it is most
vulnerable
that is, during the landing phases of airborne, airmobile

-

and amphibious assaults.

Administrative Support
Without doubt, the most difficult problem presented by the
conduct of land operations in areas of Australia remote from the maior
population centres and industrial areas is that of administrative,
particularly logistic, support. This is the case even in lowlevel
operations across northern Australia. Administrative support must
derive from the military force-in-being and/or from the local
infrastructure and supporting civil agencies. The term 'administrative
support'rnay be defined as '... the provision of the means (that is, men,

materiel, facilities and serviccs)

for the

conduct

of

military

operations'.30

For an introduction to such matters in the Australian context, see

I.O. Langtry, 'Army Aspects of the Tactical Airpower
Requirements', in Desmond Ball (ed.), The Future of Tactiral
Airpoutu in tlv Defence of Australia, (Aushalian National

University, Canberra, 7970, pp.706-723. A more recent appraisal
is provided by Colonel Colin ]. Brewer and Wing Commander
|ack Lynch, 'Air Support in the Land Battle', in Desmond Ball
(ed.), Arr Power: Global Darclopments and Australian Puspectioa,
(Pergamon-Brassey's Defence Publishers, Sydney, 1988), pp.501522.

Brigadier (now Major General) f.N. Stein, The Administrative
Support Concept for L.and Operations in the Defence of
Australia', in f.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds), A Vulnerable

?-50
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There are a number of underlying, fundamental principles to

be applied when considering administrative support:3l

the emphasis in dcfence logistics should be placed on

'getting there first with the most' and being able to
sustain the efforU
the prepositioning of forces and a capacity for sizeable
and timely pre-emptive deployments eases the burden
of administrative support as well as it enhances the
level and credibility of Australia's defence posture;

it is important that

the national infrastructure be able
to conduct 'business as usual' as well as sustain the
defence efforq
nevertheless, it should be possible to evacuate civilians

a

threatened area without prejudice to the
conduct of opcrations;
the basic requircmcnts of Australia's national land
transport infrastructu re are:

from

a.

a capacity to move large amounts of cargo
rapidly over long distances, relatively securely
and for long pcriods,

b.

shategic flexibility in routing the deployment
and rcdeploymcnt of forces,

c.

the existence of surplus ('surge') capacity; and

great emphasis must be placed by the military on the
use of resources in the civil infrastructure, but there
may be quite severe limits to this.

low level operations will require most, if not all, of the
standard administrative functions
supply, transport, repair and

-

3l

Counhy?,p.257.

Most of the data used in this particular section (and generally
throughout this chapter) were dcrived from material provided by
Brigadier Ian Fisher (Ret.), whose senior appointments included
Chief of Staff, Headquarters Ficld Force Command, Deputy Chief
of Operations (Army) and, just bcfore his retircment, Acting Chief
of Operations (Army).
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recovery, medical services, morfuary services, collection, holding and
evacuation of prisoners of war, and personnel services such as welfare,
postal, amenities. Although maximum use would be made of the civil
infrastructure, administrative support planning must also take account
of the possibility of elements of the civil infrastructure being captured,
destroyed, or simply closed down because the owners/managers have
departed. In fact, it is conceivable that the Army may become
involved in providing aid and maintenance to the civil community.

It is imperative that an inventory of what exists in the civil
community and, more importantly, of what surplus capacity may exist
and be available to the military in a defence emergency, be maintained
with current information. The requircments for extensive reliance on
the civil infrashucture demand in turn that the assets which are
available within that infrastructure, and the vulnerabilities which
pertain to many of them, must be factors taken into account in national
and regional security planning at the outset.
Nothing should be taken for granted. For example, although
there is an extensive and often impressive medical infrastructure in the
Northern Territory, in fact its actual capacity to support even relatively
low-level operations is minimal in some respects; and it is dedining
rather than improving. The number of hospital staff and beds have
declined, and some hospitals have been closed down completely.
Moreover, in no civilian hospital outside Darwin is there more than a
single operating theatre, and thus there is little capability to care for
multiple casualties. In addition, the available civilian medical
practitioners generally have ncithcr the training nor the experience to
deal with battlefield casualtics (such as high-velocity bullet wounds,
multiple shrapnel wounds or white phosphorous burns).

Notwithstanding, this is not to say that the Army in the
Northern Territory should attempt to be self-sufficient medically,
especially since the dedicated mcdical capabilities of the Australian
Defence Force (ADF) overall are likcly in most contingencies to be
overstretched in any case; and, perforce, use of the regional civil
medical infrashucture, as inadequate as it might be, will be to a large
extent unavoidable. The questions for the military planners and
commanders are how to ensure that there is some extra capacity in the
Northern Tenitory medical infrastructure and that civil medical
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personnel have some additional, albeit rudimentary, training
sorts of skills needed for the treatmcnt of battlcfield casualties.32

in

the

Current fuel storage facilitics within the Northern TerritoryKimberley region are adequate to sustain the present volume of
transport, but a sudden increase in dcmand would necessitate
extensive supplementation throughout the system. Similarly, repair
and recovery facilities are finely tuncd to pcacetime civilian activities.
To a significant extent, the prcpositioning of forces in the region in
peacetime would ameliorate these potential problems.
Simplicity and flexibility, as principles of administratiory will
play important and particular rolcs in the support of regional force
surveillance units such as NORFORCE. During pcacetime and in the
early stages of independcnt operations, conventional resupply and
repair systems may operate and cconomies may accrue from the use of
the local civilian infrastructure. In subscquent operations, however,
dependence on caches and covert rcsupply by air, land or sea is likely
to be necessary. A measure of dcdicated military support should be
planned for, but local rcsources may still be available and should be
used; indeed the support of the civilian population remaining in the
area could be critical to the continucd performance of elements of
NORFORCE.

The establishmcnt of cachcs could be required for local
observer elements, should thcy be raised, as well as for the regional
force surveillance units. The principal items for inclusion in the caches
would be fuel, lubricants, tyres, battcrics, spare parts and food. In this
context, deserving of consideration is the value inhcrcnt in equipping
locally-based units with vehiclcs which are comPatible with the
predominant vehicle sales and service industry throughout the
Territory.

The transcontinental transportation rcquirements of forces
operating in the north have bccn examincd comprchensively in Defend
theNorth: The

Case

t'or the Alice Springs-Darwin l?nilway.33 The principal

For further reading, sce Major Ccncral W.B. fames, The Capacity
for Medical Support in Northern Australia', in J.O. Langtry and
Desmond Ball (eds), AVulnerable Country?, pp.453474.
Desmond Ball, j.O. Langtry and J.D. Stcvcnson, Defend the North:
The Case for the Alice Springs-Darwin Railway'
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determinations are summarised in Chapter 4 of this volume.
However, there is one important consideration which has not been
mentioned and which warrants highlighting here in the conts't of the

Arm/s operational concepts.
It is important to note that Nhulunbuy, the residential and
commercial centre of Gove Peninsula and the nearby NABALCO
bauxite mine are virtually isolated. Thcre is no fully formed, all-

weather, through-road connection from any direction. Such tracks as
do exist become impassable in the Wet. Without all-weather access by

road, the Gove mining/commercial complex itself is a significant
vulnerability. But the importance of overland links with Gove is lifted
to shategic proportions when considcrcd in conjunction with the fact
that there is only one overland route into Darwin and the Top End. A
mapr and, arguably, the most significant strategic vulnerability in
terms of the Northern Territory in the dcfence of Aushalia is the
current situation where all road corridors from Queensland, South
Australia and Western Ausfralia converge on Katherine and cross the
formidable Katherine River before accessing to Darwin and the Top
End. Katherine is the only gateway to Darwin. There exists no
worthwhile, practicable overland way around this strategic bottleneck.
From a potential enemy's standpoint, this would be seen as a
decided advantage in any considcration of the seizure and securing of
a maior lodgement in the Darwin area bccause, in effect, there could be
no sizeable threat to the lodgement from the east. Any Australian

endeavour to dislodge the lodgemcnt with land forces would be
limited significantly by the fact that it would have to be confined to the
single and rather narrow axis via Kathcrine. The development of a
subsidiary access corridor via the Gove Peninsula could prove to be an
Australian defensive asset of considcrable strategic proportions.
Given a good road conncrction bctwccn Nhulunbuy and Darwiry a
feasible sbategic axis of entry from the south to the Gove Peninsula
could be by road from Queensland via the Borroloola-Roper BarNumbulwar-Nhulunbuy ali gnment.
There are some prospects that an all-weather road connection
with Nhulunbuy (Gove Peninsula) may eventuate. The first stage of a
$63 million all-weather road bctwecn the Stuart Highway and
Nhulunbuy was under considcration for 1984 by the Northern
Territory Government, subjcct to completion of satisfactory
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with Aboriginal landowners and the Northern Territory
Land Council. Three possible corridors (see Figure 8:3) were
negotiations

considered at that time:

a.

a

northern corridor from Darwin extending the
existing road to Jabiru in Arnhem Land eastward
across the ToP End to NhulunbuY;

b.

a central corridor from the Stuart Highway iust south

of Katherine in the vicinity of Maranboy north-east
across Arnhem Land via Mainoru and the Frederick
Hills to Nhulunbuy; and

c.

an eastern (or Roper) corridor from the

Stuart
Highway furthcr south of Katherine in the vicinity of
Mataranka through Ropcr Bar and north to the Gove
Peninsula along the west coast of the Gulf of
CarPentaria.

release by the Northcrn Tcrritory Minister for
Transport and Works on 28 August 1982, it was announced that the
T,opei Corridor' had bcen sclectcd and the Commonwealth
Government had indicated it would provide financial aid to have the

In a press

road finished for the 1988 Bicentcnnial. The Minister said it was
a dry-weather access to
proposed to build the road in three stages
all-weather road and
a
gravellcd
by
followcd
1984/85,
in
Le Jtarted
road
would be of benefit
the
said
The
Ministcr
then complete sealing.
fishing industries,
tourism,
to
great
advantage
to defence as well as a
it seems that
However,
of
Gove.
pcople
local communities and the
the 'Roper
along
landowncrs
Aboriginal
with
the
negotiations
that
Council
stalled
Land
Territory
Northern
and
the
Corridor'
particular proposal.
Nevertheless, since thcn initiatives taken by a number of
Aboriginal communitics in Arnhcm Land, a new aPProach to
government support of road devclopmcnt in Arnhem Land, coupled
with the evident progressive dcvclopmcnt of the road connection
between Roper Bar and Numbulwar and in the north+ast sector of
Arnhem [and, suggest that the trafficability of all three corridors may

improve steadily over the next several ycars or so (see Figure 8:4).
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FIGURE 8:3
PROPOSED CORRIDORS FOR A ROAD TO NHULUNBI,IY

Grcote Eylandt

I
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Furthermore, the dircct road alignment between Borroloola
and Roper Bar, particularly the southern sector to about mid-way
(Nathan River Station on Limmen Bight River), is being steadily
irnproved. An expression of Dcfcnce interest in these projects might
well stimulate further progress.
As well as making it possible to provide logistic support for
the Australian Defence Force through the eastern corridor via Mt Isa,

bypassing the bottleneck at Katherine, such a development might
encourage the establishment of a naval facilily and/or an air force
subsidiary base on Gove Peninsula. The resultant combined civilmilitary infrashucture would facilitate control of the maritime

?-56
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FIGLIRE 8:4

ABORIGINAL ROADS AND TRACKS IN ARNHEM LAND

Source NT Department of Transport and Works, Roads Division,
Darwin,1987.
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in and over thc Arafura Sea and the Gulf of
Carpentaria as well as the mounting of pre-emptive Army
deployments for the security of the Cove Pcninsula. Furthermore,
within an houy's flying time lies Groote Eylandt in the Gulf, the site of
one of the three economic
a major rrurnganese mining venture
important
mctal
so critical to the world's
sources of this strategically
(The
othcr major commcrcial sources are in South
steel industries.
Africa and the USSR.) An improvcd civil-military infrastructure on
approaches, especially

the Gove Peninsula would enhance the sccurity of Groote Eylandt.

In the context of developing the Mt Isa-Borroloola-Roper Bar
axis to Nhulunbuy, Borroloola could assume added significance in the
area of administrative support of operations in the Northern Territory.
Borroloola is a small town on the McArthur River in the south-west
corner of the Gulf of Carpentaria. Upstrcam is the extremely rich lead-

zinc-silver mine owned by Mt Isa Mincs Pty Ltd. It is currently
planned that, whenever the minc comcs into production, a malrr
'company town' and port will be establishcd in the Pellow Island
group off the mouth of the McArthur Rivcr. In the meantime, barracks
and related facilities for a large workforce (equivalent to about an
infantry battalion's needs) is kept rcady for occupation at short notice.
The Borroloola-Mt Isa Mines complcx has the potential to become a
significant transit point in the defence of the Territory.
Reverting to day-today administrative suPPort considerations, Stein has postulated the following:3

Inw lzuel Opuations

1.

For economic and other rcasons, maximum use must

be made of the civil infrastructure and, hence,
arrangements for the civil-military interface at all
levels in preparation for, and the conduct of,
operations are important. Nevertheless, conflict
circumstances will sometimes demand that forces
have a degree of administrative independence. The
success of operations could wcll depend on achieving
a sensible balance.

Y

Brigadier (now Major Gencral) f.N. Stcin, The Administrative
Support Concept

..

;,

pp.261-263, 270.
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The interface bctwecn the civil infrastructure and the
military in lowlevcl opcrations will involve leasing,
chartering, hiring and purchasing of materiel, facilities

or services. It should not be assumed that any
authorisations will be givcn for requisition or
compulsory acquisition of goods or services, although
in some circumstances this may prove to be necessary.

3.

No major disruption to normal activities should

be

presumed. Levels of dcmand for goods and services
will increase, but should be commercially manageable.
Highu Lanel Operations

4.

The conventional battlcficld involves a wider and
more complcx range of military equipment than for
low-level conflict, higher usage rates of war materiel,
and higher turnovcr of personnel. These factors
reduce considerably the dcgree of dependence which
can be placed on the civil infrastructure. In the event
that the higher level of conflict has escalated from lowlevel conflict, difficultics could arise through the ADF
being ovcrly depcndent on the civil infrastructure in

5.

The high levels of administrative support required in
higher level conflicts are vcry likely to overwhelm the
resources available in the civil infrastructure. This

the early stagcs.

would apply particularly in the Northern Territory.
For example, Stcin maintains that '... a divisional force
with supporting combat and administrative elements

and a RAAF component, structured for medium level
conflict operations (30,000 pcrsonnel), could require a
daily maintenance tonnage of about 2,000 t. This
requircment expands to about 8,000 t per day for a

force comprising a corps of thrce divisions, corps
troops and communications zone elements (120,000

pcrsonncl).'

6.

Whcre the civil infrastructure remains available in
highcr levcl conflict, the general principles which
applied to its use in low lcvel conflict will obtain, but
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there is a greater probability that special legislative
arrangements for its use

will

be made.

Training
Given adequate equipment, the most significant determinants

of battle outcomes are very often the state of morale, training and
tactics.

The available historical evidence indicates that, short
of huge force disparities, the dominant aspects of
combat capability are training and tactics. Serious and
detailed historical investigations of individual air and
ground actions almost invariably point to the
condusion that sound training, well-considered
tactics, and individual competcnce overwhelm most
other aspects of the battle.3s

As a result of competing pressures on limited defence resources in
peacetime, training being both a highly visible item in the budget and
a vulnerable one, the quite short-sightcd approach of limiting and
often cutting training activities has been the norm in recent yearc.
Fortunately, thls expedient has not been extended to the acquisition of
training and manoeuvre areas in the Northern Tenitory (see Chapter
9), nor to the conduct of large scale exercises such as Kangaroo'89
which involved the deployment of major forces to the North from the
east and south of the continent.

It is also fortunate that in the Northern Territory-Kimberley
region training need not be confined to militarily-dedicated tracb of
land. There is ample scope and space to conduct exercises, both with
and without troops, on leasehold and freehold land provided
provision is made for compensation for damage.
However, there are special considerations and constrainb to
take account of with regard to access to Aborigine,conholled land
within the Northern Territory.35 Neverthcless, in this conto<t it is

fack N. Merritt and Pierre M. Sprey, in Richard G. Head and
Ervin f. Rokke (&s), American Det'ense Policy, (The Johns Hopkins
Universi ty Press, Third Ed n, 1973), pp.492493.
See Graeme Neate, kgal Aspects of Det'ence Operations on AbortgircI
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noteworthy that, although thcre is a requirement for NORFORCE to
obtain authority for access to Aborigine-conholled land for the
conduct of routine surveillance patrols and exercises, requests have
Northern Land
never been refused by the authorities concerned
- the
Council, relevant Aboriginal community councils and traditional
owner€, and the Sacred Sites Authority. Moreover, the erstwhile
cumbersome and time-consuming procedures involved in obtaining
perrnission for each separate activity have bcen greatly simplified and
shortened.3T

All things considered, there exists in the region the unique
opportunity for the ADF to conduct exercises and manoeuvres on

giound of induring tactical and strategic importance in the defence of
Australia. Training in carefully selectcd areas could be tantamount to
the rehearsal of units and larger formations in their likely roles in
specific contingencies. Making the most of such field training in the
region will require that a considcrable amount of regionally-oriented
contingency planning should take place beforchand.

The 'realism' inherent in the above approach to training
should certainly boost the morale of garrison forces and stimulate
confidence amongst the local community. It should also enhance the
prospects for sustained, constructive civil-military relations - in many
dimensions. what should be abundantly clear at the civil-military
interface is that:

There is a need for increascd liaison between federal
and state authorities and Dcfence to establish suitable
procedures in pcace that will permit an orderly and
structured transition to war. These procedures must
be tested PeriodicallY.38

I-anit

in

the Northern Turitory, (Working Paper No.136, Strategic

and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Canberra 1988 edn).

Lieutenant Colonel N.H. Wecks, MC, Commanding Officer
NORFORCE, in correspondcnce with the author dated 23 janua4y
7987.
38

Headquarters Logistic Command [Armyl, LOGEX 83 Post Exercise
Rqort, (Headquarters Logistic Command, Defence Centre, 10

August 1983), Part 5, p.6.
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This axiom is probably more relevant to the Ar.y training in the
Northern Territory than it is to the other two Services because it is the
Army whidr is the most intimately involved. The whole question of
civil-military relations in the 'join( context is addressed in the next
chapter of this volume.
Concluding Remarks
Having highlighted in this chapter the scope of the Army's
role in operations in the Northern Territory (and, coincidentally, to a
lesser extent, in the Kimbcrley rcgion) in the defcnce of Australia, a
note of caution is warranted. At any of the postulated levels of
potential conflict considered, it is inconceivable that the A*y would
not be involved operationally and adminishatively, directly or
indirectly, with the other two Scrvices, notably the RAAF. The Army
will always be dependent in some mcasure on the RAAF for various
forms of air support at both strategic and tactical levels. The RAAF, on
the other hand, will be dependent in some measure on the Army for,
among other things, the protcrtion of its airfields and other vital
installations. The Army is also likely to be involved one way or
another with the Navy in maritime opcrations. And the Army has
logistic responsibilities for both the RAAF and the RAN. As Dibb has
opined:

ln most conceivable circumstances of conflict,
Australian forces would be operating on a irint force
rather than a single-Scrvice basis.39
Hence the Army considerations discussed here should be evaluated in

the light of the immediately preceding chapters on air and naval
operations.

3e Paul D[bb Rnieut of Australia's Defence Capabilitia,p.gl.

CHAPTER 9

NORTHERN COMMAND (NORCOM) AND
THE CIVIL-MILITARY NEXUS
J.O. Langtry
A Fundamental Prenise

Within a democrary the more a corununity, especially a
regional community, can identify with measures for its security the
greater the prospect for orderly cooperative mobilization of its
resources.

Civilians will have to play a very significant role, individually
and collectively, in the conduct of the defence of Australia especially in hostilities contested within the civilian population itself.
In essence it is likely to be the civilians who will be called upon to
provide the essential depth to Australia's defence posture.

In low-level harassment situations, securi$r operations are
likely to be largely 'joint'in the civil-military sense as well as joint in
purely military terms.
These are the principal themes explored in this chapter as they

impinge upon the role of Northern Command (NORCOM).

NORCOM is a joint force regional command with its
headquarters in Darwin. It is unique amongst other regionallyoriented military commands in that it has specified responsibilities to
act as the focal point for the development and coordination of the
regional civil-military nexus and civil support for Australian Defence
Force (ADF) activities in Australia's north and northwest.
Background

A basic tenet of Aushalia's defence policy is that we are to
become more self-reliant. However, because of the relatively small
size of the national economy and many other political, economic and
social factors, the amount of national resources which can be dedicated
exclusively to the national security function on a full-time basis is
severely limited, and is likely to remain so for as far ahead is one can
foresee. Hence, additional resources and support must be gained from
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the civilian sector of Australian society when needed. Moreover, the
military structure as a whole needs to be well prepared in peacetime
for the high level of civil-milita{f cooperation likely to be demanded of
it when Australia's security is threatened. In a country the size of
Australia, the necessity for reliance on the civil infrastructure requires
that there be an effective contribution to national det'ence planning
fromregbnal levels.l
When considered in this general context, it soon becomes clear
that there is a good deal more to the civil-military role of NORCOM
than may be apparent at first glance. There are a number of
fundamental considerations :

o

the civilian community and its resources
be involved in any defence contingency;

.

for their effective support, the citizens will need to
know, and have the right to know, what will be

will have to

expected of them;

.

planning

.

regional

for national security should intimately
involve the community at regional levels; and

(as well as national)

development

infrastructure

and national security should

be

regarded as being indivisible and planning for both
should proceed hand-in-hand.2
The complete range of civil-military considerations is extremely wide
and complex; and it differs to a greater or lesser extent from region to

region within Australia. Many solutions to problems in the Northern
Territory may not be applicable in the adjacent Kimberley region of
This theme is developed at length in j.O. Langtry and Desmond
Ball (eds), A Vulnsable Country? Cioil Resourca in the Defence of

Australia, (Australian National University Press, Sydney, in
association with the Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe,
Australian National University, Canben4 1986). See also f.O.
Iangtry, Int'rastructure Danelopment in the North: Ciail-Military
Intuaction, (Working Paper No. 146, Strategic and Defence Studies
Centre, Australian National University, Canberr4 1987).
rbiit..
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and aice aers.
Western Australia, or in northern Queensland
best at
perceived
Problems and solutions in many cases are certainly
are
there
regional levels in the first instance, accepting of course that
national considerations to be taken account of as well.

If the proposition that planning for coordinated regional and
national development and security in its widest sense should be
indivisible is to be taken seriously, as it should be, much has yet to be
done to establish the short and, more particularly, the long term
development potential across our northern regions. This is not likely
to be an easy task, and the need for care and caution is exemplified by
the history of high expectations and spectacular failures in large'scale
proiects in the North. A very sound and comprehensive data bank
needs to be established.

The prospects for development in Australia's northern regions,

as well as the problems which pertain to that development, to
movement and transportation, and to military operations, cannot be
divined from Canberra exclusively. The northern regions are not
remote just in terms of distance; their prospects and problems are also
remote in terms of the experiences of most decision-makers and public
service advisers in the national capital. Moreover, the resources,

terrain, climate, water supplies and available infrastructure differ
markedly from region to region.
Undoubtedly the establishment of NORCOM has already
facilitated better civil-military planning and coordination at the
regional level, as well as contributing significantly to the national level
of consideration and determination of national aims and objectives.
Perforce the military is becoming increasingly familiar with
the Territor5/s climate and terrain in all seasons, and with those assets

significance in the regional
infrastructure. As a result of living amongst and working with the
local people, the locally-based military will become increasingly well
acquainted with and, perhaps, be better able to influence, the likely

and vulnerabilities of military

local infrastructure developments.
There are two particular themes to be kept in mind:

.

While on the one hand, the civil infrastructure nuy
have much to offer the military, on the other hand the
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military can often do much to promote the civil sector
and advance national, state and regional development
plans.

.

Any nonessential duplication in the military sector of
resources in" or likely to become available in, the civil
sector should be resisted.

The notion of the military actually participating wholeheartedly in the
civil-military planning process will continue, no doubt, to be inhibited
wherever and whenever expenditure of the Defence dolla/ may be in
prospect. Certainly the Government's 1987 "White Papel does little to
discourage this rather negative attitude:

While Defence needs to be aw.re of major civil
infrastructure developments from their earlier stages,
there is no need for Defence to subsidise such
developments, unless defence requirements would
add significantly to their cost and if they were not
iustified on normal civil criteria. Generally neither

will

be the case.3

Across the board, although planning for national security and
both national and regional development should proceed in harmony
and routinely, this is rarely the case. In this connection, for purposes
of illustration, it is useful to consider two case studies in the Northern
Territory wherein civil-military interaction resulted in less than
optimum solutions.

At the time the Navy was negotiating the establishment of its
very modern patrol boat base in Darwin Flarbour, a local private
company, Darwin Ships Maintenance Services, was establishing a 400t
syncrolift and maintenance facility at nearby Frances Bay. A wide
range of small craft, including naval patrol craft, use or have used this
convenient repair facility. The RAN patrol boat base, completed at a
cost of over $20 million, performs more or less identical functions,
albeit more comfortably and securely in the event of cyclones. This
virtual duplication of a facility was not necessarily in the best interests
Kim C. Beazley, Minister for Defence,

Tke Defarce

of

Australia

7987, (Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra,
1987),p.67.
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of public expenditure. Moreover the Nav/s exdusively dedicated
base may well have been better placed at a location at which there was

no foreseeable prospect of comparable suPPort from the civil sector
for example, at Port Hedland in Western Australia.

-

For an insight into the scope and nature of civil-military
interaction in such circumstances, the minutes of evidence of the
public enquiry in Darwin by the Parliamentary Standing Committee
on Public Works are both revealing and intriguing. Vested interests on
both sides were evident. It seems that the civil proponents for iointly
developing the Frances Bay site instead of the Navy's preferred prime
water frontage to the Army's Lanakeyah Barracks in down-town
Darwin City were not as well prepared to argue their case as
successfully as were the Defence representatives.4

A second case study concems the construction of the Northern
Territo4y's gas pipeline. It illustrates the speed at which development
can proceed as well as failure to establish timely civil-military
interaction.

The 1500 km long gas pipeline linking Palm Valley and
in the Amadeus Basin about 130 km south-west of
Alice Springs with Darwin was conceived and constructed very
quickly. The $400 million project was commissioned for study in
Darwin in September 1983, construction began in early 1985 and was
Mereenie fields

completed about a year later.

In a conversation with the pipeline authorities in Darwin it
was revealed (to the author) that the pipeline's value to Defence

-

especially insofar as the pipeline was to run more or less parallel to the
Stuart Highway and close by RAAF Base Tindal, south of Katherine

had been recognised by the civilian planners. Nevertheless, the
decision was taken consciously to not approach the Department of
Defence because it was considered that the project would become too
bogged down in deliberations in a situation wherein time was of the
essence! It was asserted, however, that some recognition had been
Parliamentary Committee on Public Works, Minutu of Evidence
relating to tle goposed anstruction of the Daruin Patrol But Base at
Lanakeyah, N orthern Tmitory, (Aushalian Government Publishing
Service, Canberra, 1980). See in particular pp.151-152; 158-161;
184-185;

Zfi;

255 ; 280; 283; 299 -3ffi .
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given to the defence implications in that the specifications selected for
the pipeline itself were iodged to permit the hansmission of a wide

range of fuels, hopefully including aviation fuel. It was not until
construction was well underway that Defence became aware of the
proiect and took an interest. Fortunately, a belated feasibility study
indicated that there is a good prospect of the pipeline serving
Defence's needs with only relatively minor adaptations. It would have
been a tragedy of strategic proportions had the pipeline episode
furned out otherwise.

Civil-military cooperation was much closer and more effective
in the matter of selecting an Army rrurnoeuvre area in the Northern
Territory. The ,IVIt Bundy' pastoral property was chosen and it was a
good choice all around
- see Fieure 9:1. It suited the Territory
government and it is of shategic significance as well as being suitable
for training. 1VIt Bundy' is between Darwin and Katherine. Its
western boundary is the Stuart Highway and its northern limits are
astride the Arnhem Highway approach to Darwin. Its eastern limits
are bounded by Kakadu National Park. The Defence acquisition of the

'Mt Bundy' property for use as a rvrnoeuvre area provides the ADF
with a unique opportunity to exercise in peacetime over terrain of
strategic and tactical importance in the defence of northwestern
Australia.

Should additional areas be required for Defence purposes,
there are a number which have comparable strategic and tactical merit

for example 'Florina' station on the Daly/IGtherine Rivers, which
-covers
the northwestern, close-in approaches to Katherine and RAAF
Base

Tindal. Another possibility may be the 'St Vidgeonl

lease

in the

Roper River area.S

In passing, but importantly, it is worth stressing here that, for
such regionally-oriented, civil-military cooperation to develop its full
potential, there needs to be adequate machinery for planning and

coordinating infrastructure development at the Federal/Australian
].O. Iangtry, lnfrastructure Doelopmmt in the North: Cioil-Military

lntuaction, pp.22-37. See also Desmond Ball and J.O. Langtry,
Army Manoeuwe and Exercbe Arus in theTop End, (Working Paper
No.135, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1987).
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FIGIIRE 9:1
PASTORAL LEASES IN THE TOP END

Source: NorthernTritory

lands, Darwin, 1984).

of Australia Pastoral Map,

(NT Departrnent of
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Defence Force (ADF) level as well as at the regional level. The current
arrangements are very uneven: in some cases they are non-existent,
while in others they exist on paper but remain unpractised. It has been
proposed elsewhere that the most satisfactory structure for a national
coordinating mechanism charged with ensuring the militaryaspects of

Australia's security are in line with, intq alia, infrastructure
developments at both regional and national levels involves the
establishment of a National and International Security Committee of
Cabinet, served by a strong and active secretariat.6

The comrnunitS/s role

in

Australia's developing defence

posture is as yet illdefined. Moreover, before it can be defined, the
civilians as well as the military will have to come to terms with the fact
that demarcation of transition stages in an escalating conflict situation
is unlikely to be dear cut. Transition from peace through'cold way' to
an urdeclared emergenc/, to a declared emergency and ultimately to
war is likely to be very blurred indeed. The nature of the
confrontation could range across the whole spectrum of psychological
operations; economic warfare; attrition through harassment/ terrorism

and sabotage; and conventional and unconventional operations.
Furthermore, the government rnay well be reluctant to declare an
emergenqF and yet wish to mobilize and exercise preemptive
deployments, conducting meanwhile'business as usual'.

Australia,like many other middle.ranking powers, will find it
difficult to mobilize and sustain in operations very large logisticallydemanding forces in its own defence. First, Australia's vast spaces and
limited logistics infrastructure, especially in the North, impose
constraints. Second, the demands of industry, especially in conflict
situations wherein business as usual' is the order of the day, also
impose limitations on the extent of logistic support from the civil
sector and may inhibit the call-out of locally-recruited reservists.
Third, there will be critical competition for manpower, especially so in
the North, between civil agencies in support of the military effort
eg. police, emergency service/counterdisaster personnel
and the
defence forces and any para-military forces such as the World War II
Volunteer Defence Corps (Tlome Guard') that maybe raised.
].O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds),
pp.ffi34%.

A

Vulnerable Country?,
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Whatever the size of the mobilized defence force itself, it
should be applied specifically to the task of defeating enemy forces.
Hence, by and large, the community itself should be expected to aftend
to the defence of its local supporting infrastructure as well as to
ensuring the survivability of key industries and community services.
It is in the context of low-level harassment mounted in pursuit
of political, psychological or economic objectives that the communit5/s
role in defence of Australia becomes most blurred. Throughout the
world low-level violence and terrorism increasingly typity coercion
'surrogate' warfare as it were. There are innumerable key targets
scattered remotely throughout Australia, not least in the Northern
Tenitory, which are sureptible to harrassment and sabotage on a
scale which could rapidly over-extend, firstly, the police and then the
standing forces, principally the Army. It is inconceivable that military
manpower would be available in sufficient strength, short of general
mobilizatiory to provide static defence for all prospective targets
nation-wrde.
NORCOM is well placed to play a maior part in determining
the role of the civil community in the Northern Territory in support of
the military. Conversely, it will also need to resolve realistically the
precise role to be played by the military in hid to the civil powey'. The
latter has particular relevance in low-level harrassment contingencies
wherein Australia faces a very real dilemma conceming defence
manpower and the part to be played by various civil manpower assets.
In many ways, the Northern Territory is an ideal environment in
which to study alternative approaches to the defence m;rnPower
problem across the whole of northern Australia, especially the notion
of employing para-military forces in the form of constabulary in lowlevel contingencies. More of this later.
There are current peacetime tasks of an operational nature to
be performed on a day-today basis in the Territory and the Kimberley

region, which have a direct relationship to most if not all credible
contingencies. They are all relevant to the consideration of NORCOM
in the civil-military context.

Offshore and inshore surveillance are peacetime tasks
involving all three Services, civil aviation and a number of
Commonwealth, State and Territory departments in the areas of
customs, police, immigration, health, fisheries and agriculture. There
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have been numerous violations

of Ausbalia's coastrine and fishing
zone; and there have been of late an increasing number of wellpublicised arrests. W.A.G. Dovers' recently-pubiished monograph,
Controlling Ciail Maritime Actioitia in a Defence Contingency, providel a
very useful overview of Australia's extensive and important maritime
interests. Dovers, among other things,
... examines ways in which conhols on civil maritime
activities could help offset lAustralia's] low [maritime]
force.to-space ratio: firstly by easing the detection and
identification problem, and secondly by reducing the
call upon maritime forces by contributing directly to
defensive tasks. As well as considering the
operational requirements for confrols it examines the
legal and administrative problems associated with
implementing them.7

when discussing the improvement of civil sea surveillance,

it

is

significant to note that Dovers refers to it as a maritime constabulary
task
- one that is best discharged by a civil organisation rather than
the ADF. He argues:
Firstly, civil law enforcement is not one of the ADF's
roles, except in the case of civil unrest when a state of
emergency has been declared and the forces are
requested to provide aid to the civil power ...
Secondly, the ADF is structured, equipped and trained
for altogether different tasks ...Lastly, there simply is
not the nnnpower available within the ADF to take on
this task.8

There have also been violations of Aushalia,s airspace.
lindalee over-the'horizon radar (orHR) is capable of detecting
intrusions in the maritime environment (both on and over the water)
and is doing so. When further lindalee OTHRs are deployed and are
W.A.G. Dovers, Controlling Ciail Maritime Actiaitie in a Defarce
Contingency, (Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence No. 59,
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1989).
lbid.,p-54.
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supplemented with airborne early warning radar aircraft, effective
control of Australia's airspace will be possible. It would be eminently
sensible in peace, including in the context of deterrence, to put in place
and practise the ways and means of intercepting all detected intrusions
arouhd-the-clock. Such 'training' in peace would be on a very realistic
basis! Moreover, it would demonstrate Australia's capacity to deny
access to the littoral and to effectively control Australia's airspace. The

cost could well be a problem, but the regime could be applied in
selected regions and varied as intelligence indicated.
Such a proposal raises a host of issues which will take time
and actual expeiience to resolve, not the least of which would be the
necessit5r to identify and declare, when needed, 'exclusion zones' and
to establish'rules of engagement'.

Creation of NORCOM

The creation of NORCOM was the direct outcome of
Australia,s defence planners and the Federal Soverrunent coming to
terms with the reality that contingency planning and the actual
conduct of military operations in the defence of Australia are likely to
be ioint force in nature, more often than not. As Paul Dibb expressed it
in his 1986 Rniew of Australia's Deforce Capability:

Australia's large land mass, small forces, and the
relative isolation of potential areas of operations
present special challenges for the command and
control of Australian Defence Force (ADF) operations.
The ADF has a long tradition of a separate Navy,
Atmy and Air Force. There are management
advantages in this separation, but there is also an
increasing overlap between some of the functions of
these forces, and a recognition that in most
conceivable circumstances of conllict, Australian
forces would be operating on a ioint force rather than
a single-Service basis.9

olin'

s

D ef ence

&pabititia, (Australian

Government Publishin g Service, Canberra, 7986), p.90.
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A ioint force is one which is composed of elements of more than one
Service (army, navy, airforce) of the same nation operating under a
single commander.lo

However, Dibb also went a good deal further when he stated:

It is quite probable that in an extended
contingency in the north there would be a need to
establish a local pint force headquarters. This would
have the responsibility for operations in accordance
with a directive issued by the CDF and would have
command and control of its assigned assets.
In the Darwin area, there are already modest

naval assets, the North West Mobile Force
(NORFORCE), atd a fighter squadron. This Review
has earlier suggested the basing in the north of
elements of the Regular Army, and expanded facilities

and training there. Although such forces do not
necessarily represent the assets that would be assigned

to a joint force headquarters, there may be merit in
suggesting that at least an embryonic ioint force
headquarters (Northern Command, or NORCOM') be
established in peacetime. The headquarters might be
on an experimental basis at first, and developed
further as er<perience indicated. Its establishment
would recognise the importance of credible northern
contingencies, and could allow a srnoother and more
effective transition from peace to hostilities.rl
The Government endorsed this view:

With increas€d ADF activity and basing in northern
Australia, the Govemment believes there could be
value in developing irint administrative and
command arrangements in northern Australia. This
will be further examined after the new pint

Departrnent

ll

of

Defence, Australinn loint Seroics Glossry,

JSP(AS)101, (Departrnent of Defence ,May 7970)

Paul Dibb, Ra,iav of Australia's Defenu Capabilitia, pp.92-93.
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operational command system
working effectivelY.l2

is

established and

The exami4ation referred to was undertaken as part of Brigadier (now
Major General) I.S. Baker's study of the ADF command arrangements,
commissioned by the Chief of the Defence Force (CDF) on 11 August
7987. Bakef s RryrtL3 proposed that NORCOM, under the operational

command of the land Commander Australia, be raised as soon as
practicable. Significantly, Baker observed:
The primary driving force [in proposing the creation
of NORCOMI is not purely military, but in developing
and maintaining effective working relationships with
civil authorities. This will be essential for the effective
conduct, particularly of the early stages, of military
operations for the defence of Australia.la

The decision to create NORCOM based

in Darwin was

announced by the Minister for Defence on 22 March 1988:

The government has decided to establish a northern
command based at Darwin. Northern Command, or
NORCOM as it will be called, will be the focal point
for the coordination of peacetime activity ... [It will be]
a joint operational headquarters capable of conducting
low level operations and other peacetime tasks and
capable of expansion in the event of escalation ... [Itl
also arill enhance the alraily close working relationship
with thc ciail authoritia anil the ciailian community. This
relationship would be uital in the eoent of low lael conflict
or major natural disaster.ls.

72

13

14
15

Kim Beazley, The Defmce of Austr alia 79 87, p.62.
Brigadier (now Major General) |.S. Baker, Rqort of the Study into
ADF Commanil Anangemenfs, (Abridged Version), (Headquarters
Australian Defence Force, March 1988).

lbid.,para.7fi.
Ministerial
Kim C. Beazley 'Defence Policy: Progress Report
(House
of Repraentatiaa), 22 March 1988,
Statemenf, Hansard,
pp.1

1

1Gl

1 1

1, emphasis added.
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On 31 May 1988 it was announced in a Defence Nals Releasel6
that:

.

Brigadier Ian Bryant had been appointed as the first
Commander of NORCOM to be raised on 1 fuly 1988;

.

NORCOM's area of responsibility included the
Northern Territory and the Kimberley region of
Western Australia and the immediately adjacent
waters [induding such near offshore islands as Groote
Eylandt and Melville and Bathurst Islandsl;

.

NORCOM would be mainly involved in land
operations and comprise a joint force headquaners
responsible to the CDF through the Land Commander

Australia; and

.

its role is to plan and conduct the defence of northern
Australia and defence tasks other than those aspects
which are the specific responsibilities of the Maritime
Commander Australia and Air Commander Australia.

However, in addition to these tasks and reflecting the Minister/s earlier
announcement referred to above, it was specified that:

The new Command will be the focal point for
coordination of civil-military relationships and [civil]
support to the Ausbalian Defence Force activities in
the North as well as providing the nudeus for a larger
organisation which would need to be put in place for
any defence emergenqr.lT

The point being stressed here is that NORCOM is formally
expected to play an important role in the regional civil-military nexus.

This theme is consistent throughout all deliberations

and

Rryrt, and it is spelled out in the CDF's
is this which sets NORCOM apart from all other

announcements since Dibb's

directive.

It

76

Deparbnent of Defence, Naos from Det'ence No. 92188 (Directorate
of Public Relations, Deparhnent of Defence, Canberra, 31 May

77

rbid

1988).

..
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regionally deployed military commands for, not only is NORCOM
joint in the military sense, it is also pinf in the aull-military context.
Thg purely military command and control arrangements for
NORCOM are illustrated in Figure 9:2. lt should be noted in passing
that, whereas specified Arrny assets are placed under the operational
command of Commander NORCOM, the assignment of RAN and
RAAF assets is more restricted in that they may act in support of
NORCOM, but only through their respective naval and air Component
Commanders. This reflects to some extent the overlapping of
responsibilities and roles assigned to the higher-level Land, Maritime
and Air Commanders. The question of assignment of military assets is
a somewhat contested issue within and between the three Services, as
is the more fundamental issue of overall command and control by the
CDF. The process of resolution or, more likely, of evolution of such
matters wifi be facilitated by the day-today peacetime operational
experience of NoRCOM and its participation in maior ADF exercises.
Currently under consideration is a proposal to place NORCOM
directly under the command of the CDF, instead of being subordinate
to the l^and Commander.
The focus of this chapter, however, is on NORCOM in the
context of its role in civil-military cooperation. One may be reasonably
confident that optimum miliary arrangements for NORCOM will
evolve reasonably smoothly. However, one should not be so sanguine
about the nature of the civil-military nexus to be established and
exercised in peacetime which will necessarily satisfy the obvious
requirement for an easy and smooth transition from peacetime to
wartime adminishation. The Australian military, for the most Part,
lacks experience in operational security situations wherein the
principal military role is essentially'aid to the civil powel and making
the most of cfuil support.

In the first instance, there is an evident need to comprehend
the nature of civil-military administration in security oPerations.
Perceptions of civil-military administration in low-level
contingencies

If
peacetime

to

is to

facilitate the smooth transition from
defence emergency or wartime administration, there

NORCOM
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FIGURE 92

NORTHERN COMMAND'S PLACE IN THE COMMAND
HIERARCHY (SEPTEMBER 1990)
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needs to be a mutually shared and agreed perception of the nature of
civil-military administration in low-level contingencies.

Thgre is a tendency to assume that the development of low-

level contingencies will proceed in an orderly manner. As was
revealed in its Submission to the Parliamentary |oint Committee on
Foreign Affairs and Defence in 1987, the Department of Defence
approach had an almost dream-like quality about it
would always be on our side:

-

as though

'time'

For low level conflict we should assume ... that there
would be some time in which to foreshorten existing

internal procedures and adjust priorities within the
defence organisation to concentrate more on aspects
related to hostilities as distinct from those carried out
in a peace-time environment.lS

When addressing the question of the capability of the present
organisation for low-level contingencies, that is contingencies which
could arise at relatioely short notice, the same Defence Submission
included the following assumptions:

The Department studies to derive planning
assumptions for defence planning on defence and civil
responsibilities conclude that for planning purposes

lowlevel contingencies can be considered

in five

parts.

a.

A phase of reaction by the law-enforcement
within their own resources (and
'normal'Defence Force assistance or aid using
callout procedures);
agencies from

b.

A

phase when the Defence Force would,

because of uncertainW about the nature of anv

18

Department of Defence, The Organisation of the Department of
Defence in time of Defence Emergency or War', Submission No.
30 to the Parliamentary foint Committee on Foreign Affairs and
Defence, Sub{ommittee on Defence Matters, included inHansard
Report, Vol. 11,17 February 1987,p.5394.
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one occurrence, be acting both in aid to the
civil power and under the defence power;

c.

A phase when the military nature of the
enemy's activities became evident, and
goverrunents accepted that, in certain respects

in

certain areas, the Commonwealths
did
not exdude, State and Commonwealth law

and

defence power should be relied upory but
enforcement functions;

d.

e.

A point at which the government

accepted

that the predominantly military nature of the
enemS/s campaign and the use of the Defence
force on military operations, would require
limitations to be placed selectively on civilian
movements and activities (e.9. exclusion
zones, no-go areas, closure of roads, danger
zones) by the civil authorities.
There would, however, from an early stage be
an increased tempo of miliAry preparation
with increased activity in the Department and
in all military headquarters involving both
military and civilian staffs in different
responsibilities and relationships.l9

Does this perception of orderly progress through identifiable stages
match the circumstances of a low-level harassment contingency
mounted with the last in the way of warning and the most in the way
of widespread violence simultaneously? What if an enemy's strategy
was designed to exploit strategic surprise and to capitalise on the
paralysing effect of strategic preemption?
The Defence Submission goes on to explicate a long series of
assumptions concerning the division of responsibilities between the
Commonwealth's defence organisation and civil authorities. It is a
fascinating set of assumptions, each of which could be contested in any
number of contexts and, although they are a step in the right direction,
there are many problems still to be identified. In some cases, their

7e lhid.,pp.S394-S395.
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resolution rnay take a considerable time. Moreover, the answers to
them may well invalidate many of the basic assumptions.

Hopefully the advent

of

NORCOM

will

already have

reinforced any tendencies to bring to bear a more realistic approach to
civil-military contingency planning, and hence to the necessity to re-

establish the utility of what should be properly referred to as
mobilization planning.2o
Before examining the emerging formal linkage developing
between NORCOM and the Northern Territor5/s political and
bureaucratic administrative Processes and the civil community at
large it is as well to step back a little and put in PersPective lessons
from earlier experiencm of civil-military cooperation in the modern
Australian defence context.
The Western Australian Experience
The problems inherent in developing a concept for the defence
of Australia based upon increased self-reliance and maximum use of
the civil infrastructure and civilian support were first demonstrated in
Exercise l&ngaroo '83 held inWestern Australia.

There are at least three readily available sources of
information:

.
.
r

the observations of the Executive officer of the Office
of Emergency Services and Defencn Liaiso& Western
Australia;
a review of Exercise Knngaroo '83 by the Executive
Director; and
the Submission to the ParliamentaV Ioint Committee
on Foreign Affairs and Defence by the Western
Australian Govemnren(s Office of Defence Liaison.2l

For elucidation

-

see I.O.

Iangtry, The Status of

Australian

7987, (Working Paper

No. 123, Strategic
and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National University,
Mobilization Phnning

Canberra,1987).

in

Colin R. McNamara and Roy A. Hamilton, The Kimberley
Region', in J.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds), A Vulnerable
Country?, pp.198-200; Rear Admiral I.W. Knox, RAN, 'Exercise
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In the initid stages of Exercise Kangaroo'83, it was the State
Police Commissioner who responded to the early exercise play by
setting up his Police Operations Centre at Police Headquarters. As the
situation'deteriorated' the State Crisis Centre was activated on a 24hour basis. It was located in the premises of the State Emergency
Service (SES) organisation. Represented in the Crisis Centre were the
police SES, the militaq/s |oint Services local Planning Committee
(JSLPC) and government representatives. The Crisis Centre served as
the vital nodal point for State communications; kept track of the
situation on a 'red-time' basis; and provided established and practised
procedures and facilities for'crisis' management.
At the regional levels, for example in the Pilbara, the regional
authorities made use of the existing emergency procedures and
facilities for inter-facing with the military. The eisting Regional
Counter Disaster Committee was renamed the Regional Civil Defence
Committee and was comprised of

.
r
.
.

Regional

-

Manager- Chairman;

Police SuperintendenU

Coordinator SES;
eg.
of functional departments as required
Health, Transport, Public Works; and the- local

Heads

militarycommand.

At this level it was judged that the arrangernents were
extremely effective throughout the Exercise; and it is noteworthy that
the Exercise Director observed that

-

The reader may experienoe a vague sense of dQa ou
when reading this description of the local coordination
Kangaroo 83: Civil-Military Interaction in Northwest Australia',
in ).O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds), A Vulnqable Country?,
pp.272-283; Western Australian Government, Office of Defence
Liaisory "Western Australian Government Participation in
Exercise "Kangaroo 83": The Civil/Military Interface', Submission
No. 2 to the Parliamentary Ioint Committee on Foreign Affairs
and Defence, Sub-.Committee on Defence Mafters, included in
Hansril Rqort,Yol.1, 17 February 1987.
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arrangements, as one could as much be talking about

the Malayan Emergency of the 1950s, or of the
Vietnam War of the 1960s, as about the Pilbara of the
1980s. But is gratifying that there was no necessity to
'reinvent the wheel'.22
At the State level, as the situation escalated and the militar5/s
role became more dominant, military command and control was
vested in a ne*ly introduced regional military headquarters, resulting
in essential changes to the command and control organisations for
civil-military cooperation
- see Figures 9:3 and 9:4. This was a
complicating factor; and one to be avoided wherever possible in
future.

From the civil standpoint at the State level it was concluded
that, although existing state crisis management arrangements were
capable of adaptation:

More importantly, however, there is a need to
establish at least the nucleus of permanent

arrangements nationwide to facilitate civil-military
cooperation if the transition from peacetime to
wartime administration is to proceed smoothly.23

The more comprehensive review of Exercise Kangaroo '83
provided by the Exercise Director warrants careful consideration. One
interesting conclusion was that:

It is difficult to predict precisely how the machinery of
government lat the Federal leve! would evolve to
handle a defence emergency of the ffi depicted. The
higher echelons of government with regard to the
formulation of national strategic policy are well
developed and functioning But would those
arrangements remain constant in all situations? What
adjustments might be necessary as circumstances

Rear Admiral I.W. Knox, RAN, Txercise Kangaroo
Military Interaction in Northwest Australia', p.27 9.

83': Civil-

Colin R. McNamara and Roy A. Hamilton, The Kimberley
Region', pp.199-200.
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FIGTIRE 9A

IMTIAL COMMAND AND CONTROL ORGANISATION FOR
CIVIL-MILITARY COORDINATION DURING EXERCISE
I(ANGAROO'83
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Sources: For Figures 9:3 and 9:4
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(eds), A Vulnerable Country?, ppJ,99-2Cf..
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change? And what would be the factors influencing
the actual pattern of civilian/military interaction at the
Nghest levels?24
Lessons from the Malayan Emergency

It should not be forgotten that Australians played a Part in the
Malayan Emergenry, 1948-19ffi, and much can be learned from their
personal experiences. Nevertheless, a readily available source of
general information is Sir Robert Thompson's Defeating Communist
lnsurgency.2S In the context of civil-military security operations in the
north of Australia, of particular relevance is his sununary of the
balance of civil and military forces:
In Malaya there were basically two government forces:
the armed forces and the police. Their approximate
strengths have already been mentioned, and it should
be noted that the strength of the police force was more
than twice that of the armed forces, including the
Commonwealth battalions. There was a third
organizatiory the Home Guard, which operated under
police control although it was separately recruited and
administered. The original police strength at the
outbreak of the Emergency was 11285 all ranks. This
was built up to nearly 30,000 regulars plus over 30,000
special constables. The latter were used mainly in a
defensive role in villages and on estates and mines.
As part of the police force there was also established a
field force composed of platoons and companies
equivalent to very light infantry. The police were
therefore able to carry out their normal functions, to
24
25

Rear Admiral I.W. Knox, RAN,'Exercise Kangaroo SS', p.277.
Robert Thompson, Defenting Communbt Insurgorcy: Expuiences

from Malaya and Vietnam, (Chatto & Windus, Londory 1966). Sir

Robert entered the Malayan Civil Service in 1938. After
distinguished service in World War II, he returned to Malaya
where he was almost continually concerned with security and the
Emergency. From 1957 to 1961 he was successively Deputy
Secretary and Secretary for Defence during the final stages of that
successful, almost uniquely so, counter-insurgency campaign.
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provide protection and to undertake semi-military
operations requiring units up to company strength.
Thearmed forcesacted in suryrt of tlecioilpwer,and
this, coupled with the dominance of the police force,
resulted in political stability and the continuance of
the rule of law throughout the insurgency.25

The concept of employing predominantly para-military style
forces in the form of a constabulary in low-level harassment situations

is widespread. Admittedly many such national forces have internal
security connotations, but the manifestation of externally-inspired,
low-level harassment in the Australian context would not be dissimilar
to the activities of an internally-inspired insurrection or insurgency.
The Philippines para-military forces are comprised of a 38,00G.

sbong constabulary and Citizen Armed Force Geographical Units,
totalling 25,500 (perhaps 15,000 armed), which can be called up for
extended periods. Singapore has an 11,50Gstrong para-military
Police/Marine Police force and about 100,000 in a strongly militarybiased Civil Defence Force. Indonesia's para-military forces include a
3OQOOGstrong militia and 115,000 Deparfrnent of Defence Security
personnel in various categories including a 12,00Gstrong Police
'Mobile Brigade' organisation formed as infantry-style companies. In
fact, most countries in Australia's region of strategic interest have
para-military forces.27
In the Malayan Emergency it was the greatly expanded police
force (more than twice the size of the armed forces) which was best
suited to the constabulary functions involved in coping with the
situation, especially in trey areas' wherein every effort was made to
conduct 'business as usual' despite the activities of the 'terrorists' and
were
their supporters. It was only in 'black tr1sas'
- areas which
that the
clearly beyond the capabilities and capacity of the police
armed forces played the dominant role.
The problem in Australia is that the capacity of the police,
especially in the sparsely populated North, is very limited indeed.
Their capacity for sustained effort in low-level security contingencies is
26
27

lbiil., p.103, emphasis added.
International Institute for Strategic Studies CIISS), The Military
Bahnce1.989-1,990, (Brassey's for IISS, London, 1989).
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likely to be exhausted in days rather than weeks. Hence, as matters
stand, it is the military which will have to be called upon to discharge
function for which the
what is, essentially, a constabulary function
- aADF is organised and
military ethos is unsuited. In the main the
trained for the application of maximum force, preferably at long range.
Whereas the constabulary function requires the application, in the first
instance, of minimum force at close range. Of course it is possible to
cross-train the armed forces so that they can perform the constabulary
function in aid to the civil power roles, but it is not desirable. There is
a proper military role to be played by the ADF in low-level security
contingencies and, ideally, it should concentrate on that.
However, the reality is that, currently, there is insufficient
organised nvrnpower across the board to protect simultaneously all
prospective targets in low-level harassment contingencies throughout
the length and breadth of the Australian continent and offshore
territories, let alone to engage the adversary or to bring hostilities to a
rapid conclusion. The manpower situation in the Northern Territory is
critical and will remain so for some considerable time to come.
Possible solutions are discussed later in this chapter.

As well as indicating the balance of civil and military forces
required for the conduct of low-level harassment contingencies, the
Malayan Emergenry experience also points to the type of civil-military
one which includes all political,
administrative shucture needed
military economic, administrative, police, emergency services and
other measures which will have a bearing on the conduct of civilmilitary security operations. Ideally, in line with Western Australian
experience, the structure should be in place and practised in
pcacetime, if only in skeleton form, so that there can be a smooth
transition from peace administration to emergency administration. It
is most desirable that any civil-military reorganization be kept to the
minimum, except where it is essential for quicker decision-making and
closer supervision. In general the rule should be that 'Once policies
have been decided, their implementation should be left to the
departments and military headquarters concerned'.28

The regional administrative committee/council structure at
the top should be reflected at all lower levels of the adminishative and

28

Robert Thompson, Defeating Communist Insurgency, p.83.
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operational chain; but all members in the administrative and
operational train should receive their instructions concerning the
matter on hand through their normal chains of command.
As Thompson correctly observes:

'\dar by Committee' is frequently derided, but the
system works if it is understood that the committees
do not override the normal chains of command but are
there to ensure greater coordination in the execution
of policy by reaching agreement on how it should be
implemented in the particular area for which the
committee is responsible.29
In the Malayan Emergenry a form of National War Council
was set up under the Cabinet and it was responsible for the overall
conduct

of the civil-military operation. This

council included a

Director of Operations, responsible for the day-today direction of the
operation and supervision of the implementation of policies approved
by the Council. Although the Director of Operations was a senior
military officer he was nof a conunander as such, and the normal
chains of command both in the armed forces and civil infrastructure
continued to operate in the normal way.3o

It is important to stress that responsibility for conducting that
with the civil
goverrunent, and the greatly expanded police force was the normal
instrument for maintenance of the civil authority. The armed forces
acted in support of the civil power at all levels; and the part-time
'home guard' was formed to protect their homes and areas in which
they lived, thus assisting directly both the regular armed forces and
the police. Home guard officers derived their legal status and
disciplinary powers from the chairman of State/Settlement War
Executive Committees (SVVEC). For coordination of all aspects of the
campaign a SWEC was formed in each of the States and Settlements
comprising the Federation of Malaya, as it was then known.
successful anti-terrorist campaign remained throughout

Membership was:

o

theState/SettlementPrimeMinister{hairman;

2e tbid..
30 lbiil.,pp.82-83.
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o
r
.
o

the British Adviser;
the Chief Police Officer;
the senior Army commander; and
the State/Settlement Home Guard Officer.

A

series of similar commiftees called the District War Executive
Committees (DWEC) was also set up at the Civil District level with
membership as follows:

r
o
.

the District Officer

-

Chairman;

the senior police officer; and
the senior army officer.

Most operations were mounted at SI4IEC or DWEC level. The policeand military acted in accord and there was very close integration of
police and military intelligence.

These committees' responsibilities, however, went well
beyond contingency planning for, and the conduct of, anti-terrorist
operations by thu police and military. They were concerned with, for
eiample, resettlement, the re-establishment of the civil administrative
framework in post-terrorist dominated areas, and the Protection and
administration of aborigines. In many ways these committees were
also involved in long-term regional and national development and
nation-building throughout Malaya's struggle to independence and
beyond.

As for low-level contingencies in the modern Australian
context, it was the army in Malaya, much more so than the other two
Services, which had the most to do with the civilian administrative
apparatus on a day-today basis. In Malaya it was usual for an arrny
brigade headquarters to be co-located with the police headquarters in
and to be responsible through the SWE!: for the
thJ State capital,
-rnilitary

conduct of

operations throughout the State. Typically,

battalion headquarters were located near Police Circle Headquarters at
District level, and were responsible through the DWEC for operations
throughout that District. At infantry comPany level, the comPany

commander worked very closely with the local police officer-incharge.
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Superimposed on the above general frarnework (there were
exceptions) was the normal organisation of units into larger military
formations
- eg.divisiorrs. Where divisions were deployed they were
often responsible for military operations in a group of States; and it
was the divisional commanderwho attended the various SWECs.
The detailed rrrethod of conducting civil-military operations in
Malaya were set out in a comprehensive pamphlet made available to,

and required to be studied by, all ranks of the army, including
Commonwealth forces, and the police.3l
The more one sfudies the Malayan Emergency, the more one
becomes convinced that the balance of forces and the sort of
administrative structure s€t up for the conduct of civil-military
operations in that context has application in the Australian setting,
especially at the State/Territory and district levels in northern
Australia.

It is lrelevant to note here that modern Malaysia has continued
the civil-police'military administrative framework and has maintained
the tradition of strong para-military forces. It still maintains an 18,00G
strong Police Field Force organised as 21 battalions (including two
aboriginal battalions) under four brigade headquarters. ln addition
there are 51 Marine Police inshore patrols; a Police Air Wing operating
four Cesstu 206 and seven It{ aircraft; an aufllary Police Field Force
(Area Security Units) numbering 3500 in 89 units; 1100 Border Scouts
in Sabah and Sarawak; and a 180,00Gstrong People's Volunteer C-orys
a grand total of around 203,000. The combined para-military force

-significantly outnumbers the approximately 161,00Getrong
conventional arned forces
- Active: 114,500, and Reserves
(predominantly army): 46,m.gz
NORCOM's Civil-Military Nexus

Until the advent of NORCOM there were no formalised
arrangements goveming the local civil-military relationship and
31
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routine interaction in the Northern Territory other than a body called
the Dstrict Intelligence Committee. That committee operated under
the auspices of the military's joint Services local Planning Committee
$SLPC). The District Intelligence Committee provided a forum for all
Commonwealth and Territory agencies with an involvement in
security matters, induding Service agencies, to discuss matters of
muhral interest in the Territory. It maintained contact with remote
localities by informal visits.
The JSLPC consisted of the senior officers of the three Services
present in the Northern Territory. The committee met regularly, albeit

perhaps more socially than formally, with senior members of the
Territory Police, Emergenry Service, and the Department of the Chief
Minister and other departments. The principal civil-military concern
of the ISLPC was provision of military assistance in natural disasters
and like emergencies. There were no formal arrangements for liaison
between the Services and local industry in the Territory in matters
related to industrial support in defence emergencies, mobilization of
local industry or the protection of the civil and military infrastructures.

When Coastwatch, the largely civilian coastal surveillance
operation, began in the late 1960s to conduct routine aerial surveillance
of the northern coastline, civil-military liaison at regional levels started
to become somewhat more formalised. The Australian Federal Police
assumed responsibility for Coastwatch in 1984 and initiated regular
meetings with the military in Darwin. Responsibility for Coastwatch
operations passed to the Australian Customs Service in August 1988,
soon afterNORCOM came into efstence in Darwin (1 July 1988) as the
senior military headquarters in the northwestern region. Since then
there have been regular, purposeful monthly meetings of all interested
parties at the regional level, including formal representation from

NORCOM. Nevertheless, the primary peacetime PurPoses of
Coastwatch operations are restricted to detection of illegal landings
and the encouragement of local communities to assist.

This picture of civil-military security arrangements is

somewhat misleading in that it tends to create the impression that
there were no arrangements in existence for coping with the protection
of vital installations. As a result of Mr Justice Hope's hotatioe Sauri$
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Rrr)ictt of 1979,9 cooperative arrangements were developed for the
Commonwealth, States and Territories to cope jointly with counterterrorism and the protection of vital installations.
There exists in Canberra the Protective Services Coordination

Centre O|SCC), which is charged with the responsibility of
maintaining, in conjunction with the States/Territories, a coordinated
counter-terrorist capability.

Cooperative arrangements have been developed to
allow the Commonwealth and the States to jointly
manage counter-terrorism when the responsibilities of
two Governments are affected. Of particular
importance is the Standing Advisory Committee on
Commonwealth/State Cooperation for Protection
AgainstViolence (SAC-PAD. This Committee was set
up with the agreement of all Governments and
comprises senior police and officials from those
Governments. The function of SAC-PAV is to propose
to Heads of Governments steps to ensure nationwide
readiness and cooperation between relevant
Commonwealth, State and Territorial Government
departrnents, police forces and, as appropriate, the
Defence Force, for the protection of Australia from
terrorism. SAC-PAV is supported by a number of
working groups on such matters as policy and
operational procedures, communications, equipment,
legislation and baining. Executive support to SACPAV and the coordination of its activities is provided
by the PSCC. Since it was formed, SAC-PAV has
achieved a high level of national cooperation to enable
it to fulfil its functions. The Commonwealth has
supported SAC-PAV financially through the purchase
of special equipment for police forces and for baining
activities.

In fulfilling its function, the fundamental

tasks of

SAC-PAV are to assist police forces to be adequately

33 Mr
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equipped and trained to develop agreed procedures so

that govemments can efficiently resolve a terrorist
incident. To this end, one of its first tasks was to
develop and get the agreement of governrnents to a
National Anti-Terrorist Plan (NATP)... The NATP is
not an operational plan, but rather a framework
within which goverrunents and police forces prepare
detailed plans and operating procedures.S

The NATP also provides for media liaison and details
procedures for obtaining ADF aid to the civil power. All anangements
'... recognise that executive authority is vested in the Commissioner of
Police of the State or Territory in which the incident is occurring'.3S
As a consequence of the NATP there already exist nation-wide

crisis management arrangements, including State/Territory Crisis
Centres through which rnatters of policy and coordination may be
handled. Provision also exists for the rapid activation of a Crisis Policy
Centre in Canberra:
State Crisis Centres and the Crisis Policy Centre
provide the means for close cooperation and
coordination between State governments and the
Commonwealth Govemment in policy and resource
requirements.36

It is also important to note that:
In addition to SAC-PAV, which is the Australia-wide
committee, there is, within the Commonwealth
sphere, the Special Interdepartrnental Committee on
Protection Against Violence (SIDC-PAV). Those
Commonwealth departments and authorities which
are likely to have responsibilities for various
protective or contingency measures for countering
terrorism are represented on this Committee.
Brigadier |.A. Sheldrick, The Vital Installations Program', in j.O.
langtry and Desmond Ball (eds), A Vulnerable Country?, pp.513514.
35
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Through the SIDC-PAV, Commonwealth Ministers are
kept informed and government directions on counterterrorism can be implenrented and coordinated. The
SIDC-PAV, which meeb at least each month, monitors
the level of terrorist threat to Australia.3T
The NATP envisages the countering

of 'a terrorist incident' rather than

the management of protracted, large'scale civil-military

security
operations. Nevertheless, the NATP provides a very useful basis or
framework on which to develop a more comprehensive civil-military
nexus.

A second, most useful existing organisation on which to build
civil-military cooperation is the nation-wide State/Territory counterdisaster organisation.

The senior body within the Northern Territoq/s counterdisaster organisation is the Counter Disaster Council. The Chairman

of the Council is the Territory
Commissioner

Counter Disaster Controller (the

of Police), aod the Executive Officer is the Director,

Northern Territory Emergency Service (NTES).

The functions of the Council are to be responsible to the
Minister for the Administration of the Northern Territory Disasters Act
of 7982 and, subject to the direction of the Minister,

o
.

to advise, assist, and where necessary, give directions
to the Drector in respect of counterdisaster planning;

to examine and approve local, regional and Territory
counterdisaster plans submitted by the Director;

r

to

determine

the needs, whether financial

or

otherwise, of the Territory in the event of a counter-

disaster operation

and advise the

Minister

acrordingly;

.

37
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in respect of the conduct of counterdisaster
operations, to advise and, where necessary, give
directions to the Territorv Counter Disaster Controller.
and
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The Minister responsible for the Northern Territor5/s Disaster Act is
the Chief Minister. It is also noteworthy in the context of management

that there is only one Departrnent of Police, Fire and Emergency
Services.

The Counter Disaster Controller is responsible to the Council
for the control and direction of counterdisaster operations; and he
exercises his control functions through Regional and Local Controllers
who are all police officers appointed by him for the purpose.

The Director NTES is responsible to the Counter Disaster
Council for the production of counterdisaster plans produced by
planning committees at Territory, regional and local levels. The
Director NTES is also responsible for the coordination of resources,
including those of the Commonwealth and from interstate, which may
be required during counter-disaster operations. In areas where plans
have identified a lack of resources, either material or manpower,
equipment rrray be provided by the NTES, and volunteer units may be
raised.

It is the NTES which provides the administrative and
operational infrastructure for the counterdisaster organisation
throughout the Territory. It is comprised of both permanent and
voluntary members.
The development of the NTES was based on the experience
gained by the Territory following Tropical Cyclone Tracy in 1974. The
organisation has been tested on numerous occasions since then and
has proven to be effective. It is not surprising then that the Territory's
counterdisaster organisation and the NTES in particular has become
integral to NORCOM's developing civil-military nexus.
Commander NORCOM's task was to develop a formal, civilmilitary linkage which could be tested during Exercise Kangaroo '89
a major exercise across northern Australia designed, inter-alia, to test
operationally the concept of civil-military security operations and use
of the civil infrastructure in the context of lowlevel contingencies. His
problcm was compounded by the fact that the geographic span of his
command included the adjacent Kimbcrley region of Western
Australia. Hence hc had to cope with the separation of the Western
Australian governmcnt's administrative organisation.
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Essentially, the principal task confronting Commander
NORCOM was one of establishinga regbnnl coordination mechanism
for the direction and conduct of large-scale, civil-military security
one which would be responsive to guidance emanating
operations
- as
from Federal
well as the State/Territory levels, and serviced with
first class civil-military intelligence and comprehensive
communications.
In addition to being responsive to Federal and State/Territory
political guidance, the coordination mechanism had to cater for the
presence of a number of Federal agencies represented locally with
responsibilities for law enforcement in one form or another, or for
providing advice. The Australian Federal Police (AFP) have
nationwide responsibilities and the force is represented in the States
and Territories. Similarly, the Australian Customs Service (ACS)
operates surveillance and law enforcement resources in the States and
Territories, acting on behalf of Quarantine and Immigration. The ACS
maintains the €ustoms Barrie/. Commonwealth Immigration,
Health, Primary Industry and Energy officials are located at the
State/Territory level. Australian Fisheries Service (AFS) officers are
involved in policing the Commonwealth fisheries Acts around
Australia's coastline. The Australian Quarantine Inspection Service
(AQIS) is also represented at the State/Territory level.

The Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO),
undoubtedly, would have a key role to play in civil-military security
operations. It is also more than likely that the Australian Secret
Intelligence Service (ASIS) would have an active interest in such
operations.

It is only

possible here to outline initial planning aims and

objectives, and to identify the machinery set up for Exercise Knngaroo
'89.

It was perceived that there should be at least the notion of there
being in place a permanently established Northern Security Council,
co-chaired

by the TerritorS/s Chief Minister and the Premier of

It would be charged with the
political direction of civil-military seorrity operations in the Northern
Territory/Kimberley region within broader but, nevertheless, specific
political guidance from the Federal government. This was to be
serviced by a Northern Security Executive Committee (NSEC) with
Western Australia or his representative.
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FIGLIRE 9:5
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in the functional areas of operations;
intelligence; emergency services based on the NTES committees; and
specialist supporting subcommittees dealing with communications,
air transport, surface transport and public information. The role of the
NSEC, broadly stated, was to ensure the effective coordination of all
law enforcement and associated military operations in accordance with
the policies determined by the Northern Security Council.
supporting subcommittees

At the district level - that is, at the level of police
for
- the NORCOM plan called district
security committees comprised of police, civil administrators and the

district/NTES boundaries

local military commander. These were referred to as regional/local
committees.

The NTES featured prominently throughout the structure. It
was required to perform its normal peacetime functions as provided
for in current Territory emergency legislation. In addition the NTES
was required to provide and coordinate local civilian support for the
conduct of civil-military seorrity operations; to assist with intelligence;
and, if appropriate, to facilitate in interpreting emergency legislation as
it affected such matters as notional curfews, emergency repair to
essential utilities, 'refugee' control etc.
The overall civil-military organisation under consideration is
depicted in Figure 9:5. Note, however, that in Exercise Kangaroo'89 the
notion of a Northern Security Council as shown was not exercised.
Nevertheless the essence of it was simulated to some extent by the
passage downwards of political direction in the form of so-called NSC
Directives'in order to stimulate exercise play.

The post-Exercise Kangaroo '89 report evaluated the civilmilitary cooperation aspects as follows:

In

operations of the tyPe portrayed on K89 close
cooperation between the military and the civil
authorities and the local community is essential. As a
consequence clearly defined guidelines for civilmilitary relations need to be established to coordinate

the total civil and military effort towards the
achievement of the national objective.
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To achieve this during K89 a number of State,
Territory regional and local committees were
established The principal committee was the
Northern Security Executive Committee NSEC)

...

This committee structure was replicated at regional
(Kununurra and Katherine) and lower levels
(Wyndham, Argyle, Mataranka and Pine Creek) with
representatives from the relevant authorities, local
industry and the commander of the military formation
or unit operating in the area.

Overall, this system worked well, but there are
complications where operations range over State or
Territory boundaries as they did in K89. A first step
towards the resolution of this problem was made by
including observers from the Western Australian and
Queensland Governments at a meeting of the NSEC in
Darwin.38

An important consideration throughout

Kangaroo '89 was the

encouragement of active participation by the citizens themselves in the

defence of their own country. This was successful in many
dimensions, including the provision of valuable information to a
network of military liaison officers. The stage was set for such civil
support several months before the start of Knngaroo'89:

The 1st Civil Liaison Unit (ICLU) was in the area
some months before the exercise bqiutt, obtaining land
cleatances, establishing contact with Aboriginal land
councils, property owners, local regional and
State/Territory Government agencies and other civil
authorities. This unit was also the last to leave the
exercise area after dealing with claims for damage and
compensation and resolving any other problems with
the civil community.3g
Department of Defence, Exercise Kangaroo 89: luly to Srptember
1989, (Directorate of Departmental Publications, Department of
Defence, Canberra, 19901, p.14.
39

lbid.,p.15.
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The observers from Western Australia were favourably
impressed with the Northern Territory arrangements and the efficacy
of the North on T mitory Disstq Act in low-level, civil-military secudty
operations. In their view

-

The need for counter disaster Eunagement legislation

for Western Australia became very apparent during
our involvement with the NSEC. ...
The lack of Western Australian legislation produced a
serious situation when ADF units were allocated an
area of operations which extended across the Western

Australia/Northern Territory border. In essence this
meant that the unit commander worked to one set of
arrangements in theNorthern Territory and another in
Western Australia. This situation was most
undesirable.4o

At the time of writing (November

1990) draft counter-disaster
legislation was under consideration in Western Australia.

It is reassuring to note that the emerging civil-military nexus
in the Territory seems to have been influenced by the earlier Western
Australian experience and the Malayan Emergency model for the
conduct of civil-military security operations.
Hopefully, the momentum generated by Exercise Kangaroo'89

will not be permitted to fade away for there is still much that has to be
done. Two areas of enduring concern are addressed next by way of
concluding this chapter.
Legal and Legislative Considerations

-'the

tip of the iceberg'.

The implications and ramifications of the legal and legislative
'rninefields' inherent in the planning for, and conduct of, civil-military
security operations first became apparent in Exercise Kangaroo'83 held

in Western Australia. Although only the 'tip of the iceberg' was
revealed, it was sufficient to prompt the Western Aushalian

40 T.V. Clews,

Assistant Commissioner (Operations), Western
Australia Police Force, Report on Involvement in Australian
Defence Force Exercise "Kangar@ '89", Darwin 7-11 August,
1989', November 1989, p.4.
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Government's office of Defence uaison to enter subsequently a
Submission to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs
and Defence concerning problems in The Gvil/Military Interface'.
The Suhmisslon included legal matters as being one area where Poliry
issues require investigation and resolution:

During the exercise a number of legal subiects arose
on a regular basis

4.7.7

-

eg.:

the division of responsibility between the

and military participants

civil

in a low level

conflict;

4.1.2

the use of civilian volunteers to assist the

4.1.3

ADF;
command and control aspects of civil/military
oPerations;

4.7.4

the delegation of power from civil to military
and vice versa during fluid operations;

4.1.5
4.7.6

the use of firearms by civilians;

the commandeening of civilian resources by
the ADF;

4.1,.7 civilian protection during operations to assist
the ADF.

The conduct of the exercise was hampered by the
virtual non-existence of either Commonwealth or State
legislation in this area. Constant reference was made
to the Western Australian Civil Defence (Emergency
Powers) Act of 1940 as a source of enlightenment.
However, this Act was rescinded in 1946 and
provided guidance only. It is considered that until
lhese legal issues are thoroughly examined and
supportive legislation prepared similar future
exercises and operations will be severely
disadvantaged.at

41

Western Australian Government, Office of Defence Liaison,
"Western Australian Government Participation in "Exercise
Kangaroo 83": The Civil/Military Interface', Submission No. 2,
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There is also a host of legal and legislative problems in law
enforcement in the offshore environment. As Dovers has pointed out,

to be extensive changes to
legislation before any national maritime constabulary
force could do its pb effuctively. There is a notable
lack of consistency in the lqgislation dealing with
offshore law enforcement.42
There would have

The full scope of the legal aspects of defence force planning in
the context of mobilization goes far beyond that stated above. There

are rnany shortcomings in the laws which may adversely affect a
smooth transition from peacetime to wartime administration and
which may actually conflict with ADFs operational effectiveness.43
Anthony Bergin argues thatAs far as the legal environrnent in which the military
would be required to operate in countering a low-level
threat in Australia is concerned, it should be made
clear that not all legal problerns can be identified in

advance. Where they can be so identified, it is
preferable that changes take place in response in

peacetime. Defence enrergencies nuy not

be

conducive to good law-making and it must, therefore,
be before trouble beg.s that legal aspects of defence
planning and operations are fed into training and
operational doctrines.4{
p.s8.

W.A.G. Dovers, Controlling Cioil Maritime Actioitia in a Defence
Contingency, p.104.

For elaboration, see Anthony &rgt, 'Some Lcgal Aspects of
Defence Force Planning', in I.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds),
A Vulntable Country?, pp521-554; Anthony Bergin, 'tegal
Complexitie in [ow Level Thleats', Pacific Defnce Rqorter, April
1988, pp.1&17; and rnost recently by the sarne author, 'I-egal
Aspecs of the Employment of the Australian Defence Force', in
Desmond Ball and Cathy Downes (eds), Securi$ and Defence
Pacific anil GIoM Prspctioa, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1990),

M

pp.2ffi-290.

Anthony Bergin, 'Legal Aspects

of the Employrnent of

the
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Bergn also rnakes the cogent obseruation that:
The most striking asPect of the legal setting in which a

in Australia is the fact that the
Dfiarce Act hardly envisage the possibility of
hostilities in Australia, and certainly does not look at
the possibility of action being fought ir the middle of a
force would deploy

civilian population.4s
Bergin goes on further to observe that There exists no Comrnonwealth
legislation which would give soldiers, performing a defence function,
a,ttt ority Uy way of police powers or power similar to that under State

relating to such matterc as traffic
Emergency Service Acts
- powers
evacuation, guarding etc.'al5
control, arrest, search, civilian

Bergin also traverses legal implications of civilians being
duly accredited
within an operational area
- differentiating between
'defence civilians' and, for example, civilian contractots who do not
wish to becorre defence civilians.4T He draws attention to the fact that:
'... with or without Commonwealth legislation, the States [and

a useful role through their own
emergency/natural disaster legislation ... in matters such as public
safety, hansport and essential services'.aE Few would challenge
Bergin's contention that 'close liaison between the police and the
military would ... be critical in any lowJevel contingency'.49
Territoriesl would play

Bergin's very useful overview of the spectrum of legal
implications inherent in civil-military security operations includes
reference to two areas of law which are relevant and often little
understood in the civil-military context industrial and
adminishative law. It is important to note that industrial awards will
continue to apply to trade unions in civil-military security operations.
Administrative law relates to sudr matters as '... aliens; immigration;
passports; freedom of movemen$ the security of information; import

6

Australian Defence Force', p.zn.
lbiil., p.272, emphasis added.
tuil..

47

tbid..
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Ibiil.,p.273.
lbitl.,p.275.

45
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control; the harnessing of private industry in furtherance of defence
purposes; calculation of compensation for the use of civil assets; the
regulation of working conditions and equal opportunity legislation'.S0
lnternational law applicable in arrned conflict is also likely to
become of increasing significance for Australia
especially, and most
recently, in relation to the Protocols Aililitional to-the Genaa Conoantbns
of 1.2 Augttst 7949 and,

in particular,

Protocol

I the artides of which, in

Anthony Berginls words,
establish that civil defence must be looked at from the

viewpoint of protecting civilians and not from the
viewpoint of helping the war effort. Gvil defence
personnel [that is, State and Territory Emergency
Service personnell cannot be used for any war-related
activities... This will involve practical difficulties in
most Australian contingencies in that specific
functions which define civil defence overlap military
activities of a similar kind.sl
Australia has signed the two Protoals but has not yet ratified
them. A bill to enable ratification was introduced by the Government
in the Ftrouse of Representatives early in 1989 but was stalled by the
Opposition. Subsequently Senator Michael Macklin introduced a
private Senato/s bill to the sarne effect on 30 August 1989; and this bill
is still pending Second Reading (as at 14 November 1990).s2
The operational implications of Ausbalia's ratification of the
Protoals Adilitional to the Genna C.onoantions have been the subiect of
debate outside Parliament, sonre oorunentators being for and some

very much against ratification. There is much to be learned by
studying both points of view.53

51

Ibiil.,p.275.
lbiil.,pp.277-278.

52

The Senate,

50

A BiIl for An Act to amanil the Ganm Conoentbns Act
1957 (presented and read a first time,30 August 1989 by Senator
Michael Macklin). See also llnnsril (Serutd,30 August 1989 and
the Senate Mdia Relarsr-of the same date PR 89 / 3fi5.

Against the background provided by Anthony Bergrn in his
'Iegal Aspecb of the Employment of the Aushalian Defence
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What has been said here in no sense covers the full scope of
civil legal and legislative considerations applicable to preparation for,
and the conduct of, civil-military security operations in the defence of
Australia. Nevertheless, enough has been said to indicate that, for
Australia to make very substantial and effective use of its civil
infrastructure and civilian support for security operations, every effort
should be taken in peacetime to renrove potential legal and legislative
inhibitions to their timely exploitation.
There is evidence of ministerial support for this contention.
On 17 May 1989, when Minister for Defence, Kim Beazley, announced
(Pras Reluse No.150/89) that Mr Alan K. Wrigley was to undertake
the study which resulted in his rePort, The Defarc Fuce anil tlu
Community...,s he also announced that Wrigley was to undertake a
The Relationship between Civil and
second and related study
of Military Conflict in Australia'. In
Military Authorities in the Event
it is noteworthy that this second
here,
the context of the discussion
study required Wrigley to advise on:

(a)

the relative priority that should be given to
changes in administrative arrangernents,
powers and the like between the military and

Force', pp.27G280, it is useful to consider Brigadier PJ. Greville
(RL), lVfty Anstralia Slnuld Not Rntify the Natt law of War,
(Working Paper No. 175, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre,
Australian National University, Canberra, 1989). Greville is taken
to task by Trevor Findlay, ?atifying the Geneva Protocols', Pacific

il

Rriwrch, (Vol.2, No.l), February 1989, (Peace Research Centre,
Australian National University, Canberra), p.25; and the same
authoy's Update ... Ratifying the Geneva Protocols', in Pacifrc
Raearch, (Vo1.2., No.2), May 1989. See also Captain David Craig,
'should Australia Ratify the 'l'977 Protocol/Addendum to the
1949 Geneva Conventions?', in Defmce Force lournal No. 76,
Mayl]une 1989, (Australian Government Publishing Service for
Deparhnent of Defence, Canberra, 1989), pp.79-25.
Alan K. Wrigley, The Defence Force anil the Community: A
Partnuship in Australia's Defence, Report to the Minister for
Defence, (Australian Govemment Publishing Service, Canbena,
fune 1990).
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the various civil authorities so that those
arangements can be morc effective in the
dir€ct defence of Australia ...; and

(b)

the general form of any changes in
Commonwealth administrative arrangements
and the law to minimise administrative or
legal constraints on the effective defence of
Australia, consistent with the proper exercise
of political conbol and the maintenance of
comrnunity and economic activity appropriate
in relation to the level of military threat.55

It is to be hoped that Wrigley will be able to pursue this important and,
in many ways, urgent study.

It is also important that such a study should embrace the area
Emergency Services' legislation so that it, too,
ensures maximum flexibility in the employment of the police and
volunteer emergency services personnel in support of civil-military
security operations. It would seem that the emergency services should
be distanced in the context of international law from tivil defence' as
such, and oriented more towards counterdisaster operations in

of State/Teritory

support of the police.

It rnay not be coincidental that the State/Territory
governments themselves have moved or are moving towards
effectively placing their emergency services in the role of supporting
the police in counterdisaster situations when needed. This should
facilitate the provision of civilian support for civil-military security
operations.

The Natural Disasters Organisation which, paradoxically,
answers to the Minister for Defence, has produced two useful booklets

which provide an initial insight for the lay-person into Australia's
counterdisaster anangenrents and Commonwealth counterdisaster
concepts and principles.56

Deparhnent of Defence, Reviews of Civil-Military relationships',
Naas from Defnce No.105/89, (Drectorate of Public Relations,
Deparbnent of Defence, C-anberra, 17 May 7989.
Natural Disasters Organisation (NDO) in conjunction with the
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In New South Wales, where the Minister rcsponsible for the
is the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, legislation is to be introduced to
strengthen the linkage of the State-s counterdisaster amangements
with support of the police, and extend its rope.
State Emrgancy Smtica and Cioil Defence Act 7972

ln

Victoria the Minister responsible for counterdisaster

arrangements is the Minister for Police and Co-ordinator-in{hief of
Disaster Control. The senior officer responsible for all disaster
management matters is the Chief Commissioner of Police.

In Queensland the situation is not so strongly policeoriented.
The government has established two rnajor disaster<ombating and
planning agencies:

.
r

the State Counter Disaster Organisation (SCDO); and
the State Emergency Service.

The SCDO is the focal point for coordination and its Cenhal Conbol
Group comprises:

ChairmanExecutive Officer
Members

-

-

Director€eneral, Premie/ s
Departnent;
Director, State Emergency
Service;

Under Treasurer,

Drector4eneral of Health,
Commissioner of Police,
Director, Harbours and

State and Territory Emergency Services of Australi4 Australian
Countq Disstq Anangemanfs (NDO, Canberra, 1988); and NDO,
Commonwealth Countq Disster Concqts anil Principla: Aushalian

Counter Disaster Hanilbrck, Vol 1, (NDO, Canbena, 1989). For
those desiring an initial overview of the civil defence function, see
Desmond Ball and |.O. Langtry (eds), Ciail Defatce anil Australia's
Saurity in the Nuclur Age, (Strategic and Defence Studies Centre,

Australian National University, and George Allen & Unwin
Australia, Sydney, 1983); and Maior General K.W. Latchford,
'Civil Defence
New Functions and Tasks', in J.O. latgtry
- Its
(eds), A Vulnqable Country?, pp.501-512.
and Desmond Ball
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Marine, and such others as
appoinH by the

ar€

Covemor-in{ouncil.

In South Aushalia the Minister responsible for the Sfate
Disstq Act is the Premier, but the State Co-ordinator is the
Commissioner of Police.

In Western Australia there is no specific counterdisaster
legislation. The State CounGr Disaster Advisory Commiftee, chaired
by the Commissioner for Police, is responsible to the Minister for
Emergency Services and supervises arrangements at State level.
In Tasmania, the Minister responsible for administering the
Emagancy Seroice Act 1976 is the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. The service officer responsible for all disaster-management

mafters is the Commissioner of Police, who has the added roles of
Drector of Emergency Services, Chairman of the State Disaster
Committee, and Chairman of the State Disaster Executive.
The Northern Territory has, arguably, the most police-oriented
counterdisaster arrangernenb. The NorthnnTuritory Disstt Act 7982
provides the legislative framework for counterdisaster arrangements.
There is a single Department of Police, Fire and Emergency Services,
headed by the Commissioner of Police who is directly responsible to
the Chief Minister. Counterdisaster control is exercised by the

Tenitory Counter Disaster Controller (Commissioner of Police),
Regional Controllers (Officer-in<harge Police Dvision) and Local
Counter Dsaster Controllers (Officer-in<harge Police Station).

A unique feature of the Northern Toritory Disastq Acf is that it
permits the Northern Territory Emergency Service to engage in
counter-fsrrorisf operations; hence, it would seem worth considering
whether it is possible that this aspect of the legislation could be
extended to include low-level harassnrcnt contingencies.

It is also worth noting that the Northern Territory Police
cunently operates auxiliary police under the ?olice Aides Scheme',
which has a role in surveillance and observation. In fanuary 7979
approval was obtained to initiate the recruiting of Aboriginal Police
Aides with the aim of providing:

r

coastal surveillance

and

observation regarding
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unauthorised or illegal entqy into Australia of persons,
animals or plants, and the exotic diseases associated
with them;

.

information regarding illegal fishing operations of the
Northern Tenito4y's coastline; and

.

training of Aborigines in community liaison to assist
in police duties in remote cornmunities.
The underlylng perc€ption was that '... as a number of Aboriginal
communities were scattered along the Northern Territory coastline, it
was considered that the population already in these areas could be
used as information gatherers if they were able to be consulted in some
wa)/.s7 Clearly such a scheme has the potential to make a significant
contribution to NORCOM's overall surveillance task, in peace as well
as in a defence emergency.
The extent of the legal and legislative ramifications inherent in
the conduct of military operations Senerally these days is such that the
Australian Army has seen fit recently to expand its Army Legal Service

'Operations Law'. Bearing in
to include an additional function
mind Commander Dovers' conclusion, refered to earlier, that in

Australia's maritime environment'... there would have to be extensive
changes to legislation before any national nraritine force could do its
job effectively', it would seem likely that the Navy rnay well emulate
ite Army. In any event, Commander NORCOM now benefits from
having a Chief l-egal Officer on his personal staff to advise him on
matters involving 'Operations Law' in the civil-military context.

In this all too sketchy survey of legal and legislative issues, the
question of 'aid to the civil power' has been set aside from that of
civilian support for security oPerations, as has 'aid to the civil
communig/. Bergin maintains that, by and large There are no
particular legal problems posed when the Defence Force is used in aid
in fighting bush fires, in flood relief
to the civil community',ss
- €.8,
whereas there are problems in relation to aid to the civil Power.
etc.

-

with Chief Superintendent f.A. Taylor, Training
Director, Northern Territory Police Force,30 fanuary 1987.
Anthony Bergin, 'I-egal Aspects of the Employment of the
Australian Defence Force', P.280.

Correspondence
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Aid to the civil power is defined as Defence Force aid

to
Commonwealth and/or State governments and their civil authorities
in their perforrnance of law enforcement tasks', according to Bergin
citing Defmce lnstructiors;S9
there are extensive legal and

"tr6
legislative ramifications attaching

to it

requiring very skilled

interpretation.6o They are not considered further here, but some very
practical lessons about the relevance of 'aid to the civil power' in lowlevel security crcntingencies were touched upon in the earlier
discussion of the Malayan Emergency.

Civil Support and Defence inDepth
It is the civilian component of civil-military security operations
which, to a greater or lesser extent and in rnany guises, will have to
provide the ultimate depth to Australia's defencr posture. At one end
of the spectrum, there are the uniformed combat forces to be fleshed
out in times of emergency. There are very real limits to this in view of
constraints ory for example, rranpower, stockholdings of equipment,
and logistic capacity to support and sustain such forces.6l
At the other extreme are the citizens who are already deployed
(as civil defence and/or counterdisaster organisations) to provide
assistance to the population and carry out repair and restoration work
in the areas of disaster and destruction in tirnes of both peace and war.
Bergin cites Defnce Instructbns (General) OPS 5-1, Defence Force
Aid to the Civil Power
sihrations other than counter-terrorist
Policy and Procedures', (22 September 1978\.
operations
Anthony Bergirl 'I-egal Aspects of the Employment of the

-

-

Australian Defence Force', pp.26-290.

57

For an insight into critical manpower limitations to Army
expansiory see Warwick J. Graco, Manpower Considrations in
Mobilizing tlp Australian Army fn Op*ational Smtice, (Working
Paper No. 157, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian
National University, Canbena, 1988). For a wider view, see
Desmond Ball and J.O. Langtry (eds), koblans of Mobilixtion in
Defnce of Australb, (Phoenix Defence Publications, Canberra,
f980); and J.O. Langtry, Mobilization Requirements', in Robert
ONeill & D.M. Horner (ds), Aushalian Defence Policy fur the
7980s, (University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, London, New
York, 1982), pp.181-195.
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In between are very ambiguous areas wherein therc is a host
is to conduct paraof questions yet to be answered such as
- who
military functions outside areas specffically
designated as military
areas of operations (AO)? Can socalled rear iueas be separated from
the combat zones in fact and in all circumstances? Who in the larger
sense is to be held responsible for internal security as distinct from rear
area security? How is supplernentary civil engineering capacity to be
organised and proiected to undertake construction and repair tasks in
direct support of the war effort? How are civilians called upon to
operate into or through areas of hostilities to be protected,
compensated etc? In short, how do we go about organising the full
range of civil support to provide the essential depth to our defence
posture? Will it include requiremenb for civilians to offer armed
and,/or unarmed resistance?
NORCOM may reasonably be expected to play a major part in
resolving these issues, the rnost significant and urgent being, in all
likelihood, the defence (in its widest sense) manpower dilemma at
both regional and national levels. As outlined in the Strategic and
Defence Studies Centre's earlier volurne onTheNorthonToritory in the
Deforce of Australia,,52 there is an over-riding need to consider
innovative, alternative approaches in seeking solutions to that
particular dilemma. A valuable start has been made recently by Alan
K. Wrigley.53

Initial consideration here of the rnanpower situation in the
Northern Territory does suggest some fruitful approaches which
NORCOM would do well to consider in the civil-military context.
The potential for local ADF recruitment in the Northern
Territory is severely constrained by the low level of populatiory
especially outside the mairr towns, and the sparseness of its
See Desmond Ball, The Defence Presence in the Northern
Territor5/, in Desmond Ball and |.O. langtry (&s), The Northqn
Turitory in the Defarce of Australia: Gagrryhy, History, Econnny,
lnfrashucture, anil Det'ence Praence, (Canberra Papers on Strategy
and Defence No. 53, Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe,
Australian National University, Canberra, 7990, pp.269-272.
Alan K. Wrigley, The Det'arce Force and the Community: A
P ar tner ship

in

Austr alia' s D efarce.
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distribution. For example,

NORFORCE, the Army Reserve unit
responsible for suneillance in the Northern Territory-Kimberley
region has to compete with a range of other voluntary organisations in
most of the local communities from which it has to recmit its soldiers.
These indude the Northern Territory Encrgency Service (NTES) and,
in sonr aneas, the Northern Territory Police 'Aides Scheme', which
also has a role to play in surveillance and observation tasks, as do the
Navy's volunteer cpastwatchers.
Perhaps a partial but, nevertheless, practical solution might be
found in the creation of voluntary, special para-military forces in the
form of a constabulaly (or auxiliary police force) to undertake local
protective duties in addition to surveillance and observation tasks, in
peacetime as well as in conflict situations. Such a force could apply
restraints on people in low-level harassment situations more readily
than could the military. Moreover, it might appeal as a voluntary
community service to citizens not attracted to the military as such, or
who are insufficiently fit or otherwise unsuited to the rigours of
military surveillance operations in the harsh northern environment.
Such a force would also complement in many ways the work
is
already closely aligned with the constabulary function.

of the N'IES (numbering about 400) which, as discussed earlier,

However, there are denngraphic factors peculiar to the
Northern Territory which limit the potential for recruiting local
rvrnpower for civil-military security operations. Not only is the
population level low, it is not conducive to the raising of older-age
group para-militaqy forces
There
- the trome guard' type of units.
are not nrany people in the 40 years and over category
per cent of
the population is under 40 years of age compared -76
with a national
average of 64 per cent. Moreover, the population is highly mobile with
7.9 W cent leaving each year; that is, a population would turn over
once every 13 years.6a

Given that evely avenue of local nranpower potential were to
be exploited to the full, there would still be a considerable short-fall

a

Deborah WadeMarshall, 'Administration and Infrastructure', in
Desmond Ball and f.O. Langtry (eds), The Northern Taritory in the
Defarce of Australir Gwgraphy, Hbtory, Economy,Infrastructure anil
D efarce P r

*n

ce, pp.723 -124.
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unless rnanpower is brought in from southern states. Paul Dibb, in his
of Australia's Defnce C-a4bilitie,, advocated the identification of
Army Reserve units in the south of the continent with the protection of
particular vital assets in the north to ease the defence numPower

Rsoieu)

problem:

A specific Army Reserve role should be the security of
vital installations, particularly in northern Australia.
Ttris is a demanding task but one within the
capabilities of Reserve infantry unib, even though
they are predominantly located in the south. For
example, a unit could be allocated an area or
installation
the Weipa township. Over time, it
- say
exercises in the area, using several
could conduct
possible threat scenarios. In its training program, the
unit could concentrate on those skills and equipments
most relevant to its defence task. Such an approach
would ensurc that in the event of a threat occurring,
Regular Army rurnpower would not be tied down
with static security duties. It would also give a sense
of purpose to the Reserve unit, and direct its training
needs.65

The Army has implerrented this proposal to some extent. However,
there is a number of significant problems to be overcome before
substantial progress can be made in coping adequately with the
protection of vital assets.65
Consideration should also be given to the use of police from
the south to bolster those in the north in times of emergency, at least as
a useful complementary course of action. It is a notion which has been

in Darwin and which warrants further investigation. It
would seem that such a southern police contingent could relieve numy
of the Tenitor;/s urban police for duty outside the main towns where
local knowledge is all important.
considered

6s
6

Paul Dibb, Rarieu) of Australia's Defnce C-a4bilitie5.,p.7il.

Auditor{eneral, Audit Report No.3, l99G9l, Departmnt of
Defarce Australia's Army Rwroe, (Australian Covernment
Publishing Service, C-anberra, 1990), pp.8-1 3.
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The dimensions of the rnanpower problem are best
appreciad by illustration. The need to protect the Darwin RAAF
Base Tinlal area and the scale of effort which would be involved were
addressed by Paul Dibb:

of the Darwin/Tindal area would be of
high priority. There are nurny important military
assets and elements of the civilian infrastructure in
this region. They include: Darwin air base, Tindal air
base ...; the Darwin Sector Air Defence System
Protection

(including radar.s and command and control facilities);
important communications, and fuel and weapon
storage facilities; Darwin Pabol Boat Base (and naval
facility generally); and other facilities within
Iarrakeyah Barracks .rea ...

The forces required for the protection tasks would be
extensive. Hence analysis indicates that to defend a
mapr isolated airfield (such as Tindal) against raiding
parties would require up to a battalion group.
Indicatively, one company would be needed to deny
acress to the airfield, while the rernainder of the force
would be needed to patrol the approaches out to some
20 kilometres, by day and night. To give a measure of

protection

to the Darwin

area and its approaches

(excluding the Tindal airfield) would probably require
at least a brigade group [three battalions plus].67
Experience is likely to demonstrate that Dbb's assessrnent somewhat
understates the protective nurnpower problem.5E An infantry battalion
group is likely to be very hard pressed indeed to protect effectively an
isolated airfield for a protracted period when provision has to be made

for:

67 Paul Dibb Renieu, of Aushalia'sDefarce
6E

Capabilitia,p.SO.

For a definitive study of the defence of airfields, see Colonel R.B.
Bishop, The Defence of Air Bases', in Desmond Ball (ed.), Air
Powq: Gloful Doelorynarts anil Australian Pqryatfua, (PergamonBrasse/s Defence Publishers, Sydney, 1988), pp.52&558.
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.

round-the-clock operations, involving
system, for a protracted period;

r

rnanpower attrition due to eg. sickness, leave, base
(trousekeeping') duties, etc;

o

the extent of the area of operations (AO)
- patrolling
out fiom the airfield to a radius of 20 km equates to an
AO of 1,200km2.

a

three shift

Dibb, moreover, does not pres€nt the full scope of airfield protection,
either within the Northern Territory-Kimberley region or nationwide.
In the former case it is likely that the RAAF would wish to also deploy
aircraft to a number of secondary airfields such as Derby, Kununurra
Chapter 7. Should the level of threat to
and Nhulunbuy
- seethat
of small scale raiding pa.rties, the more
airfields extend above
demanding the task becomes; and should there be an air threat, there
would be an additional call on the Army to provide surface-to-air
defences. All this could add up to considerably rnore than Dibb's
estimate of '... at least a brigade group' for the Darwin area plus a
battalion group for Tindal.

Dibo"s ass€ssrnent of the rnanPower dernand for protective
the Northern Territory also exdudes the need to Protect
important national warning and intelligence facilities which, as
Desmond Ball has described them,

duties

in

... together amount to more than a quarter of the
defence presence in the Territory in terms of
personnel, have essentially no capability for selfprotectiory and which could well be lucrative targets
in many contingencies.@
Ball was referring to facilities such as the lindalee over-the'horizon
radar installations near Alice Springs; the Joint Defence SP"ce Research
Facility $DSRD at Pine Gap, also near Alice Springs; the Defence
Signals Directorate (DSD) signals intelligence (SIGIND station at Shoal

69

Desmond Ball, The Defence Force Presence in the Northern
Territor5/, in Desmond Ball and f.O. I-angtry, The Northern
Tnritory in the Defare of Australin Gagrtphy, Hbtory, Economy,
lnfrastructure anil D$nce h&nco P.268.
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Bay, some 20 km northeast of Darwin; and the Australian Secret
lntelligence Service (ASIS) communications facility about 25-32 km
south of Darwin. Ball rnaintains that:
The scale of the protectivee effort required for each of
them (and including both the transmitter and receiver
sites in the case of the |indalee system) would not be
dissimilar to that required to defend a maior isolated
airfield, which suggesb something of the order of an
additional five battalion groups might be needed for
this purpose
some nine battalion groups
- and hence
when those required
to protect the Darwin and Tindal
areas are included. To illustrate the overall magnitude
of the problem, this compares with the total of six
battalions in the Regular A-y today!ro

The recently announced intention of 'garrisoning' the
Northern Territory with the 2nd Cavalry Regiment, a Regular Army
reconaissance unit, with the prospect of a Regular Army brigade to
follow (see Chapter 8 for details), will solve a lot of problems (and
confer very considerable advantages overall), but it will not solve them
all. Of major concern is the possibility of the resident brigade being
required to remain in place in the Darwin and Katherine'Tindal areas,
unable to contribute directly with all ib resources to counterharassment operations elsewhere.z It would take very little effort on
an enemy's part to impose a hugely disproportionate demand on the
Army and, of course, on the police in the first instance, especially if
they are forced to react rather than pre+mpt.
All things considered, it seems that the priority should be to
improve local security of vital installations by the use of passive
security measures (alarms, security barriers, restriction of access and
the like), possibly coupled with the deployment of civilian ('company')
guards in peacetime and supplemented in a defence emergency with
para-military, local security forces in the form of a constabulary.
70
71

Ibiil.,pp26&269.
f.O. Langtry, Ganinning the Northern Territory: The Army's RoIe,
(Working Paper No. 132, SUategic and Defence Studies Centre,
Australian National University, Canberra 1987). An abridged
version is induded in Chapter 8 of this volume.
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Clearly

it is preferable to reduce the vulnerability of vital

assets, essentiil industries and services rather than develop and rely

on measures to make good the damage after the event. Incentives
could be given for key industries and services to enhance their own
local security arrangements in peacetime. However, undue
proliferation of arnrd 'company' guards could be anathema to many
iitizet s persuaded that the existence of such armed bodies, nof subpct
to disciplined regulation under the Constitution, as are the police and
armed forces, could be a disruptive, perhaps ruinous inlluence within
society.

if not, indeed, most standpoinb, it

seems that
on call in
readily
to
be
there is an evident need for para-military forces
General
Maior
a defence emergency, especially in northern Australia.
peacetime
in
jeffery
is
requirement
a
has taken the view that there
P.M.
albeit in the form of a militia similar to the style of
for such a force

From rnany

- War
Australia's World

II

(Volunteer Defence Colps)
He assessed:

'lrome guard', known best as the VDC
for the full-time security of vital targets.

-

A reasonable estinute would be for 150 companies of
100 men each on full time duty for 40 days Per year
which would Protect Australia's 15 rnost vital targets
full time. In addition, there must be a capacity to
protect less vital targets in northern Ausbalia against
harassment. Such targets include Power and water
supplies, mining facilities, isolated civil communities,
vehide convoys, key bridges, police stations and
communication centres.T2

|effery goes on to conclude that these lesser security tasks could be
perfoimed by utilizing civilians organised into a minimally paid
;Home Service Force' whose training and employrrent would be an

Ar*y

Reserve responsibility.

The contention herein is that such forces, or at least some parts
of them, rnay be nrore apPropriate to the task if they were in the form

neral) P.M. JefferY, Tlv Defence of

Australia: The Way Ahud fn the Aushalian Army, (Unpublished
Thesis, Royal College of Defence Studies, 1985 Course)'pp-29-30.
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of a constabulary. If that contention is conect then it would seem
logical to facilitate developments in that direction by redesignating
certain functions of all State and Territory Emergency Services,
including that of civil ddence in wartime, as State or Territory police
constabulary functions. It would then make sense to transfer the
Natural Disasters Organisation in Canberra frorn Defence to the
Federal Police where it should fit in more comfortably.
This realignment would enable the most to be made of the
very considerable capacity which currently exists in the Emergency
Services. There are about 51,000 people in these organisations
Australia-wide, including about 295m in Queensland, 400 in the
Northern Tenitory and 2,E00 in Western Australia. (Tlrese figures do
not include other volunteer organisations oriented towards fire
fighting, seardr and rescue, first aid etc. There arie over 150,000
volunteers in fire-fighting servic€s alone, Australia-wide.)
Concluding Observations

There should be no doubt that one of the outstanding
advantages in having NORCOM as an operational ioint force
headquarters in Darwin in peacetime is its potential ability to develop
and test locally imaginative concepts for northern civil-military
security operations; the optimum use of civil resources; and alternative
solutions to defence and security manpower problems.

The problems and prospects canvassed here are merely
indicative of the range of dilemmas which confront planners involved
in the defence of Aushalia. lnnovative approaches will be needed to
solve many of thery and what rnay be found to be right in the
Northern Territory context rnay not be applicable in other regions
across the north.
However, one constant which is likely to have universal
application is that, as stated earlier in this chapter, in the conduct of
civil-military security operations it is the community itself which, by
and large, should be o<pected to attend to the defence of its local
supporting infrastructure as well as to ensuring the survivability of
key industries and services. How this is to be done should be resolved
as a matter of considerable urgency; and then be tested regularly. This
is the challenge inherent in NORCOM's developing civil-military
nexu9.
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Northern Australia has beome the primary focus of
Australian defence planning. It is the area in which low-level
contingencies. ar€ rnost likely to occur, and it is ttle direction through
which higher level threats are mo$t likely to come. the Reoiat of
Anstralia's Det'mce CaWUIiti* by Paul Dibb, the 1987 White Paper on
TheDefaw of Arctralk 1987, and Exerciee l&lngcroo '89 each identified
tle need for the Australian Defence Fbrce (ADF) and Australian
defence planners to increase their familiarity with northern Australia.
This volgpe is a companion to Canberra Papers on Strategy
and Defence No.63, which also dealt with the Northern Territory in the
defence of Australia but from the aspects of its geogaphy, history,
economy, ahd th€ actual Defence presence in the Territory. This
volume is concerned with strategic and operational considerations. It

higNights the Territor5/s place in the threat contingency spectmm,
befsre examining those characteristics of the ambient environment
whifh have:particular significane for the conduct of operations. A
stralegic appraisal of the Territoqy's geography follows - in general
ternirs and from an adversaq/s standpoint. Thereafter follow separate
and.specialised operational considerations as seen from navy, air force
and army perspectives. The final chapter addresses the civil-military
nexu$ developing in the Northern Terrttory.
':

